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ÀBSTRACT

This thesis examines the activities and contributions of

Hudson's Bay Company traders, northern natives and mixed

blood labourers in the Smithsonian Institution's Exploration

and Museum Frograms between 1859-71. Traders and trappers

living in the sub-arctic became involved with the

Smithsonian programs after being visited by the Àmerican

naturalist Robert Kennicott, and their efforts significantly
increased the empirical basis of the zoological and

anthropological sciences in North Àmerica. Northern

collectors also played an important role in effecting the

methodological reorientation that occurred in the natural

sciences at mid-century. Data collecting was systematized

and rationalized by Smithsonian scientists between 1850 and

1870, and the participation of the Mackenzie River

collectors provided an opportunity to test the efficacy of

the new collecting procedures while, ât the same time,

adding substantively to the Smithsonian natural

collections.

hi story

An examination of the nature and development of fieldwork

-- how specimens lrere collected and processed, and by whom

therefore figures prominently in this thesis. Both native

and non-native collectors generally participated in the



sc ient i f ic process as labourers. Some of the more

sophisticated traders did enjoy the intellectual stimulation

offered by science, but their contributions were, like those

of their native counterparts, empirical and functional

rather than theoretical or inventive. However, the

importance of fieldwork as a scientific activity should not

be rninimized. Fieldwork played an essential role in debate

and development within the zoological and anthropological

sciences in North Àmerica. The formal and informalr âs well

as the economic and social, recognition that collectors
received from Smithsonian scientists provides convincing

proof of that importance. This thesis also examines the

relationship between those rewards and the impetus to

col1ect.

Both trader and trapper had very good reasons for

"volunteering" their services to the Smithsonian. Specimens

became a commodity. They were exchanged for both economic

and extra-economic rewards. Data collecting activities were

integrated within existing socio-cuIturaI frameworks.

Science was rarely an abstraction to t.he Mackenzie River

collectors.

- 1L1 -
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PREFACE

One of the first successful attempts to organize

scientific activities was made in 1846. The Smithsonian

Institution v¡as legislated into existence by the United

States government, and it quickly assumed national , íf not

international, recognition. Even during its f irst twenty-

five years, while its programs and philosophy were still
taking shape, the lnstitution had acquired "an a.ura of

antiquity," and the "status of a venerable symbol."1 Perhaps

such notions were premature, but the Smithsonian had, after
a1I, been given considerable responsibility and authority.
Government collections deposited with the Patent Office vlere

entrusted to the Snithsonian in.1857, and early Smithsonian

scientists also assumed responsibility for the coordinatí.on

of future national collections, and for the development and

planning of natural hi story , anthropological and

meteorol og i ca I
institution

1 Nathan ReingoId, êd.,
Documentarv History,
Hill & Wang, 1964) , p.

research programs. The "venerable"

moreover, symbol ic of the

Science in the Nineteenth Century: A
American History Series (t¡ew York:

153.

v

lvas,

institutionalization occurring in the sciences generally,

and Smithsonian scientists were at the forefront of a

movement to rationalíze, and standardize data collecting
processess. Àf ter '1850, the processess of collecting,



conservation and documentation had to conform

established by scientists at the Smithsonian.

to standards

Specimens poured into the Smithsonian from near and far.

They came from places as different and distant as the far

northern outposts of the Hudson's Bay Company Territories

examined in this thesis, and from the tropical jungles of

Latin and South America. They came from continental Àmerica,

as weII as from Africa and the South Pacific. Ànd specimens

kept arriving at the Smithsonian because the Institution's

scientists, Joseph Henry and Spencer FuIlerton Baird' did

all within their por.¡er to ensure a constant supply of

specimens and data. They enticed residents of far off
places into becoming reliable correspondents and collectors.

Baird and Henry incorporated field collectors, like those

stationed at Forts Yukon, Simpson, Big Is1and, Good Hope

Liard, Resolution and Rae r 2 within a netvtork in which

empirical data was exchanged for luxury goods and

friendship, as well as for prestige and status within the

scientific community.

Collecting in the field vras undoubtedly the most

elementary vehicle through which one could actually
participate in science, but it v¡as unquestionably perceived

as a scientific activity by many of those persons involved

2 See map following the Tab1e of Contents (pp.xi-xii) for
details of the locations of the above posts. Unfortunately
neither Fort Yukon, which was situated at the junction of
the Porcupine and Yukon or Pel-Iy Rivers, nor Fort
Anderson, which was located on the Begh-ulateese River
just inside the Arctic Circ1e, are noted on t.his map.

VI



in fieldwork. This thesis examines the contributions and

activities of one of these groups. HBC employees such as

Roderick Ross MacFarlane, Bernard Rogan Ross, James Lockhart

and Strachan Jones were convinced of the importance of their

"scientific" work. They v¡ere similarly certain that they

were, in fact, doinq science. Their assumptions were not

unfounded. These men, aided by their native and mixed blood

"assistants, " sent the Smithsonian more than 1 1 ,000

spec imens between 1 859 and 1 866. The theoretical or

abstract and speculative nature of science v¡as perhaps never

fully understood by either trader or trapper, but science as

a purposeful and learned activity was easily integrated

within both European and native cultural complexes.3 This

thesis examines how that integration occurred.

This thesis also examines how the collecting and

scienti f ic activities of northern traders and trappers

benefited both scientist and collector. The benef its

enjoyed by the Smithsonian are perhaps obvious. HBC

collectors subrnitted a significant proportion of the

specimens received by the Smithsonian at mid-centuryr and

their specimens formed one of the many important additions

to the empirical foundations of nineteenth century science.

But conversely, this thesis examines the benefits derived by

northern traders and trappers, from scientif ic activities.

3 The functionalism
Young, "Science
"Science is a
43-44(1979) :31-7.

of science is discussed
as Culture, " Ouarto 2(1

Labour Process, " Science

in Robert M.
979):7-B and

for Peoole

v11



How did science function within the lives of northern

collectors? what motivated people to volunteer their time

for. what was often an inglorious activity at best? the

processes of collection and preservation were often labour

intensive, tedious and offensive to at least one of the five

senses. They required training and committment. Collecting

was even hazardous on occasion, with rare specimens often

obtained only with painstaking effort.

Sociological studies have found that scientific

activities, like any other cultural phenomena, folIow well

defined rules and regulations that are determined by its

participants.a these rules and regulations are reflected in

the social structure of the community, and conformity r,¡ithin

the scientific community is maintained through a reward

system based on "gift-giving." The manuscripts, specimens

or experimental results produced through scientific activity

are often called "contributions, " but they are "9i fts. " 5

Although scientists deny their interest in remuneration,

peer recognition is highly prized, and the pursuit of that

recognition both sanctions and rnotivates scientific

activity. Even career or salaried scientists earn their

reputations and status through their ability to advance

w.O. Hagstrom, "Gift-giving as an Organizing Principle in
Sciencer" in Socioloqv of Science: Selected Readinqs, êd.,
Barry Barnes---hlew yorX: eenguin Books Ltd. , 1972) ,
pp.10S-tZO; and, Hagstrom, The Scientific Communitv (Hew
York: Basic Books Inc., 1965). See Chapter I for fuller
references on the sociology of science.

r bid.
vI11



knowledge:

Scientists do not own the results of their
research. The only intellectual property
scient.ists have is the recognition as the one who
contributed that knowledge to the advancement of
science. This recognition, the response to a
contribution to knowledge, constitutes the second
half of the reward system. The first half is the
contr ibut ion 6

Scientists are made through giving gift.s, and "gift-giving"
provides one of the most important social control and

organizíng principles within the scientific community.

Extra-economic remuneration v¡as, in fact, very attractive
to some northern collectors. Collecting, as a scientific
activity, offered an opportunity to obtain the prestige and

social status that had been expected, but denied through

employment with the Hudson's Bay Company. Ennui and

intellectual deprivation undeniably directed some of the

more educated northerners towards collecting, but scientific
activities had other rewards as we1l. Thwarted social

mobility provided a strong, albeit generally unarticulated

and unacknowledged, reason for collecting. Moreover, the

less educated collectors, the natives and mixed bloods,

collected for economic motives, plain and simple. They did

not adopt the scientific ethos. They integrated scientific
activities within an existing system of trade. This thesis

examines both sides of a mutually benefical relationship.
The contributions and activities of the Mackenzie River

collectors conformed to the standards set by the Smithsonian

6 Jerry Gaston, The Reward
Science (Toronto: John wil

Svstem in British and
Iey & Sons, 1978), p.1

ix

Àmer ican
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scientific community, and they v¡ere rewarded on both counts.

The Smithsonian was, of course, happy to receive northern

specimens. Its scientists were gratified that their
inducements had been sufficientty attractive, and that their
instructions had not only been appropriate, but that they

had been adhered to remarkably well. One of the most

important features of the Mackenzie River collections is, in

fact, the extent to which they illustrate the nature of the

non-creative scientific process. Northern collectors
provided the labour needed to buitd the comprehensive

collections wanted by the Smithsonian, and they collected

and processed their specimens within the parameters that

were being developed by a scientific community, that was as

concerned with rigour and replicabilityr âs it was with

rarities.

x
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Chapter I

EXPLORATION AND SCIENCE IN RUPERT'S LAND,
1670- 1860

From the beginning science r¡as an integral part of the

history of Rupert's Land. The Hudson's Bay Company's

charter, granted in 1670, r€flected the aspirations of a

society that had accepted the benefits of the Scientific
Revolut i on , and welcomed the commerc ial opportun i t i es

offered by the Age of Discovery. OnIy the Vikings and

Christopher Columbus had been to Àmerica before 1500, but

during the sixteenth century Spanish and Portuguese ships

traversed both eastern and western seas. Spain and Portugal

spearheaded searches for shorter routes to eastern markets,

the exploitation of the natural and mineral resources of new

found lands, and the dissemination of Catholicism. The

English, French and Dutch responded predictably to the

Iberian ascendancy and mercantilist companies were duly

incorporated. Territorial claims vrere quickly made, and

colonies even established before the end of the first half

of the seventeenth century.

The new astronomy and physics had produced practical

improvements in navigation at sea, and cartographic records

hinted at the potential of vast, uncharted territories.

1-



2

Moreover, the incompleteness of "scientific" data provided

incentive for future exploration. The very inadequacies of

European knowledge about the New World allowed them to cling
to convictions that there v¡as a shorter route to the Orient,

and it encouraged kings and countries to seek their fortunes

outside of European boundaries.

Motivations for European exploration feI1 into two broad

categories when Rupert's Land v¡as granted to the HBC. The

new company could conceivably advance British territorial
claims in the New World and realize dreams of easy access to

Àsian trade. The British Àdmiralty had already set its
sights on discovering a shorter route to the Orient, and

longstanding European rivalries solidified the territorial
and commercial imperatives underlying nritish initiatives in

North America. The "Àdventurers" proposing trade through

Hudson Bay could advance gritish claims against the French

and Spanish in North Àmerica without taxing royal coffers.
Charles II need only be generous in principle, leaving

responsibility for the actual cost of imperial expansion in

the northern half of North America with a commercial

company. Charles assured the HBC that it would have no

sritish competition for the furs, fishes and minerals of

Rupert's Land, but he also ensured that the company would

bear responsibility for the discovery, exploitation and

defense of the natural resources of Rupert's Land.7

7 "The Royal Charter Incorporating the
16'70 r" in E.H. Oliver, The Canadian
Development and Leqislative Records,

Hudson's Bay Company,
North-West: Its Early

Two vol-s. (Ottawa:



3

The extent to which the nritish monarchy had intended the

HBC to represent imperial aims in North Àmerica became the

focus of some debate in the eighteenth century. The Company

had undeniably emerged as a result of seventeenth century

imperialist policies, but it took a narror/r viev¡ of its

overseas obligations, and exhibited no appreciation of

having any imperial responsibilities beyond those explicitly
related to the trade. HBC overseas policy concentrated

specifically on the defense, consolidation and expansion of

company trading rights in North America and, while furs were

plentiful and competition distant, the Company seldom

ventured beyond the Bay.

Responsibility for the Hudson's Bay Company's three

hundred year struggle to protect and extend its commercial

control over the North American northwest lay ultimately
with a persuasive Frenchman, and an optimistic physicist.

Pierre Radisson vras convinced that a NorLh West Passage

existed through Hudson's Straits, and he argued his case

before Robert Boyle, a prominent aritish physicist. s The

French fur trader also suggested that the English stood to

make a profit where the French had refused to tread, by

conducting a trade in furs through the Bay. Radisson's

schemes intrigued Boyle, who was involved in the

Government

I See: E.E.
1670-1870,
Society, l
i.Iest to 1

ing Bureau, 1914) , 1

, The History of the

Print
Ri ch

Two
e59),
87 0-7 1

2143-47.

vo1s. (London: Hudson
and À.S. Morton, À Historv

(london: Thomas Nelson

Hudson's Bav Company,
's Bay Record
of the Canadian
and Sons Ltd.,

n.d. ).



4

accumulation of maritime and geographical data for the Royal

Society, and personally fascinated by the Àrctic. Boy1e's

support for Radissonrs ideas, and his connections with the

Royal Society led him to petition Prince Rupert, a Society

Fellow, to support a scheme that would test Radisson's

views. Rupert subsequently became the first Governor of the

HBC, and five of the eighteen founding members of the HBC,

and several company shareholders, were Fellows of the Roya1

Soc iety. s

But scientific activities were always subsidiary to legaI

and commercial considerations. The Society received but

stight assistance in its attempts to prosecute its
"philosophical observations" until weII after 1713, when the

Treaty of Utrecht protected Company boundaries from French

encroachments. lo HBC support for scientific pursuits was

therefore minimal, initially because the Company had

established only a precarious foothold at the Bottom of the

Bay. Its occupation was seasonal until- 1675, and trade at

i ts bays ide posts became ,even more di f f icult as European

rivalries vrere transferred to North Àmerica.

s One third of the charter members of the HBC were Fellows
of the Royal Society, see: E.E. Rich, The History of the
Hudson's Bay Company, vol. 1 , as well as vo1.5 of the
Hudson's Bay Record Society publications, edited by Rich,
Minutes of the Hudson's Bav Company, 1671-1674, with an
Introduction by Sir John Clapham (the Champlain Society,
1942) , pp.xxvi-xxviii, and; R.P. Stearns, "The Royal
Society and the CompâDyr" lhg Beaver, June 1945r pp.8-13.

I0 Stearns, "The Royal Society and the Company," pp.9-12.



5

There had been early enquiries into the validity and

accuracy of French claims to Iands north of the Great Lakes,

and while there was a recognized need for cartographic

datarll the first tentative exploration undertaken by the

British company was only provoked by actual French movements

into the Bottom of the Bay. By 1685 French competitors had

penetrated the northern hinterland of New France and, in

1686, Chevalier de Troyes and Ie Sieur d'IberviIIe seized

the HBC trading posts on the Moose and ÀIbany Rivers, as

well as Fort Albany which was just north of Moose Factory.

The HBC responded by sending Henry Kelsey inland in order to
intercept furs destined for French posts, and to find nev¡

sources of furs.

Kelsey's mission vras ultimately launched as a means of

increasing the numbers of furs brought to the Bay and,

consequently profits, but continued French and gritish

hostilities stymied HBC attempts to realize any immediate

gains from Kelsey's expedition. By 1697 the forts on the Bay

had changed hands four times, and the French maintained

control of the trade until the Treaty of Utrecht restored

the Bayside posts to the HBC in 1713. From 1685 until the

British "conquered" New France in 1763, politics competed

with profits in determining the course of exploration to the

north, and to the west in North Àmerica.

1 1 E.G.R. Taylor, Introduction to
Outward &c. , Beqins 29 l,(av, 1680,
E.E. Rich, assisted by A.M. Johnson
Champlain Society, 1948), p.xvi-xxv

Copv-Book of Letters
Ends ! Julv 1687, ed.
, vo1.11 (Torontoi The
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KeIsey's foray into the interior was also indicative of

HBC exploration policy in another way. Neither men nor

capital were ventured without provocation. Although the

Company v¡as actively developing and refining managerial and

administrative policies for overseas trade, it remained much

more conservative in its attitude to exploration and

expansion throughout its first century of existence.l2 Their

conservativeness v¡as in part due to the favourable

resolution of the problems which had been created by French

competition, but it v¡as exacerbated by the losses incurred

when the one expedition that the Company had dared to

sponsor, disappeared at sea. The Company had contributed

between f 7 and 8000 for an exploratory expedition under

Captain James Knight, but when Knight and his men went

missing in 1719 while searching for the North West Passage,

the Company vras reminded of the hazards of exploration.r3
This episode ". . . led the Committee to frown upon

exploratory ventures unless they vrere closely and obviously

connected with the maintenance and the enlargement of

A recent examination of the early business practices of
the HBC has been done by Elizabeth Manche. She attributes
the long-term success of the HBC to internal operational
factors as much as to the external factors of
geographical conditions, nature of the trade and the
Company's Charter. À Company of Businessmen: The
4udson's Bav Companv and Lonq-Distance lrade, 1670-1730
(winnipeg: Rupert's Land Research Centre, 1 988 ) .

Knight v¡as briefly made Governor-in-Chief of Rupert's
Land, 14 JuIy 13 September, 1717. See, Glyndwr
WilIiams, êd. , Àndrew Graham's Observations on Hudson's
Bay, 1767-91, with an Introduction by Richard Glover,
vol.27 (London: The Hudson's Bay Record Soc iety, 1969) ,
f ootnote 1 , p.2a3', see also, Ernest S. Ðodge, "James
Knightr" DcB, voI.2, pp.318-20.

12

13



7

trade."14 and, aside from an unsuccessful voyage north by

Captain Scroggs in 1722, and the annual voyages made by the

Company ships between London and the Bay, naval exploration

vras abandoned.

Captain Christopher Middleton, who had been placed in

charge of many of the voyages made between 1721 and 1729,

was convinced that a North West Passage existed, but he r.¡as

unsuccessful in his bid to search for the passage on behalf

of the Company.ls rifty years experience with ice bound seas

deterred the HBC from risking either men or money on

exploration in northern waters, despite increased

cartographic sophistication and improvements to navigation

that the astronomical sciences, terrestrial magnetism and

methematics had produced during the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. The Company eventually resumed searches for a

northern passage in 1769, but a mandate was given for

overland, rather than naval exploration. The Company sent

Samuel Hearne in search of a passage nearly fifty years

after Knight' s tragic acc ident.

Meanwhile, French initiatives had again put the HBC on

the defensive. The erection of self-suf f ic ient inland

posts, or postes du nord, was a refinement on earlier

strategies aimed at intercepting furs en route to the Bay,

and this plan was integrated within French attempts to

Rich, The Historv of the Hudson's Bav Companvr 1670-1870,
vol.1 , pp.446-447 .

Ibid. , p.562.

'l 4

15



I
discover'la mer de I'ouest.'French officials serving the

sLate f rom the t ime of Henry I o Louí s XV v¡ere as

interested in finding a passage to China as they v¡ere in

establishing a North American colony but the French, unlike

the Eng1ish, placed their hopes in an overland route to the

Pacific.l6 Jacques de Noyon was sent west in search of a

passage to the Grand Ocean as early as 1688, and Zacharie

Robutel de Ia Noue v¡as similarly sent west in 1717. Noyon

made it as far west as Lake of the Woods, while La Noue went

as far as Rainy Lake but, obviouslyr Dêither succeeded in

fulfilling French objectives, nor did they trespass over

terrain that the HBC considered within its domain. Such was

not the case, however, with Pierre Gaultier de Varennes,

Sieur de 1a Verendrye, who vras authorized by the French

crown to search for a western passage to the China Sea. The

crown also granted him the right, and ah: responsibility, of

establishing.fur trade posts en route. These posts would

supposedly generaLe the funds needed to finance La

Verendrye's expedition, since the crovrn refused to assume

the costs of western exploration.

La Verendrye established Fort Pierre on Rainy Lake, Fort

Charles at Lake of the Woods, Fort Maurepas at Red River and

Fort Rouge at the mouth of the Àssiniboine River, before

returning to Quebec in 1742, and these forts did affect HBC

16 Lawrence
Gaultier
an Introd

J. Burpee, €d., Journals and Letters of Pierre
de Varennes de Ia Verendrve and his sons, with
uction by Burpee, vol.15 (Torontoi The Champlain

Society, 1927), pp.4-7.
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returns. La Verendrye's success also seemed to validate

criticisms voiced by Arthur Dobbs, the Engineer-in-Chief and

Surveyor-General of IreIand. Dobbs was especial-1y interesLed

in northern exploration, and after a decade of trying
unsuccessfully to convince the HBC to extend itself
northward, he blamed the Company for gritain's failure to

find the North West Passage.lT He contended that the North

West Passage not only existed, but that it would be

comparatively easy to discover if not for the HBC. He stated

that discovery of the passage had thus far been purposefuJ-ly

prevented by the "Monopoly and Avarice of [tfre] Hudson's Bay

Companyr" which had conspired to keep secret all information

about North America. 1 I

In 1744, Ðobbs published

in a book which attempted

invalidated its Charter.

been invalidated because

his evidence against the Company

to demonstrate that the HBC had

He argued that the Charter had

the Company had ignored its

17 E.E. Rich, êd., James Isham's Observations on Hudsons
Bayr 1743, and Notes and Observations on À Book Entitled
À Vovase to Hudsons Bav in the Dobbs Galley, 1749,
Assisted by À.M. Johnson, with an Introduction by Rich,
voI.1 2, Hudson's Bay Record Society (Toronto: The
Champlain Society, 1949), p.xlvii-1ii.
Arthur Dobbs, Àp Account of the Countries adioininq to
Hudson's Bay, in the North-West Part of Àmerica:
Containinq a Description of their Lakes and Rivers, the
Nature of the SoiI and Climates, and their Methods of
Commerce &c., Shewinq the Benefit to be made bv settlinq
Colonies, and openinq a Trade in these Parts whereby the
French will be deprived in a qreat Measure of their
fficnE- n"*--, g¡g ttt.-c.*;l".tl"-" u.t ." canada
and t'tississippi be cut of f (london ! J. Robinson , 1744) ,p.2. [H.g.c.À., PAM, RB Fc3211 D6] See also, Rich, The
Fur Trade and the North West to 1857, for synthesis of
early exploration history of Rupert's Landr pp.110-116.

18



responsibilities to the British Empire with

10

regards to
colonization and exploration. Dobbs had had access to data

on terrestrial magnetism and meteorology that had been

compiled by Christopher Middleton between 1721 and 1729, and

he consequently contended that Rupert's Land was suitable

f or colonization. 1g t"tiddleton's data persuaded him that the

soil was arable and the climate hospitable. He admitted that

it was much colder in Rupert's Land than in Britain, but

Dobbs felt that it compared favourably with climates in

Sweden and Norway.2o Moreover, the "Eskimoes" 1ived in even

the coldest parts of the continent. Norr apparently, v¡as

navigation as dangerous as portrayed by the Company. Ðobbs

specifically cited Middleton's voyages as proof of the

navigability of Bay waters.21 He also examined the Charter,

the Company's Standard of Trade and its annual profits in an

attempt to demonstrate how a conspiracy of silence had

benefited corporate goals. He reproduced testimony from

others with expertise on the New World, and itemized the

supposedly self-evident benefits which would accrue through

a shortened route to Eastern countries as additional

evidence of the Company's duplicity and self serving

att i tude .

Rich,
p. xlvi
Dobbs,

r bid. ,

. :Tames I sham' s Observat ions on Hudson
11.

Àn Àccount of the Countries, 9.2.
p.59.

19

20

21

Bay, 1743,
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Dobbs had easily overstated his case regarding the ease

of navigability through northern waters, but by 1744 he was

so convinced that there was an elaborate plot to prevent

access to Rupert's Land that he even distrusted the opinions

of his one-time friend and expert on northern navigation.

Captain Middleton was apparently responsible for Dobbs'

queries about the validity of the Company's Charter but,

after a falling out over the origins and fate of some trade

goods that had been mysteriously stowed on board Middleton's

vessel in 1739, Dobbs became convinced that Middleton had,

under instructions from the Company, given him false
information about Rupert's Land.22 Dobbs subsequently sold

subscriptions on behalf of the North West Committee to

finance naval expeditions in 1746-47, and he placed Captains

Moore and Smith in charge of the Dobbs and the California.
These voyages, like those undertaken by I'tiddleton on behalf

of the eritish Admiralty in 1741, failed in their bid to

find the North West Passage but while Middleton concluded

that there was no northern passage, Dobbs regrouped and

refocused his assault on the Company. His attacks on

Company policy overseas had evolved into an attack on the

principle of monopoly and, when he petitioned the King for a

Iand grant analogous to that given the HBC in North Àmerica,

he provoked a parliamentary enquiry into the validity of the

HBC Charter. 2 3

22 Rich,
p.Ixii.

rbid.,

James Isham's Observations on Hudson

23 p. xc-xc 1x .

Bay, 1743,



This enquiry made public,

activities in North America.

12

for the first time, Company

I t vras also instrumental in

bringing one of Rupert's Land's f irst natural history

collectors and early ethnographers front and centre. Chief

Factor James Isham testified at the enquiry, drawing on

notes and observations made in his Journal, 1746-47, and on

sixteen years' experience overseas. His testimony regarding

the settlement of Rupert's Land and the feasibility of a

North West Passage contradicted, perhaps unimaginatively,

Dobbs' views, but his Journals vrere an unrivalled source of

ethnographic and zoological information.

It is uncertain whether Isham received the Instructions
regarding the coll-ection of natural history specimens, that

had been reissued by Governor Bibye Lake in 1735:

Wee must repeat our former Order that You at a
Proper season plant in boxes some Roots of the
several sorts of Herbs, Plants, Grass & shrubs
that are in your parts and save at a proper season
some of the seeds, Berries, Cones or Kernels of
all growing in Your Country and send them to Us
also lett yr Surgeon give Us a particular
Description thereof and their names and Qualities
and what use the Natives put them to and send us
an acctt in writing of the particulars of what You
put on board of that kind, This Order wee require
may not be neglected for the future2a

"London Correspondence Book Outward," A.6/5, fo.96d,
Hudson's Bay Company Àrchives (u.n.C.A. ), Provincial
Archives of Manitoba (eau), winnipeg, Manitoba.
[Hereaf ter c ited according to the ru].es and regulations
established by PAM, namely, H.B.C.À., PAM. and reference
number l

24
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but he nevertheless collected numerous botanical and

zoological spec imens. I sham and another Bay employee,

Àlexander Light, returned to England during the 1740s with

specimens and notesr25 and their efforts were used by George

Edwards in the compilation of his four volume collection

entitled A Natural Historv of Uncommon Birds and some other

rare and undescribed animals (1743-51 ) . Edwards included

illustrations based on ten birds collected by Light, and

thirty-two birds collected by Isham.26

Edwards had received ornithological specimens from Light,

through the Roya1 Society, after his return to England in

1745. Isham, likewise, took specimens from Hudson's Bay when

he returned to London to counter testimony given by Dobbs at

the parliamentary enguiry.2T Isham also reported extensively

on the Cree Indians of western Hudson Bay. The Royal

Society had received, again via the HBC, as many as a half

dozen North Àmerican native "curiosities" as weIl as sundry

25 John Richardson, william Swainson and Rev. william Kirby,
Fauna Boreali-Americana, or the Zooloqv of the Northern
Parts of British Àmerica: Containinq Descriptions of the
Obiects of Natural Historv Collected on the Late Northern
Land Expeditions, Three vols. (London: John Murray,
T629-361 , pa-t rr, Birdsr pp.ix-x. [H.B.c.À., PÀM, RB

Qt151 .R5l; Edward À. PrebIe, "A Biological Investigation
of the Hudson Bay Regionr" North Àmerican Fauna, No.22
(washington: Government Printing Office, 1902, pp.23-24;
James L. Baillie JF., "Naturalists on Hudson Bay," k
Beaver, December 1946, pp.36-39.

26 Richardson, Swainson and Kirby, Fauna Boreal-i-Americana,
Part II, pP.rx-x.

27 See Preble, A Bioloqical Investiqation of the Hudson Bav
Reqion, regarding the timing of Isham's return to London,
p.24.
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notes on northern American Indians prior to Isham's sojourn

in Rupert's Landr 2s and while Isham's "Observations" on

native customs and ceremony similarly reflected his era's

curiosity about the exotic peoples of the New World, Indian

vocabularies v¡ere included for practical reasons:

His vocabularies ï¡ere intended for the education
of those who should be sent to trade, while his
"smafI Observations on the Country" were presented
for the perusal of the Governor and Committee.2s

I sham's "Observations" were, however , ignored by the

Company, thus inadvertently elevating to respectability a

description of HBC territories overseas that was written by

its most bitter critic. Àrthur Dobbs' Àn Account of the

Countries adioininq to Hudson's Bay provided the only

published description of Rupert's Land in the 1740s, despite

the Company's conviction that Dobbs ltas a' serious threat to

its trade:

only perversity and ignorance could make men
venture seriously for a North West Passage, so
that to them Ittre London Committee] ttre Dobbs and
carifornia expedition was either a cFff and
wiIful denial of established geographical
knowledge or something more reasonable perhaps but
also more sinister an attack on the Company's
trade and territories. 3o

Fears that Dobbs, o! some other interloper, might try to

establish a trade in Rupert's Land prompted official

approval for the construction of Flamborough House, upriver

28

29

Stearns, "The Royal Society and the Company," p.10.

Rich, Introduction to James Isham's Observations
Hudsons Bay, 1743, p.lxvi.

Ibid., p.lxv and for quotation see p.lxxxi.30

on
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from York Factory.3 1 The London Committee was sti11 perhaps

reluctant to take the offensive in the struggle for furs,
but experienced overseas traders were less hesitant about

expansion inland. During the 1750s and 1760s HBC traders

such as Ferdinand Jacobs, Moses Norton and James Isham

argued that the HBC must either trade inland, or travel
inland to convince more Indians to come down to the Bay to

trade and, in 1754, Ànthony Henday was sent inland.32

Several exploratory expeditions eventually emerged as a

result of the Committee's acquiescence to plans for inland

expans 1 on . The Company moved tentatively inland after
receiving Andrew Graham's recommendations, based on his more

than twenty years of experience on the Bay, and the results
of Matthew Cocking's journey inland to assess the extent of

the Montreal-based trade. HBC exploration was thereafter

directed largely towards opening the northwest to the fur
trade, and outmanoeuvering first the French-Canadians and,

secondly, the Montreal based North West Company.

The motivation behind the construction of Flamborough
House vras quite unlike that underlying the construction
of the HBC's first inland post. Henley House, which had
been erected inland in 1743, had also been built as a
means of combating French competition but it had been
built on the personal initiative of ÀIbany Master, Joseph
I sbi ster.
E.E. Rich, The Fur Trade and the North West to 1857, The
Canadian Centenary Series (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart Ltd. , 1967) , pp.1 23-26; and J.B. Tyrrell,
Introduction to Journals of Samuel Hearne and philip
Turnor Between the Years 1774 and 1792, ed. J.B. Tyrrell
T roronto : tire ct ampiffi- soc ietv , @i repr inÈ ed-. , New
York: Greenwood Press Pubs., 1968), pp.3-4.

5t

32
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Commercial rivalries quickly replaced the territorial

imperatives underlying French and British expansion in the

northwest prior to 1763. But despite a growing preoccupation

with exploration and useable or useful science the HBC

agreed, in the early 1770s, to ask its overseas employees to

collect natural history specimens on behalf of the Royal

Society.33 The Society was acting on behalf of Thomas

Pennant, who v¡as a personal friend of Daines Barrington,

Vice-President of the Royal Society, and the author of

British Zooloqv (1768-69), Synopsis of Ouadrupeds (1771),

Genera of Bi rds (1773 ) and Àrct ic Zoolosy (1784-85 ) . 3 4

Pennant needed specimens for work in progress and severaf

HBC employees responded positively to the Company's reguest

for specimens. Àndrew Graham sent sixty-four specimens,

Humphrey Marten and Moses Norton sent seventeen each, and

Ferdinand Jacobs sent two specimens to London in 1771.35

Samuel Wegg, who was to become Governor of the HBC in

1782, chaired a committee struck on 26 March 1772 to deal

with the HBC specimens. In 1773, the "Committee on Natural

History" became a standing committee of the Royal Society.

This committee $¡as charged with describing and distributing
the natural history specimens that had already been

3 3 Richard Glover, I nt roduc t
on Hudson Bay,

voil27Gdon:
Society, 1969), pp.xiv-xv and

Ibid., pp.xxii-xxiii.

Ibid., pp.xxiii-xxiv.

Observat ions
wi 11 iams ,

ion to Andrew Graham's
1767-91, êd. Glyndwr

The Hudson's Bay Record
p.xxiii.

34

35
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collected, as well as future collections from North Àmerica.

Natural history specimens v¡ere sent out from Hudson's Bay

in f ive consecutive years ( 1271.-75) and these specimens vrere

studied by John (Johann) neinhold Forster, âs well as by

Pennant. Forster (1729-98) was a FeIIow of the Roya1 Society

and he became the first scientist paid specifically to

represent British interests in their bid to circumnavigate

the worId.36 Forster was paid f, 4000 for undefined duties

while on board the Resolution with Captain James Cook:

Forster was given no specific instructions or
assignments, reguired to submit no report of his
findings, and permitted to keep all his records
and his collections. sT

Cook's expedition v¡as not only charged with searching for

". . . unknown tracts of land that might exist within the

bosom of the immense expanse of ocean that occupies the

whole southern hemisphere."sB but was instructed to collect

data so as to correct the inaccuracies found in the accounts

of previous circumnavigations. Cook was also instructed to

Iook for the North West Passage through Àmerica, although

his expedition differed from previous searches in that he

Ruth Dawson, "Collect
their Arti fact Sales r "
(197 9):5-16.

Ibid., p.5.

36 ing with Cook: The
Hawaiian Journal of

Forsters and

37

38

Hi storv 1 3

James Cook and James King, À Vovaqe to the Pacific Ocean,
Undertaken by the Command of His Maiestv, For Makinq
Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere to Ðetermine the
Position and Extent of the West Side of North America Its
Distance from Àsia and the Practicqbilitv of a Northern
Þassaqe to Europe, Three vols. (London: w. and À.
strahan , 1784) , 1 :v. lH.g.c.A. , PAM, RB G420 C5, vols.
1 -31
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was instructed to penetrate the continent from east to west,

rather than following the traditional strategy of entering

the continent via the Àtlantic and Hudson's Bay.ts

William WaIes, one-time Mathematics Master at Christ's
Hospital, London, and astronomer also accompanied the Cook

expeditions. a0 Wales, like Forster, had a connection with

the Royal Society and the HBC. In 1768 the Company had

permitted WaLes, accompanied by Joseph Dymond, to stay at

Fort Prince of Wales in order to document the parallax of

the transit of Venus (S June 1769) for the Society. While

abroad, Wales and Dymond kept a journal in which they

described the topography, zoology and botany of the region,

as well as recording meteorological, palaeontological and

anthropological data. WaIes was also associated some twenty

years later with Samue1 Hearne, one of the HBC's greatest

explorers, when Hearne was preparing his journals for
publicat ion. a I

3s "Secret Instructions to Captain Cook, Commander of His
Majesty's Sloop the Resolutionr" Ibid., 1:xxxi-xxxv.

40

Biographical information on WaIes found in Tyrrell's
Introduction to Journals of Samuel Hearne and philip
Turnor, p.61 ; Ruth Dawson, "Collecting with Cook: The
Forsters and their Àrtifact Salesr" p.6; and, Michael E.
Hoare, "Two Centuries' Perceptions of James Cook: George
Forster to Beagleholer" in Captain James Cook and His
Times, eds. Robin Fisher and Hugh Johnston (Vancouver:
Douglas & McIntyre, 1979), p.222.

41 Richard Glover, Introduction to A Journey from Prince of
Wales' Fort, in Hudson's Bay, -
Undertaken by Order of the Hudson's Bay Company r For the
Discovery of Copper Mines, À NorthWest Passage, &c., In
the Years 1769,1770,1771 E.1772, ed. R. Glover (London:
À. Strahan and T. Cade11, 1795; reprint ed., Toronto:
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SamueI Hearne (1745-1792) was sent inland from ChurchiIl

to "chart the route to Lhe copper mine" by Chief Factor

Moses Norton in 1769.42 Norton had received samples of

copper ore in 1768 from two Chipewyan Indians, Idotliaze and

Matonabee, whom he had sent in search of the North West

Passage. Norton then had the opportunity, when in London

that same year, of suggesting to the Governor and Committee

that the Company send someone west to verify native claims

regarding copper deposits. Hearne, who had joined the HBC in

1766 after serving nine years in the sritish navy, vras sent

out with Matonabee to find the copper, establish a route to
the copper fields, search for a North West Passage, and lay

claim to undiscovered lands.as Hearne made two fatse starts
before reaching the Coppermine River in 1772, but the

journals he kept between 1769 and 1772 formed the basis of À

Journey from Prince of Wales' Fort, in Hudson's Bay, To the

Northern Ocean, Undertaken by Order of the Hudson's Bay

Company, For

Passage &c. ,

the

In the

Di scoverv of Copper Mines , A Northtlest

, Years 1769, 1770, 1771 & 1772 (1795).44

Wales'

Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1958), p.xlii.

Glover, Introduction to À Journal from Prince of
Fort.

42

43 "Orders and Instructions for Mr. Samuel Hearne, frorn
Moses Norton, 1769r" in Introduction to À Journev from
Prince of WaIes' Fort, ed. Richard Gl-over , pp.lxvi-Ixx.

London: À. Strahan and T. Cadell, 1795; reprint ed.,
Toronto! Macmillan Co. of Canada Ltd., 1958.

44



Hearne began work on a manuscript only
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after being

convinced by Dr. John Douglas, Thomas Pennant and William

Wales, that his journals were worthy of publication.as el1

three of these men were associates of Wegg, who not only

facilitated their acguaintance with Hearne but who, as

Governor and member of the London Committee, allowed Hearne

access to not only his, but other HBC journals. Moreover,

these men also assisted in the preparation of Hearne's

manuscript and the contributions made by Pennant and Wales

increased the scientific value of Hearne's work, just as his

observations enabled Pennant to include descriptions of

North Àmerican fauna in his Àrctic Zool-oqv. The naturalist

and the explorer exchanged information. Pennant gave English

names to animals that Hearne had only identified by Indian

names, and Hearne provided Pennant with information

otherwise unavailable in Europe. a 6 Hearne gave Pennant

information on the seasonal habits and habiLat, the

geographical distribution, demographics, mating patterns,

morphology and even on the economic import and edibility of

well over seventy-five species. Hearne also included a

chapter devoted to "À Short Description of the Northern

Indians, also a farther Account of their Country

Manufactures, Customs, &c.," which,

journal was intended:

like the rest of hi
,

s

4s rbid.,
xlii.

pages xxxviii, footnote 12 especially; x1i and

46 Ibid., pp.xxxviii-xxx
of Wales' Fort, Chap.

ix and Hearne, À Journev from Prince
10, pp.229-94.
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for the amusement of iandid and indulgent
readers, who may perhaps feel themselves in some
measure gratified, by having the face of a country
brought to their view, which has hitherto been
entirely unknown to every European except
myseLt.47

Hearne's Journal v¡as written when travel literature v¡as an

immensely popular genre, but even if he was motivated by

tittle more than a fascination with the exotic, his Journals

provided the most comprehensive account of the northern

zoology and botany of North Àmerica available before 1831,

when a zoological treatise based on collections made in
Rupert's Land after 1819 $¡as produced under the direction of

Sir John Richardson.

The HBC could, towards the end of the eighteenth century,

claim some credit for having promoted the sciences.

Committee members vrere admittedly preoccup.ied with

establishing a viable company and with justifying their
charter of incorporation but concessions, smaIl as they

might have been, were made in the interests of the Royal

Society and "science" from the outset. The Society had

gained access to logs kept on Company ships, and had

interviewed Company captains such as Zachariah GilIam in

order to supplement navigational information that had

already been obtained from questionnaires circulated in

1663. Committee members cooperated with the Society even as

the Company was being incorporated.as The Society received

À47 Preface to Journev from Prince of Wales' Fort, p.xlix.
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data on meteorological phenomena and magnetism kept by

Captain Christopher Middleton while employed on Company

ships, 1721-29 and, both zoological and anthropological

reports and specimens had begun filtering into the Society

as early as 1681.

In 1782, when Samue1 Wegg, a long-time Fellow of the

Royal Society became Governor of the HBC, there was the

potential for even greater access to information about the

Company's North American domain, and his interests in

science did influence Company policy. Wegg was concerned

with the Company's public image, and he sah' science as a

means to improve its corporate image. as He therefore

publicized the Company's contributions to "science. " He

made Company records available, during the 1790s, to Aaron

Àrrowsmith and ÀIexander Dalrymple, cartographers and

geographers, and opened Bay waters to British exploration.

The London Committee also permitted, despite vigorous

competition from the NWC, publication of the journals kept

by Samuel Hearne while searching for copper deposits west of

Churchill. Such openness vras directly related to Wegg's

tenure.

48

49

Stearns, "The

c. wilIiams,
Bay, 1767-91 ,

Royal Society and

Andrew Graham's
p.357.

the Company. "

Observat i on s on Hudson's
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to the

constitutionality of the Company's charter had, for most of

the eighteenth century, provided the most compelling reasons

for exploration in Rupert's Land. Comrnercial concerns,

however, became increasingly important determinants of

exploration and, from the last guarter of the eighteenth

century unti I 1821 when the HBC merged with its chief

competitor, the North West Company, science and exploration

were subservient to corporate objectives. During the 1780s,

the Montreal based NWC expanded aggressively across the

northwest. They moved west much more aggressively than had

any previous competition from the Canadas, forcing the HBC

to do the same. Within fifty years posts dotted the

northwest from the Bottom of the Bay and the Great Lakes, to

the Pacific Coast and the Àthabasca.

Samue1 Hearne was, in 1773, again requested to travel
inland. But this time he þ¡as instructed to build a post on

the Saskatcher.¡an River, in the Pasquia HiIls. so Hearne

established the first truly inland post at Cumberfand House,

but he nas just one of a series of HBC men sent to

counteract competition inIand.5 r Matthew Cocking, Philip
Turnor and Peter Fidler hrere three of the most important HBC

traders and surveyors involved in the fight over the

so J.B. Tyrrel1, Introduction to Journals of
and Philip Turnor, ed. Tyrrel1, vol.21
Champlain Society, 1934) , pp.25-26.

SamueI Hearne
(toronto: The

sr E.E. Rich, The Fur Trade and the North West to 1857,
Chaps. I ,9 and 1 0.
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interior with the NWC but others, including Robert Longmoor,

Humphrey Marten, Joseph Hanson, William Tomison and Donald

McKay were also instructed to claim fur trading territories,

and to assess transportation routes and future trading

sites. Similar efforts were made by David Thompson, Peter

Pond, Daniel Harmon, Àlexander Henry, Thomas Frobisher ,

Simon Fraser and Alexander Mackenzie on behalf of the NWC

and, by 1800, much of the northwesL had been explored by

both companies.

The North west and Hudson's Bay Companies had hastily

established posts and forts in the struggle to out-trade

each other, and during this highly competitive period the

London Committee had become acutely av¡are of the necessity

of comprehensive and accurate information on aIl facets of

the overseas trade. Finally, in 1814, the London Committee

sent instructions intended to improve the transmission and

quality of information reaching London regarding Rupert's

Land. s 2 The information contained in the correspondence and

journals received up to this time r+ould no longer suffice,
and overseas governors were sent instructions detailing the

information to be recorded in District Reports, Annual

Reports and the "Journal of Daily Occurrences."

52 A letter written by
Thomas in Rupert's
their instructions
and Journals by HBC
A.6/18, pp.1 49-213.

the Home Board to Governor Thomas
Land is the earliest found record of
regarding the submission of Reports
employees overseas. H.B.C.A., PAM,



The Committee expected that District Reports
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would

establish context. They were to describe to people, who had

never themselves been to Rupert's Land, the geography,

topography and climate of each region. Descriptions were to

include a map of the area, noting the navigability of the

rivers. The type and quantity of natural produce growing in

each district were to be described, along with discussions

of trading returns. In short, the Reports v¡ere to draw a

general picture of the situation in each district and such

data, while undeniably "scientific, " had a practical
application. The Company had finally recognized that science

might be useful for commercial purposes. Descriptive science

need not only serve king and country.

The Committee also wanted information about the posts

within each district, including those belonging to the North

West Company. Especially important was the potential for
cultivation of crops around each post. It wanted to know

about the general condition of the buildings and where they

were located within the District. They were interested in

the character and conduct of the men associated with each

post, including information regarding special talents or

ski11s. The Committee was also interested in any information
pertaining to the Indians. They wanted to know how many

families or hunters frequented HBC and NWC posts, their
condition, their hunting area and if these Indians had

notions about private property. They even wanted Chiefs and
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hunters identified individually. District Reports were

intended as a preliminary step in an on-going process

designed to compile information about individual districts
within the whole of Rupert's Land. Ultimately the Committee

would, through information from subseguent or Ànnual

Reports, be able to produce a composite picture of the state

of affairs in Rupert's Land.

Ànnual Reports lrere intended to build on the information

supplied by the initial Reports. They were to detail changes

to posts, personnel or the Indian population, as well as

provide a narrative of the "principle occurrences, "

especially regarding the Indians and the Canadians. Ànnua1

Reports were also expected to contain itemized district
returns and compare that year's trade with former years.

Managers were expected to devise and detail strategies for
improved trade, and the London Committee expected that the

effects of those improvements could be ascertained through

the post journal,

activities.
which contained a record of daily

Company officials therefore had far more information than

they admitted in 1857, when a parliamentary enquiry reviewed

the validity of the licence for Exclusive Trade that had

originally been granted to the reorganized Hudson's Bay

Company in 1821. The Instructions distributed in 1814 had

resulted in 650 reports sent out from'the headquarters of.
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districts located within aII four departments.s3 Twenty-two

composite reports were produced in the year previous to the

Enquiry and nine, of the twenty-two sites from which data

l¡as drawn, were located in temperate regions with soils
conducive to agriculture. The Company's choice of reports

was not quite representative since the ratio between reports

submitted by the boreal and arctic, versus the parkland and

prairie locations was approximately 2:3. However, Company

protestations that Rupert's Land was largely uninhabitable

for "civilized society" were no more contrived, than they

v¡ere honest interpretations of the data set before them.sa

The Rupert's Land described by overseas employees vras

generally depicted as a rough, barren land picturesque

perhaps, but often suitable only for growing potatoes and

s3 In 1821 Rupert's Land was reorganized geographically into
territorial business units. The largest division was the
department and four departments vrere organized: ( 1 )
MontreaL the Canadas, the King's Posts and later
Labrador; (2) tt¡e Southern part of the shore east of
Hudson Bay and the territory between James Bay and the
Montreal Department; (3) the Western west of the Rocky
Mountains, and; (4) the Northern the territory between
Hudson Bay and the Rockies, and between the United States
and the Arctic Ocean. Each department was divided into
two districts - north and south, each containing one
najor and several minor posts. See: H.À. Innis, The Fur
Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economic
ffiril(Ne" Ha"en:-vaÏõn-y press J 93o )ffi
and G.P. deT Glazebrook, The Hargrave Correspondence,
1821-1843, vol-.24, (Toronto: The Champlain Society,
1938), p.xx. Reports vrere sent out from the following
districts between 1815 and 1856: Àbitibi, Albany, Fort
Alexander, Alexandria-New Caledonia, Fort Assiniboine,
Àttawapiskat Lake, Babine, Berens River, Big Lake,
Brandon House, Cappoonicagomie , Carlton House,
Chesterf ield House, Fort Chimo, Chiper,Iyan, Churchill,
CoIvile, Cumberland House, Dauphin, Eastmain, Edmonton,
Escabilchewan, FIathead, Flying Post , Fort George
Columbia River, Gloucester House, God's Lake, Good Hope,
Grand Lac, Great Whale River, Henley House, IsIe a' la



produced . Ri ver travel vras st i 11 the ma i n means of

transportation and communication, with many posts accessible

only by light canoe. Reports were more likety to describe

the hardships of portaging and sledding, than they were to

extoll the virtues of the terrain. Information gathered at

Forts ChipewyâDr Àbitibi, Norway House, Moose, Simpson and

Mi stass i n i v¡as unl i kely to support c Ia ims advanced by

Canadian expansionists such as George Brown and I.lil-liam

Draper, disgruntled spokesmen from Red River such as

Àlexander Kennedy Isbister, or British critics such as James

Edward Fitzgerald.ss Moreover, reports sent from these posts

between 1815 and 1856, represented information on Less than

one-sixth of the thirty-seven posts located beyond the range

Crosse, Indian Lake, Island Lake, Kamloops, Kenogamissi,
Lac la Pluie, Lac Seul , Lâ Cloche, Lesser Sl-ave Lake,
Long Lake, McLeod Lake, McLough1in, Manitoba Lake, Martin
FaI1, Matawagamingue, Mesaugamee Lake, Michipicoten,
Migiskan, Mistassini, Moose, NeIson River, Nerskweskau,
New Brunswick House, Nez Perces, Nichikun, Nipigon, North
West River, Norv¡ay House, Osnaburgh House, Oxf ord House,
Fort Pelly, Pic, Red Lake, Rêindeer Lake, Resolution,
Rupert House, St. James Fort , Sandwich I slands, Sau1t
Ste. Marie, Seven Islands, Severn, Simpson, Snake

turnips. OnIy negl igible amounts of

Country, South River House, Spokan,
Temiskamay, Timiskaming, Trout Lake,

55
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grain were ever

Tadoussac,
Vancouver,

54

Vermilion, Victoria, Waswanysi, Weymontachingue, William,
Winisk River, Winnipeg and York Factory. See H.B.C.A. ,
PAM, Record Group B.

See L.H. Thomas for a discussion and excerpts from the
testimony given by Company officials, Simpson and EI1ice,
at the Enguiry. "The Mid-Nineteenth Century Debate on the
Future of the Northwest, " in Documentarv Problems in
Canadian Historv, vol.1 , ed. J.M. Bumsted (Georgetown,
Ontario: Irwin-Dorsey Ltd., 1969), p.215-16.

Fitzgerald opposed giving rights to Vancouver Island to
the Company and wrote a book advancing his case. Àn
Examination of the Charter and Proceedinqs of the
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where agriculture v¡as practicable.

Company critics and Canadian expansionists had expressed

their doubts about the validity of Company rights to

exclusive trade in the Athabasca, Peace River, the Rockies,

New Caledonia, the Mackenzie River Basin and along the

Pacific Coast for at least ten years before the expiration

of their license. But the Canadians vrere iIl-prepared to

present their case before the British parliament. After

aII, not one Canadian sponsored expedition had ventured

beyond their western boundary and although there v¡ere

speculations about the existence of mineral resources in the

v¡est, the Canadians had no evidence to support such claims.

Sir WiIIiam Logan had established the Canadian Geological

Survey in 1842, but its activities were confined to the

province of Canada until after Confederation.56 Geological

surveys of New Brunswick (1838) and Newfoundland (1839) trad

also been undertaken to assess mineral resources, especially

coaI, but little in the vray of western exploration $¡as

undertaken. s 7

Bay Company withHudson' s
Vancouver t s Is1and (London:

Reference to the Grant of
TreIar+ney Saunders, 1849 ) .

56

[H.g.c.À., PÀM, RB Fc3207.4 F5]

M. ZasLow, Readinq the Rocks: The Story of the Geoloqical
Survev of Canada, 1842-1972 (Ottawa: The Macmillan Co. of
Can. Ltd., in assoc. with the Department of Energy Mines
and Resources, and Information Canada, 1975), pp.82-127.

Suzanne Ze11er, Inventinq Canada: EarIy Victorian Science
and the Idea of a Transcontinental Nation (Toronto:
University of loronto Press, 1987), pages 14, and 97-98.

57
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The Select Committee of the British Parliament perhaps

unsurpr i s ingly dec ided in favour of the Company ,

particularly in light of the testimony given by Edward

Ellice. EIlice pointed out that fur trade operations vlere

located beyond the range of practical settlement, and he

stated that the Company would relinquish their title to

lands south of sixty degrees latitude, if the Canadian

government compensated them for their loss and assumed

responsibility for law, order and government. s 8 Moreover,

the paucity of information available on the northwest tended

towards a decision favouring the HBC. The Enquiry vras forced

to rely heavily on data that was accumulated through Arctic
explorations and controlled by the HBC, while the Canadian

government had access to Iittle information beyond that
provided by opponents of the HBC such as Isbister and James

Ross.

The Colonial Office therefore sponsored an expedition to

the northwest and, in the same year, the Canadian provinces

also mounted an expedition to obtain data on the northwest

that was untainted by the HBC. The Canadian government sent

an exploratory expedition under George Gladman and Henry

Youle Hind, while the gritish government sponsored a similar
expedition under the Leadership of Captain John Palliser.
These expeditions were sent to ascertain the "true"
characteristics and agricultural feasibility of the region

s I Rich, The
pp.290-91.

Fur Trade and the North West to 1857,
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which had, for thirty-six years, been a HBC preserve.

George Gladman, a retired HBC chief factor, Ied the first

Canadian expedition to the northwest. The members of this

expedition included Hind, william Henry Edward Napier (civil

engineer) and Simon J. Dawson (surveyor). These men vrere

requested to " ... ascertain the practicability of

establishing an emigrant route between Lake Superior and

Selkirk Settlement, and to acquire some knowledge of the

natural capabilities and resources of the Valley of the Red

River and the Saskatchev¡an. " 5 s They v¡ere also ordered to rr

procure all the information in your power respecting the

Geology, Natural History, Topography, and Meteorology of the

region ... " and to specifically record the characteristics
of the country conducive to agriculture, for example, soil
fertility, timber stands, temperature variations, IeveIs of

precipitation, flooding, freezing and so on.6o Similarly,

John Palliser's expedition which consisted of a botanist

Eugene Bourgeau, a magnetical observer Thomas Blakiston, a

naturalist-geologist James Hector and an

astronomer/secretary John William SuIIivan, was

commissioned to assess the resources of the country lying

between the western edge of Lake Superior and the Rocky

Mountains. These men were also supposed to assess the

Henry Youle Hind, Narrative of the Candian Red River
Explorinq ExpediLion of 1857 and of the Assinniboine
Isic] and Saskatchewan Explorinq Expedition of '1858, Two
vo1s. (1860 reprint ed., New York: Greenwood Press Pub.,
1969) ,1:269-70.
i bid.
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potential for transportation across the west

Coast, perform surveys, and record

topographical, zoological and botanical data

assess mineral and timber resources and,
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to the Pacific

meteorological,

. They v¡ere to

perhaps most

Accuratelv Surveved, Three vols. (London,
i-xxii. [H.¡.c.À., PÀM, RB G420 v3]

importantly, they v¡ere to determine the feasibility of

agriculture in Rupert's Land.

But the Hind and Palliser Expeditions, particularly
Hind's expedition, differed significantly from most of the

exploration undertaken in Rupert's Land during the first
half of the nineteenth century. The HBC had increasingly

initiated exploration in aid of expansion and, like the fur
trade itself, even British exploration had a decidedly

northern focus.

A northern orientation had dominated eighteenth century

exploration in North America, and searches for the NorLh

West Passage were, for example, integrated within Captain

George Vancouver's circumnavigation (1790-95) as naturally
as they had been associated with Captain Cook's exploration

of the South Pacific.6 1 But the emphasis on northern

exploration intensified after 1818, when the British
government renewed the offer first made during the Dobbs

Af fair of 1745. A reward of f. 20,000 v¡as again of fered as an

incentive to explorations in search of the North West

61 "Instructions from Lord High Àdmiral of Great Britain and
Ireland &c. r" in George Vancouver, À Voyaqe of Discoverv
to the North Pacific Ocean and Round the Wor1d In Which
the Coast of North West Àmerica has been carefullv
Examined andi79dffip.*"i
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Passage. Exploration of northern North Àmerica consequently

escalated in the thirty years following this offer, with the

British government sponsoring all naval expeditionsr âs weII

as many of the most important overland expeditions. Northern

Àmerican exploration was integrated within the sphere of

British foreign policy to an unprecedented extent.

There v¡ere, of course, exceptions to both tendencies.

Scientists or collectors such as David Douglas (1299-1834),

Karl Andreas Geyer (1809-53), Joseph Burke and Paul Kane

(1810-71 ) occasionally passed through Rupert's Land, and HBC

employees themselves sometimes dabbled in scientific
activities. Douglas vras a Scottish botanist who visited the

north western United States in 1823 and again in 1830-33, as

well as the Fort Vancouver district in 1824-27 and Red River

in 1827. Douglas fuelled George Barnston' s sc ient i f ic

interests, as well as contributing many important specimens

to Hooker's Elora Boreali-Àmericana (1840).62 Geyer was the

editor of the London Journal of Botanl¿. He visited Fort

ColviIe in the winter of 1843-44, and studied the flora of

the region.63 Joseph Burke was a gardener from Kew who spent

time at York Factory, and collected specimens for the Royal

Botanical Gardens while visiting in the Saskatchewan and

Columbia Districts in 1843-44.64 PauI Kane was an Irish

62 See Chapter 5 for information on Barnston, and see M.L.
Tyrwhitt-Drake, "David DougIas," Dictionarv of Canadian
Bioqraphv, vol.6, pp.218-220.

Grace Lee Nute, "À Botanist at Fort Colviler" The Beaver,
Sept. 1946, pp.28-31.

63
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artist who spent four years in the northwest drawing

Indians. He also compiled ethnographic information, which he

felt was essential if the general public vras to fulIy
appreciate his sketches.6s In 1829, company men such as such

as John Work responded to "Queries on Natural History,"
after the Company had agreed to the distribution of

questionnaires prepared by the Natural History Society of

Montreal.66 By the 1840s men such as Chief Factor George

Barnston, and Chief Factor Àrchibald McDonald v¡ere devotees

of science.6T McDona1d had corresponded with Hooker, was an

Honourary Member of the London Botanical Society, and a

contributor to the British Museum. Even Simpson's residence

at Lachine boasted a museum where he stored "curiosities"

6 4 Zeller, Inventins Canada, p.21 2 and G. Thomas, "The
Smithsonian and the Hudson's Bay Companyr" Prairie
Forumrx12, Fa11 1985, p.285.

PauI Kane, glanderinqs of an' Àrtist amonq the Indians of
North America, From Canada To Vancouver's I sland and
Oreqon Throuqh the Hudson's Bay Companv's Territorv and
Back Àqain (London: Longman, Brown, Green, Longman, and
Roberts, 1859), p.viii. [H.e.c.À., pAM, RB Fc3213 K3]
See also J. RusseII Harper, "Pau1 Kane, " DCB, vol.X,
pp.389-94, and Paintinq in Canada: À Historv, second
edition (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto
Press, 1981 ), pp.120-123.

John Work's response can be found in Fort CoIviIe
District Report, H.B.C.A., PAM, g.a5/e/2, and the
Company's assent to the Montreal Natural History
Society's request is referred to in Resolution 92, 1829,
Minutes of Council, Northern Department of Rupert Land,
1821-31, ed. R. Harvey Fleming, with an InLroduction by
H.À. Innis, voI.3, Hudson's Bay Record Soc iety (Toronto:
The Champlain Society, 1940), p.248. See footnote 1 on
248 as weII.

67 See Chapter 5 for information on Barnston. Information
on McDonald's scientific activities comes from Nute's
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collected in Rupert's Land and elsewhere.6s

Unofficial or casual scientific expeditions such as those

undertaken by Douglas, Burke and Kane, and the activities of

their HBC proteges were, however, atypical of nineteenth

century science and exploration in Rupert's Land. Until
1850, the HBC or the British government itself, through the

Àdmiralty, had dominated exploration in Rupert's Land.6s The

HBC had jealously guarded its western frontiers against

Russian encroachments, and American explorers were only

welcomed after Lady Franklin's successful appeal to the

Àmerican public. Henry Grinnell sponsored an expedition in
search of the lost Franklin crew in 1850, thus rnarking

formally, the beginning of the end of the HBC's strictly

article on Geyer, see p.27 and from a journal kept by him
while part of Simpson's expedition to the Pacific in
1828. In this journal he recorded his observations on the
clinate, soi1s, resources and potential for agricultural
settlement in the northwest. Peace River, À Canoe Voyaqe
from Hudson's Bay to the Pacific, Bv the late Sir Georqe
Simpson in 1828, ed. with notes by MaIcoIm Mcleod
(ottawa: J. Durie & Son, 1872) . [H.s.C.A. , PÀM, RB
FC320s.1 M34l

6I Susan Stewart, "George Simpson:
Summer 1982 r pp.4-9.

Collector, " &g Beaver ,

6s Tab1e 1.1 has been constructed on the basis of
information compiled by AIan Cooke and Clive HoIland in
The Exploration of Northern Canada, 500 to 1920: ÀChronolosv (Toronto: The Àrctic Press, 1978). The
following Key corresponds to lable 1 .1 .

I - Exploratory Expeditions
II Expeditions to establish posts

III Supply Expeditions
IV - Whaling Expeditions
V - Franklin Search Expeditions

VI Depot laying and other expeditions associated with
search expeditions
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isolationist policy.

VII Roman Catholic and Church Missionary Society
Expeditions

Number
Table 1.1

and Types of Northern Expedi t i ons

Years 1818-1846

I II III IV V VI VIT

HBC 26

British 16

Church 0

Can. 0

u.s. 0

13

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Years 1 847 -1 861

HBC

British
Church

Can.

U. S.

6

2

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

14

I
0

0

0

0

6

0

0

2

3

68

0

0

7

0

27

0

0

3

0

0

6

0

0
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HBC exploration initiatives had been proportional to

advances made by the NWC on the fur trade of the northwest

until- 1821, but after the coalition, the unified fur trading

concern harnessed energies in aid of expansion westward and

northward. Most Company exploration was conceived with

practical views in mind, and the HBC dispatched thirty-three
expeditions north between 1821 and 1 846 twenty-six

exploratoryr surveying or scouting expeditions, and seven

charged with establishing posts. The Company sent men in

search of new Indian traders in order to establish a

profitable trade. The Company woul-d then dispatch someone to

set up a post in the territory. For example, Àlexander and

John McLeod were sent separately in 1823 and 1824 to
establish trade with the Nahanni Indians, and to establish
routes to new trading grounds. Peter Warren Dease was

similarly sent, via the Liard River (1823), to find the

Nahanni tndians.To

In 1837 the Company gave more comprehensive instructions
to two of its employees. Thomas Simpson, a graduate of

King's College, Àberdeen, who had joined the Company in

1829, accompanied Peter Warren Dease (1788-1863), a seasoned

trader and explorer. T 1 Dease had served the XY and the North

West companies before being made a Chief Trader with the HBC

Ibid. , pp.148-49.

William R. Sampson,
vol.9, pp.1 96-199.

70

71 "Peter Warren Dease, " in the DCB,
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in 1821. He explored northern water routes for the Company

until Franklin's Second Land Expedition, after which he vras

given responsibility f.or securing the provisions and the

labour needed on Franklin's expeditions (1824-27).

subsequently promoted to Chief Factor.

He was

Dease and Simpson had been dispatched to survey the

northern shore and, with any luck, find a passage through

northern waters to the Pac i f ic . They were instructed to

". .. trace the coast, from Franklin's Point lurn again,

eastward, to the entrance of Back' s Great Fi sh River . " 7 2

Dease and Simpson s¡ere supplied with astronomical and

surveying apparatus and instructed to "give names" to any

neÌ.¡ headlands, mountains, rivers or "other remarkable

objects discovered. " They also measured variations of the

magnetic needle, recorded observations on the Inuit and

Indian, and Simpson collected botanical specimens.T3

When Simpson's death in 1840 (14 June) curtailed plans to

implement his proposal for further explorations, the Company

chose Dr. John Rae to replace the young explorer. T a Rae had

72 Thomas Simpson, Narrative of the Discoveries on the North
Coast of Àmerica Effected þy the Officers of the Hudson's
Bay Company Durinq the Years 1836-39 (London: Richard
eent1et, 1E43), p.6. [H.S.C.A., PÀM, RB FC3961 S5]

"Àppendix List of Plants collected during the Arctic
Journey of Messrs. Simpson and Ðease, by Sir W.J.
Hookerr" Ibid., pp.409-418.

Information on John Rae generally taken from, J.M. Wordie
and R.J. Cyriax, Introduction to John Rae's
Correspondence with the Hudson's Bay Companv on Àrctic
Exploration, 1844-1855, ed. E.E. Rich, Assisted by À.M.
Johnson, vol.16 (London: The Hudson's Bay Record Society,

73
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signed on with the Company at Stromness in 1833, just months

after receiving his medical licence. He vras sent to Moose

Factory where he stayed ten years as surgeon at a salary of

E 100 per year, before embarking on a career in exploration.
Between 1846 and 1 854 he commanded or seconded four northern

expeditions.

In 1846 Rae set out from Churchill. His orders were to

trace and survey the GuIf of Boothia in hopes that a passage

to the Pacific might be found and, more generally, he nas

instructed to ". . . complete the geography of the northern

shore of Àmerica. "7 5 Moreover, he received specific
directions from Governor George Simpson, who instructed him

to:
do your utmost, consistently with the success

of your main object, to attend to botany and
geology; to zoology in all its departments; to the
temperature both of the air and of the water; to
the conditions of the atmosphere and the state of
the ice j to winds and currents; to the soundings
as well with respect to bottom as with respect to
depth; to the magnetic dip and the variation of
the compass; to the aurora borealis and the
refraction of light. You will a1so, to the best
of your opportunities, observe the ethnographical
peculiarities of the Esquimaux of the countryT 6

and collect any "curious" specimens of the same.

19s3).

John Rae, Narrative of an Expedition to the Shores of the
Àrctic Sea, in 1846 and 1847, with Maps (London: T.& w.
Boone, 1850), pp.14-17. [H.B.C.À., PÀM, RB rC3961 R3]
See also Wordie and Cyriax, Ibid., p.xxvi.

Ibid. , p. 15.
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Rae's first expedition coincided with the iIl-fated
Frankl-in expedition, and in the following ten years Rae

commanded two of the more than seventy-seven overland and

naval expeditions sent out in search of the Captain and crew

of the Erebus and Terror. But more important to the progress

of the Franklin Searches was Rae's expedition of 1853-54

which, like his first expedition, was charged with surveying

the northern coast. While surveying Repulse Bay, he learned

from some Inuit that Franklin's ships had been seen in the

vicinity of the Great Fish River. These people reported

that the "white men" had all died four years previously, and

Rae took this news with him when he travelled to England in

1854.77 He also took tangible proof that the Inuit had seen

the Franklin ships. Rae took several "re1ics" including

monogramed silver forks and spoons, a silver serving plate

and pencil case, fragments of gold and silver watches, some

coins, and a few bits of iron, tin and ivory that had been

found by Inuit. 7 I

77 Ibid. , p.lxxviii and lxxx-Ixxxi.
7I "List of Àrticles purchased from Eskimo," in Copies of

Instructions to Franklin (1845) and to Search Parties,
Ordered by the House of Commons, to be Printed 13 April
1848, Two vo1s., VoI.1, pp.832-33 and p.844. [H.s.c.4.,
PÀM, RB FC3961.3 G7l See also "List of Àrticles purchased
at Repulse and Pelly Baysr" Letter from Rae to Archibald
Barclay, Secretary Hudson's Bay House, London, 1

September 1854, in John Rae's Correspondence with the
Hudson's Bay Companv on Àrctic Exploration, l!1!1!;]¡Q$,
pp.286-87.
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Rae and his crew eventually coll-ected half of the f
20,000 reward, originally offered by the Àdmiralty in 1850

to anyone finding information on the fate of Franklin's
expedition. But these monies were only received after the

London Committee had convinced Rae to apply for
remunerat i on ,

behalf. 7 s

and had petitioned the Àdmiralty on his

Rae only received his reward in 1856, after the Admiralty

had examined a report compiled in 1855 by HBC employees

James Ànderson and James Green Stewart. These men had been

sent out by the Company to confirm Rae's account, and to

find the persons who had sold Rae the Franklin "relics."
They were to:

carefully collect and bring back with you
whatever may be portable, more especially
rnanuscr ipts; such art icles wi I1 most probably be
found in the possession of the natives, from whom
they should be purchased at any cost.so

Anderson's report convinced the Admiralty that further
searches would be futile.8l Rae's information had obviously

7 e Wordie and Cyriax, Introduction to John Rae's
Correspondence, p. lxxxvi i i .

"Copy of a Letter from Sir Geo. Simpson to Messrs. James
Ànderson, and James Green Stewart , Honourable Hudson's
Bay Company's service, Northern Department, Rupert's
Land, dated Lachine, 18th November 1854r" in Copies of
Instructions to Franklin (1845) and to Search Parties,
õp:A¡¡çTu5.c.A., pAM, ñETcagoïs czl-
Lady Franklin perhaps naturally disagreed with the
Admiralty's decision and she organized one Iast
expedition in search of her missing husband. In 1857 an
expedition left England under the command of Captain
Francis Leopold McCIintock, who simply found further
evidence to corroborate Rae's findings. See, Wordie and
Cyriax, Introduction to John Rae's Correspondencer p.xc
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been correct.

Àrctic exploration increased exponentially after
Franklin's disappearance but the British obsession to find a

passage through northern North America had manifested itself
twenty-five years earlier.s2 John Ross and witliam Edward

Parry's first voyage to the Arctic marked the beginning of a

second phase of the search for the North West Passage, and

rnarked the beginning of an often incidental, but

nevertheless important increase in knowledge of the north.

Information on the natural and human resources, as well
as vast amounts of geographical data v¡ere accumulated in the

next half century. Ross v¡as not only instructed to make

meteorological observations and scrupulously record their
course, variation, bearings and distances travelled but was

told that:

AIl objects of natural history, geology, and
mineralogy, are ( if possible) to be brought
carefully on board; and if any cannot be removed
on account of their size, sketches and drawings
are to be taken of them.83

and F.L. McClintock, The Vovaqe of the 'Fox' in the
Àrctic Seas. À Narrative of the Discoverv of the Fate of
Sir John Franklin and þis Companions (london: John
ruurrayJSSST,pp.¡48-71 .TH.sñ., pAM, RB Fc3961 .3 M3l

Recently two popular accounts have traced Arctic
exploration, see Pierre Berton, The Àrctic Grail: The
Ouest for the North West Passase and the North Po1e,
1818-1909 (Toronto: McCIelland & Stewait, 1988) anA
Daniel Francis, Discovery of the North: The Exploration
of Canada's Arctic (Edmonton: Hurtig Pubs., 1986).

John Ross, À Vovaqe of Discoverv Made Under the Order of83
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Ross, in turn, ordered his crew to coll-ect specimens and

then turn them in to him.8a Many specimens were collected,
or described and the Àppendices attached to the published

account of Ross' first voyage vrere extensive. They consisted

of "zoo1ogical" and "Geological Memoranda," a "Botanical

Àppendix" and data on magnetism and meteorology.ss

The Ross Expedition returned to England in November and,

within six months, the British Àdmiralty dispatched another

naval expedition commanded by Captain william Edward Parry.

Furthermore, the Admiralty decided to add land exploration

to the naval expeditions that had been sent in search of the

Passage previously. In May 1819, Captain John Franklin was

sent overseas and charged with surveying the northern

coastline. Franklin was to travel eastward from the

Coppermine River, recording meteorlogical and magnetic data.

He was to record any observable influence of the aurora

borealis on magnetic fields, assess the commercial value of

the copper deposits near the Coppermine River and, if
possible, make other Less spec i f ic scientific
observations. s6

the Admiraltv in His Ma'iestv's Ships 'Isabella' and
'Àlexander r' For the Purpose of Explorinq Baffin's Bav,
and Inquirinq into the Probabilitv of a North-West
Passase (london: John Murray, 1819), p.234. [H.B.C.À.,
PAM, RB FC3961 .2 R6l

I bid. , p.235 .

Ibid., pp.v-cxliv.

John Franklin, Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of
the Po1ar Sea in the Years 1819-20-21-22, lwo voIs.'(-ronaon: ,:oirn t'lurrav, 1W 1ffiTH.n.c.a., pAM,
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Parry commanded two more naval expeditions (1821-23 and

1824-25), and during the latter expedition John Franklin v¡as

sent on a second overland expedition. Captain Frederick

William Beechey simultaneously guided the Blossom around

Cape Horn, up to ÀIaska. Optimists vrere sure that Beechey

would meet Franklin and Parry rsT after Parry had navigated

northern waters and Franklin had completed his survey of the

northern coast. Such was not the case. But the scientific
information, that was accumulated during the three years

that Franklin's crew spent in the north, filled almost one

hundred and fifty pages of text. This data $¡as attached to

the travel narrative of Franklin's second expedition,
published in 1828. These appendices contained only data

pertaining to the physical sciences since the amount of

information collected on the natural sciences warranted a

separate publication:

An Account of the Objects of Natural History,
collected on our journey, being too voluminous to
be inserted in the Àppendix, has been reserved for
a separate Work, which will be published as soon
as possible, by Dr. Richardson and Professor
Hooker, under the sanction, and by the assistance
of His Majesty's Government. ss

a7

88

RB FC3961.2 F7l

Cooke and HoIland, pp. 1 51 -53.

John Franklin, Narrative of a
Shores of the Po1ar Sea, In
1827, Including an Àccount
Detachment to the Eastward by
John Murray , 1828) , p.vii. [H.
F7l

Second Expedition to the
the Years 182511826 and,
of the Progress of a
John Richardson (London:
B.C.À., PÀM, RB FC3961 .2
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this zoological "account" v¡as

volume one of Fauna Boreali-

Fauna Boreali-Americana was written by the Scottish

surgeon and naturalist Sir John Richardson (1787-1865), who

had accompanied both Franklin overland expeditions. so

Richardson vras, however, assisted by his contemporaries in

the preparation of this work. The ornithologist William

Swainson not only attended to classification and synonymy

but illustrated the figures in volume two, and Reverend

william Kirby, agreed to arrange and describe Lhe insects.sl

Richardson also relied heavily on his predecessors' Iabours

in the field. Much of the data on northern zoology contained

in Fauna Boreali-Americana had, in fact, been collected by

others.

Richardson admitted to his reliance on the Natural

History Appendices attached to the narratives of the Ross

John Richardson, william Swainson and Reverend WilIiam
Kirby, Fauna Boreali-Àmericanar oF the Zooloqv of the
Northern Parts of gritish America, Containing
Descriptions of the Objects of Natural History CoIlected
on the Late Northern Land Expeditions, Under Command of
Captain Sir John Franklin, Three vo1s., Part I - The
Quadrupeds, Part II Birds, Part III - Fishes (London:
John Murray , 1829-36). [H.g.c.À. , PAM, RB QL151 R5]

C. Stuart Houston, Introduction to Àrctic Ordeal: The
Journal of John Richardson, Surqeon-Naturalist with
Franklin , 1820-1822, ed. C. Stuart Houston, with a
Forward by w. Gilles Ross (Kingston and Montreal: McGiIl-
Queen's Univeristy Press , 1984) , pp. xxi i-xxi i i .

Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana, 1 :x.
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and Parry Expeditions.s2 Moreover, Richardson also examined

specimens collected off the Àlaskan coast by Captain

Beechey's expedition, and specimens collected by Richard

King. s 3 King vras the naturalist aboard an expedition

dispatched in 1833, under Captain George Back, to search for
an overdue expedition commanded by John Ross.sa Richardson

examined the botanical and zoological specimens that King

had collected while searching for Ross. Richardson also

benefited from collections held privately, for example,

specimens in the HBC Museum, London; specimens in Joseph

Sabine's private museum, and specimens in Mr. Leadbeater's

museum. The British Museum and the London Zoological Society

also permitted him access to their collections, and

contributions made by HBC employees vrere also incorporated

within Richardson's work. e s Ri c ha rdson rec e i ved

ornithological and mammalian specimens from men stationed in
the Rocky Mountains, on the Labrador coast, the Athabasca

and ÀIbany River Districts, and from Cumberland House.

s2 Richardson, Swainson and Kirby, Fauna Boreali-Americana,
vol-.2, p.xiii.

Ibid. , 1 :xix and 3: ix-xi.
George Back, Narrative of the Arctic Land Expedition to
the Mouth of the Great Fish River, and Alonq the Shores
of the Àrctic Ocean, In the Years 1833, 1834 and 1835-(Eonaon: ¡otn Murray; 1836), pp.15-16. tlr.B.c.A., pAM, RB
FC3961 83l See also, Cooke and Holland, The Exploration
of Northern Canada, p.1 60.

Information on museum collections examined can be found
in vol.2 of Fauna Boreali-Àmericana, p.xii. and
information onEã- Hgman be found in
volumes one and three, p.xix and x.
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Richardson stated that ornithological specimens were too

bulky, and their preparation too time-consuming to receive

much attention from a highly mobile expedition. Birds and

eggs were also difficult to transport. Most of Richardson's

scientific activities therefore centred on botany and

"Minera1o9y,"e6 although he had coltected the ichthyological

specimens described in volume threer ês well as recording

the data on numerous mammalian and ornithological species.sT

Richardson also relied on the descriptions of mammals and

birds that had been made by Joseph Sabine and Thomas

Drummond. s I Sabine had accompanied the first Franklin

expedition, and Drummond was Richardson's assistant on the

second expedition.

The British
passage, and

preparation of

of the zoology

had been relentless in their search for the

a decade of doggedness had allowed the

the earliest substantial scientific account

and botany of northern North America. e s
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Richardson, Swainson and Kirby, Fauna Boreali-Americana,
vol.2, p. xiv.
See Àppendices in Houston, Arctic Ordeal, Appendix A
Bi rd - óbser,rat ions , pp-.22@xppffi' B - Mammal
Observations r pp.245-55, and; Àppendix C Fish
Collected, pp.256-61.

Richardson l¡as qui te candid about the
specimens, and was not reluctant to give
who made his publication possible.

sources of his
credit to those
Fauna Boreali-

99

Àmericana, 1:x1v-xrx.

The botanical specimens were described and classified by
William J. Hooker and the first vol-ume of his work
appeared in 1833. Flora Boreali-Americanar SE the Botanv
of the Northern Parts of gritish North Àmerica, (1833,
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Richardson's treatise remained authoritative for at least

forty years, and while his scientific contributions v¡ere

well acknowledged with a knighthood in 1846, medals, and an

honourary degree from trinity College (oubtin) in 1857,

natural history collections had never been the primary

motivation underlying Franklin's explorations of North

Àmerica. The British Government never forgot imperial aims,

and Franklin's expeditions conformed to the previous efforts
that had attempted to establish quicker and safer routes to

Àsian markets. So too did an expedition commanded by John

Henry Lefroy. Lefroy had been placed in charge of the

magnetic observatory built in Toronto in 1840 by the British
Royal Engineers and, in 1842, Lefroy and an assistant,
I^ti l1iam Henry, set out in search of the "magnet ic north. r' 1 o o

The British government had sent Lefroy and Henry to the

Àrctic in order to collect data on meterological and

magnetic phenomema requisite to improvements in the

navigational sciences. The uncertainties of northern

navigation had plagued oceanic travel for over two hundred

years, but the disappearance of Sir John Franklin's naval

expedition !¡as a shocking reminder of the many hazards

associated with travel in the Arctic seas. The British sent

1840).
1oo George F.G. Stanley, ed., John Henry Lefroy: 1n Search

of the Maqnetic North, A Soldier-surveyor's Letters from
the North-West, 1843-1844 (Toronto: The Macmillan Co. of
Canada Ltd., 1955). See also S. Zeller, Inventinq
Canada: Ear1v Victorian Science and the Idea of a
Transcontinental- Nation (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1987), pp. 125-44.
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sixty-eight expeditions with the express purpose of finding

Frank1in, last seen less than three months after leaving

London on 19 May 1845, and even the HBC and United States

government assisted in the search. Between 1850 and 1870 the

HBC sponsored three search expeditions and directed all of

its officers to assist British searchers by providing goods,

servants and provisions. 1 0 1 These instructions $tere acted

upon immediately. Arctic MedaIs were subsequently awarded

by the British Àdmiralty to one hundred and ninety-two HBC

employees for their efforts in the search for both the North

West Passage and the missing Franklin Expedition.lo2

Franklin's disappearance l¡as also pivotal to the

emergence of a northern orientation in Àmerican

exploration. 1o3 Nineteenth century American exploration had

focused on the West and mid-West, but the Grinnell

Expedition of 1850 initiated a movement north. There vrere

fourteen expeditions three in search of Frank1in, three

relief expeditions to assist those searching for FrankIin,

four whaling expeditions, and four scientific expeditions

1 o I Resolution 87 of Minutes of Northern CounciI, 1851.
Resolution 88 directed HBC officers to keep an account
of the costs expended with regards to the British search
expeditions, and to forward this account to Lachine for
settlement with the British government. H.B.C.À. ' PÀM'
8.239/k/3, p.21 .

1o2 Correspondence Regarding Arctic MedaIs and Certificates
of CIaim, H.B.C.À., PAM, 8.15/11.

103 Searching for the lost Franklin party was, according to
John Edwards CasweIl, the predominant motive behind
American exploration in the Arctic. "United States
Scientific Expeditions to the Àrctic, 1850-1909," Ph.D.
1 951 , Stanford University, p.6.
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leaving American points for the Arctic in the twenty-seven

years previous to the Àlaska Purchase. 1 o a Henry GrinneIl

sponsored tvro naval searches ( 1 850-51 and 1 853-55) ; the

first expedition r.ras commanded by Captain Edwin Jesse De

Haven, and the second was under Elisha Kent Kane. Kane along

with Tsaac Hayes, James McGarry and william Morton conducted

four overland searches by sledge. lo5 Captain Charles Francis

HalI led another American search in 1860 and, in the same

year, Isaac Hayes led a scientific expedition in search of

the North Pole.

Despite all this exploratory activity, the f irst trulv

scientific expedition to the north was launched in 1859. The

Smithsonian had already received some specimens from Red

River, foltowing a visit there by Robert Kennicottr âD eager

young naturalist from IlIinois. 1 o6 Smithsonian scientists

had also become acquainted with Dr. John Rae himself. Rae

participated in the Smithsonian lecture series during the

winter of 1 858-59. He gave two lectures on "Àrct ic

Explorations and the Probable Fate of Sir John Franklin.rtloT

The Smithsonian subsequently sent Robert Kennicott to

examine the natural history of the Mackenzie River District

1o4 One of the four scient
shores of James Bay, a
60th parallel.

ros Cooke and Holland, The
pp.'185-86 and 208-210.

106 See Appendix 8.

1o7 srÀR, 1858, p.43.

i f ic expedi t ions v¡as sent to the
northern locale, but south of the

Explorat i on of Northern Canada,
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and the Yukon, and Constantin Drexler, a taxidermist

employed by the Institution, was simiì-ar1y sent to the James

region. 1 o I

In both instances, scientific activities vrere paramount.

Neither expedition l¡as mounted as a means to advance

directly political or economic interests. Neither expedition

was concerned with territorial expansion, transportation

routes, resource exploitation, or the suitability of the

regions for settlement. In short, these were scÍentific
expeditions. The directives under which these naturalists
laboured had as their primarv concern the birdsr e99sr

mammals, linguistic and ethnographic material which were to

provide the foundation of the most comprehensive research

and public facility to be established in North Àmerica in

the nineteenth century. The Smithsonian attempted to obtain

data on the natural history of the Arctic for reasons other

than the obvious utilitarian or humanitarian imperatives

that had characterized previous expeditions into Rupert's

Land, and Arctic specimens formed a significant component of

the first zoological and anthropological collections
obtained by the United States National Museum. Specimens

collected in the HBC territories provided the empirical data

needed in ornithological research and, more generally

zoological specimens supplied evidence in support of

,

a

1o8 srÀR, 1859, p.
Drexler, 24 Àpri
Cor respondence
Archives (Sr¡),

66. Memorandum from Joseph
1 1 860, Folder 16, Hudson's
CoIlection, Smithsonian

Washington, D.C.

Henry to C.
Bay Company
Institution
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Lamarckian view of spec iation. Moreover, anthropological

artifacts and northern ethnographies were instrumental in

the application of an evolutionary paradigm to cultural

studies. Commentaries on "exotic" cultures vJere a well

established component of travel Iiterature but, by 1860, the

scientific community was in the process of formalizing the

methodology and motives for ethnographic research.

Ethnologists vrere identifying and distinguishing their

approaches from earlier ones, carving a niche for ethnology

as a science. They vrere distancing modern cultural studies

from pre-modern studies, which had their roots in literature

and the humanities. Specimens of indigenous Arctic and sub-

arctic culture were crucial to that development.

Great collections were made between 1 859 and 1871 .

Smithsonian scientists developed an exploration program that

elevated natural history and anthropological collecting from

a subsidiary ro1e, and they substituted a cogent collecting
program for the often erratic and unreliable system that had

fiIled their cabinets previously. The Smithsonian

expeditions produced enormous amounts of zoological data,

data that would form a signi f icant component of the

substantive basis of late nineteenth century scientific
research, and these expeditions were themseLves a test of

the efficacy and applicability of field work to modern

science. Scientific motivations had finally assumed a

primary role in Arctic exploration.



Chapter I I

THE NATURÀL SCIENCES: DEBÀTE ÀND DEVELOPMENT,
1670- 1880

The founding of the Royal Society and the HBC coincided

with a transitional phase in the history of the Iife
sciences, just as the Smithsonian expeditions that were

dispatched to the Arctic almost 200 years later coincided

with a later transition. The biological sciences emerged in

the late nineteenth century and replaced the authority of

natural history, just as "scientific" or "learned" natural
history had displaced popular conceptions of nature two

hundred years earlier. HBC employees made significant
contributions to the empirical foundations of both phases,

with the HBC collections representing some of the most

important donations received by the Smithsonian Institution
during the second transitional period. 1 oe Studies of

speciation, zoological demographics and systematics were

facilitated by northern specimens, just as earlier
collections sent out from the HBC territories in North

America had enabled European scientists to incorporate the

flora and fauna of the Nev¡ Wor1d into the Linnaean

classif icatory system.

los srÀR, 1866, Þ.44.
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The pòpular conception and early application of the study

of nature originated with the human desire to control

nature, and have nature serve human needs.11o Practical and

utilitarian considerations determined both motive and

method. Àn anthropocentric vision of the universe ensured

that plants and animals were studied to determine their
usefulness to mankind, and they vrere therefore classif ied

according to whether they $¡ere edible or inedible, tame or

wi1d, useful or useless.

Once the learned variety of natural history appeared at

the close of the seventeenth century, nature came to be

studied in its own right, albeit as evidence of God's

existence and divine purpose. The modern or learned

conception of natural history which attempted to give order

to the plants, animals and minerals found on earth

through the collection, enumeration, description and

classification of each and every specimen superseded the

popular or folk approach to the study of nature, and nature

s¡as soon identified, categorized and classified according to

morphological criteria. Less than fifty years later a

standardized Latin nomenclature had virtually eradicated

popular or folk classifications by educated persons.

110 Keith Thomas
Attitudes in
T9E3l . -

, Man and the Natural
Enq1and, 1500-1800 (London

WorId: Chanqinq
: Penguin Books,
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John Ray (1627- 1 705) was one of the first Iearned

naturalists. l l l He was a "parson-naturalist" and in the

Wisdom of God Manifested in the Works of the Creation(1691)

he set forth his views on the fixity of species, and on the

divine origin and purpose of adaptation in the biological
world. His work represented a rejection of the

anthropocentric view that all plants and animals existed to

serve humanity. Some plants and animals obviously did not

answer man's needs. Ray suggested that these plants and

animals had an importance in their ovrn right. Their function

might not be apparent, but it could be accounted for by

divine wisdom and benevofence. with modification Ray's

hypothesis formed the basis of the nineteenth century

debates over the argument from design, and it laid the

foundation for a circular argument which would last severaf

generations. The harmony and order of nature which must,

according to Ray, be attributed to God's [.li11, would soon

provide observable and measurable proof of God's existence.

1 1 I Information on the early naturalists was obtained from:
Peter J. Bowler, Evolution: The Historv of an Ïdea
(¡erkeley: University of California Press, 1984. ); Loren
Eiseley, Darwin's Centurv: Evolution and the Men T^tho
Discovered It (New York: Doubleday & Co. Inc. , 1 958;
Anchor Paperback, 1961 ); H. Bentley Glass, Owsei Temkin,
and tÏiIliam L. Strauss Jr., eds., Forerunners of Darwin,
1745-1859 (saltimore; London: John Hopkins Press, 1968);
Dov Ospovat, The Development of Darwin's Theory: Natural
Historv, Natural Theoloqv and Natural Selection,
183q:185:? (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
lJ-djlT-nd John C. Green, The oeáth of Adam: -Evolution
and Its Impact on Western Thouqht (Iowa State University
Press, 1 959. )
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Carolus Linnaeus, Iike Ray, believed in the fixity of the

species and he also believed that God had created the

species according to a supersensible plan. He doubted that a

mere mortal could comprehend the motivation behind divine

creation, but it was his duty as a naturalist to uncover the

structure of this 'natural order r' and the classificatory
framework that he devised to achieve this goal was

instrumental in the systematization and modernization of the

study of natural history.

Linnaeus aspired to a natural classificatory system, but

the earlier work of Ray had already demonstrated that the

task of grouping plants and animal-s with reference to all
their morphological characteristics vras unmanageable. He

therefore devised an artifical system of classification
based on one characteristic, the reproductive organs. His

next step in making God's creation comprehensible was the

application of a Latinized binomial nomenclature to the

genera and species which had been identified on the basis of

reproductive morphology. Linnaeus recognized the need for

standardization in the criteria, the methodology and in the

nomenclature of classification. These needs were addressed

in his published works: Species Plantarum(1753), Genera

Plantarum (1754 ) and Systema Naturae ( 1 758 ) .

The standardization of taxonomy, initiated by Linnaeus,

both substantiated and clarified the existing belief in the

fixity of the species. The formulation and application of a
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strict definition of species combined with a systematized

classification and nomenclature of that defined species to

intensi fy existing theological trends. Despite

philosophical and scientific challenges, natural history and

Christian theology coalesced into a comfortable cosmology by

the end of the eighteenth century.112

English deists and French agnostics produced variations

on the general doctrine of natural theology, but they had no

difficulty in accommodating science with religion. The most

irreconcilable and persistent critic of the Linnaean system

vras the Comte de Buffon, and his theories did not greatly

influence the world view of the eighteenth century. r I 3

Theological beliefs in the harmony and perfection of nature

postured as scientific laws, and the rnetaphysical boundaries

between science and religion vrere often indistinguishable.

There was no fundamental conflict between science and

religion. Following Ray and Linnaeus the function of science

was to discover God's laws in, and for, nature. lime was

112 The once traditional historical view that science and
religion were at odds with one another has been refuted
by many recent historical studies. For discussions of
the interrelatedness of science and religion, and their
role in determining world view see in addition to the
already mentioned works of Peter J. Bowler, Dov
Ospovat, H. Bentley Glass, Loren Eiseley, and Keith
Thomas: Susan F. Cannon, Science in Culture: The Ear1v
Victorian Period (New York: Science History, 1978.) and
Robert Young, Darwin's Metaphor: Nature's P1ace in
Victorian Culture (Cambridge:
PreãæBsF

Cambridge University

I 1 3 Buffon had hypothesized that degenerative change rather
than stasis typified the history of the earth, and he
also attempted to redefine the species on the basis of
their ability to produce fertile offspring.
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The

appeal of natural history lay in its stabilizing influence

in tumultuous times, and there was a correlation between the

acceptance and advocacy of a doctrine stressing harmony,

perfection and order, and the temper of the post-Restoration

and post-revolutionary (Clorious Revolution, 1688) era in
Europe and Great Britain. l 1 4 Consequently, the theoretical
and philosophical tenets of natural history and natural

theology were consolidated during this period.

Reluctance to abandon the notion of a limited time scale

resulted in the theory of catastrophism as an explanation of

how the earth was formed in just six thousand years.1ls This

theory permitted the interpretation of geological phenomena

such as earthquakes and volcanoes within orthodox

theological views of the Noachian deluge, but simplistic
developmental theories soon appeared. The Neptunist and

1 1 4 The Development of Darwin' s Theory, pp.35-36. The
information in these pages is based upon Ospovat's
synthesis of quotations found in Charles GilIispie's
Genesis and Geoloqv.

r 1 s The following narrative on the history of geology is
based upon these works: Martin Rudwick, The Meanino of
Fossils: Episodes in the Historv of Palaeontoloqv
ffion: llaffiata; l¡ew vort: 

-Anrerican 

ets@
The Great Devonian Controversv: The Shapinq of
Scienti f ic Knowledqe Amonq Gentlemanly Spec ialists
(Glcago: uffiffi ot ctrEago Press, 1985) ; Peter J.
Bowler, Fossíl-s and Proqress: Paleontoloqy and the Idea
of Proqressive Evolution in the Nineteenth Centurv (New
York: Science History,1976); Edward Salisbury Dana, et
aI, A Century of Science in America, hlith Special
Reference to the Àmerican Journal of Science, 1818-1918
(Ne$r Haven : vare-ffii ty Press , I sffiá stephen J.
Gould Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes (New York: W.W.
Norton, 1983).



Vulcanist schools emerged in the early decades of

nineteenth century to challenge catastrophic theory.

s9

the

Both of these theories tried to account for the mechanism

by which terrestrial sedimentary strata were raised from

beneath sea level. The Neptunist school postulated a

retreating ocean ( i .e. developmental ) theory, while

Vulcanists proposed either the cooling-earth (developmental)

theory or a theory that the strata were formed by the

a1!ernate erosion and elevation of nevr land (steady-state

approach).

theory of

The steady-state approach tended towards the

un i formi tar ian i sm or actualism ( non-

developmental), later advocated by Charles Lye11. Unlike

catastrophism, which considered past geological processes to

be much more intense than contemporary ones, this theory

proposed that past geological processes were similar to

modern ones, and that study of these modern processes vras

sufficient to explain the geological history of the earth.

Attempts to order and classify the "Mineral Kingdom,"

including fossils, s¡ere also important in fostering new ways

of seeing the world. Stratigraphic studies of mineral

deposition also aided in the resolution of the problems

associated with historical geology. The "father of English

geoIogy," william Smith (1769-1839), Iaid the foundations

for nineteenth century analyses of geological and organic

evolution in his works entitled: Strata identified þJ

orsanized Fossils(1816-20) and Stratiqraphical Svstem of
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(1817 ). I 1 6 He discovered that fossils
with a particular stratum and that they

a part icular t irne or epoch in geological

The existence of fossils had long been recognized and

attempts to come to terms with their meaning for history,
especially BibIicaI history, had been unavoidable. In the

Iate seventeenth century the "parson-naturalist" John Ray

refused to consider the possibility that one of God's

species could become extinct. He insisted that fossils were

mineral rather than organic structures, and an entire
century passed before sufficient proof in favour of the

organic basis of fossils emerged. The French naturalist,
Georges Cuvier invited discussion over the nature of fossils
and the reality of extinction in On the species of livino
and fossil elephants (1796).117 Receptiveness to the idea

that some fossilized remains represented extinct species

provoked serious discussion about the permanence of the

species, and initiated a field of research that extended the

time scale as muchr or more than the developmental theories
postulated by the Neptunists and Vulcanists.

I 1 6 Charles Schubert, "A Century of Geology The Progress
of Historical- Geology in North Àmerica r " in Edward
Salisbury Dana, et aI, A Century of Science in Àmerica,
1818-1918 , p.117 .

117 This e¡as just one of the papers at the base of Cuvier's
reputation as the founder of modern vertebrate
palaeontology. Georges Cuvier, Jean Baptiste Pierre
Àntoine de lr{onet , cheval ier de Lamarck and Alexander
Brongniart are considered the founders of modern
palaeontology.
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Cuvier transformed the classificatory system identified

with Linnaeus. He v¡as truly interested in the principles of

classification, and his classificatory system symbolized the

essence of the methodological revolution which occurred

between 1758-1859 in taxonomy. l r I Cuvier classif ied animals

on the basis of their anatomical structure, with specific

reference to the nervous system. Consequently the animal

kingdom was divided into four phyla based on internal body

structure: vertebrata, mollusca, articulata and radiata.

Anatomical- comparisons $¡ere possible within a phylum, but

not between phyla. He also ranked the animals within each

phylum; for example within the vertebrates, the mammals were

at the apex and the fishes at the bottom. In Cuvier's

system, anatomical characteristics vrere not only used to

identify organisms, but to give order or to systematize the

animal kingdom.

Cuvier's work not only provided evidence for the organic

basis of fossils, it fostered the integration of the process

of fossilization, along with his theories, within the

teleological framework of natural history. l 1 s British

natural theologians adapted his notion of perfect adaptation

1 1 I Ernst Mayr, The Growth of Bioloqical Thouqht:
Diversitv, Evolution and Inheritance (Cambridge: Harvard
university Press, Belknap Press, 1982), pp.188-196.

1 ts Ðov Ospovat, The Development of Darwin's Theorv: Natural
History, Natural Theoloqv and Natural Selection,
I 938-1 8Sg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 981 ) ,
pp.5-35. The following paragraph is based on these pages
from Ospovat's book, which is the best analysis of the
integration of Cuvierian science within eritish natural
theology.
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His classification of the

animal kingdom into four different but equal groups was not

interpreted as an alternative to the hierarchical "chain of

being," but as proof of the perfection of adaptation between

form and function in nature. Likewise, his fossil

reconstructions vrere not interpreted as evidence supporting

the immutability of the species, but as evidence that

fossils, like the rest of nature, conformed to a grand

design. Theologians gladly supplemented theological "truth"
with scientific "fact." Churchmen with a utilitarian bent,

such as WilIiam Paley, âssumed that every biological

characteristic had a useful God-given purpose and they

willingly appropriated Cuvier's evidence in support of

functional adaptation.

vrestern metaphysics.

Cuvier's science substantiated

Beliefs in the harmony, order and

purpose of the universe had been confirmed.

Evidence from the stratification studies of William

"Strata" Smith and the fossil reconstructions of Cuvier

stimulated speculations about the immutability of geological

and even organic history. with the introduction and

acceptance of the concept of change over time questions

about the nature and eventually about the dynamics of change

emerged. These questions, even through they ultimately

challenged the authority of the Mosaic account, were

formulated within the framework of Christian theology and, rr

the idea of opposing theology could not have been



further from the minds of the main evolutionists.

was to reconcile nature, God, and man.r'12o
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Their aim

Debates over the nature and mechanics of change (debates

now under the rubric of evolutionary theory) have three

components, each of which contains opposing views from one

set of issues within the larger debate.l2r Change may be

developmental or it may be non-developmental or non-

progressive. Lyell's unif ormitarianism or ".@-"
theory of geological history is an example of non-

progressive change. I n the Pr inc iples of Geol-oqy , voI. 1

( 1 830 ) ryeIl espec ia1ly rejected catastrophi sm as a

mechanism for change, and he denied the possibility that

fossils could prove that organic life had advanced from

lower to higher forms.122 Lyell also opposed speculations

that the geologicaL conditions of the past were more severe

or that they even differed frorn those of his day. He felt

that geomorphic processes such as erosion and elevation

cancelled each other out, thereby leaving the primeval state

of the earth's surface virtually unchanged, and he

predictably viewed questions about the ultimate origins of

1 2o Robert M. Young, Darwin's Metaphor: Nature's Place in
Victorian Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, '1985), p.10.

1 2 1 See Stephen J. Gould, "The Eternal
Palaeontologyr" in Patterns of Evolution,
(Amsterdam: EIsevier, 1977 ) , pp. 1 -26, as
Bowler's synopsis of Gould's article
pp.9-13.

122 See Bowler, Fossils and Prooress, for
Charles Lyel1, pp.4- 6 and pp.69-79.

Metaphors of
ed., À. Hallam
well as Peter

in Evolution,

discussions on
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the earth as beyond the scope of geology.

Diametrically opposed to the steady-state approach vlas

the view that change equals development. The "cooling-earth"
theory, which hras advanced by Buffon to explain the

development of the earth as a cooling and hardening process

over time, and the developmentalism found in Louis Àgassíz's

creationism are examples of non-evolutionary change.

Agassiz, who had been influenced by German Naturphilosophie,

felt that " ... there was a preordained plan of development

which ensured that progression was the key feature in the

history of 1ife.tt123 His theory of development vras also

teleological:
Àgassiz had introduced a totally new form of
progression by treating the ascent of life toward
man as the key to the historical process observed
in the fossil record, not as a mere by-product of
changing conditions. 1 2a

Even during the first quarter of the nineteenth century

most learned persons accepted the idea of change over time.

Many even accepted the idea of developmental change, but a

debate arose over the locus of control within the

evolutionary process itself. There vras a di spute over

whether the process was determined by internal controls,
specifically those set in place according to divine purpose,

or whether evolution was controlled by external forces such

as the environment. The outcome of the evolutionary process

23

24

rbid.
r bid.

p.46.

p.45.
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would be predictable and predetermined if the controls were

inherent and int.ernal, in this case divine, or it would be

an "open-ended process" if control resided in the

envi ronment :

there is no f ixed direction of change,
because each species responds as best it can to
the challenges posed by an everchanging
environment. The resulting evolution occurs in
whatever direction most conveniently solves the
problem, unless the species is unable to change
quickly enough and becomes extinct. Adaptation is
thus the sole driving force of evolution, and to
some extent the v¡ay each species solves the
problem confronting it will be a matter of
chance. 1 2 s

The final component of the evolutionary debate addressed

the nature of the diachronic process. British natural

theologians and Louis Agassiz offered an explanation that

was analogous to that given by the catastrophists for
changing topographies. They postulated that abrupt and

cataclysmic change accounted for the appearance of ne$r plant

and animal species. An alternative to their theory of

discontinuous change lras offered by Darwin's theory of

transmutation. Darwin's theory !¡as analogous to Lyell's
theory of geomorphic change. Biological change was as

continuous and gradual as geological change. Incremental

differences in form and function were produced as species

adapted to their physical environments.

1 2s Bowler, Evolution, p.1 1 .
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The debates over the origins and development of the

species have often overshadowed other avenues of enquiry in

the nineteenth century sciences. But during the transition
from final to efficient causes as explanations of organic

genesis and development, there vras a period in which formal

causes played an important role in analyses of the plant and

animal worId.126 Between 1830 and 1860 some naturalists
rejected the physiological or ecological functionalism

associated with natural theology, and attempted to uncover

the " ideal patterns" mani fested in the geographical

distribution of plants and animals. The biogeographic

tradition arose in the 1830s in Britain, and was associated

with "philosophical natural history,"

Several British scientists were within this tradition.
The Scottish anatomist Robert Knox as well as his student

Edward Forbes, the physicists Humphrey Davy and Michael

Faraday, the classifiers William Sharp MacLaey and Edward

Newman, the ethnologist R.G. Latham, and the museum curator

Richard Owen vrere all philosophical naturalists. Charles

Darwin y¡as a self-proclaimed philosophical naturalist. All
of these naturalists were philosophical naturalists because

they assumed that ideal or "transcendental" patterns existed

in nature, and because they believed that it was their task

to determine the laws governing these patterns. Their search

126 Phitip F. Rehbok, The Phitosophical Natural ists: Themes
in Earlv Nineteenth Centurv Bioloqy,
Publications in the History of Science and
3 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,

Wisconsin
Medicine, no.
1983).
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for order and pattern in nature was not inspired by

Francis Bacon or John Herschel, but from P1ato,

Goethe, the German idealist Naturphilosophen, and

Britain, from WiIIiam Whewell, SamueI Taylor Coleridge

the earlier Cambridge Platonists .tt1 27

Kant,

, in

, and

Having collected data on the geographical distribution of

plants and animals, the philosophical naturalists addressed

the question of origins. Most rejected both the Biblical and

the autochthonous vier¡ (ie.

species wherever it may be

centres-of-creat ion hypothesi s.

each species originated but

dispersed to the many locations

century.

127 Rehbok, The Philosophical
128 rbid., pp.151-153.

separate creations for every

located), and adopted the
128 This theory claimed that

once, and was subsequently

inhabited in the nineteenth

One of these phi losophical na.tural i sts , Edward Forbes ,

turned his attention to the question of how species

distribution had changed over time. In 1845 he introduced

his land-bridge theory to explain how European plants had

crossed over to Britain and, in 1846, he elaborated upon

these ideas in an essay entitled "On the Connexion Between

the Distribution of the Existing Flora and Fauna of the

sritish I sles, and the Geological Changes which have

affected their Àrea, Especially During the Epoch of the

Northern Dr i ft. " 1 2' By the 1 860s, supporters of Forbes'

Naturalists, p. 9.
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theory were called extensionists and his opponents v¡ere

called migrationists: "Darwin insisted upon remaining a

'migrationist r' or advocate of natural transport, and

referred to Lye1l and Hooker as ' cont inental i sts' or

'extensionists' for their continued support of theories

involving continental extension. I' I 3o

Despite debates over the ultimate origins of the species,

most naturalists by the 1850s viewed change over time as

developmental rather than undirected. Some, Iike the anti-

evolutionary Agassiz who had been a student of Cuvier,

viewed development as pre-determined by divine plan. Others,

notably Darwin, rejected a teleological theory of

development. Miraculous intervention and theories of

discontinuous change were slow1y being replaced by non-

miraculous or natural explanations for continuous change.

Age-old ideas of scala naturae, or conceptions of organic

development as a linear ascent tov¡ards the mammalian

primates, were also joined by notions of development as a

process of differentiation and specialization.

Darwin and his contemporaries believed that an

universal archetype, or what they referred to as a "germ"

v¡as the starting point of organic development. They added

the idea that the path of development was non-Iinear, and

1 2s I bid. , pp. 1 59-17 1 .

130 rbid., p.190.
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also redefined the notion of development:

The direction of development vras conceived to be
not simply upward, nor a linear movement toward
man; rather it was from the homogeneous germ or
the unspecialized archetype toward the multitude
of diverse and specialized animal forms. l 3 1

The concept of divergence or branching r¡as replacing the

belief in linear progression in aIl branches of natural

history except studies of geographical distribution. l32

Ideas of change and divergence challenged a world view

secure in its knowledge of the stability, immutability and

ascendancy of humanity, but conceptual accommodation

succeeded in the nineteenth century. The argument from

design was resilient but malleable, and theological

rationalization ensured that "scientific" concepts such as

adaptation and progression, vrere interpreted within the

conf ines of nineteenth century religious beliefs:
Divergence was the preordained unfolding of the
various possibitities to which the class could be
adapted. Paley's original claim that the Creator's
benevolence could be seen in the perfect
adaptation of each form to its environment gave
way to the belief that design could be traced out
in the process by which the class gradually
assumed its more specialized adapt i ve
structure. 1 3 3

Compromise ensured

harmony would remain

convinced the scienti

that beliefs in universal order and

intact, at least until Darwin had

fic community that organic development

31

32

Ospovat

r bid. ,

Bowler,

, The Development of Darwin's Theory, pp.116.

p. 1 43.

Fossils and Proqress, p.95.r 33
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occurred through adaptation by natural selection. The idea

that natural selection rather than God produced new species

remained largely unacceptable to both scientists and the

learned public for many years after its introduction. l 3a

Practising naturalists resisted Darwin's naturalism and

either adhered to the argument from design, or ignored

theology completely:

It is true that natural theology remained part of
the world view of many naturalists and even
produced some theological schemes of evolution,
but for the scientific community as a whole, it
continued only as what it had already become: a
personal religious belief giving place to other
requirements in day-to-day scientific work. 1 3s

The doctrines of natural history had a generally

insignificant impact on the practical pursuit of natural
history, although most nineteenth century naturalists
collected, classified and sought the origins of species

within a familiar, and generally sacred paradigm.

Despite resistance to Darwinian theory, dissension from

the Mosaic account of Genesis had been present for several

hundred years before Ðarwin.136 The British had generally

r34 See especially Susan F. Cannon on the role of Ðarwin in
shattering the r+orId view of the early nineteenth
century. Science in Culturer pp.277-280

13s NeaI Gillespie, "Preparing for Darwin: Conchology and
Natural Theology in Àng1o-American Natural Historyr" in
Studies in Historv of Bioloqv, eds., william Coleman and
CamiIle Limoges (Baltimore; London: The John Hopkins
University Press, 1984), p.135.

1 3 6 On the pre-Darwinian debate over origins see John
Farley, The Spontaneous Generation Controversv: From
Descartes to Oparin (galtimore; London: The John Hopkins
Press, 1977); Stephen J. Gould, Ontooenv and Phvl-oqenv
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard univeiéity Pressr -EeImæ



resisted the theory of spontaneous

substituted God's role as final cause,

but in Europe this theory was just one

the Mosaic account of creation. l37
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generation which

with organic causes

of the challenges to

Putrefaction supposedly proved that organic matter could

organize itself and spontaneously generate 1i fe. I t was

initially believed that an external force was unnecessary in

the process of creation but, during the seventeenth centuryr

microscopic observation cast doubt upon existing ideas of

spontaneous generation. Moreover, the invention and

improvement of microscopy initiated studies of sexual

generation, as well as stimulating ceIlular and parasitic

studies. 1 3I

This interest in embryology resulted in two opposing

theories of the nature and growth of the ovum.l3s The theory

of preformation suggested that an exact replica of the

parent organism is preformed in, and produced by, the

parent. Its growth is mechanical and fixed rather than

developmental, regardless of whether the preformationist

Press, 1977); Peter Bowler, Evolution (1984) and, Ernst
Mayr, Evolution and the Diversitv of Life: Selected
Essays (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, Belknap
Press, 1976).

137 Cartesian philosophy also relegated the creative impulse
to the realm of the profane, and Cartesian philosophers
postulated that living organisms were produced by the
effect of the general laws of motion on passive matter.

1 38 Farley, The Spontaneous Generation Controversv,
pp.1 0-1 1 .

13s rbid., pp.11-22.
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ideas were ovist or spermist. Àlternatively, a theory of

epigenesis had received support in the mid-seventeenth

century from William Harvey, the physician responsible for
establishing the concept of of the universality of the ova

or, as it was sometimes called, the primordium.

Renewed support for epigenesis emerged after the second

half of the eighteenth century. The theory of epigenesis

presumed the existence of homogeneous germ ceIls (ova),

which developed into an organism through progressive growth

and differentiation. Biological development is therefore not

fixed but dynamic, and progresses from the homogeneous to

the heterogeneous. Eighteenth century proponents of

epigenesis rejected Harvey's belief in the divine nature of

the primordium, or the doctrine of preexistence, and

combined embryological theory with notions of spontaneous

gene rat i on .

The doctrine of preexistence $¡as an embryological theory

f ormulated to explain spontaneous generation at
approximately the same time as John Ray's natural theology

s¡as published in the late seventeenth century. 1 ao

Preexistence v¡as subsequently advanced as an explanation for
all biological reproduction, extending earlier ovist and

spermist preformationist ideas. The doctrine of

preexistence insisted that the preformed germ was originally
created by God, rather than by the body of the parent

1 4o On preexistence see Ibid. , pp.1 1 -30.
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organ 1 sm.

The tenets of natural theology and the docLrine of

preexistence vrere obviously inseparable from Christianity
and eventually, during the nineteenth century, f.rom each

other.1a1 The doctrine of spontaneous generation fl-ourished

in Germany through iLs association with the idealism of

Naturphilosophie, but it v¡as generally associated with the

evils of materialism, atheism and the political radicalism

of the French Revolution. Irreverent, anti-Cartesian
materiali sts such as D'Ho1bach, Diderot and Lamarck;

Newtonians such as Pierre-Louis de Maupertuis, Buffon and

John Turberville Needham; as well as Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire
rejected preexistence in favour of spontaneous generation.

Members of the school of Naturphilosophie combined

biological progressivism with German romantic idealism. They

believed in the ever-increasing perfectibility of biological
development, with human life at the apex of the chain of

being. The Naturphilosophen were convinced of the

indivisibility of the organic and the inorganic, of the

profane and the sacred, within the universe. The adherents

of Naturphilosophie rejected the mechanistic world view of

the eighteenth century. They insisted that the cosmos was an

organ I sm , not a machine. r 42 Àdditionally, their

141 rbid., p.29.
1 4 2 L. Pearce wi 1I iams , "Kant, Naturphilosophie and

Scientific Method," in Foundations of Scientific Method:
The Nineteenth Centurv, eds. Ronald N. Giere and Richard
S. Westfall (gloomington: Indiana University Press,
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predisposition for teleological explanation reinforced their
ideas of creation through spontaneous generation, epigenetic

development and recapitulation.

Biological theory has always contained the substance of
the idea that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, but it was

among the Naturphilosophen that recapituration became a

central tenet. ra3 Lorenz Oken, J.F. Meckel and Louis Àgassiz

argued that ontogeny, specifically stages of embryonic

development, represented the course of. human development

through a repetition of the adult forms of the lower

animals. Human life represented the culmination of
physiological development in the animal kingdom, and adult
stages of the lower animal-s were viewed as incomplete

development or "Man disintegrate6. tt 144 pre-Darwinian

recapitulationists interpreted ontogeny as analogous to,
rather than representative of, phylogenetic development. r a s

Moreover, recapitulationists were interested in providing
proof of their analogy through the collection and dissection
of pre-natal specimens, although Àgassíz's work on fossil
fishes extended the scope of this analogy. Àgassiz

1973) , p.1 7.

143 Gould, Ontoqeny and Phvloqenv.
't 4 4 Oken, Elements of phvsiophilosophy, tr. Àlf red TuIk(london: Ray Soc ieffii f quoted in Gould,

Ontoqenv and Phvloqeny, p.45.
I 4 s Ernst Haeckel, a post-Darwinian recapitulationist,

formulated the biogenetic law. This law stated that
embryonic development 1iterally represented ancestral
adult physiological traits.
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introduced the notion that the fossil record paralleled

embryonic stages, and he interpreted embryonic development

as the repetition of "... a graded series of living, lower

forms and the history of its type as recorded by

fossils.rr146 BeIief that the animal kingdom was an organism

eliminated concern over guestions of @ ancestral adult

stages were replicated in the fetus, and Agassiz's

conviction in the divine origins of creation similarly
precluded the substitution of causal analysis for analogy.

Interwoven amongst these debates was a

modernity, disciplinary fragmentation and an

complex methodology associated with the special

characterized the emergence of the biological
Natural history was subdivided into discrete

study. But research in the natural sciences

compartmentalized into botany, palaeontology,

philology, mineralogy and into the zoological

ornithology, oology, mammalogy, entomology,

tendency to
i nc reas i ngly

ization that

sciences.laT

f ields of

vras not only

ethnology,

sciences of

conchology,

46

47

Gould, Ontogenv and Phvloqenv, p.66.

Ernst Mayr traces the general methodological
transformation which occurred in the 1i fe sciences
during the nineteenth century, and which was indicative
of the development of the biological sciences out of the
field of natural history in The Growth of Bioloqical
Thouqht: Diversitv, Evolution and Inheritance
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, Belknap Press,
1982). WiIliam Coleman more specifically examines the
role of the experimental method in the reformulation of
the biological sciences in Bioloqv in the Nineteenth
Centurv: Problems of Form, Function and Transformation
(Toronto: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971) r pp.159-166.
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There v¡as also an

extension of the traditional avenues of inquiry.
Morphological and taxonomic studies v¡ere supplemented by

studies of geographic distribution and species variation,
and by analyses of biological function and dysfunction.

Observation and fieldwork were extended, systematized and

supplemented with laboratory experimentation. Great mounds

of data invited methodological innovation, and the new

methodology prompted a reconceptualization of the study of

organic Iife. raB

Nowhere r,¡as this new orientation more evident than with

the adoption of the "experimental ideaI" and the

experimentaL method. l as Experimentation allowed scientists

148 Fragmentation and methodologicat innovation were not, of
course, confined to the life sciences. Developments in
the geological sciences were analogous to the transition
that had occurred in the biological real-m during the
nineteenth century. Just as the functional analysis
associated with modern biology had superseded the
taxonomy and morphology of the discipline of natural
history, the geological sciences evolved from a static,
descriptive morphology (mineralogy) into chronological
studies of the development of the earth, and analyses of
the dynamic processes through which specific landforms
were created. Geomorphology, or the study of the
processes of land formation became possible only after
the idea that topography was constant, except for
catastrophic intervention, l¡as rejected. Charles Lye1l's
theory of uniformitarianism lras crucial to the
reassessment of existing explanations regarding the
creation of landforms, but so to was the existence of
apparent anomalies in the American topography.
Phenomena such as valleys, "jumbled masses of
'diluviumr' polished and striated rock" and the presence
of rolled pebbles and boulders in locations far removed
from oceans, Iakes or rivers confounded traditional
theorists. À11 manner of explanations were proposed to
account for their presence weathering, catastrophic
flooding, glaciers, icebergs and so on, but by the 1860s
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to manipulate and control the conditions under which

organisms were studied. It was ". .. an instrument of

discovery, a method for verification and frequentJ-y the

basis of practical laboratory instructionr" and it promoted

the the substitution of functional for historical
explanations of organic phenomena. r 50 fhis nelr method

allowed scientists to extricate themselves from the

fallac ies which characterized the nineteenth century

confusion of temporal and causal explanation, without

disrupting their belief in the order and regularity of

natural processes.

Biological functionalism did not truly establish itself
alongside historical explanation before the 1880s and 1890s,

but the shift away from theological functionalism,
historical interpretations and the fascination with origins
had begun early in the century. The theoretical
contributions of Smith and Cuvier, Forbes and Owen, Lyel1,

Wallace, Darwin and many others vrere crucial to the

development of the modern science of biology, but the

glacial, wind and water erosion were accepted as bona
fide geomorphic processes. See Herbert E. Gregory, "A
Century of Geology Steps of Progress in the
Interpretation of Land Formsr" in À Century of Science
in Àmerica, With Special Reference to the American
Journal of_ Science, 1818-1918, Edward Salisbury Dana, et

for an account of nineteenth century changes in the
focus of the geological sciences.

I 4 e WiIliam Coleman, Bioloqy in the Nineteenth Century,
pp. 1 59-1 66 .

rso rbid., p.164.
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adoption of the trinomial system of nomenclature represented

one of the f i rst pract ical- and readi 1y ident i f iable resul-ts

of the tendency towards modernity.

The new taxonomy reflected a reconceptualization of the

cr i ter ia by which zoological spec imens vlere to be

classified. By 1 859 the method of "upward" or

"compositional" classification, which vras an "empirical"
approach based upon the "inspection" and "grouping" of

organisms, had replaced the ol-der technique introduced by

Cuvier. Cuvier I s application of the principles of

comparative anatomy had produced a concrete systematization

of the diversity of the animal kingdom, but his system was,

like the Linnaean and pre-Linnaean systems, based on

"downward" or "divisional" classification of very large

classes into innumerable sub-classes. 1 s 1 By 1 859 only the

remnants of the Cuvierian classificatory system (four

different, but equal divisions of the animal world) remained

and the upward system, which: " ... starts at the bottom,

sorts species into groups of similar ones, and combines

these groups into a hierarchy of higher taxa't 1 s 2 had

extended and modified the French classificatory system.

This new approach to classification
present the later views of some ot

ornithologists with reference to the

v¡as tt...

the best

classi f

believed to

systemat ic
ication and

151 Ernst Mayr,
pp.1 58-1 62.

152 rbid., p.192.

The Growth of Bioloqical Thouqht,
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arrangement of the higher divisions of birdsr" and had been

adopted in the early 1860s, by the Smithsonian Institution
of the United States. ls3 Curatorial staff had arranged bird
exhibits according to the "progesssive method" which

corresponded to "the physiological and geological

development" of the species, thus adopting a classificatory
system which ". . . commence [d] with the lowest, and

f inish [ed] it with the highest f orms.rr1 5 4

The new system reflected a commitment to the branching

conception of organic development that had become firmly
established within the scientific community during the

1850s. The non-hierarchical classificatory system, which had

first been hinted at in Linnaean parallelism and given form

and substance by Cuvier, was finally realized by Darwin and

his contemporaries. l5s Traditional Laxonomy and the binomial

system v¡ere intimately linked with the essentialism and

downward classification that had prevailed before 1859. The

shift to upward classification and receptiveness to

evolutionary theory precipitated modifications in the

methods of the science of taxonomy, which were eventually

1s3 Henry's introductory comments to an article written by
Professor w. tilljeborg entitled "Systematic Review of
the Class of Birds," in SIAR, 1865¡ pp.436-450.

1s4 Àves was divided into groups or sub-classes by two
primary criteria, according to the "upward" method of
classification: "irratibilityr " or muscular strength,
vivacity and activity, and flightless locomotion. SIAR,
1 865, p.438.

1 s 5 See Dov Ospovat , "Natural Hi story after Cuvier: The
Branching Conception of Naturer" in The Development of
Ðarwin's Theorv, pp.1 1 5-1 45.
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reflected in the trinomial system of nomenclature.1 56

In 1885 the newly created Àmerican Ornithologist's Union

(a.O.U. ) introduced and adopted the nevr system of

nomenclature. Their system added a third Latinized

designation to indicate species variation, or sub-species,

and abolished the idiosyncratic usage of appended

abbreviations to indicate subspecies or varieties of

species. The American system reiterated the Linnaean creed

of classificatory consistency, incorporated evolutionary

theory through its recognition of speciation, and

accommodated the ever-increasing number of variations that

had emerged as a result of the expanded system of field
collection.

Taxonomic revisions were common in the second half of the

nineteenth century. The Da11 Code of the American

Àssociation for the Àdvancement of Science, for example,

predated the À.O.U. Code by eight years.157 Many European

zoologists also advanced new classificatory systems.

National codes vrere advanced by the Societe Zoologique de

France (1881) and the Ðeutsche Zoologische Gessellschaft

lsG These modifications were not direcLly introduced by
Darwin, or produced specifically by his theory of
evolution, but they vlere particularly compatible with
his theories regarding continuity and common descent.
Ernst Mayr, The Growth of Bioloqical Thouqht, p.213.

157 See David Heppell for a discussion of the various
systems spawned by the Strickland Code. "The Evolution
of the Code of Zoological Nomenclaturer" in Historv in
the Service of Svstematics, eds. Àlwyne Wheeler and
James H. Price (London: Society for the Bibliography of
Natural History, 1 981 ) , pp. 1 36-37 .
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(1894). The International Congress of Geology even proposed

the Douville Code (1881 ) for classifying fossils.1 s8 British
zoologists remained staunch supporters of the binomial

system, although it had been revised by Hugh Edwin

Strickland, and subsequently adopted by the Sritish
Association for the Advancement of Science in 1942. t ss

European, especially British, ornithologists responded

negatively to the Àmerican classificatory system. l 60 British
ant ipathy to evolutionary theory tended towa rds

classificatory conservatism r+hereas American ornithologists
accepted the ramifications of evolutionary theory to
taxonomy. American scientists exhibited no greater unanimity

for the Darwinian theory of speciation than their European

counterparts, but they refused to ignore the material

evidence supplied by North Àmerican zoological specimens in

58

59

r bid.

The "Strickland Code" standardized the procedure for the
application of binomials to zoological species, whereas
a smal1 number of continental ornithologists adopted
purely idiosyncratic trinomial systems that were totally
inconsistentr or unsynonymous, and were even less useful
than the unrevised Linnaean system for purposes of
comparative studies. These systems had absolutely none
of the classificatory consistency which was essential to
make taxonomy meaningful. See: Stresemann, Ornitholoqy,
From Àristotle to the Present, with a forward and
epilogue on American ornithology by Ernst Mayr
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), pp.263-66.

See Elliott Coues, "Historical Preface," Kev to North
American Birds, (1872), sth ed. (Boston: The eãge Co.
FüEs., îgilior a coátemporary account of the adõption
of the trinomial system and European resistance to it,
pp. xxvi-xxvi i i . See Erwin Stresemann for a recent
interpretation of the international taxonomic debate,
Chapter 14, p¡p.250-268, especially.

160
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favour of evolution. The American ornithological community

generally accepted Lamarckian theory as a more appropriate

explanation of how speciation occurred in the geographically

disparate regions typical of North Àmerica.l6r

Àmerican scientists had access to specimens from both

north and south. This expanded data base nurt'ured their
tendency to favour the Lamarckian Lheory of speciation

through acquired characteristics, and ignore Darwin's theory

of evolutionary change through natural selection. Access to

specimens from geographically isolated regions al-so fostered

comparative analyses of clirnatically induced morphological

differences, and the collections received from HBC employees

stationed in the Mackenzie River District were especially
important to such research. Robert Kennicott, the naturalist
sent north by the Smithsonian in 1 859, assured collectors of

the importance of their specimens to the advancement of an

envi ronmental i st sc ience:

You must observe that in most cases it is not the
intriñsic value of the specimens themselves (for I
wiIl own that most of the specimens are
necessari 1v in a d_nab1e condit ion f rom being
carried where you had no conveniences -) that
renders them so important but their ability to
telI us the story of Àrctic zoology is what
renders your collection so valuable to science.162

1 6 1 Stresemann in fact points out that the members of the
"Bairdian School," in particular, had a Lamarckian bias
and J.A. Àl1en, one of Àmerica's most famous nineteenth
century ornithologists and a member of the Bairdian
School, was a self-proclaimed Lamarckian. Ornitholoqv:
From Àristotle to the Presentr pp.243-46.

162 Letter from Kennícott to MacFarlane, 15 Àpril 1864,
Robert Kennicott Letters, 1863, 1865, SIÀ, RU 7072.
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Àmerican scientists were so convinced of the correlation
between geography, morphology and speciation that they over

zealously "discovered" new species. And the trinomial system

used to classify these "new found" variations sanctioned the

tendency towards species multipfication. Its increased

complexity provided a framework which would permit ample

opportunity for every competent taxonomist to reclassify
species on the basis of guite minor variations. Even Baird,
Brewer and Ridgway were guilty of species splitting. For

example, they erroneously classified the common gyrfalcon
(raIco rusticolus) into three subspecies based only on

seasonal colouration. they classified the white (Falco

qvrfalco var. canadicans), black (FaIco qvrfalco var.
labradora) and brown (Fa1co qvrfalco var. sacer) phases of

the bird as separate varieties.163 They were able to do so

because the HBC collectors had sent examples of all three
plumages.

The new taxonomy symbolized the transition that had been

occurring in the life sciences. Despite criticisms from

British ornithologists about the deleterious effects of the

flexibility inherent within the American system, the First
International Congress of Zoology ( 1889) called for an

international system of zoological nomenclature, using the

trinomen that had been introduced by the American

1 6 3 See Appendix Seven for
as they were given i
Birds.

details of these classifications,
n the Historv of North American
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1 887, Elliott Coues, the

Àmerican ornithologist who had been largely responsible for

creating the new system, *"urned against the indiscriminate

use of trinomial classif ication:
The "trinomial tool" is too sharp to be made a
toy; and even if we do not cut our own fingers
with it, r¡¡e are likely to cut the throat of the
whole system of naming ri'e have reared wi th such
care. Better throw the instrument away than use it
to slice species so thin that it takes a
microscope to perceive thern. It may be assumed, as
a safe rule of procedure, that it is useless to
divide and subdivide beyond the fair average
abii-ity of ornithologists to recognize and verify
the result. Named varieties of birds that require
to be "compared with the types" by holding them up
slantwise in a strong light,- just as the ladies
match crewels in the milliner's shopr- such often
exist in the books of the describers, but seldom
in the woods and f ields. 1 6 s

But his v¡arnings were wasted.

format.ized the dispute that had

"splitters" and the "lumpers."

1 6 4 See, "Introduction" to the
Zooloqical Nomenclature, 3rd ed
of the historical precedents of

The system exacerbated and

been germinating between the

International Code of
., 1985, for a discussion
the code r pp. xv-xvi .

The trinomen r.Ias a symptom rather than the cause of the

rift between the sritish and Àmerican orn ithologists, but

severed relationsthe introduction of the trinomial system

between the American and European ornithologists for nearly

forty years. The divi sions within the international
ornithological community persisted untiJ- 1922, when the

German ornithologist, Ernst Hartert, introduced a slightly
revised trinomial system. But an International Code of

r6s Elliott Coues, Kev to North Àmerican Birds, pp.ix-x.



Zoological Nomenclature

1951.t00 The Code that

continues to be accepted

introduced by the A.O.U.

l¡as not actually realized
v¡as f inalIy accepted, and

, incorporated the trinomen

in 1995.167
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until
which

first

The Smithsonian Institution and, consequently, field
collectors such as those located in the sub-arctic also

played a decisive role in the methodological transformation

that characterized the development of the biological
sciences generally. Naturalists such as Spencer Fullerton
Baird, Thomas l"layo Brewer, Robert Ridgway and EIliott Coues,

effected a revolution in the administration, participation
and control of the processes of data collection. These

naturalists and scientists were anxious to define and

delimit the basis of their empirical datum, and Baird

reckoned his first attempt was a success. The directions for
collecting and preservation had, Baird reported, made a

noticeable impact on the growth and composition of the

collection just six months after their distribution in the

fie1d.168

1 6 6 Stresemann, ornitholoqv, pp .250-268.
167 Sub-species are designated by a trinomen, species are

designated by a binomen, and all the higher catagories,
for example, the genera, family, order, and class are
given uninomial designations. À specific example of the
application of the sytstem can be seen in the scientific
names given to the Barn Owl. The common barn owl is
referred to as Tvto alba, but since there is a
subspecies of that owl (fvto alba pratincola), the
common barn owl is more accurately described as Tyto
alba alba or T.a. alba. See A.O.U. Checklist, p.272 and
The Wqf1d of Birds (London: Mitchell Beazley pubs. Ltd.,ffia,rc224.-
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of the "Bairdian

Schoolrr 1 6 s were ultimately internalized within modern

scientific research procedures. These scientists strove to
eliminate the role of chance in the composition of their
exhibits, and in their studies of North Àmerican zoology.

They sought to introduce an element of design into their
scientific activities, just as the experimental sciences

would eventually attempt to "guarantee control over the

appearance and variability of the phenomena under

investigation.r'17o They attempted Lo go beyond the sporadic,

primitive attempts at systematization found in the natural

history handbooks predating Baird's instructional pamphlets.

For example, the instructions written by Pierre Belon

(c.1 517-1564 ) in 1 555 for the preservation of bird skins,

168 Even Baird's original pamphlet on the directions for
collecting and preserving natural history specimens
mentioned specifically the specimens needed for the
Smithsonian collections. The Natural- History Department
of the Smithsonian Institution had, under Baird's
influence, developed a policy of collecting North
American natural history specimens, especially those
unavailable for study in other North Àmerican or
European institutions. Baird was able to state, just six
months after the pamphlets had been released that their
distribution had made a noticeable impact on the growth
and composition of the Smithsonian collections. SIÀR,
1 851 , p.45.

16e The "Bairdian School" first received its name in 1884
from Dr. Leonard Stejneger. He distinguished the
methods used by Baird, Brewer, Ridgway and Coues from
European methods on the basis of scientific
verifiability. Stejneger, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1884,
VII, p.76, quoted in W.H. Dal1, "Prof essor Baird in
Sciencer" SIÀR, 1888, p.735.

t7 o See William Coleman on the characteristics of the
methodology associated with experimental science.
Bioloqv in the Nineteenth Centurv, p.159.
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and suggestions given by John Woodward (1665-1728) for

"making observations in aII parts of the world" in 1696 were

two of the earliest attempts to focus the activities of

specimen coIlectors.l71 James Petiver (1663-1718), a London

apothecary, supplied preservatives to explorers in Àmerica,

and he also outlined the steps associated with stuffing
birds for display purposes. J.R. Forster described the types

of information relevant to identify captured species in his

Cataloque of the Animals of North America (1771), and

WilIiam Swainson wrote a book entitled Instructions for

Collectinq and Preservinq Subiects of Natural- Historv and

Botany (1808).172 F.M. Daudin's (1774-1804) tra i té

elementaire et complet d'ornitholoqie r S. histoire naturelle
des oiseaux (1800) suggested topics accessible through field
observation, and Friedrich Tiedemann's ( 1781-1861 ) Ànatomie

und Naturqeschichte der Voqel (1810-14) vlas Daudin's German

equivalent. Standards for British field ornithology vrere

established by George Montague's Ornitholoqical Dictionarv

gr Àlphabetical Svnopsis of British Birds Q vols., 1802

and 1813).

17 1 John woodward, "Brief Instructions for makinq
observations in aII Parts of the World: Às ÀIso for
Collecting, Preserving, and Sending Natural Things.
Being an Àttempt to SettIe an Universal Correspondence
for the Advancement of Knowledge both Natural and Civil.
Drawn up at the Request of a Person of Honour: and
presented to the Royal Societyr" with an Introduction by
V.A. EyIes, F.R.S.E. Sherborn Fund Facsimilis (London:
Society for the Bibliography of Natural History, 1973).

t72 Information on the earliest known instructions found in
Stresemann. He provides some detail on the contents of
these early publications. See Ornitholoqvr pages 26,
47-48, 79, 179, 294-95 and 298.
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Baird's field instructions differed from these earlier
handbooks in that his instructions consciousry effected a

transformation from casual to systematic collecting, and

defined collections more specifically. Baird may not have

been the first person to prepare instructions for collecting
and preserving natural history specimens, but he did
institute the first sustained program of comprehensive field
instruction. Baird believed that hypothetical verification
was possible only through analyses of large numbers of

specimens and, in 1881, william H. DalI, president of the

Biological Society, paid tribute to Baird's principles. Dall
was the Àssistant Secretary's friend and colleague, and he

claimed that Baird $¡as personally responsible for the

differences that he discerned between the European and

American approach to ornithology:
the Bairdian School of Ornithologists, Iis] a

school characterized by exactitude in matters of
fact, conciseness in deductive statement, and
careful analysis of the subject in all its various
bearings. I ts work is marked by a careful
separation of the data from the conclusions
derived from themr so that conclusions or
arguments can be traced back to their sources and
duly weighed, ...17 3

American scientists such as Baird Þrere not stereotypicalry
inductive or empiricist, but rather cautiously deductive.

Baird insisted on testing theory, and the Smithsonian

corrections enabred scientists to study North American

zoology "... at first hand rather than accepting second-hand

17 3 w.H. DaI}
p.735.

"Professor Baird in Sc ience r " SIAR, 1 888 ,
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accounts from European museums .tt 17 4 Systematic data

collect ion r,¡as essent ial f or theoret ical r igour and Ba i rd' s

principles r âs well as the institutionalization of

scientific activity and the HBC field collections,
foreshadowed the emergence of the nerr "scientific idealrr --
an ideal characterized by the experimental method.

Baird's nevr approach to data collecting also extended

weII beyond the field of ornithology. Àt least ten field
manuals, some having severaL editions printed, were

published during the first eighteen years of Baird's tenure

at the Smithsonian. These manuals provided instructions for
the collection of virtually every type of natural history
specimen irnaginable. 1 7 5 But the systematization of field
work that developed under Baird's administration at the

Smithsonian extended even beyond the zoological sciences,

into the rapidly expanding fields of ethnology and

archaeology.

A,nthropology as a disciplined field of scientific enquiry

vras just beginning to assume its modern form during the

1860sr176 and two of the most significant manifestations of

174 George DanieIs, Science in Àmerican Societv:
Historvr pp.184-185.

A Social

17 5 Bibl iography of Smi thson ian Publ icat ions , SI,A,B, 1868 ,pp.429-450. See also SIAR, 1860. p.417.
17 6 The Lransf ormation of ethnology as a discipline r,¡ithin

the humanities, into anthropology as a natural science
has been identified with the mid-nineteenth century by
Curtis M. HinsJ-ey in his study of the Peabody Museum of
American Archaeology and Ethnology. See, "From Shell-
Heaps to Stelae, " in Obiects and Others: Essavs on
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that transformation were introduced by the Smithsonian. The

"Instructions for Archaeological Investigations in the U.

States" and the "Instructions Relative to the Ethnology and

Philology of Àmericar" that were issued by the Smithsonian

Institution during the period in which the Arctic and sub-

arctic collections were made, anticipated the reorientation
of a discipline which, once established, rendered ad hoc

donations obsolete.177 The Smithsonian rnstitution had

responded to the need for a systematized field procedure

which emphasized the collection of "scientific" facts.
Descriptive accounts of non-European or exotic peoples had

long been committed to paper out of curiosity, a fascination
with the bizarre or unfamiliar, the desire to titilate and

amuse the readers of travellogues, or for the immeasurably

practical and immediate purposes typical of those accounts

compiled by early fur traders, colonial adminístrators or

missionaries. But a new breed of scientist was emerging

the soc ial sc ient i st . Social scientists recognized the

limitations of ethnographic materials that had been

Museums and Material Culture, êd. George W. Stocking
Jr. , History of Ànthropology, voI.3 (University of
Wisconsin Press, 1 985 ) , p.51 . Elman Service, À Century
of Controversv: Ethnoloqical Issues from 1860 to 1960
Iõrf anAo; San oÏego; llew vo?[.; l,onAorU roronto;
Montreal; Sydney; Tokyo: Àcademic Press, 1985).

177 "Instructions for Archaeological Investigations in the
U. States" by George Gibbs, SIAR, 1 861 , pp.392-96
"Suggestions Relative to an Ethnological Map of North
America," by Lewis H. Morgan, SIÀR, 1861, p.p.297-98, and
"Instructions Relative to the Ethnology and Philology of
America, " by George Gibbs, Smithsonian Miscel,Ianeous
Collections, 1 60, (smithsonian rnstitution press, lã6Ð-;
pp.2-47.
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collected for purposes either incompatible with, or entirely
unrelated to, their interests and systematic data collection
would soon replace the "armchair" anthropologist's reliance

on inc idental observation of indigenous cultures. The

Smithsonian Institution v¡as at the forefront of a movement

which would eventually produce trained anthropologists who

vrere capable and eager to conduct their own f ield
studies. 17 8

The Smithsonian received invaluable zoological and

anthropological collections following the distribution of

their pamphlets between 1850 and 1867. These collections
were important in their own right, but they were also

important as material manifestations of an era. These

specimens were collected during a period of expansion at the

Smithsonian, and during a period of transition in the

history of American science. They were part of the legacy

left by the methodological reorientation from serendipitious
to systematic data collection that was inseparable from the

nineteenth century revolution in the natural sciences.

Guidelines had been introduced in an attempt to ensure that
aI1 refevant specimens were collected, and the Smithsonian

't 7 I gr i t i sh anthropologi sts such as Mclennan and Tylor also
recognized the limitations associated with serendipitous
data collection but the instructions that were published
to resolve this situation only appeared in 1874. George
Stocking Jr. , "The Ethnographer's Magic, Fieldwork in
British Ànthropology from Tylor to Malinov¡ski , " in
Observers Observed: Essavs on Ethnooraphic Fieldwork,
ed., George Stocking Jr., History of Ànthropology, voI.1
(University of Wisconsin Press, 1983), pp.70-120.
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advocated the use of prescribed technigues for procuring,

conserving and recording data in the fie1d. The scientific
community was in the process of redef ining spec imen

collection so as to ensure that specimens fit their needs

and their criteria. ÀI1 field studies would soon conform,

theoretically, to the standards set by the scientific
community responsible for processing the raw data. The HBC

collectors not only part ic ipated in this major

methodological innovation, they supplied some of the

crucially important data that would serve as the material

basis upon i+hich the mid-nineteenth century sciences rested.



Chapter I I I

THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION: ORIGINS &

DEVELOPMENT, 1846-1 860

The United States assumed an increasingly active role in

Arctic exploration after 1850, and whi 1e sc ient i f ic
reconnaissance s¡as perhaps a subsidiary component of

American exploration generall-y rlT s it was the primary

motivation in the exploratory expeditions sent north by the

newly created Smithsonian Institution. Geologists and

palaeontologists, botanists and zoologists, classifiers and

systematizers, anatomists and physiologists, as well as

developmental i st s , evolut i on i st s and recapi tulat i on i st s

rel-ied on empirical evidence obtained from col-Iectors in the

field, and nowhere held more promise for advance in the life
sciences than the northern Àmerican continent. North America

conta i ned unknown, unidentified, unclassified and

uncatalogued specimens of natural- history, and it therefore

became an immensely attractive and important locus of

zoological study during the nineteenth century. Natural

history specimens had been sent to Europe since the late

17 s John Edwards CasweIl, "United States Scientific
Expeditions to the Àrctic, 1850-1909," Ph.D. 1951,
Stanford University. william Goetzmann, Exploration and
Empire: The Explorqr and the Scientist in the Winninq of
the American West (New York: W.W. Norton & Co. Inc.,
lggo@, New Men: America and the seconá
Great Àqe of Discoverv (New York: Penguin Books,1987).
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seventeenth centuryr but they l¡ere increasingly collected by

North Àmericans for domestic purposes and, by 1860, the

Smithsonian Institution had Iaunched an aggressive assault

on the natural and human resources of North Àmerica.

The Smithsonian Institution vras created by an Act of

Congress in 1846, ten years after the United States

government had received James Smithson's bequest of

$500r000. Smithson v¡as a British subject who had left his

Iegacy to the people of the United States in order that they

night benefit from an establishment which was intended to
promote the "increase and diffusion of knowledge among men."

The Smithsonian Institution vras to join existing
universities and scientific societies in the acquisition and

dissemination of knowledge, and it would eventually achieve

Smithson's dreams.

Within twenty years the Smithsonian Institution had

become the national repository for natural history
collections and the archetypal coordinating agency. But

between 1836 and 1846, congressional representatives debated

the form and functionr âs well as the constitutionality of

creating a "national" institution. 1 8o Joel R. Poinsett saw

1 8o The best account of the Congressional debates over the
creation of the Smithsonian Institution is found in À.
Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government: À
Historv of Policies and Àctivities to 1940 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, Belknap Press r1957), Chapter
4, "The Fulfillment of Smithson's Wi11, 1829-1861 r". See
a1so, Paul H. Oehser, The Smithsonian Institution (New
York: Praeger Pubs .,19ñ;-ltõ€l- oroãz;-Gt;s and
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the potential of the rnstitution as a repository for the

naturar history specimens collected by the "Great united
states Exploring Expedition" ('1838-42) and the Topographical

Engineering Expeditions that were organized while he vras

Secretary of War, and he vras an avid supporter of the

Institution. But J.C. Calhoun and W.C. preston, states
rights advocates from south carorina, opposed the idea that
the smithsonian wourd be a national university or a national
instiLution of any kind. Furthermore, they advised against

accepting the endowment because smithson vras a eritish
subject.

objections to the smithsonian endowment waned between

1840 and 1844, and the National rnsLitute was founded. rn

1840 the rnstitute yras authorized and federarry funded to
deal with specimens collected in the northwest, the

Àntarctic and the South Pacific by captain wirkes' Great

united states Exproring Expedition. The National rnstitute
was also charged with processing the specimens that had been

collected by the Army Corps of Topographical Engineers, but

its membership was unable to fulfi11 either mandate.

The National Institute had been

of earlier scientific societies,
overcame the traditional functions

organized along the lines
and it never really

and parochial- viewpoint

Culture: An
in America, 1

University;
Sc ient ists:
Development
(washington:

Interpretive History of the Museum Movement
773-1870," Ph.D. 1986, Case Western Reserve
and Curtis M. Hinsley Jr., Savaoes and

The Smithsonian Institution and the
gl American Ànthropoloqv, 1 846-1 91 0

Smithsonian Institution press, 1 981 ) .
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of the scientific society. The National Institute, like the

philosophical and scientific societies that had proliferated

during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,

Iacked the organ ízational structure, f inances and

cohesiveness necessary to process the large numbers of

specimens entrusted to it.181 Societies such as the Àmerican

Philosophical Society of Philadelphia (1769), the

Massachusetts Historical Society (1792), the ConnecticutL

Academy of Arts and Sciences (1799), the American Botanical

Society (1806), the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia (1812), the American Geological Society (1819),

the Linnaean Society (1823) and the American Association of

Geologists and Naturalists ( 1 840 ) provided a formalized

setting for scientific activities, giving their members a

sense of identity, serving as vehicles for entertainment,

and facilitating the exchange of ideas and specimens. l82

The American Àssociation for the Advancement of Science

(a¡aS) was the first well organized society, and even it
could not handle raw data. The AAÀS increasingly assumed

leadership of the antebellum scientific community, and its
membership included those persons who deemed themselves

A.H. Dupree, Science in the Federal Government , p.71.

Information on the function of scientific societies can
be found in T.W. Heyck, The Transformation of
I ntellectual Li fe in Victor ian Enqland (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1982), pp.57-62, and Richard À. JarreI1,
"The Social Functions of the Scientific Society in
Nineteenth Century Canadar" in Critical Issues in the
Historv of Canadian Science, Technoloqv and Medicine,
Jarrell and Arnold E. Roos, eds. (fhornhill & Ottawa:
HSTC Publications, 1983), pp.31-44.

81

82
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The ÀÀÀS had a

general membership which hovered around two thousand and, of

that number, approximately one-sixth participated actively
as off icers or lecturers. Its membership reflected the

breadth and diversity of organization found in nineteenth

century North Àmerican science. All the leading scientists
of the 1850s were members of the ÀÀÀS and virtually every

field of scientific activity found expression in the

organization mathematics and physics, chemistry and

mineralogy, natural history, geology and physical geology,

mechanical sciences, ethnology and geography, statistics and

the many subdivisions within each fieId. The scientific
departments at Yale and Harvard were represented by Asa Gray

and Louis Àgassiz. Alexander Dallas Bache represented the

federally funded Coast Survey. Matthew Maury represented the

Naval Observatory, and Joseph Henry and Spencer F. Baird

represented the Smithsonian Institution. The scientific and

philosophical societies were represented, as vrere Canadian

scientists such as WiIliam Logan and J.W. Dawson, thus

making the AAAS an unrivalled forum for collegiality.tto

183 For a complete discussion of the ÀÀÀS see Sally Gregory
Kohlstedt, The Formation of the American Scientific
Communitv: The American Association for the Àdvancement
of Science, 1 848-60 (University of I Ilinois Press,tgtø7

I 8 4 The Assoc iat ion represented career sc ient i sts in an
administrative, professorial or research capacity and
"entrepreneurial" scientists, who coveted a permanent,
salaried position were also members of the ÀÀAS. Henry,
Baird, Àgassí2, Benjamin Peirce, Bache, Maury and James
Dwight Dana were typical of the active membership of the
ÀAAS. See Kohlstedt, passim. See also S. ZelIer,
Inventinq Canada, for a discussion of Canadian
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The National Institute never achieved the cohesiveness of

purpose or organization attained by the ÀAAS, and the AAAS

itself succumbed to the pitfalls of sporadic leadership,

declining membership and inadequate funding.lss Heither the

AAÀS nor the National Institute possessed the institutional
framework needed to cope with the large guantity of

specimens deposited at the Patent Office before 1857 or at

the Smithsonian after 1857.

f^Ihen debates over the Smithson bequest resumed in 1844, a

desire to overcome the structural inadequacies that had

characterized the National Institute influenced the terms of

the legislation creating the Smithsonian. ls6 Two years later
( I O Àugust 1846) , a Congressional Àct established the

Smithsonian Institution. Congress therein attempted to

resol-ve the organizaLional problems which had prevented the

National Institute from fulfilling its mandate. It also

attempted to come to terms with the jurisdictional problems

that had emerged out of congressional attempts to create a

scientific organization which was independent from the

government, but whose funds v¡ere held in trust by a

government composed of an executive and two elected

bodies. 1 I 7

scientists and the AAÀS meet
Montreal in 1 857 r pp.1 00-1 01 .

1 I s Kohlstedt, The Formation of
Communitv, pp.224-33.

1 I 6 Dupree , Sc ience in the Federal
pp.75-76.

ing that was held in

the American Scientific

Government, Þ.71 and
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of Organization of the Smithsonian Institution
(Statute IX, 102) provided for a Board of Regents as the

effective governing body of the Institution. The Board was

composed of two executive members, the Vice-President and

the Chief Justice, three Senate and three Congressional

members, six Àmerican citizens, and several ex officio
members including the United States President and

Secretaries of the lreasury, State, War and Navy.1 88 The

Regents bore responsibility for the realization of

Smithson's instructions, âlthough the Àct also provided for
the appointment of a permanent, salaried Secretary who would

assume responsibility for the actual administration of the

legislated programs.

1 87 Dupree recognized that attempts v¡ere made to improve and
specify the relationship between the government and the
scientific organizaLions it created, but he emphasizes
the process of reconciliation between the various groups
involved, not the fact that the government v¡as
supervising rather than initiating the creation of the
Institution. Joseph Henry, the first Secretary of the
Institution, pointed out this relationship and took
issue with those who considered the Smithsonian to be a
"national" institution. See À. Hunter Dupree, Science in
the Federal Government , p.77 . and Joseph Henry's
"Programme of Organization for the Smithsonian
Institution," in William J. Rhees, ed., The Smithsonian
Institution: Documents Relative to its Oriqin and
History, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vo1. 17
(!{ashington: Smithsonian Institution, 1879), p.944.

1 I I Copy of an "Àct to Establish the Smithsonian
Institution" and copy of an "Act to Establish the
Smithsonian Institution, Revised Statutes" in wiltiam J.
Rhees, (ed.), The Smithsonian Institution: Journals of
the Board of Reqents, Reports of Committees, Statistics,
etc. , Smithsonian Miscell-aneous Collections , 329
G-shington: smithsoñffition presil 1879) ,pp.753-768. Revised Act is also found in W.J. Rhees,
(ed. ), The Smithsonian Institution: Documents Relative
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renowned physicist and professor of

natural phiJ-osophy at Princeton University, vras appointed

the first permanent Secretary of the Smithsonian. Henry vras

an authority on electricity and magnetism and he

independently discovered the Iaw of electromagnetic

induction, which was officially attributed to Michael

Faraday. He had clearly defined priorities when it came to
scientific matters, and his biases in favour of research and

original publications v¡ere both well known and acceptable to
those who had supported his nomination for Secretary. lss

Alexander Bache, (who was one of the first Regents of the

Institution) Michael Faraday and Benjamin Siltiman v¡ere not

only Henry's colleagues and friends. À11 three placed their
considerable reputations behind Henry's nomination.

The brevity of the clause in Smithson's I^?i11 dedicated to
the creation of the Institution and the comprehensive, yet

vague, instructions given in the Act of Organization
permitted Henry and the Regents to ". . . mold the

Institution's very nature without leaving the laws

behind. 'r 1 e o Henry rrras convinced that the " increase of

knowledger" particularly through original research, was the

primary purpose of the Smithsonian Institution. He viewed

the "di ffusion of knowledge" as supplementary to the

189

190

to its Oriqin
Mi sce I Ianeous
Smithsonian Inst

Orosz, "Curators

Dupree, Science

and Historv,
Collect ions,

itution, 1901 ),
and Culture, "

in the Federal

1 835-1 899,
vol .42

pp. xx i -xxvi .

p.271.

Smi thson ian
(washington:

Government, p. 79.
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increase, and he strongly resisted claims that the

Institution should disseminate popular information. He

chastised those who supported the appropriation of the

Smithson monies for popular education, or for the purchase

or accumulation of books, art or natural history specimens

already possessed by other American libraries or museums.

He stated that persons who supported such ideas had an

" imperf ect apprehension of Lhe terms of the Wi 1f . t' 1 s 1

In 1847 Henry provided the Board of Regents with a

detailed essay of his vision of the Smithsonian. 1 s 2 He

perceived scientific activity as a search for truth which

transcended political boundaries, and this ideal was

referred to repeatedly throughout his proposed "Programme of

Organization of the Smithsonian Institution." He rejected

the notion that the Smithsonian was a national organization
on the basis that it v¡as "... the establishment of an

individual, and is to bear and perpetuate his name.rtle3 The

Àmerican government v¡as merely the trustee of Smithson's

endowment. The Institution vlas not funded by the

government, and appropriately sor Henry thought.

SIAR, 1851, pp.6-7.

The Smithsonian tnstitution:
Oriqin and Historv, W.J.
Miscellaneous Collections, Vol

I bid. , p.944.

191

192 Documents
Rhees, ed
. 17 ? 1879

Relative to its
Smi thson ian

, pp.944- 958.

t93
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Henry submitted two proposals to facilitate the increase

of knowledge. He suggested that the Smithsonian recognize

contributions in original research through monetary reward

or decorative honours and that the Institution publish, free
of charge, the results of original researches. Secondarily,

he suggested that Smithsonian monies be set aside to fund

special projects such as meteorological observations, North

American explorations or ethnological research. He only

reluctantly incorporated Congressional aspirations for a

library, a museum and an art gallery within his "programme,"

and did so only out of deference to the government's role in

the creation of the Institution.

Henry's views on the diffusion of knowledge were also

expressed in his "Programme." The Press, he statedr wâs the

most efficient means of disseminating knowledge, but the

Smithsonian should Iimit itself to the spread of new

knowledge. Henry extolled the virtues of refereed
journalism, but he stipulated that only original research,

conforming to the constraints established by verifiable
hypotheses, experirnent and observation merited publication.
He believed that few persons were qualified or capable of

"discovering scientific principle, " but he feIt that the

Smithsonian should publish articles containing nelr

knowledge, if their authors lacked the finances necessary to
print their researches. He therefore proposed that the

smithsonian publish a series of periodicals model-l-ed after
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the annual report published by the Swedish Àcademy. Henry

proposed that the essays included in the Smithsonian

Institution AnnuaI Report not only fulfiII scholarly

criteria but appeal to the "general reader," and he assumed

that this standard of excellence could be achieved if "...
the preparation of these reports should be intrusted only to
persons profoundly acquainted with the subjects to which

they relate rrls4 He suggested that the Smithsonian editors

adopt the same strategy with regard to the two other

proposed publications the "brief treatises on particular

subjects, " which soon materialized as the Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledqe and the Smithsonian Miscell-aneous

Collections. Henry readily agreed that the Smithsonian

should publish "nev¡" knowledge, but he rejected opinions

that the Smithsonian had an obligation to support the

popularization of science. He opposed the allocation of

funds to support a lecture series, or in order to offer the

public access to general knowledge available elsewhere.

Henry' s

legitimate

vision.
fixed by i
federa 1 1y

preoccupation with the Institution's finances was

. I ts f unding Ì{as undeniably inadequate f or hi s

The Smithsonian had an annual income of $30r000,

ts endowment. This was considerably Iess than the

funded United States Coast Survey, which in 1854

rs4 Henry outlined his vision for scientific publication at
the Smithsonian in his "Proposed Àpplication of
Smithson's Beguest. " See, The Smithsonian Institution:
Documents Relative to Its Oriqin and Historv, William J.
Rhees, êd. , Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,
vol.1 7 (washington: 1 879) , pp.951-957. See p.956 for
quotat ion.
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had a budget of $489r000.1 ss Moreover, the Institution only

received Congressional funding after specimens that had been

collected by government expeditions were transferred from

the Patent Of f ice to the Smithson ian in 1 g5g . t s 0 The

Smithsonian thereafter received an annual appropriation of

$4000, with the exception of one year in which Congress

granted the Institution $1 0,000. The annual appropriation
never reached $20,000 until 1 870, and by then the

Smithsonian collections were commonly referred to as the

"National Museum.rr1s7 In 1880, $136r000 was appropriated by

Congress for the care and maintenance of the government

collections, and for the care of the articles which had been

transferred f rom the Centenn ial Exhibition at
Philadelphia.l sB But until 1870 public f unding v¡as minimal,

and only provided for the care of government collections.

1ss with this fact in mind, A. Hunter Dupree judges Henry's
"Programme" and his accomplishments very favourably.
Science in the Federal Governmentr pp.86-87.

1s6 Letter from S.F. Baird to J. Henry, 1876, reprinted in
W.J. Rhees, êd. , The Srnithsonian Institution: Documents
Relative to its Oriqin and History, 1 835-1 899,
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collection r vol. qZ
(washington, 1 gooJll pJ60.

1s7 See Appendix 1 for details of Congressional
appropriations to the Smithsonian, 1858*1879.

1 s I Some of these monies were designated for building
improvements such as steam heating, water and sewer, 9âsfixtures and electricity. Stat.,XXI , 272 and Stat.,XXI,
276 (16 June 1880), in Rhees, The Smithsonian
Institution: Documents Relative to its Oriqin and
Historv, 1835-1899, Sffiithsonian MisceLlaneous
Collections, voI.42, p.841. This figure doeE-ããffi
monies appropriated to cover the costs of transporting
the collections from Philadelphia to Washington.
Congress allocated an additional $21,000 for that
purpose. Stat.,xIx, p.45 (1 May 1876), Ibid., p.745.
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The Institution financed its Iibrary, museum, research,

publication, exchange and exploration programs with the

interest from its original endowment, or with monies from

philanthropic sources.

In 1845 Congress had stipulated that as much as $25,000

annually might be spent on library accessions. l es Henry

rejected that policy outright. He felt that the

Smithsonian's meagre budget could not sustain serious

scientific research as well as a library. He maintained that
neither the original endowment nor the accrued interest
could finance a library containing general holdings. He

suggested that the Smithsonian collect ". . . the transactions

and proceedings of all the learned societies in the world

Iand] the more important current periodical

publications, and other works necessary in preparing the

periodical reports.rr2o o Henry also suggested that the

library contain catalogues rather than volumes. He

recommended the preparation of one catalogue to describe the

holdings of Àmerican libraries, and another to describe

foreign holdings. The first would ensure that Smithsonian

purchases would be Iimited to books unavailable elsewhere in

the United States, and the second would enable researchers

to determine the whereabouts of publications on the latest

lss Dupree, Science in the Federal Government, p.78.
20o Joseph Henry, "Programme of Organization of the

Smithsonian Institution, The Smithsonian Institution:
Documents Relative to its Oriqin and Historv, W.J.
Rhees, êd., Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vo1.
17 , p.947 .
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scientific advances. Henry was, in essence, proposing that

the Smithsonian establish a reference Iibrary rather than a

lending library.

In 1847 the Board reassessed its previous generosity

towards the library and divided the Smithsonian's annual

income so that the museum and library together received one

half ($15,000), with the other half going to Henry's

program.20l Charles C. Jewett, who had been hired that same

year as the Assistant Secretary and Librarian of the

Institution disagreed, perhaps quite justifiably, with

Henry's view that the Iibrary should contain mainly

bibliographic material. The Regents, specifically Rufus

Choate, George P. Marsh and Robert Dale Owen, the government

representatives on the Board, had endorsed the )-ibrary and

museum programs. Jewett therefore felt secure in stating
that the library should contain ". . . nearly all the

publications of importance issued from the American

press ." 2o 2

Resistance to the development of a museum and library had

influenced Henry's administrative policies from the

beginning. Henry purposefully prolonged construction in

order to delay the opening of a "suitable building" in which

201 The Henry-Jewett dispute is discussed by Dupree, Science
in the Federal Government, pp.83-85.

2o2 Àppendix 1. "Extract of a Communication of Professor
Jewett, Assistant Secretary of the Institution, acting
as Librarian" attached to Henry's "Programme" in Rhees,
(ed. ), Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vo1. 17,
1879, p.959.
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the collections, the library, the lecture rooms and the art
gallery could be housed.2o3 Henry was also able to divert
unused building funds into research and publications by

spreading the construction over seven years, rather than

completing the building in the two to three years it shoutd

have taken.2oa Once the building was finished, however,

Henry had to face his competitors. Finally, in 1854, he

openly criticized the division of funds made by the Regents

in 1847. When the Regents agreed with Henry's assessment,

Jewett appealed to Congress. Henry retaliated by dismissing

Jewett, and twelve years later Henry rid himself of Jewett's
books when they v¡ere transferred to the newly created

Library of Congress.

Doing battle with those who supported the popularization
and diffusion of knowledge consumed much of Henry's time,

but he could not hold the "diffusers" at bay indefinitely.
In 1850 Louis Àgassiz, a bona fide scientist, supported the

museum lobby's claim that a museum must open, and the lobby

soon persuaded the Regents of the validity of their
arguments.2os Moreover, Agassiz felt that the Smithsonian

should encourage "real science." Comparative anatomy and

203 Howard Mi1Ier, Dollars for Research: Science and Its
Patrons in Nineteenth-Centurv Àmerica (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1970), p.19.

r bid.20 4

205 See Orosz, "The Ideal of Professionalism: The Academy of
Natural Sciences, The Wadsworth Atheneum and the
Smithsonian Institution," Chapter 12 in "Curators and
Cufture. "
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physiological studies could be fostered through a museum

program which had large natural history collections, and

Agassiz appealed eloquently to the Regent's desire for
international recognition as a reputable scientific
organ ízaEion. 2o 6

The Regents had, however, more difficulty in persuading

Henry of the value of a museum than the museum lobby had had

in convincing the Regents of the necessity of opening the

museum. In the end, Henry really had no choice but to act on

the Regents' decision, but he complied only reluctantly. He

deferred the opening of a public museum for ten years, and

he argued that the museum, like the library, should consist

of collections not found elsewhere in Àmerica. The

unigueness of these collections would, he reasoned, permit

"original" research but avoid an unnecessary and expensive

duplication of the services already provided by numerous

other museums.2oT

Unt i I 1 860 spec imens vrere used

with Henry's wishes. They

theoretically, to any and aII
"knowledge and ski11 necessary

strictly in accordance

were made available,
scholars who had the

to the prosecution of

2o6 "Communication from Professor Agassiz, relative to the
f ormation of a Museum, " SrÀR, 1849, p.26.

2o7 See Curtis Hinsley for a recent revision and more
sympathetic interpretation of Henry's anti-museum
stance. Henry wanted the Smithsonian collections to have
a bona fide scientific purpose. He deplored the notion
of a museum as a chaotic collection of "curiosities."
Savaqes and Scientists, pp.64-65.
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researches." Henry was as opposed to the idea of the museum

as an enclave of the elite (meaning private members or

associates of the Institution), as he vras to the idea of

spending funds on a public museum, particularly one

containing general collections.2oB Henry subscribed to the

view that Àmerican museums " ... consisted of spectacular or

bizarre objects with no scientific or educational value;

Ibeing] sideshows aimed at public aratification.rt2os
Therefore, when the Regents decreed that he must establish a

museum at the Smithsonian, Henry was less than enthusiastic
about the project and strove to ensure that the Museum's

coI lect i ons were I imi ted , coherent ,

taxing the Institution's funds.

and assembled without

Henry' s stance was, in part , what separated the

Smithsonian Museum from its predecessors. When the

Smithsonian Museum finally became operational during the

1 850s it departed from past practices regarding the

relationship between museums, science and society. Prior to
the emergence of the Smithsonian museums were identified
with one of three major objectives. They were first
conceived as tools of social controL ( 1 800-20 ) , becoming

centres of self-education (1820-40) rand finally centres of

scholarly research (1840-50). However the Smithsonian

Museum strove to combine both scholarly research and popular

2oB "Secretary's Reportr" SrAR, 1856, (washington, 1857) ,p.43.
2os Orosz, "Curators and Culture," p.2.
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education, thus characterizing the development of the modern

museum (1850-70).21o

Different perceptions of what were virtually the same

objects accompanied the functional bases of nineteenth

century museology, and the t.erminoJ-ogy that h'as applied to
anthropological collections is especially indicative of

cognitive changes. The "artificial curiosíties" of the

eighteenth century became the "curios" or "re1ics" found in

the cabinets of the early nineteenth century.21l These same

articles were perceived as "artifacts" or "specimensr"

having considerable historical and scientific significance
to earnest researchers in the second half of the nineteenth

century, âs did well-preserved zoologicaÌ specimens.

The scientific merit of the Smithsonian collections v¡as

important to Henry, but his lament over Lhe "Ioss" of funds

to the museum and library was incessant. He resisted opening

the museum even though the museum, library and art gallery
received an allocation equal to only two-thirds that given

Henry's projects.2 1 2 Consequently, the Smithsonian Museum

consisted of natural history specimens contained in crates,

21o Joel Orosz, "Curators and Culture, " pp.4-'10.
21 1 Douglas Cole, Captured Heritaqe: The Scramble

Northwest Coast Artifacts (Vancouver: Douglas & McI
Ltd., 1985), pp.281-282 and p.xxx.

for
ntyre

212 Smithsonian expeditures were usually included with each
Ànnual Report. See the following for information on the
funding of the Programs: SIÀR, 1854, pp.60-61 (for a
general statement of expeditures for the years 1847-54);
1855, pp.67-69; 1856r pp.78-83; '1857r pp.66-70; 1858,
pp.74-75; 1859 r pp.97-98, and 1860 r pp.74-75.
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boxes, barrels and jars, confined to the basement of the

unf inished building. 2 1 3 After 1 853 additional space v¡as

reguired to accommodate the huge numbers of specimens corning

in from both private collectors and government expeditions,

and the collections were then distributed throughout the

building.2 r a Construction on the new building vras completed

in 1855 and although the museum had been promised space in

the main haII of the building, proper display cabinets and

furnishings were not provided until 1858, thus delaying the

official opening until 1860.2 1 s The puÉIic was then finally
admitted to view a small sampling of the Smithsonian

colLect ions which,

specimens.216

by 1860, had exceeded 55,000

In addition to insi
Regents authorized the

supervise the collect
Secretary was Spencer

sting that Henry open the Museum, the

hiring of an Assistant Secretary to

ions. Henry's choice for Àssistant

Fullerton Baird ? a medical student

213

214

215

216

SIÀR, 1851, p.22.

"Reports" of the Secretary and Assistant Secretary,
Smithsonian Institution Ànnua1 Report, 1850-53.

SIAR, 1855r pp.14-15 1858r pp.14-15 and 1860, p.74.

The Museum had received 551389 specimens by the end of
1860 , SB, 1861 , p.64. Many spec imens had been received
from the Patent Office in 1 858, including those
specimens collected by the serreraÍ branches of the
United States Exploring Expedition (1838- 41). These
specimens vrere transferred to the Smithsonian by an Act
of Congress in 1858 (Stat.,XI, 219) 3 March. 1857, in
William Rhees, êd. , The Smithsonian Institution:
Documents Relative to its Oriqin and Hi story,
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, voI.17
(washington, o.ffin eress, i 87[ p.603.
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turned naturalist.2 1 7 Henry had deliberately chosen Baird

over Titian Pea1e. Pea1e had some claim to the position

since he !¡as familiar with the government collections
through his experience as an Examiner in the Patent

officer 2 I I but Baird had a reputation as a serious

collector. Baird h'as primarily interested in ornithology

and herpetology, but he kept abreast of virtually every

field of natural history. He also studied languages,

Iiterature, philosophy, mathematics, chemistry and physics.

Moreover, while he was collecting specimens for his personal

cabinet, he vlas also cultivating friendships within the

Àmerican scientific community. Consequently, in 1847 when

James DwighL Dana suggested to Baird that he apply for a

position with the Smithsonian, a number of his friends and

colleagues also supported the nomination. Bairdr then a

professor of Natural History at Dickinson Co1lege,

petitioned Henry for a position at the Institution and his

application v¡as supported by Audubon, John Cassin and Thomas

Mayo Brewer. Hi s appl icat ion vras also supported by

Congressman George P. Marsh and Àssistant Secretary Jewett.

217 Biographicat informat
Deiss, "The Making of
The Early Years, "
Commentaries on the
(Lo-ndon'. Soci"ty -6r

ion on Baird is from William A.
a Naturalist: Spencer F. Baird,
in From Linnaeus to Darwin:
Historv of Bioloqv and Geoloqv
the History of Natural History,

1 985) , pp.1 41-148.

218 orosz, "Curators and CuIturer" p.278.
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Baird's inclination for collecting objects relevant to
serious scientific study was one of the reasons Henry chose

him as Àssistant Secretary. But while Baird was sympathetic

to Henry's derision of the exotic, gueer and marvelous, he

disagreed with his superior's assessment that the

Smithsonian collect ions should only contain spec imens

unavailable elsewhere in Àmerica. And by 1854, Bâird had

converted Henry from a reluctant endorsement of a museum, to
the opinion that the Smithsonian should strive to acquire a

complete col-lection of North Àmerican zoological

specimens.2ls He had persuaded Henry of the validity of

Àgassíz's argument r âD argument which the Secretary had

previously either rejected or ignored, and Henry thereafter
accepted Baird's definition of general collections as

gIobaI. He also agreed with Baird's claim that unlimited
quantities of .identical specimens were necessary, and

acquiescence evolved into encouragement. Henry justified the

funnelling of duplicates through the Smithsonian to both

domestic and foreign societies and institutionsr âs a means

of "di f f using knowledge. 'r 2 2 0 Spec imen exchange vras certainly
cheaper than the construction and maintenance of a public

museum, especialty since the Smithsonian was supposed to
facilitate, rather than actually prosecute the exchanges.221

Most important, specimen exchange elevated the Smithsonian's

219 "secretary'
220 srÀR, 1858,

22 1 srAR, 1 8s4 ,

s Report

p. 15.

p.42.

," SIAR, 1854, p.25.
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profile v¡ithin the scientific community, r{ithout adding any

expense to a smaI1 and overtaxed operating budget.

Henry's fears that the Institution would degenerate into
a side show once the museum opened vrere unfounded. The

museum and natural history department stayed weII within
nineteenth century standards of scientif ic excellence while

under Baird's care, and they conformed to Henry's philosophy

of science even after the museum was opened to the public.
He $ras unequivocal in his assessment of the different
functions of the museum and natural history department. The

museum vras the Smithsonian's only link with the pubtic and

it $ras, Henry stated, intended for the " ... gratification
and incidental instruction of the visitors to the city of

Washington."222

The objectives of the natural history department would,

however, more accurately reflect the standards which Henry

had set for the Institution. This department was to be the

epitome of legitimate scientific activity. It would conform

to scientific principles and the large numbers of duplicate
specimens deposited with the natural history department

would " ... advance science by furnishing to original
investigators, wherever they may reside, new materials for
critical study; and diffuse knowledge by providing

coIleges, academies, and other educational establishments

with the labelled specimens necessary to give definite ideas

222 ËJè8, 1862, p.34.
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of the relations and diversities of the various productions

of nature."223 Under the guidance of Henry and Baird, the

museum and natural history department were important

components of contemporary perceptions of the Smithsonian as

the symbol of science in Àmerica.22a Even though Smithsonian

funding never equalled that given the federally financed

surveys or exploring expeditions, it v¡as the most important

scientific organization in antebellum America. 22s

Limi ted f inanc iaI resources

fulfillment of Henry's dream that
as a "seedbed of science," but the

Henry and Baird nevertheless set

sc ient i f ic development . Research

rather than a subsidiary activity
enterprise.226 The programs initia

init ially retarded the

the Institution function

programs established by

a precedent for future

became a primary goal

of government and private

ted and adminisLered by

223

224

r bid.

While Nathan Reingold's assessment of the Smithsonian
Museum as the "nation's attic" is undeniably correct for
a later period in the Institution's history, the earlier
history of the museum and natural history department is
not so clear cut. The processes of collection,
preservation, identification and classification of
zoological, botanical, geological and ethnological
specimens were as inseparable from contemporary
perceptions of the Smithsonian as the svmbol of science
in America, as v¡ere the laboratory experiments or the
prestigious publications of the Institution. See Nathan
Reingold, Science in Nineteenth-Centurv America: À
Documentary Historv, American Historical Series (New
York: HiIl and Wang , 1964) , p.1 53.

Robert Bruce, The Launchinq of Modern American Science,
1846-1876, The CiviI War Centennial Commission Series,
ed., Harold M. Hyman (New York: Àlfred A. Knopf Inc.,
1987). See Chapter 14, "The Smithsonian, Seedbed of
Science, " pp.1 87-200.

22s
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Henry and Baird were as important to the future development

of American sciencer âs was the tendency towards direct
government financial assistance that was established when

government monies accompanied the Patent office specimens

transferred to the Smithsonian in 1858.

Under Baird's direction the museum and natural history
department not only reflected a commitment to the scientific
principles that Henry had insisted must be associated with
the rnstitution, but exemprified the acquisitive tendencies

that typified the nineteenth century museum communíty.22?

Baird was one of the most successful curatorial and

accessions administrators of his day.rrt He v¡as driven by a

desire to establish the most complete natural history
collection on the continent22s and, to the extent that he

226

227

Ibid., p.199.

See Jarnes CI
Àfterword, " in
Stocking Jr. ,
collections as
ethos, and as
and scientists.

i f ford, "Objects and Selves Àn
Obiects and Others, ed. , George W.

pp.236-246, for a discussion of
representative of capitalist accumulative
illustrative of the vaLues of collectors

22A Both Baird and Henry faII, to some extent, under Nathan
Reingold' s definition of the scientist-administrator. He
states: "Succeeding the scientist-entrepreneur vras the
scientist-administrator, sometimes an active
investigator but usually an intermediary between the
researcher and those holding the power of the purse."
Sçience in Nineteenth-Centurv America: À Documentary
Historv, p.31 .

See Doug CoIe's analysis of Baird's drive to get
northwest anthropological specimens, and his resentment
at any "losses" to his competitors, in Chapter 1 ,"Secretary Baird and Judge Swan Build a Collection,"
Caplured Heritaqe ! The Scramble for Northwest Coast
Àrt i facts , pp .9-47. See also the SmiEhsõnian
Institution Archives, the Hudson's Bay Correspondence

229
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vras successful, these collections formed the empirical basis

which effectively transformed the Smithsonian from a

fledgling scientific organization into the preeminent

American institution of scientific study and public

education.23o The Smithsonian was at the forefront of the

collecting mania which swept through the nineteenth century

scientific community andr âs early as 1855, both Henry and

Baird were claiming that their Institution had the biggest

and the best collection of North Àmerican naturat history
spec imens:

on the authority of Professor Baird,
corroborated by the opinion of others weII
qualified to judge, that no collection of animals
in the United States, nor, indeed, in the world,
can even now pretend to rival the richness of the
museum of the Smithsonian Institution in specimens
which tend to illustrate the natural history of
the continent of North America.231

Baird himself was personally responsible for a large

percentage of the Smithsonian collection since he had

generously donated his private cabinet of natural history
specimens when he joined the Institution. His mammal, bird,

f"ptiIe, fish and fossil specimens fiIled two boxcars and

they est.ablished the form and substance of the long

Collection and Correspondence of Àssistant Secretary
Baird, 1850-77, Record Units 52 and 53. Other
references to Baird's collecting predisposition are
found in the Smithsonian Ànnua1 Report and W.A. Deiss
discusses Baird's coll-ecting habits in "Spencer F. Baird
and his collectors."

230 Robert V. Bruce, The Launchinq of Modern Àmerican
Science , 1846-1876, Chapter 14, "The Smithsonian,
Seedbed of Science r " pp.1 87-199.

231 srAR, 1855, p.31.
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postponed museum.232

Àccumulative tendencies lrere strong but neither Henry or

Baird were satisfied to receive large quantities of poor

quality specimens. Properly preserved specimens vrere as

essential to morphological identifications as they were to
museum displays, and institutional pride could not condone

second rate efforts. The smithsonian programs embodied the

aims of serious scientists and even the museum program

avoided pandering to dilettantes who lacked purpose,

training or conviction in their collecting activities.

Collecting and processing specimens v¡as, in Baird's
opinion, a most serious undertaking. once establ-ished at the

Smithsonian he prepared a pamphlet on the "Directions for
collecting, Preserving and Transporting specimens of Natural

Historyr" that left nothing to chance.233 Lists of apparatus

and preservatives vrere accompanied by detailed instructions
for wet and dry methods of preservation. He itemized the

types of data which should accompany each specimen to
facilitate their study by naturalists when they were

232 will-iam À. Deiss, "Spencer F. Baird and his collectorsr"
Jgurnal o:f the. S_ocietv for the Biblioqraphv of Natural
History, ( 1980) 9( a):637.

233 This pamphlet $¡as initially prepared during 1BS0 (SleR,
1851, p.50) and issued in Lhe Spring of- 1851 (SIAR,
1851, Washington, 1852, p.45). Àfter that its contents
v¡ere expanded and a l-etter dated 17 January 1852, f rom
the Secretary of War was attached. In that letter the
S'ec retary granted Smithsonian collectors free
transportation for thei r spec imens. À copy of the
expanded circular is found in the Smithsonian
Miscellaneous CoIlection, 34 (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution, 1859), pp.2-40.
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received at the Smithsonian, and he described techniques

applicable to specific groups of specimens. The vertebrates

r.¡ere distinguished from the invertebrates and instructions
for the skinning and stuffing of birds, mammals, fishes and

reptiles were accompanied by notes on the apparatus and

procedures applicable to the collection and preparation of

microscopic organisms, embryos, nests, eggs, skeletons and

plants. Moreover, since specimens vlere often very delicate

and had to travel many miles before arriving at the

Smithsonian, he included detailed instructions for their
packing and shipping.

Baird's instructions were particularly important in order

to prevent the arrival of cases filled with broken vials,
wet notes, and damaged specimens, but they were also crucial
determinants of the composition of the Smithsonian's natural

history collections. The Smithsonian had benefited from the

efforts of independent collectors such as the Reverend Dr.

Gurley (West Africa, 1846-57), the Reverend C.w. Dennison

(nritish Guiana, 1842-57), witliam Stimpson (New England

Coast, 1850), Thaddeus Culbertson (Upper Missouri, 1850),

Dr. E.K. Kane (North Greenland), A.J. Vaughan (Upper

Missouri, 1854-55) , Dr. P.R. Hoy (wisconsin and Missouri,

1854), Robert Kennicott (Il1inois, l"linnesota and winnipeg,

Isic] 1854-57), Reverend À.C. Barry (Wisconsin, 1854), E.

Samuels (California, 1 855-56) , Donald Gunn (ned River

Settlement, 1857), John Xantus (rort Riley, Kansas and Fort
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Tejon, California, 1857-58), Thomas Blakiston (fne

Saskatchev¡an, 1858), Dr. F.V. Hayden and Professor F.B. Meek

(Kansas, 1858) and Ðr. F.V. Hayden (New Jersey, 1858).234

Baird himself had gone into the field and collected
specimens in Wisconsin, Illinois and Ohio (1853), and along

the coast of New Jersey (1855), but his "Directions" vrere

formally sent with the scientific teams attached to the

seven different Pacific Railroad Survey Expeditions

dispatched by the War Department between 1853 and '1855.235

The Institution eventually received the specimens collected
by Governor I . I . Stevens ( survey of the forty-seventh
paraIlel) , Lieutenant R.S. williamson (Catifornia railway

survey), Captains Gunnison and Beckwith (survey of the

thirty-eighth, thirty-nineth and forty-first parallels),
Captain whipple (survey of the thirty-fifth parallel ) ,

Lieutenant J.G. Parke (survey of western end of the thirty-
second parallel), Captain J. Pope (survey of eastern end of

thirty-second paralle1) and Lieutenant R.S. williamson
(survey in California and Oregon), and these specimens

provided information about the west that had been lost
through careless treatment of the specimens collected by the

Wilkes Expedition.236 Many of the approxirnately 160r000

234 See, "Report of Assistant Secretary, Increase of the
Museum," SIÀR, 1854-59, and see also "List of the more
important explorations and expeditions, the collections
of which have constituted the principal sources of
supply to the National Museum, with indication of the
department of the government under which prosecut€dr"
SIAR, 1877, pp.105-115.

23s Bruce, The Launchinq of Modern American Science, p.205.
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Wilkes specimens deposited at the Patent Office and placed

in the care of the National Institute never arrived at the

Smithsonian Institution, when they h'ere transferred from the

Patent Of f ice in 1 858. 2 3 7

In 1857, the Smithsonian Institution became the official
repository of specimens collected under the auspices of the

military branch of the government. The natural history
specimens that had been deposited with the Patent Office,
given to the care of the incompetent National Institute, and

then passed on to the Smithsonian in 1858 by Congress,

joined collections which had been sent directly from

government expeditions to the Smithsonian.23s The

Institution had already received specimens from the

departments of War, Àrmy, Navy and the Interior, the U.S.

Coast Survey, the Land Office and the Mexican Boundary

Commission, in addition to specimens collected by the

Pacific Railroad Survey Expedition in 1954. zss After 1857,

all natural history and ethnographic specimens collected by

236 Details of the Pacific Railroad Surveys obtained from
"Àppendix to Report of the Secretary r" SIAR, 1877,
p.106.

237 william Goetzmann, New Lands,

238 Àct passed by Congress in 1858

New Men, p.288.

1 857, in Rhees, êd. , The
Documents Relative to its

(stat. ,xr , 219) 3 March
Smithsonian Institution:

Oriqin and Historv,
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collectionsr VoL.17
(washington, D.c.: 18JET, p.603. ffi-"Report of the
Àssistant Secretaryr" SIÀR,1858, regarding the delay of.
their transfer to the Smithsonian. Cases were not ready
for the specimens until 1858, and the last of them
arrived in July 1858.

23s SIAR, 18s4, p.37.



government expeditions went directly
identif ication and disposition. 2ao
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to the Smithsonian for

The majority of the Institution's natural hisLory and

ethnographic specimens had, until 1859, been collected by

persons attached to the forty-five expeditions dispatched by

the government, but Baird also undertook the establishment

of a self-sustaining exploration program. He fortuitously
took the first tentative steps towards the creation and

development of a independent exploration program just two

years before the States separated into armed camps. Between

1861 and 1866, the Smithsonian's natural history department

did not receive any specimens from an obviously preoccupied

military.2a 1 Baird's Exploration Program was crucial to the

steady, and even remarkable gains made in the Smithsonian

collect ions during the Ì{ar years.

Baird's initiatives also represented an effort to
rationalize the informal and ad hoc sponsorship that had

been relied upon and, in 1858, the Smithsonian sponsored

scientific expeditions to the Àmerican west, Rocky Mountains

and Pacific Coast.242 Explorations in Mexico, Guatemala,

Ecuador , Cost,a Rica, the West Indian islands of Trinidad,
Jamaica and Cuba, to the shores of South America, and in the

Mackenzie River District of the Hudson's Bay Company's

240

241

"Report of

srAR, 1867,

srAR,1858,

the Secretary,

pp.76-78.

pp.51-52.242

" SI,LB, 1858, p.40.



northern territories
following decade.2a3

doubled regardless of

Antebellum accessions

1866, the Smithsonian
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were also sponsored throughout the

The Smithsonian collections virtually
the withdrawal of government support.

had equalled 551389 by 1860 but, by

collections had exceeded 1'1 9,000.244

Under Baird's supervision, the Exploration Program

quickly began to demonstrate its viability as a method of

obtaining spec imens. While the American Republic was

preoccupied with wartime politics, military strategum and

reconstruction, American scientists assumed responsibility
for functions previously exercised by government

departments, and the Smithsonian scientists concentrated on

establishing their Institution as the preeminent repository
and research facility in North America.2a5 Field naturalists

24s sIAR, 1B60-70.

244 The Smithsonian Ànnual Reports enumerated cumulative
accessions perioffir-ryl-----Trre first attempt to
statistically analyze their collections h'as made in
1858, buL a numerical breakdown of their collections
appeared every second year for the next twenty years.
The total number of specimens registered at the
Smithsonian follows the date, however, the source of
this data may not always come from that year's report:
1851, 911; 1852, 1188; 1853, 1388; 1854, 4979
7675; 1 856, 11222; 1 857, 1 61 58
37 197; 1 860 , 55389; 1 861 , 66075
85726; 1864, 95922; 1865, 111847

1 858 , 25506
1852, 74764

1 855,
1 859,
1863 ,

1866, 119101. This
information has been derived from the foltowing Annual
Reports: 1858, p.57 1860, p.73; 1862, p.57; 1864, p.84;
1865, p.84; and,1866, p.45.

245 George Daniels contends that the Civil War allowed
scientists to wrest control of American science from
politicians, who were otherwise occupied. Science in
American Societv: À SociaI Historvr pp.267-269. and
Robert V. Bruce's examination of the Smithsonian
Institution during the war years tends to support
Daniel's thesis. Chapter 14 "The Smithsonian



v¡ere crucial to such aspirations.
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They v¡ere expected to

deliver the data necessary to realize the Smithsonian's

mission, and in 1859-60 Robert Kennicott and Constantin

Drexler went north. They were charged with recruiting the

volunteer collectors and with collecting the specimens that
would extend empirical knowledge, and that would ultimately
be necessary for the institutional repute coveted by

Smithsonian scientists.

Seedbed of Science r'
pp. 1 87 -199 .

Institution, I

Modern American Sc ience ,
The Launchino of



Chapter IV

RECONNAISSANCE IN RUPERT'S LAND: SPECIMENS & THE
SMI THSONT AN

By 1850 Spencer Baird had become only too aware of the

shortcomings of existing data on North Àmerican zoology. A

survey of the state of North Àmerican natural history
revealed many private and public collections rich in

mammals, bi rds and mollusks, but there v¡e re

disproportionately fewer collections in which reptiles,
amphibians, crustaceans, insects (excluding coleoptera and

lepidoptera) , fishes, worms, radiata, invertebrates, algae

and other marine life were represented adequateLy.zae

Moreover, Baird was acutely alrare of the fact that

collections of northern zoological specimens were even less

well developed than collections of temperate specimens.

References to northern specimens had been included in the

scientific Iiterature since the mid-eighteenth century, but

the available information on specifically North American

specimens was sparse.

The Royal Society and the gritish Museum had received

specimens through the HBC, as had the Montreal Natural

History Society, and the University of Edinburgh, but there

246 srAR, 1850, pp.46-48.

125
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were only small numbers of northern specimens in each case.

Specimens collected by John Rae's expedition of 1846-49 had

survived in the British Museum, but many specimens collected
only thirty years earl-ier at York Factory by John Franklin

and Joseph Sabine had been lost or destroyeA.247 Overseas

Governor George Simpson had established a private natural

history museum at his home in Lachine, although it is
uncertain that he had collected to any great extent before

1850.248 The Smithsonian received its first northern

spec imens in '1856 , and the natural hi story spec imens brought

back by'the Ringgold and Rodger's expedition hinted at the

potential of the north for natural history collections and

research.2as The Smithsonian also received specimens

collected along the southern border of present-day British
Columbia by Dr. C.B. Kennerly, naturalist, and George Gibbs,

geologist, while they were employed by the Northwestern

Boundary Survey Commission ( 1857-1859).25o And John .Gould, a

renowned eritish ornithologist, sent approximately one

hundred and fifty avian specimens from the cabinets of the

247 Edward À. Preble, "À Biological Investigation of the
Hudson Bay RegioD, " North American Fauna, no.22,
Ðepartment of Àgriculture, Division of Biological Survey(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1902) ,
pp.24-26.

24I Susan Stewart, "George Simpson:
Summer, 1982r pp.4-9. Notei the
of Scotland originated in 1854,
obviously went there before 1850.

24s sTAR, 1856, p.53.
2so srAR, 1857, p.46 18s8, p.so and 1

Collector," b Beaver,
Royal Industrial Museum

and so no specimens

859, p.64.
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British Museum. 2 5 I A portion oî. the British donation

consisted of Arctic specimens, presumably cuIled from the

series of specimens that had been collected by Sir John

Richardson, and then later deposited in the gritish Museum

by Joseph Sabine.252 The empirical basis of northern natural
history was almost non-existent, although collections had

been shipped out sporadically for at least a century.

Baird had originally proposed the compilation of

identification lists or Catalosues, in order to facilitate
field identifications and collection of the much needed

norLhern specimens. À review of the literature on North

American zoology had reinforced Baird's assessment of the

need to extend the empirical base of the North American Iife
sciences. There had been only four major publications on

northern North American fauna printed in the previous one

hundred years, although there yrere numerous subsidiary

251 Gou1d (1804-1881) vras an ornithologist and taxidermist
to the British Zoological Society, and a Fel1ow of the
Royal Society. He published 41 folios on birds, with
2 1999 illustrations, and these works included: À
Centurv of Birds from the Himalayan Mountains, (1832)
Birds of Europe, (1832-37) B i rds of Àustra i 1 ia ,

-( 
I e40-¿8T ana supplement, ( 18s1-9E ffi,

( 1 850-80 ) and Birds of Great Britain, ( 1 eøZ-lgi . See:
The oictionarvJF Hatlonaf -gñã-*pþ¡¿, The Concise
Dictionary, Part I, From the Beqinninqs to 1900, (Oxford
University Press, 1961) for biographict information on
Gould (p.518), and see the Smithsonian Ànnual Report,
1857, p.48 for details of the British donation to the
Àmerican museum.

252 See C. Stuart Houston for details of Sabine's
involvement in the disposition of Richardson's
ornithological specimens. Sabine was noteworthy for his
position as the honorary Secretary of the Horticultural
Soc iety. Arct ic OrdeaI , p. 1 98.
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sources containing information on Àrctic zoology.2s3 George

Edward's Natural Historv of Uncommon Birds (1751) þras the

first important publication containing information on

northern North American species, while John R. Forster's À

Cataloque of the Animals of North Àmerica (1771 ) and Thomas

Pennant's Arctic Zooloqy both included descriptions of

northern North American specimens. But the authoritative
work on Àrctic zoology was Fauna Boreali-Americana (1831).

F.auna Boreali-Àmericana did not, however, include data on

the animal species inhabiting the Upper Yukon, the Arctic
coast or the more southerly regions around Great S1ave

Lake.2sa And the empirical Iacunae became even more obvious

as Baird examined indigenous zoological publications. John

Lawson's Description and Natural Historv of North Carolina
(1700-30) and Mark Catesby's The Natural History of

CaroIina, Florida, etc. (1731, 1743, 1748), were amongst the

first publícations to appear on North Àmerican zoology, but

the appearance of the first volume of Alexander Wilson's

American Ornitholoqv or, the Natural Historv of the Birds of

the United States (1808) initiated the first truty
productive period in North American ornithology. wilson's
work contained decriptions and illustrations of

approximately two hundred and eighty species. WiIson died

before his masterwork v¡as completed, but his associate

2ss See Appendix

25 4 s. F. Bai rd,
Hi storv of
Three vols.

À1 for a bibliography

T.M. Brewer and R.
North Àmerican Birds,
-fBosto;Ettle Browá

of these sources.

Ridgway, "Preface, "
Land Birds (1874),

& co. , mE)-,1 : vi .



George Ord finished the eighth and nineth volumes
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in 1814

Birds, p.xx.

Berger, Fundamentals of
Pubs. rnc., 1971) p.350.

and Wilson's work remained authoritative untit. 1825, when

American Ornitholoqv g!, The Natural Historv of Birds

Inhabitinq the United States Not Given ry WiIson

appeared.2ss Charles Lucien Bonaparte's expansive work v¡as

made possible by the large numbers of new specimens

collected on exploratory expeditions, particularly Long's

expedition to the Far West, Titian Peale's collectinq
expedition to Florida, and the return of the Lewis and

CIarke expedition.2sG Bonaparte increased the number of

known ornithological species and introduced the concept of

synonymy into the science of ornithology.2sT He recognized

that ner.¡ species could only be classified accurately if
compared to, and correlated withr êxisting classifications.
Latinized binomes vrere an improvement over folkr or common

names, but the Linnaean system failed to regulate the

derivation and application of scientific names.2sB Synonymy

vras requisite to taxonomic consistency, since one species

could have several "scientific" names. These names conformed

to the Linnaean system, but they were almost as

idiosyncratic and colloquial as their "common" counterparts.

2s s Stresemann, ornitholoqy, p.1 54, 1 56, 298.

2s6 Stresemann, Ornitholoqy, pp.155-156 and E. Coues, Key to
North American Birds, p.xix.

2s7 Coues, Key to North Àmerican

258 Josslyn Van Tyne and Andrew
Ornitholoqv (New York: Dover
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By 1831 three seminal zoological treatises had appeared,

and one of these works even originated in the United States.

The Zooqraphia Rosso-Asiatica (paIlas) had been released by

the St. Petersburg Academy of Science in 1827 rzss Fauna

Boreal-i-Americana (Richardson and Swainson) had been

published, and the first installment of Àudubon's

Ornitholoqical Bioqraphv (S volumes. 1831-38) had

appeared.26o One year later, a Manual of the Ornitholoqv of

the United States and Canada, written by the botanist Thomas

NuttaÌ1 (1786-1859), was published.26 1 This book bore the

distinction of being the first "handbook" on North Àmerican

ornithology .262 Consequently, Nuttall joined Àudubon and

Bachman , 2 6 3 Richardson and Sr¡a inson , Wilson, Bonaparte,

and Pallas as the acknowledged authorities on North Àmerican

2 s s Stresemann, Ornitholoqv, p.69fn.
26o Coues points out that while Audubon deserves credit for

the illustrations in these volumes, credit for the
nomenclature and classification of the birds reproduced
in this volume belonged to William MacAillivray.
MacAillivray vras also responsible for the systematic
analysis of the anatomical structure of American birds.
Key to North American Birds, p.xxii. See also
Stresemann, Ornitholoqv, p.31 4.

261 Nuttall's other publications included: The Genera of
North American Plantå and a Catal-oque of the Species to
the year 1817, (1818) and ô Journal of Travels into tt"
Arkansas Territorv Durinq the year 1819, (1821) and Àn
Introduction to Svstematic and Physioloqical Botanv, as
well as a supplement to Þlichaux's North Americaû Sy1va,
3 voIs., (1846).

262 Coues, Key to North American Birds, p.xxi.
263 Àudubon's series on mammals (ttle Viviparous ouadrupeds

of North Àmerica) was published between 182 and-TBE.
The first three volumes were co-authored with his sons,
and the last two volumes were published posthumously due
to John Bachman's (1790-1874) assistance.
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zoology, and their works v¡ere unrivalled until Spencer

Fullerton Baird's publications on North Àmerican mammals and

birds appeared in 1857.264

Baird's assessment of the empirical def iciencies v¡as

combined with a critical examination of the coll-ecting and

preservation processes associated with natural history.
Specimens were generally still identified by comparison with

previously processed specimens, and this practice often had

unfortunate rami f ications :

Hitherto, officers of the army returning to
Washington have generally been obliged to send or
carry these objects out of the city, for the
purpose of identification or verification, thus
involving a considerable loss of time and credit.
These specimens becoming widely scattered, rarely
return hither, and when another occasion arises,
the whole labor has to be repeated.26s

A comprehensive collecting program in which specimens were

well preserved and properly identified would supply the data

for Cataloques, which could later be taken afield and used

for identification, rather than taking the previously

prepared specimens. He wanted to prevent the deleterious

effects that sending preserved and labelled specimens into

264 See: S.F. Baird, Cataloque of North Àmerican Mammals,
chiefLv in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution,
(reprinted from vol. I of Pacific Railroad Report,
coauthored with Charles F. Girard), 1857 and, Catalooue
of North Àmerican Birds, chieflv in the museum of the
Smithsonian Institution, (reprinted from vol. 9 of the
Pac i f ic Ra i Iroad Report , coauthored wi th Charles F.
Girard) , 1859. (rfre Smithsonian publications examined
here appeared a year later than the original Pacific
Railroad ReÞorts.

26s sIAR, 1850, p.45.



the field had had on his natural history collections.

Baird's penchant for catalogues was neither unique

unprecedented. James E. Gray, curator of the grit

Museum, had his first catalogue printed in 1844.

132

nor

ish
266

British
15-1914

Catalogues descr ibing the bi rds , rept i les , f i shes , sheIIs ,

sponges, crustaceans and insects found in the Museumr âs

weII as a general bibliographic catalogue, soon joined the

svstematic cataloque of Mammals. But the eritish catalogues

tended to be primarily demonstrative.26T So far as Gray was

abl-e to obtain funding for his catalogues, they testified to
the expropriatory powers of his Museum: "To Gray the term

catalogue meant more than a volume made for a reader

containing references to books. It referred equally to a

descriptive inventory of "l order of the animal kingdom.rt268

Baird's catalogues, like those compiled at the British
Museum, were enumerative and descriptive. But the primary

purpose of the American catalogues vras more immediately

useful and pragmatic.

Baird endeavoured to foster collecting on a grand scale,

but he also attempted to regulate the processes of

collect ion and preservation as rigorously as possible.

Moreover, without Baird's cataloques, the identification and

2 6 6 Àlbert
Museum:.(Tent 

,
House,

267 Ibid.,

268 Ibid.,

E. Gunther
Throuqh

England:
1975) , p.1 1

pp.1 78-1 81 .

p.24.

, A Centurv of Zooloqv at the
the Lives of Two Keepers, 18

Wi f f iarn Oawson & Sons ttd.;
tr

Cannon
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collection of northern specimens would have been hampered

severely. Kennicott recommended that northern collectors
record their observations according to the format found in

Baird's Cataloques, and these Catalogues vrere especially
important to collecting activities in the Mackenzie River

District. It was, if not impossible, very impractical to

send previously processed specimens for comparative

purposes. 2 6 s

Baird's monographs on birds and mammals facilitated field
identifications and provided a blueprint for the compilation

of data. But the collections accumulated at the Smithsonian

also allowed Baird to describe many new species. His

Cataloques included many species unavailable to even Audubon

or Bachman when they wrote their zoological treatises in the

previous decade. Baird's publications contained two hundred

and ten new avian species, and seventy nevJ mammalian

species.270 The inclusion of these newly discovered species

was made possible through the receipt of collections that

exceeded any previously obtained from the Topographical

corpsr271 and such an expanded data base necessitated an

extension and reorganization of the classificatory system

26s Letter from Kennicott to MacFarlane, 29 ÀpriI 1863, SIÀ,
RU 7072.

27 o william H. Dal1, "Professor Baird in Science, " SIAR,
1888, p.732. Verification of DaIl's calculations is
found in the Àppendices of Baird's Cataloque of North
American Mammalsr p.xv, and Cataloque of North Àmerican
Bi rds , p. lvi .

27 1 Daniels, Science in Àmerican Societv: À Socia1 History,
p.182.
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that was used only two decades earlier.

Baird's Cataloques not only expanded but clarified
existing schema to facilitate the identification of the many

specimens arriving at the Smithsonian.2T2 He added one new

genus and seven nel¡ sub-genera to the mammal-ian

classificatory schema, and he added nineteen genera and two

sub-genera to Àudubon's avian classification.2T3 Baird used

a combination of morphological and anatomical criteria, as

suggested by Cabanis and Sundevall, to classify North

American birds and, in 1866, he suggested that Passeres

(Passeriforms or perching birds) was the highest order of

birds.27a Baird's contention that Lhe order passeres should

be placed ahead of the order Raptores (carnivorous birds

27 2 Taxonomic revision is undertaken to either clarify
ordinal relationships, or to expedite species
identification. The first type of revision entails a
complete reorganization of a classificatory system and
expresses fundamental assumptions about the evolutionary
relationships within, and between classes. The second
type of revision tends towards a multiplication of the
numbers of families, genera, species and sub-species, in
order to provide a comprehensive framework for
identification purposes. Baird's revisions obviously
exemplify the latter case. For a discussion of the
nature of taxonomic revisionism see Herbert Friedmann,
"Recent Revisions in Classification and their Biological
Significance," in Recent Studies in Àvian Bioloqy, €d.,
ÀIbert Wolfson (University of Itlinois eie-s, 1955),
pp.23-24.

27 3 rnformation on Baird's contribution to mammalian
classification can be found in the Cataloque of North
American Mammals, pp.xviii-xxxiv. More speci-f ica1Iy,
Baird introduced the following genera in his Cataloque
of North Àmer ican Bi rds : Bucephala , -TIffiPedioecetesr p.xxi and liv Sphvrapicus, p.xviii, xxviii,
80, 101 Oreortvx, p.x1v He1erosce1us, p.xxii, x1vii,'128, 734 Micropalamar p.xxii, x1vii, 714, 726
Stelqidoptervx r p.xxxiv, 312 Catherpes r p.xix, xxvi,
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the

Falconiformes and the Strigiforms) is indicative of a

reaffirmation of a hierarchical classificatory system, but a

hierarchy contained within the branching conception of

development. 27 s Baird's hierarchy was characLerized by a

strong ambivalence to its consequences and an official
denunciation of the utility of ordinal divisions for
nonpalaeontological classification.2T6 Baird, Brewer and

Ridgway advocated the adoption of classical systematics,

and the division of the Historv of North American Birds into
series based on land and water birds ostensibly conformed to
their theoretical positions.277 Their monographs on land and

water birds !¡ere, however, subsequently divided into major

groups, roughly equival-ent to ordinal divisions, thereby

354, 356 Oreoscoptes, p.xix, xxxv, 346 Phainopepla,
p.xix, xxxiv, 923 Protonotaria, pxix, xxxi, 235, 239
Oporornis, p..xix, xxxii, 240, 246 Melospiza, p.xx, x1,
440, 476 Rhvnchophanesr p.xx, xxxviii, 432. Baird aLso
added the following sub-genera in his CataLoque of North
Àmerican Birds: Xenopicusr p.xviii, xxviii, 83, 961'
Lanivireo, p.xix, xxxv, 329 Helospizar p.xxr xl, 476.
His subsequent publications also contained new species
and new classificatory divisions.

27 4 Robert Ridgway, "Spencer FuIlerton Baird," SIAR, 1888,
p.707. The ornithologists to whom Ridgway referred are
Jean Cabanis ( 1 81 6- 1 906) and CarI J. Sundevall(1801-1875). Cabanis wrote Ornitholoqische Notizen
(1847 ) and sundevall wrote ornitffi,TT6E
and 1843). See stresffiile european
ornithologists, Ornitholoqy, pp.236-38.

27 5 In the eighteenth century morphological characteristics
provided sufficient proof of the "great chain of beingr"
but Cuvier's classification based on anatomical evidence
replaced a hierarchical arrangement with four equal but
different categories of animal life (see Chapter 2). The
branching conception of organic development had largely
been accepted by the 1 860s and, particularly after
Darwin, taxonomic hierarchy is viewed as indicative of
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theory.

testifying to the strength of
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evol ut i ona ry

of avian classification was therefore

as was hi s rat ional izat ion of

North American

Baird's revision

highly synthetic,

ornithological nomenclature. Baird's Cataloques represent

the final phase of the early development of an international
system of nomenclature. Baird's notes distinguished between

vernacular and scientific terminologyr âs well as between an

idiosyncratic and systematic approach to nomenclature.

Geographical, morphological and even honourific designations

were maintained, afthough he agreed with Swainson that

criteria derived from mythology, history or the Bib1e were

unsuitable basis for scientific names. His approach also

differed from Swainson in that his rational ízations of

ornithological nomenclature adhered strictly to the

principle of prioríty.zz a In his 1857 Cataloque, for
example, Baird adopted the name Zonotrichia albicollis which

had first been applied to the white-throated sparrow by

debates on evolutionary development. Baird's sympathies
lay with Lamarckian rather than with Darwinian theory
and his discomfort with ordinal divisions is possibly
indicative of a fear that partial agreement with
Darwinian assumptions would be tantamount to an
admission of the veracity of Darwinian theory in its
entirty.

276

277

Baird, Brewer and Ridgway, History of
Birds, p.xiii.

Àristotelian functionalism divided birds into these two
main groups, which were subsequently divided into
subgroups based mainly on diet. Stresemann, Ornitholosy,
pp.41-42.

See Stresemann on Swainson, p.264.27 I
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Bonaparte in 1850. This name was subsequently adopted by the

American Ornithologist's Union and retained in their
Checklist r 2T s although it was previously named Frinqitla
albicollis by GmeIin and Wilson, Passer pennsylvanicus by

Brisson, Frinqilla pennsylvanica by Latham and Audubon,

Frinqilta (Zonotrichia) pennsylvanica by Swainson, and

Zonotrichia pennsylvanica by Bonaparte in 1838.28o

By the late 1850s Baird vras entering one of his most

productive periods at the Smithsonian. He had large.Iy

abandoned field studies, concentrating his energies on the

administration of the natural history department, and on the

tasks associated with collating the massive amounts of data

and specimens arriving at the Smithsonian.2sr Moreover, by

1860, he had moved the avian sciences to the forefront of

the research and collections programs in the natural history
department. Baird had become particularly interested in the

effects of the environment and climate on species

differentiation and variation and, in one of his first
letters to Chief Trader Bernard Rogan Ross, he stated his
special interest in northern birds:

27 s À.o.u. Checklist , p.621 .

28o S.F. Baird, John Cassin and George Lawrence, The Birds
of North America: The Descriptions of Species Based
Chieflv on the Collections in the Museum of the
Smithsonian Institution, Natural Sciences in America,
Keir B. Sterling, ed. (ptriladelphia: J.B. Lippencott &
Co., 1860; reprint ed, New York: Arno press, 1974),
p.463.

281 Robert Ridgway, "Spencer Fullerton Baird," SIAR, 1888,
pp.709-1 0.
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Of the birds themselves Iin addition to their
eggsl we would also be glad to have a full series;
for comparison with more southern ones. I have I
think established the principle that to a certain
extent the more northern the locality of a bird
the larger it is, and I wish to test Lhis in
reference to more Arctic specimens.282

Baird increasingly applied his talents to studies of species

variation and the phenomena of cline throughout the 1860s,

and his research r{as contemporaneous with researches

undertaken by two European ornithologists, CarI Bergmann and

Constantin Lambert Gloger. Baird foundr ês had Bergmann and

Gloger, that body size increased with decreasing

temperatures, and that plumage tends to darken in humid

cIimates.283

Baird's theories on the correlation between regionalism

and morphological distinctiveness differed significantly
from those advanced previously because he substituted first
hand observation for a reliance on often erroneous

documentary sources. He based his conclusions on the

empirical evidence made available through the Smithsonian

Programs. The Institution had received zoological specimens

from throughout North America, and climatological data was

282 Letter from Baird to Rossr 26 March 1859, SIÀ, B.R. Ross
Notebook, RU 7221 .

283 Two of the attributes that Baird found linked to
clirnatic factors were accorded constancy in honour of
Bergmann and GIoger. Stresemann, pp.321-22 and p.243.
Bergmann's Rule predicts that body size will be larger
in cooler climates than it will be in warmer climates
and Glogerrs Rule equates colour intensity with humidity
levels. It predicts that plumage will be darker in humid
climates than it will be in arid climates. Olin Sewall
Pettingill, Jr.
5th ed.
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available through Henry's meteoroLogical program. The

Smithsonian had been accumulating information on the

temperature and humidity of the continent since 1849, and

access to meteorological statistics enabled Baird to account

more convincingly for deviant morphology.284 Baird

documented the effect of climate on bill size and

col-ouration in 1 866, 2 I s and the conclusions from his
research on avian variability influenced the direction of

studies on geographic speciation Iater undertaken by Coues,

Ridgway and À1len. 2 8 6

Baird's studies in speciation and adaptive change were

characterized by the growing tendency towards positivism
associated with the biological sciences. Never before had

284 Elias Loomis submitted a proposal advocating the
establishment of a Iarge scale meteorological program at
the Smithsonian in 1848, and 'in 1849, the Smithsonian
distributed Circulars to correspondents in the United
States. See, "Àppendix 2, 'Report on the Meteorology of
the United States: by Professor Loomis, Submitted to the
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution r' " Sf...\B, 1848,
pp. 1 93-94 and SIAR, 1 850 r pp .12-13.

28s See: S.F. Baird, "Notes on a collection of Birds made by
Mr. John Xantus, ât Cape St. Lucas, Lower Californiar"
Proceedinq of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Phi lade1phia , '1 859 ( 1 860 ) : 300 , and S. F: Bãitã, "Ttre
Distribution and Migrations of North American Birdsr"
American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd ed., 41
TlE6õlT9o-91. ¿Treã--in- stresãnñ-Á, orniLhóroqv,
pp.243-44.

2I6 Àlden H. Miller, "Concepts and problems of Avian
Systematics in Relation to Evolutionary processesr" in
Recent Studies in Avian Bioloqv, êd., A1bert Wolfson
Ìiiãlrrerffi-F l[iñõFpr""r, îéss ) , pp.6-7. Ridsway
Lended to favour assigning species status to variations
rather than assessing variants of species as subspecies.
Stresemann, Ornitholoqv r p.244, and Joel Asaph AIlen
(1838-1921) consciously sought the mechanism resþonsible
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naturalists been so insistent that publications and research

rest on hard data. Baird and his contemporaries revered

field work, and scorned the second or third hand data used

by the "closet" naturalist.2sT Baird, however, did not shun

the scholarly side of avian studies, but based his taxonomic

revisions on the evidence derived from the Smithsonian

collections. His monographs included only those species that

he had personally examined. He refused to incorporate

species within his publications that had only been described

elsewhere. He insisted that verifiable data vras the only

acceptable source of information. His entries were generally

based on the examination of several specimens, and he

consequently introduced an elementary statistical analysis

to zoologicat studies. 2 8 I

for producing the correlation between environmental and
taxonomic characters, and he predicted that bi1ls, tails
and other body extensions are apt to be longer in vrarm
climates than in cool-er climates, (A1len's Rule) thus
codifying a hypothesis suggested by Baird as early as
1 866. Stresemann, Ornitholoqv r pp .244-245 and
Pettingill, Ornitholoqy in Laboratorv and Field, 5th
edition (Hew York: Academic Press, 1985), p.111.

287 Ridgway, "Spencer Fullerton Bairdr" SIAR,1888, p.706.
288 The body measurements and colouration of the Icelandic

falcon were, for example, based on 25 specimens of Falcoqvrfalco islandicus and six specimens of Falco qvrfalco
sacer (MacFar1ane's falcon) were similarly used.
Specifications regarding the golden eagle were based on
an examination of sixteen specimens of Àquila chrvsaetus
canadensis and so on. See The History of North American
Birds, vol. 3, pp.1 1 3-1 1 5, 1 1 5-1 1 6 and 314-320. See
Àlden Miller for a discussion of Baird's statistical
techniques, "Concepts and Problemsr" p.7.
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Baird's rejection of a purely "bookish" approach to avian

classification and identification necessarily intensified
his desire to build a comprehensive natural history
colLection, particularly with regard to the more northerly
portions of the continent. Many types of natural history
specimens $rere needed for the Smithsonian collections and

twenty copies of Baird's first Circular were sent north to
ensure that their specimen needs were met. 2 I s Zoological

specimens, including embryonic and osteological specirnens;

botan ical and geolog i ca I spec imens, including
paì-aeontological specimens; as well as soils and sed.iments

containing microscopic plants and animals were desired.

Baird v¡as, however,

ornithological sciences

published and distributed

espec ia1ly interested in the

and in 1 860 the Smithsonian

a pamphlet entitled "fnstructions

28s See "Invoice of books sent out by the Smithsonian
Institution to St. Paul, March 1861 , for B.R. Ross. "
SIA, RU 7002, Box 66. Sixteen copies of the Circular on
the preservation of nests and eggs (139) were also sent
to Baird's Rupert's Land correspondents in March 1861.
SIA, RU 7002, Box 66. These instructions were also
available in the Smithsonian Ànnual Report, and the HBC
collectors had also receivea ttris pubÍication from
Baird. See: S.F. Baird, "Directions for preserving,
collecting and transporting specimens of natural
hisLoryr" 1855: 235-253 and "Instructions in reference
to collecting nests and eggs of North American birdsr"
1858: 153-157. Other instructions were also found in the
Annual Reports. See espec ially " fnstruct ions for
Collecting Insects, " 1 858: 1 58-200, including John
LeConte on "Instructions for Collecting ColeopteFâ," H.
Loew and R. Ostensacken on "Instructions for Collecting
Dipterâ," and Brackinridge Clemens on "Instructions for
Collecting Lepidoptera. " The Smi thson ian ' s
anthropological "Instructions" were also sent north.
See, Ietter from MacFarlane to Baird, 6 May 1863, SIA,
RU 7215, Box 14.
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in Reference to Collecting Nests and Eggs of North Àmerican

Birds.r'2eo This pamphlet had been written by Thomas Mayo

Brewer, one of Baird's closest friends and colleagues, to
encourage collectors to submit data and specimens necessary

to his study of "North Àmerican Oology. " Brewer was

interested in all facets of oviparous studies since:

OnIy in Europe have any illustrated works upon the
local Oology been published, and those are chiefly
confined to its more northern portions. We have no
knowledge of the eggs of more than one tenth of
the species of birds ascertained to exist .yet
it is not difficult to see that Oology promises to
be an important auxiliary both in aiding[?] to
determine natural divisions, and to enable us to
decide in regard to varieties the specific
identity of which is in doubt.2sl

Brewer, like Baird r rêfused to include drawings from

i llustrat ions of spec imens that were unava i lable for
inspection.2e2 Ànd he needed northern specimens to complete

his study of the geographical distribution of North Àmerican

birds during the breeding season.

The Smithsonian received many

oological specimens following the

"InsLructions, " but the increasing

their collections merely convinced

gaps yet existing in their

new ornithological and

release of Brewer's

size and diversity of

Baird and Brewer of the

collections. Brewer' s

2eo Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collectionq, 139, 2nd edition,
Vo1.2, 1862

2s 1 Thomas Mayo Brewer, North Àmerican Ooloqy, part 1 ,
Raptores añd rissirotreilsmi rEsoãTanfu tó
Knõt¡leãqe, Bg---Tw-ashington : smithsonlan rr¡stltution
Press, 1857), p.v.

2s2 rbid. , p. iv.
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"Instructions" v¡ere therefore reissued in January 1861 with

two attachments. À Circular from Baird indicating the

"desiderata" or species needed to complete Brewer's

oological work and an article by the English Ootogist,
Alfred Newton, ofl the preparation of eggs were appended.

The "scientific" nature of Brewer's project appealed to
Henry and he supported it, albeit with qualification:

The object contemplated by the Institution is thus
not merely to procure specimens of eggs not
previously in its museum but also to obtain
positive evidence as to the Iimits within which
each species rears its young. 2e 3

Brewer's "Instructions" provided unsurpassed detail
regarding the preservation processes in the oological
sciences, and they also identified specifically the species

needed in the preparation of the forthcoming Historv of

North Àmerican Birds. Vultures, hawks, owIs, woodpeckers,

warblers, jays, ducks, geese, sandpipers and auks were of

particular interest, although Baird noted that the

Smithsonian had many deficiencies in its oological
collections. It needed specimens from seven regions within
North America, four of which vrere potentially accessible

through the Mackenzie River District.2sa Specimens from the

2s 3 rbid. , p.1 .

2s4 The Mackenzie River district vras located within reach of
four of the seven regions Iisted in the Smithsonian
Circular: "Instructions in Reference to Collecting Nests
and Eggs of North American Birds, " Smithsonian
Miscellaneous Collections, 139, namely: "Birds Breeding
in British America, East of the Rocky Mountains; 'r t'Birds
from the Northern and Northeastern Sea-Coast of North
Àmerica;" "Species of the Rocky Mountains and Adjacent
PIaiDSr" and; "Birds of the Pacific Coast Region of
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important to future oological studies:
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espec iaIly

It is in this region, especially among the water
birds breeding in the more northern portion
towards Russian Àmerica and Behring's Straits,
that the greatest number of deficiencies in the
Smithsonian oological collection is to be found.
From the mouth of the Columbia northward, every
kind of eg9, whether of land or water bird, will
be an acceptable addition to the series.2ss

Brewer's "Instructions" and Baird's Circular were issued

in advance of the 1861 collecting season with the purpose of

directing collectors' activities towards filling in the gaps

which still existed in their data. May and June were the

best months for oological collecting and Brewer requested

that collectors obtain as many nests and eggs as possible

during this brief period.2e 6 Nests required little

North America." Access to these breeding grounds y/as,
via the Mackenzie River District, much more limited than
either Baird or Kennicott understood, but it was
undoubtedly the lure of these untapped specimen reserves
that accounted for Kennicolt's obsession with getting to
the Yukon and beyond into Russian America. By December
1860, however, Kennicott had abandoned the idea of going
on to the Russian posts. He felt that he could make
better collections at less expense while at the HBC
posts. Moreover, he discovered that it $¡as unfeasible to
travel by land to the Russian coast: "I've given up all
idea of trying the Russian posts, as the prospects are
better elsewhere and I'm quite in the dark as to means
of carrying on operations there - maybe within the next
ten years we'I1 f ind s¡ays & means to send me or some one
el-se around by water!" Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
18 December 1860, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

2ss "Instructions in Reference to Collecting Nests and Eggs
of North American Birds, " Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collections, 139, p;10.

2 s 6 Nests as well as adult spec imens were used for
identification of eggs, although nesting characteristics
were also important components of bird biographies.
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preservation beyond being carefully packed for transport,

but the more delicate eggs had to be emptied, cleaned and

Iabe11ed.

Oological preservation began with the excision of a

small, circular piece of shell to allow removal of the yolk,

albumin and embryo. Àn egg dri1l produced the neatest holes,

although openings could be cut with scissors, knives or

sca1pe1s. Openings, regardless of how they had been made,

were to be always cut from one side of the egg. Ho1es were

not to be cut from the ends because these holes made it
impossible to accurately measure specimens, and they marred

the show surface of a specimen almost as much as holes cut

on opposing sides. Brewer and Newton recommended that the

removal and cleansing processes be. performed through one

ho1e, although if an inexperienced collectors was convinced

of the necessity of two hoIes, the blow hole was to be cut

smaller than the hole through which the contents were to be

extracted. Moreover, identifying marks were to be printed

on the damaged side, whether an egg had a single hol-e or a

pair of holes.

Single hole extractions vrere facilit.ated by inserting the

fine end of a blow pipe into the egg and gently blowing.

This method forced the contents out of the shell by

displacement, although suction could be used in the absence

of a blow pipe. Special suction tubes with reservoirs v¡ere

available, but generally contents were removed by drawing
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smal1 amounts of amniotic fluid into the collector's mouth.

Syringes coul-d also be used to suction fluid out of e99s,

although syringes were more commonly utilized in the water

insertion method. Using this method, the contents of the

egg were pushed out of the hole in the side of the egg as

the water, which was injected by the syringe, displaced

amniotic fluid. Water could also be injected by mouth into
the e99r but this $¡as a very tricky procedure. Too much

water or excessive pressure would crush the egg rather than

empty it. The water insertion method was, despite the

hazardsr pFêferred to the suction and blow-out methods.

Oologists recommended combining Lhe removal and cleaning
processes, rather than following the tvro-step procedures

associated with the suction and blow-out methods.

À11 cracked eggs were to be salvaged if possible. Tissue

and paste could restore some of those eggs which had been

broken despite all precautions. It was difficult to advise a

collector on the best method to folIow so as to avoid

destroying good specimens by excessive sgueezing, but Brewer

pointed out that some breakage could be avoided if the

collector held his eggs over a basin of water while emptying

them. The occasional dropped egg would then become a less

serious matter than if dropped on a hard surface. Brewer

also recommended the use of individual layers of cotton
packing to reduce breakage in transit. Carefully wrapped

specimens were to be placed in small wooden or cardboard
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boxes, which were to be then packed inside larger wooden

boxes. Eggs accompanied by nests were to be wrapped in

cotton and packed inside the nest before being put into the

wooden packing boxes.

Two special problems often arose in the preparation of

fertilized eggs. Hardened yol-ks were common, and well

formed embryos were found routinely. Hardened yolks could be

softened and removed after being soaked for a few hours in a

solution of carbonate of soda and water. Forceps, scissors

or tongs might stil1 be required to remove the softened

yoIk, but yolk removal reguired only minimal instrumentation

as compared to the removal of embryos.

there were tvro opinions on the treatment of embryos.

Newton valued oological specimens more than embryonic

specimens and therefore suggested the removaL of embryos,

rather than risk breaking an especially valuable egg.

Scissors, hooks, scalpeIs, knives and forceps vrere needed to

disengage and dissect embryos. Brewer, however, vlas

interested in the classi f icatory relat ionship between

embryonic and adult specimens, and so recommended in situ
preservation of embryos:

Whenever the abundance of the eggs will authorize
it, a large number with the young in different
degrees of development, even as many as fifty of a
kind, should be secured. The embryos in this case
need not be removed from the e99, which should,
however, be cracked at the blunt end to facilitate
the entrance of the spirit. Researches at present
in progress relating to the embryology of birds
promise results of the highest importance in
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reference to ornithological classification. 2s7

Brewer's general instructions emphasized the importance

of adhering strictly to accepted procedure in the emptying

and preparation of eggs, and Newton's appended article
reiterated Brewer's comments on the preparatory process. But

Newton's appended article went beyond the general

admonishments given by Baird and Brewer. IL contained a

lengthy discussion on his philosophy of the "principal
object Is] " or duties of the egg collector to sc ience.

Newton used the word "object" but he clearly meant

"obligation, " and his discussion on identification and

"authentication" as primary obligations formalized

assumptions held by practising oologists.

Oological specimens were virtually useless without

reference to at least one parent for identification purposes

orr in the absence of an adult specimen, copious notes.

Descriptions of habitat, local-e and nest structure, and the

general bird population v¡ere to be recorded to enable even

tentative identification. Observational evidence would have

to substantiate oological identifications in the absence of

ornithological corroboration. Àn assessment of the

reliability of the field collectors' identifications
therefore depended on a reference point. This reference

point was provided by the process of authentication, which

2s7 Thomas Mayo Brewer, North Americag Ooloqy, part
Rapt o r e s a ñd r i s s i r o s t r ilsmffi;Ta n_-con_!_r1_br_!_i_on 

=.Knowledqe, 89 (Washington: Smithsonian press , 1857
p.6.

1,
tof,
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provided the only indication of the collector's identity.
Oologica1 collectors, regardless of their educational

background, expertise or experience, lvere to theref ore

identify themselves cIearIy.

The HBC collectors v¡ere often reminded of Lhe crucially
irnportant role that the i r collect ions played in the

extension of the zoological sciences. Large collections vrere

appreciated for their distributive and augmentative

functions, but the northern collections $¡ere particularly
important because they verified the data contained in

contemporary treatises on northern natural history, and

because they completed the material- basis necessary for
research on the distribution of North Àmerican plants and

animals. All specimens were acceptable acguisitions, but the

many birds sent south were particularly important to Baird's
research. Common and rare, as welI as resident and

migratory, birds were sent south.2s8 Swallows, terns, gul1s,

geese, falcons, owls and warblers were but a few of the

species sent to the Smithsonian.2ss Duplicates depicting the

2s I Information on the zoological- and anthropological
specimens submiLted to the Smithsonian has been obtained
from: "Index to Catalogue of Specimens," and "Packing
Àccount and Recapitulation of Seven Cases of natural
hi story spec imens , 0'l June 1862- 20 September 1 8 62" , in
SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 29, Folder: B.R. Ross; "List of
specimens collected at Great Slave Lake, 1868r" SIÀ, RU
7215, Box 13, Strachan Jones; "List of specimens of
natural history, 1865" SIÀ, RïJ 7215, Box 9, C.p. Gaudet;
and Registers, Àccession Records, Ànthropology
Department, Smithsonian Institution, vols . ,1 ,2 r3, SIA,
RU 699T and Computer Printout, Ident: MNH4 122G113, MNH-
ANN

2ss See Appendix 3 for examples of invoices detailing the
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seasonal variations exhibited by particular species nere

often sent south, and most ornithological specimens vrere

accompanied by both nests and eggs.

The HBC collectors also sent fishes, rept i les ,

amphibians, insects and shelIs, but in significantly fewer

numbers than birds and eggs specimens. Geological specimens,

including minerals, rocks and fossils, made up a smalI

percentage of the packets sent south, as did botanical
specimens. Many mammals, particularly the fur-bearing
animals which had in fact lured the HBC to Lhe region, hrere

sent to the Smithsonian. The skins and skeletons of the

marten, mink, beaver, fox and wolf were accompanied by

specimens of mice, shrews, moose, caribou, buffalo, mountain

goats and Indian dogs. Collections of mammal skulls were

often sent independently, and the embryos of mammals, birds
and other animals v¡ere sent when availabte.

Baird always expected field collectors to develop at
least minimal proficiency in preservation technigues, and

his "Directions for Collecting, Preserving and Transporting

specimens of Naturar History" refrected those expectations.

Ornithologists, for example, depended upon well preserved

specimens, accompanied by accurate and appropriate field
notes to produce descriptions of North Àmerican birds. The

authenticity of the illustrations and chromolithographic

specimens sent south.
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plates contained in ornithological monographs tras also

dependent upon the receipt of high quality specimens.s0o

Baird's Circular facilitated such collections by introducing

the principles, policies and procedures acceptable for the

scientific purposes of the natural history department and

his Circular v¡as composed so as to "... enable any one, with

but little practice, to produce specimens sufficiently well

for the ordinary purposes of science.rt3oi

Baird's interest in geographical distribution, combined

with an awareness of the propensity of collectors to favour

unusual or rare varieties over the common species, made him

sensitive to the necessity of representative sampling. He

therefore suggested that the first collections in any region

consist of the common species, and that collections of rare

species should always follow the common,

transportation limitations dictated otherwise.

unless

He also

advised routine preservation of all species previously

uncollected. This procedure !¡as intended to ensure that,
even if of inferior quality, a species was procured. Nor

should any information be omitted or an unusual source of

3oo See, for example, the plates in Baird, Brewer and
Ridgway, History of North American Birds, 3 vols.,
1874.

3or Although the "Directions for Collecting, Preserving and
Transporting Specimens of Natural History, Prepared for
Lhe Use of the Smithsonian Institution," reflected the
Smi thson ian' s early re1 iance on U. S. mi I i tary
expeditions as a source of natural history specimens,
they v¡ere well suited to the conditions under which
northern specimens were collected. Smi thson ian
MisceIÌaneous Collections, 34, Third Edition
@milTrsoîEn rnátitutioÁ, 1859), p.3.
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specimens be overlooked. The contents of the gastro-

intestinal tracts of dead animals and the parasites found on

host carcasses were as useful to science as the primary

specimen. However, Baird pointed out that the value of these

specimens, like aII others, declined if they were submitted

minus data on their locality, date of capture, habits and

"peculiarities r " sex, colour of the iris and body

measurements. Recorded notes were, in fact, useful on their
own account and Baird pleaded with collectors to diligently
record their observations in the field and to compile lists
of species sighted but not collected. Baird also pointed

out that the physical act of col-lecting specimens could be

facilitated

inhabitants,

through c onsultat i on with i nd i genous

especially r+ith hunters and other persons

reputed as having extensive knowledge of locaI animal

resources. Moreover, the comments of both indigenous and

immigrant residents should always be incorporated within
f ield notes.

Baird valued common sense in specimen collection, and he

addressed an immediately practical matter within the section

entitled "General Remarks." Organic materials such as wool,

hair and feathers were not to be used as stuffing or packing

materials. These animal products $rere often contaminated

with the insect eggs that produced the larval infestations
which were a chronic problem in specimen preservation.

Larval damage rendered specimens usel-ess as research and
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display skins, and the many hours invested in collection,
preservation and packing would be wasted if natural nesting

materials were used by field workers.

Baird also provided a checklist of apparatus and

materials necessary to fieldwork. Unfortunately, the HBC

collectors vrere often forced into making do with home grov¡n

substitutes for the some three dozen items recommended in

the Smithsonian Circular, although Baird did his best to
supply them with the recommended equipment and supplies:
two wooden chests or two leather panniers, two copper

kettles, six tin preserving cans r âD iron wrench, two

inflatable India-rubber bags, smaII lino, cotton or

mosquito-netting bags, pencils, parchment, fishing line and

hooks, small seines, pocket scoop-net and casting net,

alcohol, arsenic, alum, salt petre, tartar emetic,

strychnine, camphor, cotton stuffing, botanical paper,

cotton twine, butcher knife, scissors, needles and thread,

common pins, blank labeIs, portfolio for carrying plants,
press, botanical blotting paper, small bottles, geological

hammer, double-barrelled 9uD, rifIe, fine shot, pocket case

of dissecting instruments, mineralogical blowpipe, pocket

vial for insects, ether, insect pins, cork-Iined boxes and a

pocket notebook ¡+ith metallic paper.3o 2

3o2 Soon after Kennicott arrived
all of these items. Letter f
June 1859, SIA, RU 7215, Box

in ForL Simpson he ordered
rom Kennicott to Baird, 18
13.
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Baird's Circular also contained lists of the natural
history specimens wanted at the Smithsonian. Mammals,

birds, reptiles, fishes, amphibians, embryos, skeletons,

invertebrates, microscopic organisms, nests, eggs, plants,

minerals and fossils were all wanted by the Natural History
Department. Baird described proper recording procedures and

the recognized, as well as practicable preservation

techniques, for each in turn.303 Graphic depictions of the

techniques used in the processes of preservation,

particularly skinning and stuffing, along with

straightforward and practical instructions on the handling

of zoological specimens, more than compensated for the

explanatory def ic ienc ies exhibited in the very cursory

discussions on hunting, trapping and netting. lntuition and

ingenuity were apparently the only assets required for
specimen procurement, and collecting skills vrere Iargely
self-taught. Nothing, according to the English oologist
AIfred Newton, was more instructive to the novice than

actual collecting experience, although once obtained

specimens had to be processed according to recognized

scientif ic standards. 3o 4

3o3 This is how this Circular differs from that sent by
Henry to the Officers of the HBC. Descriptions of the
kind of data and specimens wanted by the Smithsonian,
were given in Henry's first Circular, but no details of
the preservation processes were included.

3o4 Àlfred Newton, "Suggestions for forming Collections of
Bird's Eggs, " appended to Smithsonian "CircuIar in
Reference to Collecting Nests and Eggs of North American
Birds r " Smithsonian Miscellaneous CoIlections , 139,
YoL.2, 1862, 9.12.
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The rouLine preservation of ornithological specimens was

sirnilar enough to the preservation of mammarian specimens to
render repetition unnecessary in Baird's "Directions. "

Simirar skinning techniques and preservation procedures

were, with two exceptions, followed for both birds and

mammars. small specimens of either crass v¡ere treated with
arsenic compounds, although a concoction of alum and salt
petre v¡as substituted for arsenic when treating the much

greater surface area involved in the preparation of mammal

skins. Moreover, while both mammal and bird specimens v¡ere

susceptible to larval damage, the larger skins required more

radical treatment than the smaller specimens, not only

because of their size, but also because the hair, wool and

fur covering them was highly susceptible to gnats. Once

specimens had been infiltrated by larvae, eradication of the

pests was impossible. I rreparable damage could only be

averted i f insecLs were kept alray from the stuffed
specimens. Healthy doses of kreosote, ether, chloroform,

turpentine and tobacco leaves were therefore applied to
prepared mammal skins.

The preservation of birds began virtually as soon as a

specinen was ki1led and Baird described the procedures

fulIy. Shot holes, the mouth and nostrils were to be

immediately plugged with cotton to prevent the escape of

blood and gastric juices, and the bird was then to be

thrust, head first, into a paper cone. Specimens were to be
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stored in these cones until Lhey could be measured, skinned

and packed. The length, wing span and girth of the birds
v¡ere to be measured just prior to skinning, since the girth
measurement was taken for accuracy in stuffing mountable

specimens. The proper size of the bird had to be ascertained

before skinning because these skins tended to stretch.

Once measuredr âf, incision v¡as to be made from the lower

end of the breast bone to the anus, removing protruded

organs immediately. Musc1e and fat were to be scraped aviay

as the skin v¡as peeled back off the body, and plaster of

paris was to be applied to absorb blood and grease. Next,

the wings vrere to be separated from the skeletal frame, the

brains and eyes removed from the skull, and the sex of the

specimen determined through examinaLion of the body cavity
in the small of the back. The specimen, thus cleaned and

disjointed, was then ready for preservation with arsenic
powderr or arsenical soap. Once the preservative had been

applied, the skin das to be puIled back into its normal

position and the wings tied into place with a string
attached, subcutaneously, to the lower forearms. FinalIy,
the legs were to be skinned to the wrist, the muscle removed

and arsenic applied over an intact pair of tarsii. The necks

and bodies $rere to then be stuffed with cotton (as little as

possible, and certainly less than life size), the incision
stitched and the wings, feathers and legs arranged before

placing the specimen in another paper cone for storage.
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Baird continually emphasized the importance of accurate

labeI1ing throughout this process. He never failed to point

out that the utility of an improperly labelled oF, worser êD

unlabelled specimen vras reduced substantially from those

that had been duly processed. Baird wanted at least one

specimen from every ornithological species collected and

preserved in conformity with the specifications in his

Circular, but he gratef ul-Iy accepted additional- specimens.

He vras particularly anxious to receive multiple sets of

bleached and disjointed skeletal parts for the Smithsonian's

osteological collection. Series of bones, especially
skulls, provided the anatomical evidence that vras used along

with morphological criteria in zoological classification.
Baird therefore included directions for the preparation of

osteological specimens in his Circu1ar.

Dryness was the critical factor in the preservation of

bones and therefore the removal of fluid and fatty cells
were the most important processes involved. Blood and

viscera r.¡ere commonly removed f rom osteological specimens by

soaking and boiling. À 1itt.Ie lye was sometimes added to

the boiling water to hasten the cleaning process although

tissue removal could still take a week or longer for large

birds and other bigger animals. Some adipose tissues were

not removed by either soaking or boiling, and these fatty
substances could only be eliminated by immersing the

specimens in ether.

air-dried.
The greaseless bones were to then be
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also gave spec i f ic instruct ions for the

preservation of fishes, embryos and marine invertebrates.
These specimens were preferably, and usually unavoidably,

preserved in alcohol or one of the substitutes prescribed

for wet preservation. Àlcohol, even diluted potable

spirits, was the preferred solution for 1íquid preservation,

although when unavailable, other preservatives were often

substituted.3os SaIt brines were the most common substitutes
for alcoholic preservatives, although even dry salt was used

occasionally. Dilutions of Goadby's Solution A, or

"aluminous fluid" and Goadby's Solution B, or "saline
solution, " were also used in place of alcohol. These

solutions v¡ere composed of rock sal-t, a1um, corrosive

sublimate and boiling water. Differing concentrations of

corrosive sublimate or rock salt produced either 'À' or 'B'.

The necessity for wet preservation made fishes and other

marine specimens the most difficult specimens to process and

ship out of the north. Plants, minerals and fossils werer oD

the other hand, the easiest specimens to collect and

process, i f not always the easiest to transport.
Satisfactory botanical collections could be made sirnply by

pressing specimens between folios, and ensuring that each

r,Ias accompanied by adequate notation. Similarly, minerals

and fossils required littIe exertion, or expertise, beyond

3os In the Mackenzie River District only "medic
was lega1 for consumption. See Minutes
Northern Department, 1 848, Resolution 88,
1862, Resolution 80, 1864, Resolution 74, H
8.239 / k/ 13 .

inal aIcohol"
of Council,
8.239/k/12:'

.B.C.A., PAM,
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Crumbl i ngthat associated with labelIing and pack

fossils required some attention, but few

resort to the efforts required to mend a

it in glue or melted v¡ax, when f ossils were

collectors would

fossil by soaking

easily obtained.

Transportation rather than preservation $¡as the major

deterrent to the collection of northern fossils and

mineral-s. Comparatively smaller numbers of geological

specimens were submitted by the HBC collectors not because

the specimens were difficult to obtain or to preserve, but

because of the difficulties associated with shipping them

south. Many very valuable zoological specimens could be

shipped in place of a few rather large and bulky fossilized
skeletal parts, or in place of the smaller but equally heavy

geological specimens. Pract ical i ty was a prlmary

consideration when collecting in the fie1d, and nowhere were

Baird's cautionary remarks more applicable than in the

Mackenzie River District. The specimens, which were finally
received in Washington, had withstood the jostles and bumps

of cart, canoe and dogsled for half of the more than four

thousand miles separating the American capital and Fort

Simpson. The scientif ic val-ue of a specimen had to be

weighed against the effort required in its acquisition.

Most natural history and anthropological specimens could

be collected throughout the year. However the oological

specimens, which Baird wanted above all others, vrere only

available from the middle of May to the beginning of July.
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It was virtually impossible for collectors to complete the

processes of identification, cataloguing, preservation and

packing, before the summer packet departed Fort Simpson in

mid-June. In effect, there were only two opportunities to

send out large quantities of specimens from Fort Yukon. They

could be sent in the boat leaving on 1 Juner or in the

winter express which left in either October or November.

À boat v¡as dispatched from Fort Yukon and stopped at La

Pierre's House by 1 June. It arrived at Fort Simpson in mid-

June just before the winter packet, which had left Fort

Garry the previous December, had arrived. On 1 Ju1y, the

officer-in-charge of Fort Yukon travelled by canoe to Fort

Simpson in order to pick up post supplies arriving on the

Methy Portage Brigade.

The winter express, which left Fort Yukon after the ice

had set, was the one alternative to water travel. It arrived
in Fort Simpson just before the winter packet left for the

south in December. The five thousand mile journey between

Fort Yukon and gtashington could be shortened from thirteen
to ten months by sending freight on the winter express, but

since the peak period for oological collecting vras in the

Spring, the specimens would stiIl have been collected fuIly
thirteen months before they vrere received at the

Smithsonian.3o6

3o6 See letter from Kenni
extens ive di scuss i on
communication routes.
l-etters from James

cott to Baírd, 27 JuIy 1859, for an
of northern transportation and
SIA, RU 7215, Box 13, and see

R. Clare to Baird, 1 866, for
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It generally took six months to ship freight from Fort

Simpson to Fort Garry, regardless of the time of year or

mode of transportation used, providing the goods went

straight through and were not detained en route at Fort

Simpson or Norway House. Once received at Fort Garry the

specimens were shipped by either steamboat or cart to St.

Paul, and from St. PauI they would travel by rail to the

Àmerican capital. The trip by rail was also hazardous to the

safety and security of the specimens since derailmenLs vrere

often repor¡.¿.3o7

Kennicott's expedition to Arctic America nevertheless

initiated, despite the constraints imposed by geography on

accessibility and communications, one of the most intensive
periods of natural history collecting in the history of

Rupert's Land. His expedition was largely responsible for
initiating one of the most substantial private contributions
to the Smithsonian natural history collections, and

specimens sent out from the Mackenzie River District fiIled
at least twenty cases per year. 3o I These specimens

information on travel arrangements between Fort Garry
and St. Paul, SIA, HBC Corr Coll, Fo1der 8.

3o7 Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 17 March 1867, SIÀ, HBC
Corr Coll, Folder 26.

3oB For example, the Àrctic Collections received in 1863(including some specimens from 1862) fi1led forty boxes
and packages r w€ighing approximately three thousand
pounds SIÀR, 1863, p.53. The collections received in
1864 filled twenty-nine cases, SIAR, 1864, p.91, and in
1864 R.R. MacFarlane alone sent twenty cases of
specimens. See letter from MacFarlane to Baird, 15 May
1865, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 14 and SIAR, 1865, p.87. In 1865
the "usual" number (thirty) of cases of specimens were
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obstac les

a significant segment of the Smithsonian

accessi ons between 1 860 and 1 866. I n 1862 as much as

eighteen percent of the totar smithsonian corrections came

from the Mackenzie River District, while as much as fourteen
percent of the totar smithsonian collections came from the

Di strict in 1 865. 3 o s

It is admittedly impossible to determine precisely the

number of specimens sent south by the HBC collectors, since

nineteenth century record keeping techniques vrere inadeguate

to keep pace with specimen collection. The accession records

of the Smithsonian Institution itself, would only permit an

approximation of the sum total of their collections. In

sent, letter from W.L. Hardisty to Baird, 4 Àugust 1865,
SIÀ, HBC Corr ColI, Folder 22. In 1866 MacFarlane sent
thirty-five boxes of specimens, SIÀR, 1866, p.48, and in
this year a grand total of forty-nine cases of specimens
were shipped to the Smithsonian from Fort Garry. The
first thirty-three grere shipped in June and weighéd 2096
pounds. See letter from James R. C1are to Baird, 6 June
and 4 Sept. 1866, SIA, HBC Corr Cotl, Fo1der 8. In 1867,
thirty cases of specimens v¡ere sent out of the District
for the South, although they may not have reached
Washington until 1868. See letter written by Thomas
Hardisty to Baird, 20 Feb. 1868, SIÀ, HBC Corr CoIl,
Folder 21. In 1868 sixteen boxes, eleven packages and
one keg were received from MacFarlane alone.
1 868, p.57.

SI AR,

3os see Table 4.1 for listing of documentary sources used to
determine the number of entries which were submitted by
HBC collectors. The information on the total number of
entries in the Smithsonian collections have been
obtained from the Smithsonian Annual Reports. See SIÀR,
1861 , p.64 ; 1862, p.57; 1863,1.5B; 1ã6a, p. aa; iæ;
p.84; 1 866, p.45 i 1 868, p.54; 1 869, p.52; 1870 , p.46;
and 1871 , p.42. I.fhile the entries derived f rom Table S.1
are approximately equal to two or three times that
number of specimens, the total number of entries from
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% HBC donationsYear # entries
registered by

northern collectors
total # entries
at Smithsonian

11 ,691

18,192

1 0 ,686

I ,6gg

10 ,962

10,196

8,325

7 ,254

50,649

1859

1860

1861

1 862

1863

1 864

186s

1 866

1867-
187 1

208

187 2

11 12

267 0

1161

1 944

709

323

18

6

10

14

6

Baird's 1862 report on the development of the museum, he

the Smithsonian Àccession Records is, according to
Ba i rd' s est imate , egual to at least f ive t imes the
number of specimens. SIAR, 1865, p.85. This assumption
is born out by the Àccession Records of the U.S.
National Museum, wherein many entries represent multiple
specimens, for example; Àccession number 334, represents
skins and eggs of birds sent by C.P. Gaudet from Fort
McPherson and PeeI River in 1863r or Accession number
79, which represents a box of birds and fishes preserved
ín alcohol, and sent in by George Barnston in 1862. SIA,
RU 699T, Reel 39 and 8. The proportion of HBC specimens
in the Smithsonian collections is therefore calculated
by multiplying the number of Smithsonian entries by
five, and by multiplying the HBC contributions by three,
before determining the percentage of HBC donations.

Table 4.1

Percentage of specimens submitted/year by the
Mackenzie River collectors to the

Smithsonian collect ions
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states:

The cataloguing of specimens in the record
books of Èhe Institution has been carried forward
during the year by the insertion of nearly 10,000
additional entries, many of them covering each a
number of specimens. The present aggregate of
entries is about 75 r 000, embracing at Ieast
500r000 or half a million of specimens. When iL is
remembered that none of the plants, and insects,
and but few of the fishes and invertebrates, have
yet been recorded in this wây, some estimate may
be formed of the extent and value of the material
for research in charge of the Smithsonian
Institution.3 I o

Incomplete sLatistics did not deter the Smithsonian from

annually demonstrating the progress made in augmenting their
collections and, aL any rate, their calcul-ations erred

through omission. The 11,888 entries registered on behalf

of the HBC collectors are therefore undoubtedly a

conservative estimate of the total numbers of specimens sent

out of the Mackenzie River District between 1859 and 1871.

Registration numbers, for example, generally indicate tvpes

rather than numbers of specimens. Oological specimens, which

were the most highly prized acquisitions, vlere particularly
susceptible to exclusion from the Registers. parent birds
srere assigned numbers in the registers, but the presence of

eggs was often simply noted with the descriptive remarks

that accompanied the ornithological specimens. Moreover,

large numbers o f spec imens vrere collected but never

accounted for because HBC collectors had erroneously judged

them unfit for the Smithsonian collections. 3 1 1 Many

3 I o srAR, 1862, p.56.
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specimens were also destroyed through mishandling and

through inadequate preservation and storage facilities.

The HBC collectors nevertheless exported significant
numbers of natural- history specimens, and the collections
sent south during the 1860s vrere certainly the largest ever

sent out of Rupert's Land. Their value would be, at any

rate, undiminished through reduction. They v¡ere important

additions to the Smithsonian Museum, and they v¡ere important

bases for zoological and anthropological research.312 These

collections provide tangible evidence of the rationalization
of the processes of data collection produced by the

Smithsonian's "Instructions," and they represent some of the

first specimens procured through the application of

controlled procedures to data collection. The information

these collections provided on the flora, fauna and human

inhabitants of the north was vastly superior to any other

collection, and it also' verified earlier zoological lists
and pre-ethnographic accounts on northern natural history.

The degree to which the Smithsonian Program succeeded in

the north is all the more astonishing when the cumulative

effects of limited financial and human resources are added

3 1 1 Letter from Kenn
7215, Box 1 3.

312 See Chapter 7 on
the Smithsonian

icott to Baird, 29 June 1860, SIÀ, RU

the anthropological collections sent to
by the HBC collectors.
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to the impediments created by distance and terrain. Baird

raised two thousand dollars to finance Kennicott's northern

expeditionr3l3 and while this seemed like a grand sum for

the times, it v¡as intended to support Kennicott's travel and

collecting expenses for three years in the north. Kennicott

received no salary, and had barely enough money to purchase

rations and clothing from the HBC stores. His passage

between Norway House and Fort Simpson, including freight,
cost one hundred and twenty dollars alone. 3 I a But he

persevered without complaint. He was not only a trained
naturalist, but a zoological zealot, and the small group of

northerners who eventually collected for the Smithsonian

Institution v¡as immediately attracted to the mysterious

"Bugs" Kennicott.3 l s Their hospitality, fraternity and

cooperation enabled him to meet with success in spite of the

frugality of his circumstances, and he spared neither

hirnself , nor others, in his pursuit f or specimens.

31 3 Kennicott's expedition was quite different from earlier
government sponsored expeditions in that his expedition
was funded philanthropically. See Appendix 4 for
details of the funding for the collecting expeditions
undertaken by Kennicott and Constantin Drex1er.

314 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 15 June 1859, SIA, RU
7215, Box 13.

3 1 s J. J. Hargrave , Red
reprint ed., Altona,
p.246.

River (Þtontreal: John Love11, 1874;
Manitoba: Friesen Printers, n.d. ),



Chapter V

COLLECTING ÀND SOCIÀL CLASS

Robert Kennicott's guest for northern specimens met a

more than receptive audience. opportunities for ilrustrious
fur trade careers had been reduced from former times,
particularly since the coalition of 1821, when the rigidity
of an arready highly stratified corporate hierarchy e¡as

exacerbated by the union of the Hudson's Bay and North west

companies. Ambitious men were nevertheÌess anxious to make

their mark. Men who might have risen more quickly to
positions of power and prestige prior to the coalition, and

men who had experienced a personal grievance with the

company, became Kennicott's most productive collectors. The

personal satisfaction and public recognition associated with
scientific activities could compensate for the

disappointment arising from retarded fur trade careers, and

Kennicott's most important northern collectors substituted
these rewards for stifled dreams of corporate success.

The coalition of the Hudson's Bay and North West

companies had resolved the deleterious socio-economic

effects of a competitive trade by substituting monopoly for

167
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competition. But decreased competition rendered numerous

employees redundant, and reduced an already restricted
mobility between the "gentlemen" and "servant" cIasses.3 1 6

Decreased mobility was particularly true if that person vras

a Rupert's Lander.3l7 Before 1821, for example, labourers

could work their vray through the ranksr or men who signed on

with Lhe Hudson's Bay Company as Post Masters could

realistically aspire to a clerkship. Àfter the coalition,
however, such employees were often relegated indefinitely to

a liminal position.

But Europeans could also spend upwards

the service before being promoted to

316 J.S.H. Brown, Stranqers in Blood, pp. 1

317 Carol Judd, "Employment Opportunities
in the Hudson's Bay Company to 1 870, "
pp.1 979-21 .

of

a

two decades in

clerk or an

14, 195-96,200.

for Mixed Bloods
H.B.C.À., PAM,

apprentice clerk. Clerks had the lowest status in the

gentleman's clique. They were responsible for the written
records of a post, including account books and a "Journa1 of

Daily Occurrences.r' They were also given charge of posts

when their superiors were absent. Many of the men who were

given clerkships laboured in this ambiguous position for
years, even decades, before receiving promotion. The more

privileged positions in the "gentleman's" or middle class

became increasingly inaccessible to employees who had

entered the service as clerks, and by 1 859 company employees

could expect to spend an average of fifteen to twenty years

as a clerk before receiving recognition for responsibilities



assumed seasonally. À clerk could

to a Chief Trader after at least

dedicated service.
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only hope to be promoted

a decade and a half of

Council Northern
ed. R. Harvey
vol.3 (Toronto:

Chief Traders occupied the next step on the hierarchy,

and above them vrere the Chief Factors. The Governor-in-Chief

was the chief executive of f icer in Rupert's Land, and he v¡as

directJ-y responsible to the London Committee for fur trade

operations in Rupert's Land. 3 1 I The Governor of Rupert's

Land exercised his authority through a Council of Chief

Factors which met yearly at Norway House. Chief Factors

shared in the profits of the trade, and were charged with

". . . the superintendance of the trade with the Indians and

other persons and also of all business relating to the said

Concern ...rr31s Chief Traders also had a role befitting
their social station, and they were to "... whoIly and

exclusively act as Traders and conduct the business as such

in their respective departments and under the orders and

regulations Lo be from time to time given them respectively
by the respective Governors and Councils ...r'32o

318 H.À. Innis, Introduction to Minutes of
Department of Rupert Land, 1821-31,
F1eming, Hudson's Bay Record Society,
The Champlain Society, 1940), p.xiii.

3 1 s "The Deed Pol1" of 26 March 1821 found
Robertson's Correspondence Book, September
September 1822, Hudson's Bay Record Society,(Torontoi The Champlain Society, 1939), p.334.

320 Ibid., p.335.

1n
181

Col in
7to
voI. 2



Pre-coalition employees had

position of Chief Factor within
coalition traders were often only

weIl after thirty years' service.

those men who collected for the Smi

discontent over the excessive per

appropriate advance.
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often advanced to the

twenty years.321 Post-

promoted to Chief Factors

Many men, particularly

thsonian, expressed their
iods of service vrithout

Bernard Rogan Ross, Roderick Ross MacFarlane, James

Lockhart, Strachan Jones, George Barnston and DonaId Gunn

shared several characteristics. They vrere or had been

employed by the HBC, and they were all intelligent and

ambitious. More important, however, were their beliefs that
they were unappreciated, and that their talents had been

321 One of the few examinations of promotion patterns can be
found in J.S.H. Brown, "Table 2: Career Lengths and
Promotion Patterns among Hudson's Bay and North West
Company Officers of 1821," Stransers in Blood, p.119.
But since her study only examines the careers of those
men who were promoted at the time of the Coalition,
promotion patterns of HBC officers have generally been
derived from information contained in the Dictionary of
Canadian Bioqraphy. See volumes: rr, "rhomffiff6Ç
Àlice M. Johnson; III, "James Ishamr" 301, E.E. Rich;
"Richard Norton," 489-90, Àlice M. Johnson; IV, "Samuel
Hearner" 339-42, C.S. Mackinnon; "Joseph Isbisterr"
380-81, S. Van Kirk; "Matthew Cockingr" 156-58, Irene M.
Spry; "Moses Norton," 583-85, S. Van Kirk; "Humphrey
Martenr" 517-19, F. Pannekoek; V, "Joseph Colenr"
194-95, Shirlee Anne Smith; "Char1es T. Isham," 450-51,
J.S.H. Brown; VI, "Peter Fidlerr" 249-52, Robert S.
Àllen; VIII, "John Ballendenr" 59-60, S. Van Kirk;
"James Birdr" 90-91, John E. Foster; "Joseph Howser"
411-14, H. Christoph WoIfart; "George Keith, " 453-54,
J.S.H. Brown; "James Keith," 454-55, phiIip Go1dring;
"DonaId McKenzie, " 557-58 , S. Van. Kirk; "Roderick
McKenzie, " 562-63, Elizabeth Àrthur; "George Nelson, "652-53, Van Kirk and Brown; "John Mcloughlin," 575-81,
W. Kaye Lamb; "Àlexander Ross," 765-68, F. pannekoek;
IX, "George G1adman, " 319-20, W.L. Morton; "James
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inadequately recognized. Kennicott had ingratiated himself

to both "gentlemen" and "servantsr" but only a few persons

made more than minor contributions to the Smithsonian

collections. Aside from MacFarlane, Ross, Lockhart and

Jones, none of the other twenty-two collectors stationed in
the Arctic or sub-arctic submitted as much as five percent

of the total number of specimens sent south.322

These four men were also the

of the group. Most northern co1

on fewer than four occasions,

specimens during the three years

north. Serious collectors,
l"facFar1ane, abandoned recreat

most persistent collectors
lectors submitted specimens

and many only submitted

that Kennicott was in the

particularly Ross and

ional motivations almost

322

Hargrave, " 364-66, Van Kirk; "John Peter Pruden, "
648-49 , W.H. Brooks; "James Ànderson, " 5-5, C. S.
MacKinnon; "John 8e11," 42-43, Joan Craig; "Peter Warren
Dease r " 196-99, William R. Sampson; "James Robert
C1are," 130-31, Joan Craig; "Wi11iam Mactavish," 530-31,
N. Jaye Goossen; X, "ÀIexander Christie, " 167-68,
Hartwell Bowsfield; XI, "A,.K. Isbisterr" 445-46, Van
Kirk; "Richard Hardisty," 383-84, Shirlee Anne Smith;
"John Todr" 881-83, Madge Wolfenden; "wiIIiam Fraser
Tolmie," 885-88, w. Kaye Lamb; "Andrew G. Ballenden
Bannatyne, " 44-47 , J.E. Rea; "William Kennedy, " 470-71 ,
Edward Charles Shaw; "Àndrew McÐermot," 545-46, Barry
Hyman; "John McLean, " 569-70, Garron gJeIIs; "Àlexander
Caulfield Anderson," 16-18, W. Kaye Lamb.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the number of specimens
sent south per collector, the total number of specimens
sent south from the Mackenzie River DisLrict, and the
percentage of the total collections sent by each
individual collector. Tab1e 4.1 has been constructed on
the basis of data obtained from the following sources:
"List of Species Collected at Fort Simpson, 1860 and
1861" by B.R. Ross, The Ànderson Papers, H.B.C.A. , PÀM,
8.37/13. ÀIso "Collected Notes, Lists and Catalogs on
Birds," SIA, RU 7215, Box 13, Robert Kennicott; Box 29,
Folder: B.R. Ross; Box 14, Roderick Ross MacFarlane; Box
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immediately. They believed that their act ivities were

advancing the "cause of science." Whether they collected
the specimens themselves, or paid for native assistance,

they felt thaL they deserved status commensurate with their
contributions. They developed many of the attribuLes that

characterized the scientific community. Just as scientists
exchanged the products of their intellectual activity for
peer recognition, they too both expected and enjoyed

recognition.323 Publications, memberships in scientific
societies, formal acknowledgement of their contributions in

Smithsonian publications, and the satisfaction derived as a
result of the personal friendship extended to them by a

relatively elite group, vrere important achievements in their
own right, but they v¡ere also rather obvious substitutes for
the corporate success denied them.

13, S. Jones; Box 9, Charles P. Gaudet. Information on
Gaudet's collection was also found in a letter he wrote
to Baird, 17 July 1862, SIA, HBC Corr CoII, Folder 18.
Information on specimens submitted is also found in a
letter from L. C1arke to Baird, 1 Dec. 1862, SIÀ, HBC
Corr ColI, Folder 9. Official Smithsonian records(exclusive of the anthropological records see next
note) were also used to arrive at the numbers in Table
4.1, and Lhese are contained in the Àccession Records,
Of f ice of the Registrar, United States National l'tuseum,
and found in RU 305, on Ree1s I and 39. Information from
the Reports of the Assistant Secretary found in the
SIAR, 1857-65r wâs also used to compile Table 4.1. The
entries derived from the Annual Reports are easily
spotted since they are alwayffiFcatea Uv "some."

323 See Chapter I for discussions about the structure of the
nineteenth century scientific community, and about the
roles of scientists, collectors and hobbyists within
that community.
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Some HBC traders were therefore prime candidates for the

Srnithsonian Program. Robert Kennicott, a young naturalist
from IlIinois, provided their first personal connection with

the world of science, and his devotion was both obvious and

inspiring. He v¡as passionately committed to the study of

natural history. Endless hours spent in makeshi ft
Iaboratories and in the field proved his sincerity and

assured northerners, as nothing else could, that collecting
was important. Baird also assured his northern

correspondents that collecting natural history specimens was

important to science. And the importance of science $ras

self-evident. Baird and Kennicott rvere honestly grateful for
the specimens sent south by the HBC collectors, and they

wilIingly acknowledged their contributions.

Robert Kennicott was well suited to the task given him.

He convinced both trader and trapper to collect for the

Smithsonian, but when honourable attempts failed to motivate

the less welI educated northerners to collect for the "cause

of sciencer" Kennicott did not hesitate to employ bribery
and intimidation to achieve his ends. He had been sent

north to accumul-ate specimens for the Smithsonian

Institution, and he would not return empty-handed.



Table 5.1

Nuhbers of Specinens/year sent from Ehe Àrctic to Èhe Shithsoniôn Insti¿utioñ

Specimens subnirled per yea

1860 1861 1862 1863 1861 1 865 1466

Tol.al per
Col.lector

186?-?1

R.R. MacFarlaneg.R. Ross
R. Kennicott
J. Lockhart
S. Jones
C.P. Gaudel
À. Mackenzie
J. Reid
w.L, Hardisty
À. Fì.elt
H. Bra55
J.Fler¿
J. Hope
J.S. Onion
N. Taylor
LockharL/Flett/Sibbeston
À. Hool.e
J. SibbesÈon
Mr5. C. Ross
J. DuhLop
F. Boucher
R. McDonald
T. SeansÈon
Hrs. HardisÈy
H.É. Äirkby
J. McDougaLl
L. CIarke
R. Campbe]1.

462
840 502

208 572 428
78 4

2

550
7?4

980
16

1 000 1520 1 830 463
'138

1

45

283
50ne

5't 16
>2260

1 3?0
>1131
> 601
> 1?9

143
> 143
> 63
> 58

43
> 41

43
>21

21
13
f0

8
7
6
4
1

50me

50ne

50me

some

50me
50me

51
36

50me

30
6'l some

some
133

some

1

525
1

142 r
102 4l

sohe 55
1

'7

35 some 6
43
2'l some
11 10

13
t0

r6
6

50me
50me
50me

50me 50me
50me 50me

loEal./year 2OA 1872 1112 2610 1161 1553 1963 709 A42 11888

Table 5. 2

Individual Contributions Èo lhe Northern ColIec¿ioñs sent Eo che Smithsoniah Insritution,1859-?1

collector nunber ot years
specinens submi lted

ÈolaL nunber of
specimehs coÌlec¿ed

perceñtôge of ÈoÈôl
Mackenzie River col.LecEion

R.R. MacFarìane
B.R, Ross
R, KennicorL
J. LockharÈ
S, Jones
C,P. Gaudet
À. Mðckenzie
J. Reid
w.L, Hôrdisty
À. FleÈt
H. Brass
J. Fìerr
J. Hope
J.S. Onioh
N. Taylor
Lockhart/Fì.err/
sibbesron
À. Hoole
J. Sibbeslon
C, Ross
J, Dunlop
F, Boucher
R, McDonaLd
T. SsansCon
Mrs. H. Hardisty
H.H. Kirkby
J. McDougal.l.
L. Cl,arke
R. Campbeìl

s
6
7

6
5
2
4
3
2
2
6
?

3
2

1

?
l
2
1

I

57 16
2260
1 370
1131

601
1?9
143
143

63
58
43
41

?

2't

13
a

48
19
11.5

1

1

,4

?

.2

.1
,?

.1

.1
,1

?
.01

?
?
?
?
?
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Robert Kennicott (1835-1866) first developed his interest
in natural history through his father, DF. John Kennicott.

Kennicott Senior was more noted for his contributions to

horticul-tura1 science than he v¡as f or his medical practice,
and Robert's entrance into the scientific community also

came through his father's encouragement to study natural

history.32a Dr. Kennicott petitioned his colleagues to

instruct his son, and conseguently Robert studied physiology

under Dr. Daniel Brainard, a member of Rush Medical College,

and ornithology under Dr. P.R. Hoy of Wisconsin. Kennicott

had a1so, by 1856, both directly and indirectly established

contact with Baird at the Smithsonian.325 The experimental

results of his studies on rattlesnake venom, which he had

conducted under the auspices of Brainard, were published in

the Smithsonian's Annual Report and he had, on the advice of

Dr. J.P. Kirkland of Cleveland, established a

correspondence with Baird.

UItimately, it was Dr. Kirkland who vras responsible f or

Kennicott's interest in the norLh. Kirkland, who was a close

friend of John Kennicott and another of Robert's tutors,

324 Biographical information on Kennicott is from James
Àlton James, "Introduction," The First Scientific
Exploration of Russian America and the Purchase of
Àlaska (Chicago: Northwestern University, 1942),
pp.1-18.

32s Lucy Baird's manuscript states that Kennicott went to
Washington to study at the Smithsonian in 1854, and that
he had then already corresponded with her father for
many years. This is un1ikely, and her manuscript is
vague on the events that occurred between 1854 and
Kennicott's return from Red River in 1857. PAM, MG1 818,
p.1 .
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suggested that Russian Àmerica, or the Hudson's Bay Company

territories, would hold unsurpassed potential for natural

history studies since it contained numerous unidentified
zoological species. Kirkland assigned Captain Cook's A

Voyase to the Pacific Ocean and George Simpson's Overland

Journev Round the World as part of Kennicott's natural

history curricula.3 2 6 Both narratives contained invaluable

information. They contained factual data on the geography,

topography, natural history and inhabitants of the regions

visited by Cook and Simpson r âs well as providing a

framework for future studies of the north. These books

exempli f ied a genre that was both accessible and

informative, and they provided data on northern and western

Rupert's Land not found in

elsewhere.

Fauna Boreali-Americana or

By 1859 Kennicott had also acquired experience, and had

established a reputation as a field naturalist. He had been

selected by the IIlinois Agricultural Society to collect
zoological specimens for exhibit at the Chicago Fair, and

these specimens v¡ere forwarded to the Smithsonian

Institution following the fair.327 The results of these

326 This information is found in J.À. James, p.1 f.n.,
although Cook's book is incorrectly entitled Vancouver.
James cites a letter written by Kirkland supporting the
claim that Kirkland was responsible for the development
of Kennicott's career as a northern naturalist. Letter
of Dr.. Kirklandr 5 April 1867, Executive Documentsr 2nð.
Session, 4Oth Congress , no. 177 , p.3 1 .

327 The Smithsonian received a portion of KennicoLt's
collection because it had helped finance his field
studies. SIAR, 1 856 , p.46.
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early expeditions v¡ere subsequently published and his

articles on "The Quadrupeds of I1linois, Injurious or

Beneficial to the Farmer ¡"328 were received favourably by

Amer ican sc ient i sts. 3 2 s Kenn icott vras thereafter no mere

collector, but a member of the scientific community. By

1858, after having collected natural history specimens for
Northwestern University, he was made Curator of that

university's new Natural History l"luseum.

In the summer of 1857 Kennicott had agreed to collect
zoological specimens for Northwestern, and after deciding to
"secure specimens from as wide a geographical range as

possibler" Kennicott joined the convoy of Red River carts
travelling from St. Paul to the Red River Settlement.33o

Kennicott spent four months in Red River, and while there he

met Donald Gunn. 3 3 1

Gunn (1797-1878) was an outspoken critic of the HBC's

policies in the northwest, and he had been one of the many

casualties associated with the union of the HBC and North

l{est Company in 1 921 . s s z The rationalization of the fur

328 Patent Office Aqricultural ReÞorts, for 1856, 52-110 and
1857, 72-107.

32s J.À. James, The First Scientific Exploration of Russian
America, p.3.

330 rbid., p.4.
331 Kennicott had also met william Mactavish, as well as

Àlexander and Donald Murray sometime before 1859, and it
is likely that he met these men while at Red River in
1 857.

332 L.G. Thomas, "Donald Gunn, " in Dictionarv of Canadian
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trade which accompanied the amalgamation of the companies

had created a surplus of labour, and Gunn's services were

terminated, just nine years after his arrival in Rupert's

Land.333 Gunn had left Scotland in 1813 and joined the HBC

as a labourer, but in 1822 he was discharged from his
posting at Severn. 3 3 4 He settled in St. Andrew's Parish

where he farmed for ten years before taking on the positions

of teacher at the Church Missionary Society school, and

Iibrarian of the Red River community library.

Gunn had received some education in Scotland and in

addition to eventually becoming one of the Settlement's

first historians, he became interested in the Smithsonian

and science during the 1850s.33s Extant correspondence

between Gunn and the Smithsonian is dated as earj-y as 7 June

1855, but Gunn had obviously established contact sometime

earlier since this letter accompanied a meteorological

register that he had kept for the'Smithsonian.336 Specimens

submitted by Gunn had reached the Smithsonian by the

following October, and again in April 1856.s37 By early 1856

Bioqraphv, vol.10, p.324.

Servant's Àccounts, H.B.C.A., PAM,

H.B.C.À. , PAM, A.1 6/37 , fo.1 1 0.

Gunn coauthored a history of the
with Charles R. TuttIe, Historv
1880).

8.239/g/2.J5

óó

33

336 Letter from
Correspondence,
52, Box 7, vol.
Baird wrote Gunn

Donald Gunn to
Àssistant Secretary
2, p.329.

province of Manitoba
of Manitoba (Ottawa,

Baird, Incoming
, 1 850-77 , sIA, RU

337 acknowledging receipt of his specimens
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Gunn had already asked some of his "friends to the north" to

collect on Baird's beha1f.338 Gunn's dedication to natural
history grevr throughout the following decade but it never

equalled the intensity of his anti-HBC campaign, and he made

his priorities quite clear to Baird in 1858:

My letter to you had been written before the
Decr Mail left but got mislaid so that I could
not, at the time, lay me hand on it and being now
thus occupied with business of a political
character ¡rhich would not admit of delay I could
not command time to write another and as I have
found my original letter I send it by the Mail
which is to leave on the 13th Inst. Much of my
time has been occupied during the last year and is
likely to be so for some time to come in writting
[sic] on the Hudsons Bay question For we are
determined to do all in our povrer to blot out the
last remnant of this Despotic rule of the House of
Stuart and to have t?l Country emancipated from
the Iron bondage of the Fenchurch street Nabobs to
Unite it to Canada and have it opened up to
civilization with al1 its ameliorating blessings
-rr33g

Gunn v¡as one of Kennicott's first northern acguaintances

but he was indicative of Kennicott's future sources of

support in the north. Gunn was one of the most vehemently

anti-company men that Kennicott was to meet, but his sense

of injustice and grievance was shared to some extent by all
of Kennicott's most productive trader-col1ectors. Kennicott

on 11 Oct.
and Secreta
57, Box 2.

3sB Letter from
Reel 6.

1855 and 10 Àpril 1856. Assistant Secretary
ry Correspondence Registers, 1854-61, SIA, RU

Gunn to Baird, 20 Feb. 1856, SIÀ, RU 305,

33e Letter from Gunn to Baird, 11 Jan. 1858, found in
Accession Records, Office of the Registrar, U.S.
National Museum, SIÀ, RU 305, Reel 7.
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stayed with Gunn for a few days in September 1857 and at

that time took the opportunity to give him, some ".. . useful

lessons for collect ing and preserving all sorts of

Creatures. rt 3 4 o Unfortunately , these Iessons coinc ided wi th a

request for collections on behalf of a "Gentleman in

Edinburgh" and Gunn felt compelled to respond to this
reguest, since it came from the HBC who he referred to as

his "superiors. " 3 4 1 Gunn nevertheless managed to send

specimens to the Smithsonian in 1857 and continued to send

specimens south with regularity for the next decade.342 His

northern location and his dedication to natural history made

Gunn a highly valued addition to the developing corps of

Smithsonian field workers, and Baird was appreciative of

Gunn's position and his contribution. It was no doubt

gratifying to be needed, and this was perhaps particularly
true of Gunn who had been stripped of his livelihood within
a decade of his arrival in Rupert's Land.

34o Letter from Gunn to Baird, 26 Nov.
Reel 6.

1857, SrA, RU 305,

341 Thi s man vras probably Andrew Murray (1812- 1 878 ) , a
Scottish naturalist and collector often referred to in
Ross' correspondence. Murray vras a Fellow of the Royal
Society, Edinburgh, President of the Edinburgh Botanical
Society ( 1 858 ) , Secretary of the RoyaI Horticultural
Society (1860), and a collector for the Industrial-
Museum of Scotland (later the Roya1 Scottish Museum).
See The Dictionary of National Bioqraphv: The Concise
Dictionarv, Part I, From the Beqinninqs to 1900 (Oxford
University Press, 1961), p.920; and Robert Kerr, "For
the Royal Scottish Museum, " The Beaver, June 1 953,
pp. 3 2-35 .

Gunn missed sending specimens on only three occasions
over a ten year period, See Appendix 8.

342
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Kennicott's brief visit to Rupert's Land was no doubt one

of the many factors leading towards his second expedition to

the Mackenzie River District in 1859. However Kennicott's
personal acquaintance with the more southerly portions of

Rupert's Land was of no greater importance to the northern

expedition than was Baird's desire to acquire the largest,
and most comprehensive series of North American natural

history specimens yet assembled. The Àrctic's role in the

realization of Baird's dream was perhaps obvious, if iII-
defined from the reports of Sir John Richardson, and

Kennicott's idea to actually travel north and personally

gather specimens was greeted enthusiastically by Baird.3a3

The young naturalist left Chicago on 28 Àpri

Kennicott decided to travel from Chicago to Fort

Toronto, Sault Ste. Marie and Fort William rather

the more expensive route through St. PauI. 3 a s

arrival in Toronto he met with pr. John Rae, whose

surgeon and explorer with the HBC and on the

searches vras well establ i shed.

Dawson. 3 a 6

He also met

343 J.À. James, The First Scienti
America, p.6, and Manuscript

fic Exploration of
excerpt from LucyAmerica, p.6, and Manuscript

biography of her father, PÀM,

I'1859.344

Garry via

than take

Upon his

fame as a
Franklin

with Mr.

Russ ian
Baird's

344 Letter from Kennicott to Baird
F. Baird Papers, 1833-1889,
SIÀ, RU 7002, Box 27.

34s Letter from Kennicott to Baird
7002, Box 27.

MG1 818.

, 21 Àpril 1859, Spencer
I ncoming Correspondence,

, '1 9 Àpri1 1859, SIÀ, RU

346 It is unclear whether he met with Simon, who had been a
surveyor on the Hind Expedition to Lhe Northwestr oF if
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Throughout his northern travels Kennicott demonstrated

great facility in judging character, and he seldom erred in
his assessments of where a favour might reap the greatest

return for the scientific activities he had undertaken on

behalf of the Smithsonian Institution.3aT Having met with

Rae, he wrote Baird requesting that the Assistant Secretary

write Rae directly, to put in a good word about his

expedition because, as Kennicott put it, Rae $¡as "pretty
influential in the company.'t348 Kennicott was so impressed

by Rae that he also asked Baird to loan him the money for
two zoological books which he intended to give Rae as gifts
so as " ... to get on well into his good graces!!"s¿g

Kennicott unfortunately thereafter lost touch with the

northern explorer and the Smithsonian benefited 1ittle from

this brief encounter.

More important to the Smithsonian researches v¡as

Kennicott's chance meeting with Chief Factor George Barnston

(1800-1883). Kennicott met him while travelling aboard the

steamer Rescue from Collingwood to Fort Wi11iam. Barnston

had just returned from furlough and was on his way to

he met with J.w. (wittiam)
palaeobotanist associated with the
Canada and the Principal of McGi
t ime,

Dawson, who was a
Geological Survey of

11 University at this

347 In some cases he was outright manipulative in his
pursuit of specimens; for example see discussions on his
relationships with northern Indians in Chapter 6.

348 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 2l[ay 1859, SIA, RU
7002, Box 27.

34s ibid.
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Michipicoten, where he would work out his last commission

with the HBC as officer in charge. Barnston had been

promoted to Chief Factor in 1847, fuIIy tv¡enty-seven years

after first entering the trade with the North West Company,

and continued as a Chief Factor until 1863 when he retired
to Montreal.3so He had a jaded career with the HBC. He once

resigned from the company following a dispute with George

Simpson over a promotion denied him in 1831, but he rejoined

the company one year l-ater . S imi larly, the f urlough f rom

which he vras just returning when Kennicott met him had been

requested in order to distance himself from the problems

encountered as a resuÌt of competition in the north west.3sl

Barnston had long been keenly interested in scientific
activities and displayed great curiosity about Kennicott's
expedition.3s2 He had himself been engaged in a surveying

expedition of the Columbia District soon after he joined the

Company, and he had apparently been educated in Scotland as

a surveyor and army engineer.3s3 He had previously exhibited
great enthusiasm for scientific activities, and had donated

his entomological collection to the British Museum following
a visit there in 1843-44. By 1857 he had become a prolific

350 Jennifer S.H. Brown and Sylvia Van Kirk, "George
Barnston, " in Dict ionarv of Canadian Bioqraphv, vol . 1 1 ,
pp.52-53.

r bid.

Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 7l{,ay 1859, 'SIA, RU
7002, Box 27.

3s3 J.S.H. Brown and Sylvia Van Kirk, "George Barnston," in
Dictionarv of Canadian Bioqraphv, voI.1 1 , pp.52-53.

351

352
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contributor to scientific journals including the Canadian

Naturalist and Geoloqist, the Canadian Naturalist and

Ouarterly Journal of Science and Ibis. He was also an active
member of the Natural History Society of Montreal, and he

became a fellow of the Royal Society of Canada in 1882.

Kennicott $¡as pleased by Barnston's interest in his

expedition and held the r.¡el1-seasoned trader in high esteem.

He characterized Barnston as an "accoplished Isic]
naturalist" who vras "!@!gII¿ hones.|" and he resolved to

divert his collecting activities towards the Smithsonian.

Barnston had already deposited natural history specimens

with the eritish Museum, McGilI University, the Royal

Industrial Museum of Scotland and the Canadian Geological

Museumr3sa and so Kennicott repeated the tactic which he had

used with Rae. He asked Baird to send Barnston a package of

books, specifically Baird's Cataloque of North Àmerican

Mammals, chiefly in the museum of the Smithsonian

Institution and Cataloque of North Àmerican Birds, chieflv
in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution (vol-umes eight

and nine of the Pacific Railroad Survey Reports, 1857 and

1858), as well as the Cataloque of the described Diptera of

North America, Smithsonian Institution, 102, 1859, and his

own article on "The Quadrupeds of IIlinois, Injurious or

Beneficial to the Farmer, " Patent Office Aqricultural
Reports for 1856. He hoped that these publications would

3s4 Brown and van Kirk, tbid.;
Wi Ison , "George Barnston, " in
16-17, and Bernard Rogan Ross

George À. Dunlop and C.P.
The Beaver, Dec . 1941 ,

Notebook, SIÀ, RU 7221.
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induce Barnston to collect for the Smithsonian. But they

were aLso an expression of his gratitude. Barnston had

facilitated Kennicott's voyage immeasurably by granting free
passage on the HBC's canoes travelling from Fort William to
meet Governor Simpson at Norway House, and Barnston had also

arranged a "certificate of deposit" for t 142.12.5 sterling
while at Sault Ste. Marie, which allowed Kennicott to "raise
money anywhere in the Fur Co. ' s possessions. r'3 s s

Kennicott was anxious to get on to Fort Garry, pick up

his mail and meet with william Mactavish, Governor of

Assiniboiar356 but delays due to inclement weather near the

vicinity of Fort william made it necessary for the canoes

to go directly to Norway House. Kennicott and his

companion, Mr. Charles Hubbard of Milwaukee, left Fort
william with the brigade on 18 May, but soon after their
departure Kennicott decided to go on to Norway House

alone. 3 s 7

3 s s Barnston's assistance to Kennicott with regards to
transportation on HBC vessels is first referred to in
Kennicott's letter to Baird of 7 May 1859, but it is
discussed more fulIy in his letter to Baird of 9 May
1859. SIA, RU 7002, Box 27, as is the information on
Kenn icott' s f inanc ia1 arrangements .

3s6 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 9 May 1859, SIÀ, RU
7002, Box 27.

3s7 Hubbard was the ward of Increase Lapham (1811-1g75), who
was a scientist and geologist for the state of Wisconsin(1873-75). In 1845 Lapham published a book called The
Antiquities of Wisconsin which Bernard Rogan Ross
referred to in support of his theory of aboriginal
migrations across Bering Straits and down the waterways
of the coastal region. See Chapter 7 for a fuller
discussion of this topic. Biographical information on
Hubbard is found in Kennicott's letter to Baird, 18
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The brigade arrived at Norway House on 12 June, beating

George Simpson's arrival by one day..5t Simpson's presence

at Norway House was warranted by the council meeting held

there annuarly, and Kennicott met with Simpson while waiting
for the Portage La Loche Brigade to take him north h'ith the

HBc trade goods. Kennicott needed to complete and confirm

the details for the remainder of his journey in Rupert's

Land, but simpson þras less congenial than his former host.

Barnston had granted free passage to Kennicott, his dog, his
companion and three hundred pounds of baggage as far as

Norway House, but Simpson would not permit the same

arrangement for the voyage from the distribution centre on

Lake winnipeg to Fort simpson.3ss He offered free passage to
York Factory in cornpany craft, but he would not contravene

the rules of council in relation to the difficurt journey to
the Mackenzie River District.36o simpson's determination to

Àpril 1859, Collected Notes, Lists and Catalogues on
Birds, Robert Kennicott, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13. À1so see
SIAR, 1859, p.66, and the biographical information on
Lapham comes from Who was Who in Àmerica, Historical
volume , 1 60 7 -1gg' , 

-nevFed 
Ëãl I ge ilcnicágo: Marqui s

Who's Who, 1967) , p.373.

Hubbard only went as far as Fort Alexander, and from
there made his way back to the United States, taking
with him a number of natural history specimens that had
been collected by Donald Gunn. SIAR., 1859 , p. 66.
Inf ormation on specimens comes f rom tf¡e SJAR, 1859 r- and
inforrnation on their travers comes from retters written
by Kennicott to Baird, 16 May 1859 and 18 May 1859, SIA,
Ru 7215, Box 1 3.

358

359

Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 1 3.

Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 13.

1 5 June 1 859, SIA,

'16 May 1859, SIA,

RU

RU
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no doubt strengthened by the fact
Kennicott to the Mackenzie River

ng other paying passengers. Mr.

with the Church Missionary Society,

their two children also travelled
to Fort Simpson.

Simpson was most interested in Kennicott's expedition

and, upon meeting the naturalist personally, he offered the

services of HBC posts and personnel to him. Kennicott vras

exempted by Resolution of the Northern Council from charges

for board and lodgings, although he was responsible for all
costs related to his personal outfit.36l Kennicott therefore

had to pay for transportation, his baggage and freight (wittr

the exception of books which Simpson allowed as free

freight), and he was responsible for the salaries of hired

hetp. 3 6 2

36o Simpson's position is stated in a letter from Kennicott
to Baird, 15 June 1859, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13, and it
reflected Resolution 70 of the "Standing Rules and
Regulations of the Honorable Hudson's Bay Company" of
the Northern Council, in which the Council stipulated
that missionaries and "strangers" travelling on company
boats be charged 5p, with the costs of shipping freight
and baggage be priced according to the established
tarif f . Minutes of Council, 1843-66, H.B.C.À. , PAM,
8.239/k/24.

361

362

Resolutions 76 and 77, Minutes of Council, Northern
Department, 1859, H.B.C.À. , PAM, 8.239/k/13.

Most of this information comes from a letter written by
Kennicott to Baird, 15 June 1859, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13,
with the exception of the information on the special
arrangements made for written material which is referred
to in a list of articles appended to Kennicott's letter
to Baird, 18 June 1859, SIA, RU 7215, Box 13.
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Simpson had of course already consented to professor

Henry's request for permission to conduct scientific studies

in HBC territories, and he had also offered to send

instructions and a general letter of introduction to

Governor william Mactavish and other HBC officers regarding

Kennicott's expedition. The HBC was favourably disposed to
the Smithsonian reguest for permission to conduct scientific
explorations in Àrctic Àmerica because Joseph Henry's

request was supported by Lord WilIiam Napier, the British
Ambassador to the United States. 3 6 3 Kennicott went north

armed with a letter of introduction from HBC Governor George

Simpson, and a "Circular" addressed to HBC employees as

"friends of science.'r364 The letter v¡as to ensure that
Professor Henry's specimen needs v¡ere met by ". . .
secure Iing] to Mr. Kennicott a friendly welcome and

personal attention wherever he may fall in with any of

them"36s and the Circular outlined the Smithsonian specimen

needs in the Àrctic region.s66

Kennicott was very graLeful for Simpson's interest and

cooperation and so repeated his earlier request to Baird.
Kennicott knew the utility of reciprocity in fostering good

3 6 3 Letter f rom Napier to Simpson, '19 March 1859, H.B.C.A. ,
PÀM, D.5/48, fo.403.

364 Letter from Simpson to B.R.
H.B.C.À., PÀM, 8.200/b/34.

June 1 859,

36s Letter from George Simpson to Professor Henry, 28 March
1859, SIÀ, HBC Correspondence Collection, Folder 38.

3 6 6 "Ci rcular to Of f icers of the Hudson' s Bay Company, "
Smithsonian Miscel-laneous Collections, 137, vol . 7-8.

Ross, 15
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relations, and like his mentor he seldom failed to transform

his personal gratitude, promises of public recognition, or

material gift.s into good will and great collections. He

therefore asked Baird to send Simpson some books and

specimens, just as requested previously. Kennicott asked

Baird to sent duplicates from the specimens he had on hand

at the Smithsonian for George Simpson's private museum at

Lachine, and he asked him to place the Governor's name on

the mailing list for the Smithsonian and Patent Office
Reports.367 These gifts were intended to not only repay past

efforts, but induce future cooperation on behalf of the

Smithsonian. Although both free trader and explorer had

travelled throughout the northwest virtually unopposed for

some time, Kennicott did what he could to nurture the

Governor's support and ensure a Smithsonian destination for
northern specimens. The Smithsonian scientists generally had

but limited funds for their projects, and they valued any

assistance obtained in the field.

The Company boats carrying Kennicott, the Kirkby family

and Fort Simpson's nevr clerk, Julian S. Onion, navigated

the waters of the weIl-established route which passed

through Cumberland House, reaching Methy Portage on 25

JuIy.368 The Mackenzie River Brigade arrived on the same

day, accompanied by Chief Trader Bernard Rogan Ross

367 Letter from
7215, Box 1

368 Letter from
7215, Box 1

Kennicott to Baird,
J.

Kennicott to Baird,
3.

15 June 1859, SIA,

27 JuIy 1859, SIA,

RU

RU
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(1827_74).36s

Ross had been stationed in the Mackenzie River District
for twelve years, but he had emigrated to Canada in 1843.370

He left his home in Londonderry¡ lre1and, for a nevr one at

the age of sixteen, and he wanted to return home after
spending his first winter in Montreal unemployed and living
with a clergyman. But his chances for employment v¡ere

equally poor in I reland. His uncle, Francis Rogan,

consequently wrote I saac Calhorn , an acguaintance of

Governor George Simpson, asking him to recommend Ross'

services to the Hudson's Bay Company. Rogan felt Ross had

the necessary attributes for Iife in the northwest:

His residence in Canada for the last winter has
accustomed him to the climate. He is healthy;
intelligent; and well disposed. He writes a good
hand; is a very fair Accountant; and he had,
before leaving home, a tolerable knowledge of
f rench, which has [tri.s?] no doubt, improved . . .37 1

In 1 843 Ross was appointed apprentice clerk at Norway

House .37 2 Ross then spent one winter at Fort Frances in the

Lac la Pluie District, and one year at York Factory. In 1847

he began his fifteen year sojourn in the Mackenzie River

District, and although he was regularly stationed at Fort

36s Ibid.
s7o See Hartwell Bowsfield, "Bernard Rogan Rossr" vol. x,

Dictionarv of Canadian Bioqraphv, ed. Marc La Terreur
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972), p.629, for
brief biography of Ross.

s71 Letter to Isaac Calhorn from Francis Rogan,
1 843, PÀM, H.B.C.À. , 8.31 /1 .

37 2 Minutes of Council, Northern Department,
H.B.C.À., PÀM, 8.239/k/2.

27 ì4arch

1 832-50,
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Liards and

Ross was made a Chief Trader in 1856, a mere tweLve years

after he began his career v¡ith the HBC, but he never

advanced beyond that rank. He felt that he had been passed

over for promotion because of an unsanctioned relationship
with an Indian v¡oman dating to 1 856. 37 4 Ross suffered
attacks on both his personal character and employment

capabilities. Às W.L. Hardisty, one of his fellow officers,
noted:

the of f icers of MKR have been greatly
scandalized of late, by one of our colleagues
keeping a mistress and not being certain when I
might be allowed to leave this district I
considered it better to marry €- an ignorant
girl, than pine avray in solitary misery at the
Youcon [sic] or disgrace myself, and thé service
to which-I belong, by imitating the example set us
by Mr c. lhiefl T. lraderl Ross.:375

such reproaches were hardly surprising in right of victorian
norms and Simpson's attitude towards native*European

alliances. simpson attempted to regulate native-trader
alliances because they were a drain on company resources,

but he was also personally opposed to such relationships. He

believed t.hat natives were inferior to "whites," and it was

his antagonism to mixed alriances that made abstinence

37 3 Minutes of Council, Northern Department , 1851-70,
H.B,C.À., PAM, 8.239/k/3.

374 Letter from Ross to Simpson,
PAM, D.5/45, fos. 460-463.

37s Letter from w.L. Hardisty
1857, H.B.C.À., PÀM, D.5/45

14 Dec. 1857, H.B.C.A.,

to
,

Governor Simpson,
f.o.263.

10 Nov.
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preferable, but discretion a prerequisite for promotion.

OnIy "civilized" men could aspire to a commissioned post,

and as the author of the above comments obviously

recognized, civilized men generally married "civilized"
women.376 Hardisty managed to avoid "scandalízíng" himself

or the Company by marrying a local native woman, but he

attempted to ensure his future prospects with the Company by

proposing that she go to Canada to be educated. He felt that
three or four years of education would improve her

sufficiently so as to "enable her to mix in decent l?]

society, and to do credit to my rank in the service.tt377

Ross recognized the necessity to conform, but his
assessment of the company's view of European-Indian liasons
was misguided and perhaps iII-timed. He thought that he

could overcome v¡hat he perceived as unjustified prejudice

against his advancement by simply replacing his Indian

mistress with a proper wife.378 But social mobiJ.ity had been

restricted severely since 1821 when competitive trade had

been replaced by monopolization. Ross misjudged his

situation completely and his marriage to Christina, the

daughter of Chief Factor Dona1d Ross, in 1860 did little to
advance his career. He retired from the service in 1856,

never having risen above the rank of Chief Trader.

3 7 6 Brown,

37 7 Letter
PÀM, D.

37 I Letter
D.5/ 46.

Stranqers in

from Hardisty
5/45, f o.264.

from Ross to
f.o .499 .

Blood, pp. 127, 147-50, 200-05.

to Simpson, 10 Nov. 1857, H.B.C.A.,

Simpson, 3 May 1858, H.B.C.À., PÀM,
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Ross received furlough in 1 863, and he spent it
travelling south and abroad. On 27 March 1863 Ross arrived
at the Smithsonian Institution.3Ts He spent a week in

Washington before leaving to visit his in-laws in Upper

Canada, and then reuniting with his wife and famity in Red

River. From there they departed for Europe. The Ross family
visited London, Dublin and Edinburgh before returning to
Canada, and while in the British Is1es Ross visited the

museums v¡ith which he had corresponded.3so

Once home , Ross vras stat ioned at Mingan, Quebec . He v¡as

then appointed to the Rupert's River District.381 In 1866 he

v¡as stationed at Rupert's House, and stayed there until he

nas placed in charge of Fort Alexander.3Iz whiIe at Fort
Âlexander, Ross became so utterly dismayed with what he

consídered as infractions upon his authority, that he

"requested leave of absence for [ttre] next year previous to
retirement.t'383 Ross also felt provoked into requesting

leave out of a fear that Dona1d Smith's proposed

reorganization of the Deed PoIl would reduce his wages.

37s Memo from Ross to Baird, 28 March 1863, SIÀ,
ColI, Folder 36.

380 Letter from Ross to Baird, 20 Sept. 1863, SIÀ,
Coll, Folder 36.

381 Letters from Ross to Baird, 28 May 1864 and
1865, SIÀ, HBC Corr Co11, Folder 36.

382 Letter from Ross to Baird, 12 August 1866, SIA,
Col1 , FoJ-der 36.

s83 Letter from Ross to William MacMurrêy, 5 Ðec. 1

McGowan Collection, H.B.C.A., pAM, E:61/16, fos.

HBC Corr

HBC Corr

14 JuIy

HBC Corr

870, The
58-59.
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Ross retired from the HBC and settled with his family,
who Ì.¡ere already living in St. Àndrew's Parish of the Red

River Settlement. He owned Brookside Store and was the

agent for "London and Lancashire Life Àssurance Company and

Lake Superior Royal Mail Line of Steamers.'r384 He was a

substantial landowner in St. Andrew's Parish,385 and became

active in community politics. 3 I 6

Ross, Do less than Gunn, had limited success in his

career with the company. He had always been anxious about

his lot in life. His rank was undoubtedly a personal

embarrassment, particularly in view of the career success of

his mixed blood colleague, William L. Hardisty. He deplored

the lassitude of northern life. He had constantly attempted

to alleviate the dullness associated with life in the fur

384 PAM, MG14 c21 Box 9.

38s Ross owned lots 116, 117 and 118, as well as being
partial owner, with Elizabeth and IsabeIIa Douald IsicJ,
of lot 95. These lots were all on the l¡est side of the
river. He also owned the northern half of lot 439 (HeC
survey) on the east side of the river. See, St. Andrew's
Parish Surveys, PÀM, RG17 D2 Box 35.

386 He acted as secretary, to a meeting of St. John's and
Kildonan Parishes (12 October 1869), and wrote James
Ross, delegate for Kildonan Parish, informing him that
the Parishioners favoured the installment of Lieutenant-
Governor MacDougal in Red River. Ross, and other members
of the county of Lisgar, later petitioned Governor-
General Morris on behalf of "haIf-breed" land rights,
and soon after (both petitions were served in 1872-73)
Ross petitioned Lieutenant-Governor Àrchibald in favour
of Louison L'Etendre. This petition asked that L'Etendre
not be made to pay the full penalty for his treasonous
actions regarding the "Fenian Invasion of British
Territory. " Alexander Morris Papers, PÀM, lltc12 B1 Item
542; Àrchibald Papers, Despatch Book #3 and #5, pAM,
MG12 A1.
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trade by filling his leisure hours with activities that r.¡ere

intellectually stimulating, as well as entertaining.3sT He

fancied himself an accomplished vocalist r 3 I I and he tried
his hand at poetry and journalism.sss He loved to read

history, philosophy, poetry, novels and biography. He had a

library of five hundred volumes, and he also had access,

afer 1852, to the Mackenzie River District Library and the

Officers Proprietary Library. But it was only after he had

established a correspondence with Baird that he substituted
his preference for literature with a predilection for
science, and he passionately consumed the many scientific
journals, articles and monographs that Baird sent him.

The shift to science symbolized more than a subtle
substitution of one literary genre for another. contact with
Kennicott, Baird and the Smithsonian refocused Ross' life.
He had never doubted his authority or power and he did not

hesitate to share his delusions, even with Baird:

387 Debra Lindsay, "The Hudson's Bay Company-Smithsonian
Connection and Fur Trade InteIIectuaI Life: Bernard
Rogan Ross, a Case Study, " in Le Castor fait Tout,
Selected Papers of the Fifth North Àmerican Fur fiade
Conference, 1985, eds., Bruce Trigger, Toby Morantz and
Louise Dechene (Uontreal: Lake St. Louis Historical
Society, 1987), pp.587-617

388 Kennicott wrote that Ross had sung to him for two solid
hours one evening, and that episode had been very taxing
on their relationship. Letter from Kennicott to Baird, I
July 1861, SrÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

38s Ross recorded loca1 gossip in the Àthabasca and Enqlish
River Inguirer, See B.R. Ross, "Fur Trade Cossiþ SIãeEl
The Beaver, Spring 1955, p.52. Examples of his poetry
can be found in the McGowan Collection, H.B.C.À., pAM,
8.61/2, fo.11-12 and in the Donald Ross Collection, pAM;
Mc1 D20 M310.
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The death of Sir George Simpson will not interfere
in the least with your operations as respects this
Ðistrict within its bounds my authority is
paramount, except special orders of Council be
sent me on any subject v¡hich I am bound to
obey. 3 s o

But the Company had denied him the rank commensurate with

such power, and he therefore plunged into what would become

almost frenzied scientific activity in an effort to garner

the fame and the respect that had escaped him through the

trade. By JuIy 1861 he had already expressed his hopes to

Baird: "I wish to make myself a name in the scientific r¡orld

if possible, and I am sure that you will do aII in your

power to gain it for me.rr3ei

Ross had established contact v¡ i th the Smi thson ian some

time before Kennicott's arrival, probably through his

acguaintance with George Gibbs.3s2 Gibbs had lived in the

Washington Territories for tv¡elve years and he had also been

a member of the North West Boundary Survey in 1857, but Ross

only became totally absorbed by collecting after meeting

Kennicott in 1859. He was most anxious to assist Kennicott's

expedition and he promised the young naturalist that he

would send " ...necessary baggage any where in the district
from Slave Lake to the Yukon by the regular brigades free

gratis for nothing and that if I chose it shaII cost me

3eo Letter from Ross to Baird, 18 March 1861, SIA, HBC Corr
CoIl, Fo1der 36.

3er Letter from Ross to Baird, 10 JuIy 1861, SIA, HBC Corr
Coll, Fo1der 36.

3s2 Ross mentions his acquaintance with Gibbs in a letter to
Henry, 28 Nov. 1858, SIA, HBC Corr Coll, Folder 36.
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stay in his

Ross' offer of free lodgings was not so generous as it
appeared since the Northern council had actuarly sanctioned

the provision of free room and board for the American

natural-ist while visiting their northern posts.se4 But Ross

did, nonetheless, expedite the Smithsonian program. He

assisted Kennicott surreptitiously by using one of the

prerogatives of his position as an officer. Ross suggested

that the Smithsonian circumvent HBC policy by filling
requisitions in his name. Free freight v¡as one of the
privileges of his position and by sending suppries addressed

to the HBc officer-in-charge, the smithsonian courd avoid
paying freight costs.3es The extension of this privilege to
smithsonian goods did, however, exceed Ross' authority with
regards to the use of HBC facilities and funds, and his
actions eventually had financial repercussions:

Barney has done incalculable damage by his
dishonest dealings in ttKtr it was brot home tó trim
of having misappropriated much of the companysproperty in obtaining his coll-ections, and has
been fined heavily by minutes of council thisyear; the result is, that people on this side feel
an atipathy Isic] to meddling with collections of

3s3 rbid. rn another letter to Baird Kennicott remarked that
by assuming the cost of his provisions, equal to that of
a clerk's allowance of f 25, the HBC saved him hisgreatest expense, 17 Nov. 1859, SIA, RU 7215, Box 13.

3s4 Minutes of Council, Northern Department, Resolution 76
1 859-60; Resolution 78, 1 860-61 , and Resolution B4

,
,1861-62, H.B.C.À., pAM, 8.239/k/13.

3s5 This arrangement is discussed in a letter from
to Baird, 17 Nov. 1859, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

Kenn icot t
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Ross' private account Ìvas debited Ê 27.6.3 by Resolut

for misappropriation of HBC property while in charge

Mackenzie River District. 3s7

Kennicott to Baird,

10n

of
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77,

the

Kennicott knew that Ross had over extended his authority
with regards to free freight before the second shipment of

specimens had left the District in the spring of 1860. He

therefore wrote Baird and asked him to petition Simpson on

the Smithsonian's behalf.3ee The Smithsonian paid the

freight on specimens and supplies carried between Washington

and Portage La Locher3ss but it appears that the HBC never

actually consented to free freight for specimens travelling
beyond La Loche . The i ssue r.ras eventual ly resolved by

individual collectors assuming transportation costs on their
private accountsr40o but until that time Kennicott complied

knowingly and willingly v¡ith Ross' transgression.aol

3e6 Letter from Laurence CIarke
SIA, HBC Corr CoIl, Box 1.

3s7 Minutes of Council, 1865.

to Kennicott, 16 Jan. 1865

H.B.C.A., PÀM, 8.239/k/3,
p.302.

3s8 Letter from
7215, Box 1 3

3ss "Smithsonian
Hudson's Bay
7215, Folder

4oo See letter f
RU 7215, Box

40 l The HBC also
payment of
Kennicott's
8.239/V/Zq.

29 June 1860, SIA, RU

Institution, In Àccount with the Honb1e
Comp" 1863, 1864, 1865 and 1866, SIA, RU
33.

rom MacFarlane to Baird, 9 Sept. 1864, SIA,
14.

instituted a specific policy regarding the
board and lodgings by visitors following
visit. Minutes of Council, H.B.c.A., pÀM,
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he had

devised a tentative agenda for his Àrctic expedition. He

was obsessed with the details of his travel p1ans, and

henceforth repeated them unemittingry in his correspondence

with Baird.4oz He vras determined to go to the yukon and he

proposed a variety of strategies Lowards that end. After
consulting Ross about his plans he settled on an itinerary
in which he would remain in the vicinity of Fort Simpson at
Ieast until March of 1860, before travelling to Fort Good

Hope on the Mackenzie River. He would then go up the peel

River, across the Rocky Mountains over to La Pierre's House,

down the Porcupine River, and on to Fort Yukon by the winter
of 1860-61. He planned to remain at Fort Yukon until July or

Àugust of 1861 and then return to La Pierre's House, staying

there until early spring of 1861. He then planned to catch

a ride with the HBC boats back to Fort Simpson r ärriving in

time to depart with the summer brigades and return home to
the United States for the summer of 1862.4o3

Kennicott arrived at Fort Simpson in mid-Àugust, well
after the breeding season had passed. He had therefore
missed his chance to collect eggs, but he had ample

4o2 See correspondence from Kennicott
7215, Box 1 3.

to Baird, SIÀ, RU

4o3 Kennicott adhered to these
although excursions to Forts
Is1and during the summer of
visit to Forts Good Hope and
intended six months to less
1862, p.40. and letter from
7215 and 7002.

plans remarkably we11,
Resolution, Rae and Big

1 860 shortened his first
LaPierre's House from the
than two months. SIÀR,

Kennicott to Baird, SIA, RU
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opportunity to collect zoological specimens while settling
into the routine at the northern posts. Kennicott soon

discovered that he had set foot in Fort Simpson at one of

the busiest times of year. He had arrived with the summer

brigades, which carried north the next year's supply of

trade goods and provisions and returned south with the fur
returns from the previous season. Sorting and Iabelling,
packing and unpacking, restocking the store, auditing both

inventory and accounts, and preparing outgo i ng

correspondence preoccupied the entire fort. By mid-November,

Kennicott had had an opportunity to observe the daily
routine at Fort Simpson and adjust accordingly. He soon

described to Baird the details of his nevr life in the

"Laziest community I ever knew:"

We breakfast (now) at I or 9 o.c. and have
dinner at 4. Card playing, until we began writing
for the packet, has been the regular employment in
the evening. Though hereafter I mean to insist on
being permitted to write at least part of the
t ime.

The officers duty is almost nothing beyond his
actual presence. À little less than two months in
the year is sufficient for all the writing. no
wonder then they become Lazy - Mr Ross and Brother
Tadger lwilliam Kirkby] are the only industrious
men I 've seen here. a o a

Kennicott often chastised himself for being indecently
inactive, but his itinerary was hectic by comparison with
his northern acquaintances. He invested as much time

convincing and cajoling HBC employees to collect on behalf

4o4 Letter from
7215, Box 1

Kenn icott
a

to Baird, 17 Nov. 1 859, srÀ, RU
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of the Smithsonian, as he invested in the collecting process

itself. Almost all of the 'officers' of the district became

intrigued by Kennicott's activities and many made some

attempt to collect specimens. Most HBC traders took a less

active role in coIì-ecting than Ross, but there v¡as a

general, if limited, enthusiasm for Kennicott's project. For

example, at Fort Simpson J.S. Onion, Clerk, Thomas Swanston,

Àpprentice Clerk, Àndrew FIett, Postmaster, and the Reverend

W.W. Kirkby, Church Missionary Society, collected specimens

for the Smithsonian Institution. Moreover, Onion had already

assisted Kennicott while collecting en route between Norway

House and Methy Portage.aos

The collections coming from this motley group l¡ere not,
however, distinguished quantitatively. These men vrere

undoubtedly convinced that collecting specimens might alIow

them to escape the tedium associated with life at Fort

Simpson , and Kennicott had some success at convinc ing

Swanston, Flett and Onion that collecting should be

substituted for cards. Recreational imperatives v¡ere,

however, inadequate to justify prolonged enthusiasm for
Kennicott's project. Nor did any of these men participate
long enough to have developed a sense of the importance of

their activities to science. The Fort Simpson contingent,

excluding Ross, sent only small collections and their
participation vras sporadic and unsustained. None of the

4o5 Letter from
7215, Box 1

Kennicott to Baird,
3.

18 June 1859, SIÀ, RU
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Fort Simpson men contributed as much as one percent of the

total collections leaving the district. Nor did their
contributions differ appreciably from any other. They simply

sent the Smithsonian small numbers of specimens along with
all the other HBC specimens.ao6 They had no personal stake

in the collecting enterprise, and the Reverend William West

Kirkby had other obligations of obvious importance.

Kirkby (1828-1907), Iike Onion, accompanied Kennicott on

his journey north with the Portage La Loche Brigade. The

Anglican clergyman was travelling north as part of the

Church Missionary Society's attempts to extend Christianity
to northern indigenous peoples, and his wife Eleanor and

their two smarl children accompanied him to his nevr mission

at Fort Simpson.a0T Kirkby's first North Àmerican posting

with the C.t"f.S. had been to St. Àndrew's parish in Red

River, and he became an ordained deacon in 1854, just two

years after his arrival. He became a priest in 1856 and

acquired his own mission in the Mackenzie River District
three years later. His trip north in 1859 was the beginning

of a ten year sojourn in the sub-arctic terminated by

furlough, which was spent in England. In 1869 he was

reassigned to the Ànglican Mission at York Factory, where he

stayed until 1879. He then emigrated to the United States

4oG No special mention
the SIAR.

407 Thomas c.B. Boon,
Missionary to the
pp. 36-43.

Ì{as made about their collections in

First Anglican
Spring 1965,

"wil1iam West
Loucheux, " The

Ki rkby,
Beaver,
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serving the Church.

New York State,
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while still

Julian Stewart Onion (1839-1907) made his $¡ay to Fort

Sirnpson following a posting with the Royal Canadian RifIes
at Red River.4oB The young officer had been born in Ceylon,

but was of English descent, and his career in the army was

assured by his training at Woolwich. Àrmy Iife was

apparently less lucrative than the f 75 that he was offered
for a.clerkship with the HBC, and Onion joined the company

immediately after selling his lieutenant's commission, and

obtaining a release from the rifle corps.a0s

Onion's northern career with the HBC lasted forty-three
years. He eventually became a Chief Factor of the company,

and a Justice of the Peace on behalf of the Canadian

governme¡¡.41o Onion served as a clerk at Fort Simpson for
two years, before moving on to Fort Good Hope where he vras

placed in charge.ar 1 In 1863 he moved back to Fort Simpson

and served under Chief Factor Hardisty until 1866 when he

4os Biographical information on Onion from Charles Camsel1,
Son of the North (Toronto: The Ryerson press, 1954),
pp.2-4.

4 os Information on Onion's salary can be found in the
Minutes of Council, Northern Department, Resolution 74,
1862, H.B.C.À. , PAM, 8.239/k/13.

41o Àlexander Morris Papers, pÀM, MG12 81 #1934. See a1so,
"List of Chief Factors who held Commissions during the
Period, 1880-1924r" Search File: Commissioned Officers,
H.B.C.À., PAM.

411 See Àppendix 3 for details of Onion's
1859 and 1871.

postings between
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moved on to Thickney Post. He then went to Nerson River and,

while there, married Sarah Foulds. a 1 2 In 1876 Onion

travelled to London to change his surname from that of his
f ather' s f ami ly, to that of hi s mother' s. He s¡as thereaf ter
named camselI. rn 1882 he was stationed in Fort simpson and

placed in charge of the District. He was made chief Factor

in 1gg4.rls He retired from the service in 1903, iust four
years before his death.

onion's career with the HBc began at the same time that
he made Kennicott's acguaintance, and he was not onty busy

learning the reguirements of his new position, he perceived

that position as preferable to his previous employment in
the military. onion vras just embarking on a new career and

he undoubtedly had great hopes for his future with the

company. He had no grievance with the compâDy, nor did he

share any of the antipathy harboured by some of

seasoned employees.

the more

onion and Kirkby had been subjected to Kennicott's
persuasive powers on their trip north from Norway House, but
Frett and swanston met Kennicott after he was settred at
Fort simpson. Kennicott again had only limited success in

412 Sarah r+as the daughter of a yorkshire man Samuel
Foulds, and Samuel's wife, Ànn Caulder, was the daughter
of an Orkneyman. Sarah was in all liklihood of mixed
ancestory since her grandson, charles camsell, carefully
avoided tracing the maternal geneaology of Sarah'ã
mother Ànn.

4 1 3 J.L. Gaudet, "Chief Trader
Beaver, Sept. 1935, p.45.

Charles Philip Gaudet," The
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his attempts to make collectors out of Flett and Swanston.

Swanston was the Postmaster at Fort Simpson when Kennicott

arrived there in 1 859, but he was soon promoted to
Apprentice C1erk, with Àndrew Flett replacing him as

Postmaster.4l4 Very little is known about either man, but

the fact that they never corresponded with Baird, nor he

with them, reflects sIighL interest in participating. o t u

Both Swanston and Flett came from the servant class,
although Flett did eventually work his way into a cl-erkship

after having served as a Postmaster, assistant trader,
fisherman, bowsman and "midman.tr416 But these men would have

had considerably fewer opportunities to undertake serious

collecting. Flett and Swanston belonged to the upper echelon

of the working classes, which spent many more hours actually
working, than did the "gentlemen" or "bourgeois. "

Collecting may have simply seemed like additional labour to
men who were already responsible for the back-breaking,

boring and menial tasks at the post. The servant class was

4 1 4 Information on the career progression of Swanston and
Flett can be found in: Resolution 1 3, Minutes of
Council, 1858, H.B.C.A., PAM, 8.239/k/13. Resolution
12, Minutes of Council, 1859, H.B.C.A., pAM, 8.239/k/13.
Resolution 12, Minutes of Council, 1860, H.B.C.A. , pAM,
8.239/k/13. Swanston left the District until 1867 when
he returned as Àpprentice Clerk at Fort Resolution and,
in 1869, he vras promoted to Clerk with his posting to
Rapids. See: H.B.C.A., PÀM, 8.239/k/13.

4 rs Correspondence Registers, Àssistant Secretary and
Secretary, 1855-68, SIÀ, RU 57, Boxes 2 and 3.

4 r 6 H.B.c.A. , pAM, B .239/g/86-99; 8.239/k/3, p.zTz, 221 ,242, 264, 286, 309, 330, 351 , 375, 406, 431; 8.239/k/ 4,
fo. 1d, 10d,20,30d, 48,54d; and 8.239/u/a, no.87.
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responsible for transporting furs, provisions and trade
goods between posts and Indian camps. They were charged

with the duties of keeping the ice house fiIled, pâcking

furs, tending crops, and securing wood for fuel and lumber.

They made snolr shoes, built sledges and, above all, tended

the fishing nets which vrere vitar to the sustenance of the

posts.417 Collecting vras unnecesary to f iIl a void that
seldom existed in their workday.

Moreover, F1ett had an unusual degree of success with the

company. He had originally come from the parish of Orphir,
joining the Company in 1846 as a Iabourer.als He retired
from the Company after thirty-six years of active service,
and having risen to the rank of crerk he fared better than

many of his Orkney and mixed bl-ood counterparts. Injustices
there undoubtedly vrere, but career advancement and status
were seldom at issue amongst the labourers in the same vray

that they were amongst the middle classes.

Collecting in the northern and western regions of the

District vras coordinated out of Forts aux Liards, Halkett,
Norman, Yukon, Peel's River, Good Hope, Ànderson and

LaPierre's House and an analogous netvrork emerged. Kennicott

found both dabblers and enthusiasts. Kennicott met W.L.

Hardisty at Fort Resolution, Laurence CIarke at Fort Rae,

and John Reid at Big Island during the summer of 1860.

417 rsaac Cowie,
I^TiIliam Briggs

418 H.B.c.À., PÀM,

The Companv of
, 1913), p¡p.272-78.

8.239/u/1, fo.122.

Àdventurers (Toronto:
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Kennicott subsequently met ÀIexander Mackenzie, James

Dunlop, Nicol Taylor, James Lockhart, Charles Gaudet, James

F1ett and Roderick Ross MacFarlane when he visited the posts

in the northern and western parts of the District. In every

case, recreational collecting was short-lived at best and

delusory in fact. Collecting and processing specimens lras

simply too onerous to hold much attraction to those

employees already engaged in physical labour at the posts.

william Lucas Hardisty (c.1822-1881), the son of Chief

lrader Richard Hardisty, lras in charge at Fort Resolution

when Kennicott visited. He began his career with the HBC in

the Mackenzie River District in 1842, and as vras often the

case with second generation fur trade families, he entered

the service with a noncommissioned posting.ats His ascent

through the ranks was, however, comparable to his European

counterparts. He advanced through the ranks with relative
rapidity, especially in view of his native ancestry. He went

to Fort Yukon in 1851 as a c1erk, rather than as a

postmaster and, by 1858, he had been promoted to the rank of

Chief Trader. Following his promotion he vras stationed at
Fort Resolution. He stayed at Resolution one season before

moving on to Fort Liard, where he remained until 1862. He

then left this minor post for Fort Simpson, where he assumed

responsibility for the Mackenzie River District until his

4 I e See Jenni fer Brown, "WitIiam Lucas Hardisty, " in
Dictionarv of Canadian Bioqraphv, voJ..11, pp.384--85, and
Carol M. Judd, "Employment Opportunities for Mixed
Bloods in the Hudson's Bay Company to 1870r" H.B.C.A.,
PAM, pp.1 979-21.
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retirement in 1878.

Many of Hardisty's last seventeen years with the Company

were spent at Fort Simpson, during which time he devoted

himserf to his trading and administrative duties. Hardisty
never rea11y took to collecting in the vray that his
predecessor Ross had done, although his observations on

northern natives were similarry published in the smithsonian

Ànnual Report, (1866). Hardisty had submitted specimens in

f ive out of the nine collect ing per iods cover ing the

thirteen years between 1859 and 1871, but his contribution
formed less than one percent of the total number of

specimens that had been submitted by

collectors. a 2o

the Mackenzie River

Hardisty only dabbled at collecting for the Smithsonian,

as did his wife Mary ÀIren. rn 1860 Mrs. Hardisty sent some

mammals and eggs from the Great Slave Lake region to Baird,
but neither she nor her husband collected to any extent.a2r
Hardisty did, however, recognize that many of his employees

enjoyed corlecting. He not only sanctioned these activities,
but integrated them within his management practices: "

it is said that Mr wL Hardisty when he wishes to smooth over

an 'obstropolus' [sic] member of staff promises that he wiIl
send him on an expeditionr oD which the recusant will have

an opportunity of collect ing 'nice things' for the

See Tab1e 5.2.

SIAR, 1860, p.80.

20

21
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Smithsonian ...'t422

Hardisty had perhaps achieved a measure of success beyond

any that he could have expected. Comparatively fev¡ mixed

bloods could boast of. similar successes since 1821 and it is
unlikely that Hardisty expected to out-rank his father. He

v¡as therefore in a quite different situation from Ross.

Hardisty derived a measure of satisfaction from the

resolution of operational requirements that Ross denied

himself. Ross was overqualified, or at least he felt that he

was overgualified for the position that he had attained, and

v¡as therefore very dissatisfied with his 1ot in life. In

1867 Hardisty apologized to Bai rd for hi s di smal

participation in the Smithsonian's project, but he had more

pressing problems at that time:

For myself I confess that I feel rather
humiliated and ashamed of the very inadequate
return that I have been able to make in
furtherance of your wishes in regard to
collections for the Smithsonian Institution.- but
the fact is my dear Sir, I have fallen on
troublesome times.- opposition to our trade, and
the consequent discontent and unsettled state of
the Indians arising therefrom, has greatly
increased the labours and diffeculties Isic] of my
position here - and keep me fully employed,
especially during the summer months The only
assistance that I have been able to render was in
buying the goodwill and careful treatment of the
Red River tripmen for MacFarlanes cases of
collections usually forwarded from portage La
Loche, ...423

4 22

423

Letter t
srÀ, HBc

Letter f
Corr Col

rom t{i11iam Mactavi
Corr CoIl, Folder

rom Hardisty to Bai
I, Folder 22,

Baird , 29 Jan. 1866,

Nov. 1867, SIA, HBC

sh
33

rd ,24



Hardisty did what he could for
allegiance and his interests
Company.
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the Smithsonian, but his

rested chiefly with the

Ànother very minor collector was Laurence clarke Junior
(1832-1890). He was in charge of Fort Rae when Kennicott

first visited that posL, and he remained in charge there
until he left the district in 1863.4 24 CIarke was posted

immediately to the Mackenzie River District when he joined

the company as a crerk in 1851, arriving at this northerly
posting after having spent some years living in the West

Indian tropics.

Clarke was of Irish descent, born in Fermoy, Ireland. He

rose through the HBC hierarchy with rapidity, especially
after his transfer to the saskatchewan District in 1863. He

was made a Chief Trader on 12 Àpril 1867, a Factor on g

Àpril 1872, and a Chief Factor on 1 June 1975.425 Clarke not

only advanced through the company, but obtained prominence

in the community after he reft the Mackenzie River District.
His previous interests in natural history and ethnography,

which had been only sporadic and short-lived at any rate,
vrere replaced by an interest in the politics, economics and

social life of the northwest. He settred in prince Àlbert in

424 Stanley
Canad i an
H. B. C.À.

425 "List of
Period,
H. B. C. À.

Gordon, "Lawrence
Bioqraphy. voI.,ffii.

Chief Factors who
1 880-1924 r" Search
, PAM.

CIarke r " in Dictionarv of
11 , pp.1 94-95, and pAM,

held Commissions during the
File: Commissioned Officers,
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1878, and he was 'instrumental in the establishment of

Emmanuel College and in the extension of telegraphic and

rail services to the Prince Albert area following his
relocation there. In 1881 he h'as elected to the Council of

the North West Territories, representing the District of

Lorne, and he v¡as also responsible for the establishment of

a land titles office in Prince ÀlberL.a26 He was also

elected to the Prince Albert Board of Trade, and llas

President of the executive between 1887 and 1889.

Clarke's schedule was undoubtedly fuI1, but even before

1 870 he had written apologetically to Baird on several

occasions regarding his inability to continue collecting. He

protested that it vras time, rather than inclination, which

prevented him from collecting while stationed at Fort

Car1ton. The hectic pace associated with the routine at the

plains distribution centre apparen'tIy prevented him from

collecti'ng there in 1g57.tzz CIarke's preoccupation with

encroachments made by rival traders also diverted his

attention from collecting when he Ìras first stationed at

Fort a Ia Corne (1863-66) in the Saskatchewan District.
Moreover, CIarke faced an impediment unappreciated in the

north. The Saskatchewan Indians would seldom collect
natural history specimens since they were, Clarke wrote,

426 The land titles
established in Pr
resolution request
claims. p. 1 95.

427 Letter f rom Clarke
ColI, Folder 9.

of f ice r¡as ,
ince Àlbert
ing Counc i I

to Baird, 1

according to Gordon,
because Clarke drafted a
to extinguish Metis land

Oct. 1867, SIÀ, HBC Corr
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either at war amongst themselves or suffering the

conseguences of measles and influenza epidemics.428

Clarke v¡as insufficiently motivated. He had no need of

science. He had gained power and responsibility without it.
He experienced a fleeting guiltiness over not having done

more for "science," but he colLected very littIe for the

Smi thson ian. CIarke only managed to submit one

meteorological register after leaving the north and, in

fact, the records for November and Ðecember , 1864, were not

compiled by CIarke hirnself . His wife Jane had assumed

responsibility for the records, just as she had done

previously at Fort Rae. 4 2 s

John Reid (c.1826-1895) v¡as Postmaster in charge of the

smallest post in the eastern half of the District, when

Kennicott met him, and Reid's collecting activities were

almost solely attributable to Kennicott's influence.

Virtually aI1 of his contributions were submitted when

Kennicott visited him at the eastern fishing station in

1960.43o

428 Letter from Clarke to Bairdr 2l Jan. 1866, SIÀ, HBC Corr
ColI, Folder 9

42s Letters from Clarke to Baird, 16 Jan. 1865 and 1 Dec.
1 861 , SIA, HBC Corr ColI, Folder 9, refer to the
part ic ipat ion of hi s wi fe Jane in the Smi thson ian
Programs. Jane was the daughter of Chief lrader John
8e11.

4so Information on the role of Big Island in the District's
economy is from a letter written by Kennicott to Baird,
4 ApriI 1860, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.
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Reid came from Eday Parish, Scotland before entering the

service as a labourer with the Northern Department.43l He

served as a midman, steersman, fisherman and interpreter
before being promoted to the position of postmaster in
1957 .a az He v¡as, according to Kennicott's description: ". . .

a postmaster raised from a common man and uneducated but

very conceited tho obliging and not a bad fellow at al1

-rt4 3 3 He vlas Postmaster in charge f or twelve of the f if teen

years that he spent at Big Island, but he was only given a

clerkship in 1877.4s4 In 1885 he was promoted to the rank of

Junior Chief Trader, and this was the highest position that
he obtained during his career with the company.ass If he had

aspirations similar to those of the more prodigious

contributors, he had neither the education not the acumen to
realize those dreams. His efforts were, for example, used by

Ross and others to augment their collections.a36

431 See H.B.C.À. biographical files for information on Reid,
änd see Minutes of Council, Northern Department for
details of his postings. H.B.C.A. , pAM, 8.239/g/eg.

432 H.B.c..À.., pÀM, 8.239/glBB-100; D.39/26, fo.2g;
8.239/k/3, pp.163, 183, 202.

433 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 29 June 1850, SIÀ, RU
7215, Box 1 3.

434 H.B.c.À., pÀM, D.3g/26, fo.g,1z114.
43s H.B.c.A., pAM, D.38/26, fo.1grzzdr23r24.
436 Reid complained of advantages taken by both Ross and

Clarke. He even stated that many of his contributions
had gone unrecognized because Ross had sent them under
his name. Letters from Reid to Baird, I Dec. 1863, and
Reid to Kennicott, 6 Dec. 1 864, SIÀ, HBC Corr Coll ,Folder 35.
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The smithsonian arso received naturar history specimens

and anthropological artifacts from traders stationed in the

northern and western regions of the Mackenzie River

District. Alexander Mackenzie, James veith Dunrop, James

FIett, NicoI Taylor, William Brass, James McDougaIl, James

Lockhart, charles P. Gaudet, strachan Jones, and Roderick

Ross MacFarrane senl specimens south between 1860 and 1971.

Mackenzie, Dunlop, Taylor and FIett were generally only
marginar participants in the correcting process, and of this
group only Flett actually corresponded with the smithsonian.

There is no extant correspondence from Mackenzie, Taylor or

Dunrop to Baird, and the Àssistant secretary r+rote

individual letters to Taylor and Dunrop on one occasion

onry, and to Mackenzie onry twice.a37 Marginar col-lectors
often straddled the divide between the "gentlemen" and

"servant" crass, and such was certainly the case with this
group in 1 860.

very little is known about the man who sent some of the

first HBC corlections south. Àlexander Mackenzie served as

a cl-erk in various posts throughout the District until he

retired from the service in 1g5g.ase He was one of the first
HBC men to embrace collecting, but his contributions were

smarr and sporadic. collections were received in his name on

437 Baird wrote Taylor and Dunlop on 12 Àpri1 1BG'l , and he
wrote to Mackenzie on 9 Oct. 1860 and on 9 Oct. 1866.
Correspondence Registers, Àssistant Secretary and
Secretary, SIÀ, RU 57, Box 2.

438 Resorution 74, Minutes .of councir, Northern Department,
H.B.C.A., PAM, 8.239/k/13.
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only two occasions, and his collections accounted for
slightly more than one percent of the total number sent

south from the District.

Nicol Taylor (b.c. 1817 ) sent an almost immeasurable

percentage of the HBC collection sent south. He was probably

one of the less well educated collectors, serving as a

middleman, labourer and fisherman until 1849 when he was

promoted to interpreter. a 3 s In 1 855, fuIly twenty years

after joining the company, Taylor vras promoted to the

noncommissioned rank of Postmaster. a a o In 1 863, Taylor was

finally made clerk in charge of Fort Norman, and he served

as a clerk in the Mackenzie River District until 1879.441

James Flett (c.1 825-1 899) , like Taylor, signed on with
the HBC in Scotland.aa2 F1ett came from Rousay parish in

the orkney Islands and he entered the service as a rabourer

in 1945.als He vras a labourer, fisherman, bowsman, guide and

interpreter until 1861, when he was promoted to postmaster

in charge of LaPierre's House.aaa He served as postmaster in

43s H.B.c.À., PAM, 8.239/g/75-94.
4 4 o H. B. c. À. , PÀM , 8.299 / g/ 95-96.
441 H.B.c.A., pAM, 8.239/k/1, fo.1dr10d,20; 8.239/k/3,

p.264 1286,308,330, 351 ,375 ,405, 431 ; 8.235/k/ 1 ,fo.20d,48d.
442 Taylor came from Orphir and entered the service in 1835.

H.B.C.A. Biographical files.
443 See H.B.C.A.

8.239/u/1.
Biographical files and 8.239/g/eS;

4 4 4 H.B.C.A. , pAM, 8.239/g/86-107 ; 8.239/u/1-2; A.32/28,
fo.243,245,253 ; D.38/ 66, fo.64.
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the Mackenzie River District until 1875 when he was made a

clerk, and he remained a clerk untir his retirement in
1991 . a a s

James Dunlop came from the parish of wandsworth, joined

the company as an apprentice clerk in 18s6, and served his
apprenticeship in the Mackenzie River District.aa6 He v¡as

promoted to the rank of clerk for the 1861-62 outfit, and he

retained that position until he retired from the service in
1867.447 Dunlop, like onion, had been employed with the HBC

only briefly at the time of Kennicott's arrival, and had not

developed any deep sense of grievance against the company.

He was undoubtedry convinced to corlect specimens by

Kennicott, although the Àmerican's arguments may have been

reinforced through Dunlop's desire to impress his
prospective father-in-Iaw. unfortunately, the half dozen

specimens Dunlop sent the smithsonian in 1860 provided scant

evidence of his intellectual prowess. Dunrop's efforts in
the pursuit of knowredge were apparently ress significant
than his other attributes and he married Jane, the erdest

daughter of chief Factor George Barnston in 1863. By 1872,

44s H.p:ç.,A.., pÀM, 8.114/d/2, f o.7d; B.zgg/g/ 101-113;
\.?3?lk/ ? ? pp.221',
2a1 126.4,.297,309, 330, 351 r375 1376,405,406 r431 r432;
1.21s/gl1 _11 ; D.3Bl6b, 

. f.o.6ai B .zss/x/ t ,fo: J4,20,30dr48d,54d,80,91,100d; 8.239/u/a-S; 8.235/u/S;
D.38/4, pp.42-43,58-59,70-71 ; D:38/5; D.38/4i.

446 H.B.C.A. Biographica.l f iIe, and see H.B.C.À., pAM,
8.239/k/3, p. 142,163 ,182,202.

447 H.!:9.4: I pÀM' . 8..239/k/3, pp.2.23,241 ,263,285,307,328;s.s6/a/1a; B.s6/d/1 1-13 ; 8..2397g/1oi .
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they had five children and were living in Ceylon.448

Two of the men stationed at Fort Yukon made similarly
small contributions to the Smithsonian collections. In 1860

William Brass began his two year tenure at Fort Yukon, and

in 1863 James McDougall joined Strachan Jones,

charge at Yukon, as his assistant.aas

officer in

fo.4d,5 ;

,296 ,3 0g ;
D.24/ 3 ,

Brass was originally from the parish of Sandwich in the

Orkney Islands, and he entered the service in 1845 as a

labourer.45o Brass was promoted to the rank of Postmaster in

1859 after having served as middleman and interpreter, in

addition to his first five years of service employed as a

labourer. a s 1 He served under Lockhart and Jones for two

years before moving on to forts Halkett, Nelson and Hay

River. He was promoted to clerk in charge in '1860, and

became a free agent in 1gg7.asz In 1883 Brass moved to
Manitoba intending to retire, but he returned north within
the year after finding himself unable to adjust to life in

the south.as3

448 George À. Dunlop and C.P. Wilson, "George Barnston," The
Beaver, Dec. 1941, p.17 and J.S.H. Brown, Stranqers in
Blood, pp.1 94-195.

See Àppendix 3.449

450

451

See H.B.C.À. , Biographical f ile and B .239/g/85.

H.B.C.A., PÀM, 8.239/g/86-98; 8.200/f /1,
8.239/k/3, p.183.

4s2 H.B.c.A. , pAM, B .239/k/3 r p.202,221 ,242,264
8.200/f /2, f o. 2,8,12,14,191 8.239/g/112,113;
p.57.

4s3 H.B.c.À., PAM, D.z4/s, fo.3o.
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James McDougall (1843-1904) joined rhe HBc in 1862. He

was originally from st. Andrew's county, Fife, scotland, and

he began his journey west when he signed on the company's

ship in Gravesend.45a McDougarr was posted to the Northern

Department as an apprentice clerk when he arrived in
Rupert's Land, and in the folrowing year he vras posted

specifically to Fort yukon.ass By 1967 he had been promoted

to clerk in charge at Fort yukon, and in 1872 he was made a

Junior chief Trader.as6 rn 1873 he was made a chief Trader,

in 1879 a chief Factor, and in 1BB9 an inspecting chief
Factor.asT

McDougall and Brass made small contributions to the

Smithsonian natural history and ethnological collections and

their participation in colrecting activities was

unsustained. However the limited nature of their
participation in the colrecting process characterized the

revel of participation that was exhibited by the vast
majority of HBC collectors.

454 James McDougall, "young Àpprentice," in two parts, TheBeavef, June 1952, pp.8-1 1 and Sept . 1952, pp.1 0-77
See also H.B.C.À., PÀM, 4.32/40, f o.284.

4ss H.!:ç..À..r-fÀM 8.299/g/102, fo.5; B.z3g/k/3, p.264,287 ;8.239/g/ 103,104.

4s6 H.!:Ç..A..r__ pÀM, 8.239/k/3, p.351,376;
8.239/g/108,109,113.

4s7 H.!:ç..A.., pAM, B .235/k/1 , f o. 1d,s6 ,69,91 ,g1B.?3s,/ø/1,2,s-7,10,11 1 D.14/12-, fo.574; D.3lit,' to.z,is;
D.14/4, fo.121 ,340.
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Charles Philip Gaudet (1827-1917) had reportedly been a

"wiId boy" in Canada and had consequently entered the fur
trade with only a rudimentary education.ass But he had some

aptitude for science even though his abilities v¡ere

restr icted by pr imit ive communicative ski 11s. HlS

correspondence with Baird attests to his inadequacies. His

penmanship was poor and his grammar, syntax and spelling
chi ldl i ke. The evidence supplied by these letters
contradicts that provided by the invoices that accompanied

his specimens to the Smithsonian. These lists identified
his zoological specimens with scientific nomenclaturer âs

well as describing the conditions under v¡hich his specimens

were obtained.45s But since they are so incongruent with his

correspondence, he must have had some assistance in their
composition. Gaudet had some familial ties to science, and

perhaps those ties provide a clue as to why he would extend

himself well beyond his educational capabilities. His

brother, J.F. Gaudet la1so referred to as Fred J.] was a

surveyor, and he had accompanied the Hind Expedition to the

Labrador Pennisula in 1 861 .4 6o

4s8 Information on Gaudet's youth from a letter Kennicott
wrote Baird, 21 Jan. 1862, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

4ss See Àppendix 3 for extracts from Gaudet's specimen
lists.

4 6o H.Y. Hindr Explorations in
Pennisula: The Countrv of
I ndians , vol.2 (London:
Roberts and Green, 1863), p.

the Interior of the Labrador
the Montaqnais and Nasquapee
Longman, Green, Longman,

3.
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entering the

service in 1 852.4 6 1 Gaudet v¡as initially posted to Fort

Resolution, but he was sent to Fort yukon in 1854 where he

stayed two years before being posted to Fort Mcpherson or

the Peel River Post. In 1859 he married a native woman

while stationed at Peel's River, and they subsequently had

one daughter and four sons. Gaudet remained at peel's River

until the 1863-64 outfit when he was reassigned to Fort Good

Hope.a62 He stayed at Good Hope until 1866, and he became a

clerk in 1863 while in charge. Gaudet was eventually made a

Chief Trader and remained with the company until 1911.

Gaudet's collection, while undeniably important, v¡as

numerically insubstantial ( 1 .5%) . The sum total of his
collection may have been more significanL that indicated by

this percentage in view of Kennicott's report that Gaudet

gave many of his earlier specimens to Ross.a63 But Gaudet

461 Information on Gaudet has been derived from the H.B.C.À.
Search File: "Misc. G Folder people," from an article
written by one of Gaudet's descendants, J.L. Gaudet.
"Chief Trader Charles Philip Gaudet," The Beaver, Sept.
1935 r pp. 45. and f rom a letter written bV ,:.L. Gaudet
to R.R. MacFarlane 3 Àpri1 1918. MacFarlane forwarded
Gaudet's letter to Edward Alexander Preb1e, who yras
compiling biographical data on the HBC collectors, ât
the Smithsonian. Edward Alexander preble papers,
1887-1957, SIA, RU 7252, Box 3, Folder 13. There is some
discrepancy between these sources and the HBC Minutes of
Council regarding the year Gaudet joined on with the
company. He is registered as a a postmaster in 1851, at
the l-owest .rate of pay of f 25. Resolution 68, H.B.C.A.,
PÀl,f, 8.239/k/ 12, p.322.

462 See Appendix 4.

463 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 21 Jan. 1862, SIÀ, RU
7215, Box 13.
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vras genuinely indifferenL to receiving credit for his
scientific activities. He seems to have corrected mainly out

of respect for Kennicott.

Gaudet's estimation of Kennicott r.¡as shared by his
colleague, James Lockhart. Lockhart was in charge of the

Fort Yukon trade vrhen Kennicott wintered there in 1861, and

the two bachelors became friends and confidants. Lockhart

and Kennicott both preferred the company of dogs to that of

people. But neither trader nor naturalist were especially
critical of their fellow man. Both were, however, severely
critical of sravery. one of Lockhart's few outbursts against
humanity was provoked by his antipathy to the armed conflict
brought on by the southern states or, as he called them, the

"nigger drivers. " Kennicott similarly deplored the

deleterious effects of slavery on the peace of his
country r 4 6 4 but neither Kennicott nor Lockhart was

particurarry aggressive in their condemnation. Kennicott did
contemplate joining the Union army upon his return, but he

vras torn between his duty to country and his duty to

science. a6s Both Kennicott and Lockhart were disinclined
towards violence, and Lockhart's hope that north and south

would "kiss and make up" exemplifies his conciliatory
disposition. But he also added somewhat less charitably that
Jefferson Davis deserved to be "made a slave of, in his

464 Letter from
7215, Box 1 3

46s Letter from
7215 Box 13.

Kennicott to Baird, 25 Oct.

Kennicott to Baird, 18 Oct.

1862, srÀ,

1 863 , srA,

RU

RU
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tUfn.tr465

Both Lockhart and Kennicott were confirmed bachelors

although, while in a pessimistic mood, Lockhart once

intimated that he might chance matrimony rather than return

to a life of "exile and banishment" in the north where " ...
the Siberian exiles are much better off in many respects

than $¡e are in the company's service -rr4 67 However, Lockhart

had less cause for complaint about his position with the

Company than many of his colleagues. He had been a resident
of Lachine, the HBC's overseas headquarters, when he joined

the service in 1849. He sras promoted to the rank of Chief

Trader within twelve years of signing on with the Company,

although he never advanced any further before retiring to
whitby, Ontario, in 1 873. 4 6 I He was only twenty-two years

o1d when he received his first posting as an apprentice

clerk to the Lower Red River District. a 6 s In 1854 he v¡as

promoted to the position of clerk and during that year he

was dispatched to one of the Exploratory and Search

Expeditions to the Arctic.47 o The following year he h'as

transferred to the Mackenzie River District, placed in

456 Letters from Lockhart to Baird, 21 Nov.
1864, SIA, HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 26.

467 Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 5 Feb.
Corr ColI, Fo1der 26.

1864 and 28 Nov.

1867, SrÀ, HBC

468 H.B.c.À., pAM, 8.13s/b/ss, fo.96.
46s Letter from Simpson to Hargrave, 28 June 1849, H.B.C.A.,

PAM, 8.239/c/5.
47o H.B.c.À., PAM, E.1s/11.
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charge of Fort Yukon in 1860, and one year later promoted to
chief Trader.aTr He remained at Yukon until 1863 when he was

put in charge of Fort Resolution, and he stayed there until
he received furlough for the 1866-67 outf it.47 2 He was

relocated to Àbitibi following his year's furlough, and that
posting suited the pacific Lockhart.aT3 Even before leaving

the north, he had been anxious to move to a less taxing
location. He disliked confrontation, and by 1 865 the

"Yankees" had already made inroads on the HBC trade along

the Rocky Mountains. 4 7 4

Lockhart travelled to the Canadian provinces and spent

his furlough visiting his brother, sister and their
families.47s He also went south to New york City where he

met with the Secretary of the I,Iestern Union Telegraph

Company, before going on to see Baird in Washington.aT6 The

wurc needed geographical and climatologicar information

47 1 See Àppendix 3 for details of his commisssions and
post ings.

47 2 see correspondence from Lockhart to Baird for details of
the traders whereabouts while on furlough. He spent most
of the year visiting his sister's family in Montreal,
and visiting his brother's family in whitby, Canada
West. SIÀ, HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 26.

473 Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 9 Àpril 1867, SfA, HBC
Corr CoII, Folder 26.

474 Letter from Lockhart to Kennicott, 26 June 1865, SIA,
HBC Corr Coll, Folder 26.

475 Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 19 Nov 1866, SIÀ, HBC
Corr Coll, Folder 26.

47 6 Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 5 Feb 1867, SIÀ, HBC Corr
CoII, Folder 26 and Telegram from Lockhart to Baird , 19
Feb. 1867, SIA, HBC Corr CoII, Folder 26.
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prior to laying cable overland to Europe via Bering Strait,
and Lockhart courd provide accurate and inaccessible

knowledge about the HBC territories. Lockhart was

sufficientry chagrined by his rerationship with the HBC that
he not only agreed to part with privíleged information on

the Yukon, he offered similar services on behalf of his
former assistant, Strachan Jones.

Jones r,ras also on leave in Canada West during 1BG7 .47 7

Jones spent most of his furlough visiting friends and family
at Goderich on Lake Huron, but he too made a trip to New

York and washington.aTs Both Jones and Lockhart had been

tentatively offered positions with the overrand Teregraph

but Baird advised them to return to their former positions
v¡ith the ¡¡3ç. az s Jones received this most unwel-come news

just before his leave ended. He vras undoubtedly convinced

that his education and social background entitred him to
more than a clerkship with the HBc. Jones v¡as the son of

Thomas Mercer Jones, one time chief officer of the canada

Company in the colonies, and Elizabeth Mary Strachan,

daughter of Anglican Bishop John Strachan. a8o He was a

477 See Àppendix 3 for list of the postings and commissions
held by Jones, and see letters from Lockhart to Baird, 3
April 1867, SIA, HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 26 and from Jones
to Baird, 7 Nov. 1866, SIA, HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 24,
for details of his whereabouts and activities while on
leave during 1867.

478 Letter from Jones to Baird, 15 April 1867, SIÀ, HBC Corr
Coll, Folder 24.

47s Letter from Jones to Baird, 23 ApriI 1867, SIÀ, HBC Corr
ColI, Fo1der 24.
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graduate of Toronto College and, according to Kennicott, a

"gentleman by birth & education and a brick -- tho' what is
called a dry stick. "4 s 1 Kennicott's assessment vras probably

pretty near the mark since Jones was heir to a social and

economic conservatism characteristic of Family Compact

members such as his father and grandfather. His unabashed

assessment of the Fenian Brotherhood as "robbers and

plunderer s "

roots.482

also attests to his strong Anglo-Angtican

Lockhart and, to a much lesser extent , Jones were

reponsible for coordinating the collecting activities out of

Fort Yukon. Between them they made impressive contributions
to the Smithsonian Museum (Lockhart, 9.5%; Jones, 5%). But

their northern colleague Roderick Ross MacFarlane sent

unprecedented numbers of natural- hi story spec imens.

MacFarlane's fame as a collector was virtually unsurpassed.

He was one of the most prodigious collectors in North

America, and he vras proud to bear the distinction of having

donated the second largest individual coll-ection to the

Smithsonian during the nineteenth century.483

48o Roger D. Hal1, "Thomas Mercer Jonesr" Dictionarv of
Canadian Bioqraphv, vol.9, pp.415-17. Letter from Jones
to Baird, sent from Toronto and received at the
Smithsonian on 9 Àpril 1867, SIÀ, HBC Corr CoII, Folder
24. and see, w.w. Kirby [sic], "À Journey to the
Youcan, Russian Àmerica, " g!\$, 1864, p.417 .

481 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 23 June 1861,
7215, Box 1 3.

SIÀ, RU

482 Letter from Jones to Baird, 15 ÀpriI 1867, SIA, HBC Corr
CoIl, Folder 24.
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collecting activities were incessant and

rumours of his preference for gathering specimens, êt the

expense of the company's business, had reached Governor

Mactavish in 1865.484 However Mactavish v¡as a strong

supporter of the smithsonian programs, and his response to
accusations regarding MacFarrane's unbusinessrike conduct

reflected that commitment. Mactavish planned to punish

MacFarrane's transgression by transferring him to churchirl
which was, he berieved, ãû untapped treasure trove of
natural- history specimens. The scottish trader was never,

despite Mactavish's intentions, posted to churchirl and the

closest he ever came to a bayside posting was in 1971. He

v¡as then posted to Fort chipewyan as factor in charge of the

Athabasca Ðistrict. a I s

MacFarrane (1833-1920) had signed on with the company in
1852, before leaving his home in stornoway. He had famiry
connections in the company, most notably his uncle Donald

Ross who was a Chief Factor. His first posting as an

apprentice clerk was at Pembina, but he h'as transferred to
the Mackenzie River District in the following outfi¡.+ae

4I3 "Retired chief Factor R. MacFarrane," extracted from the
third volume of Schofield's The Storl¿ of Manitoba, pAM,
Mc14 c23 Box 2 #47. This pamptrfetEtãsl-Eõwevei, f rom
!h. biography found in Schofield's volume. The pamphlet
is ?ignificantly longer, and contains several highly
subjective comments on the part of its authoi -
MacFarlane himself.

484 Letter from Mactavish to Baird, 29 Jan. 1866, SIA, HBC
Corr Coll, Folder 33.

48s H.B.c.À., PAM, 8.239/k/1.
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MacFarlane was made clerk in charge of Fort Rae, and this
posting v¡as the beginning of an extended stay in the

north. a 87 He subsequently spent twenty years in the

Mackenzie River District, and sixteen years in the Àthabasca

Di str ict . He acquired considerable experience as an

explorer and surveyorr âs well as a trader, during these

years. He explored the Beghula or Ànderson River in 1857488

and again in 1860, before establishing Fort Ànderson in
1 861 . 4 I s MacFarrane arso made four overland trips to the

Àrctic ocean. These last expeditions were made in search of

zoological specimens, and they prompted serious criticisms
about his devotion to duty. MacFarlane, however, maintained

that these expeditions were accomplished ".. . while the

duties of the post s¡ere by no means neglected. rr 4 s o Moreover ,

according to MacFarlane' s own account , the int imate

knowredge of northern water routes obtained through his many

expeditions, sras instrumental in the eventuar introduction
of steam powered craft onto the Mackenzie River. MacFarrane

had argued in favour of steam navigation for "several

486

4 87

488

489

H.B.C.À., pAM, À.10/82b, f os.187-197; and letters dated
11 Feb. 1904 and 7 Oct. 1907.

H.B.C.A., PÀM, 8.239/k/3, p.49.

This river vlas named the Begh-uratesse on Àrrowsmith's
1863 map. H.B.C.A., pAM, c.3/11.
This fort vras built to facilitate trade between the HBC
and the northernmost rnuit. References to MacFarlane's
exploring activities can be found in "Retired Chief
Factor R. MacFarlaner" extracted from the third volume
of Schofield's, The Storv of Manitoba, pÀM, MG14 C23 Box
2 #47 , p.5.

r bid.490



years , 'r and he proudly cla imed

success of the maiden voyage of the

responsibility
Grahame in 1882.
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for the
491

MacFarlane's progression through the HBC hierarchy was no

more expeditious than most of his colleagues. He served

eighteen years before being promoted to chief Trader in
1870, and a promotion to Factor came quickly.csz He became a

Factor in 1871, and it. was in this year that he made his
final donation to the smithsonian. Baird had received only

one specimen from MacFarlane in 1871, and he had received

none from him the previous year.as3 Moreover, Baird received

only two hundred and eighty specimens from MacFarrane

between 1867 and 1869, a marked decrine from the previous

five years, in which he had sent some 4350 specimens.

His decreased producÈivity vras at least partiarly due to
the decimation of his corps of indigenous correctors. A

scarratina epidemic had killed 1r100 persons or more than

twenty percent of the native popuration living near Fort
Ànderson in the winter of 1866, and in 1867 one-third or

twenty of the Indian tripmen engaged by the Company

succumbed to a "bilrioustt ¡",r.r.4e4 MacFarrane's collections

491

492

r bid.
H.B.C.À., pÀM, 8.239/k/3, p.405,432
fo.1d 111,20dr31,47,55r68r80dr90dr100d; D.
D.19/8.

; B.
38/1,

23e/k/1,
fo .42;

493 Information on numbers and types of specimens sent by
MacFarlane comes from three sources. The SIAR, the
MacFarlane Papers , SIA, RU 7215, Box 1 4 and the
Ànthropological Registers, SIA, RU 6990T.

"Retired Chief Factor R. MacFar1aner" p.5.494
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were nevertheless respectable. His most modest contributions
exceeded those made by all but a very smarl minority of his
fe1low trader-collectors. a ss

MacFarrane's collecting activities ceased entirely with
his promotion in 1870. He had a fairly successfur career

after this initial promotion. He was made a chief Factor in
1887r appointed a Justice of the peace for the Northwest

Territories in 1874, and made an rssuer of Marriage Licenses

in 1 975. a s e Last , but .not least , he was also married in
'1870. He married Ànn, the daughter of chief Trader Àrexander

Christie Jr., and she and MacFarlane had eight children.aeT

After 1 870, MacFarlane's compulsion to collect had

subsided. He had obtained new responsibilities within the

trade, and soon had a family, as well as a wife. MacFarlane

never lost his interest in science. He continued to
correspond with the smithsonian, eventuarly published

severar articles through the Smithsonian press and, between

1886 and 1910r wâs made a Fellow of several philosophical
and scientific societies including Lhe Royar Geographical

Society, the Royal Colonial Institute, the Imperial

4 s s See Tab1es 5. 1 and 5.2.
4sG H.B.C.A., pAM, À.10/82b, fo.1941196. See also "Retired

Chief Factor R. MacFarlane, " p.6 and letter from
Alexander Morris Papers, pAM, MG12 B1 #1934.

4e7 MacFarlane took great pleasure in recounting the
genealogy of his wife's family. They were an ilrustrious
group, her grandfather being Àlexander Christie Senior,
and there ?¡ere several other fur trade notabres
including À.K. Isbister.
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rnstitute, the American ornithological society and the

Nationar Geographic society (united states. )4ss But the
many years spent labouring as a clerk were finarry behind

him, as were his collecting activities.

HBC collectors therefore feIl into one of two groups.

collecting provided a venue through r+hich prestige and

recognition courd be obtained by company men who were

disenchanted with their corporate status. The officers who

became prodigious corlectors for the smithsonian shared a

certain amount of disaffection with regards to their
employer. Men such as Ross, MacFarlane, Jones and Lockhart
often felt inadequatery revrarded for their years of service
in the trade. Collecting for the Smithsonian promised to
redress their grievances, arbeit outside of the corporate
hierarchy. science had its own reward system, and the HBc

collectors could conceivabry garner the respect and the

recognition that they craved from the scientific community.

col-lecting therefore had an undeniabry redemptive quarity.

servant-collectors formed the second group of HBc

employee-co1lectors. Their participation was, however,

short-rived. The correration between thwarted career
aspirations and collecting did not apply to the more poorly
educated labourers, tripmen, bowsmen , fishermen,

who collected briefly forinterpreters and even postmasters

4s8 "Retired Chi
I for a list

ef Factor R. MacFarlane, " p.7 .
of MacFarlane's publications.

See Chapter
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the smithsonian. Their grievances against the company courd

not be resolved through recognition in scientific journars.

More importantly, it was difficult for the working crass to
sustain an interest in activities that differed
specifically, but not generally, from the many other time

consuming and physicarly taxing duties assigned them.

specimens were onry acquired after countless hours hunting

for nests and eggs, crouching in sh'amps and tramping over

tundra. These outdoor activities were followed by

considerabry more hours at skinning, preserving and packing

the specimens destined for the smithsonian. These men v¡ere

accustomed to being paid for not dissimilar work. Kennicott
courd occasionally cajole them into colrectingr oF he could

"purchase" their assistance with tobacco, alcohol, tea or

sugar, but these men $¡ere unwilling to persevere as unpaid

volunteer collectors.

Kennicott's infectious enthusiasm and undying dedication
to the study of natural history v¡ere undoubtedly crucial to
the realization of the Smithsonian program, but the

colrections sent south from the sub-arctic represented an

effort which far exceeded the capabirities of one manr or

even four men. They also exceeded the returns to be expected

from hobbyists. Neither tedium nor recreation provided

adequate incentive to amass collections on a grand scare,

and the exertions of the Mackenzie River people had

surpassed any previous collecting activities in Rupert's
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Lockhart and

Kennicott did devote much of their time and energy to
colrecting, but they also recruited others to perform many

of the meniar tasks inseparabre from the process. collecting
was a business in which a large percentage of the process

consisted of just plain hard work. prominent colrectors
relied heavily on the more poorly educated, manual labourers
of the District to carry out this r.¡ork. some of these peopre

like Reid, Tayror, Fl-ett and sibbeston were of European

descent, but much of the labour h?as provided by the rndian,
Inuit and mixed-btoods of Lhe region.



Chapter VI

FIELDWORK: À LABOUR OF LOVE, oR JUST PLAIN
LÀBOUR?

upon his arrivar in the north Kennicott found an

indigenous population that was amiable t et at least not

overtly hostile, to his presence and his activities. Many

rndians and rnuit had already had considerabLe experience

with European socio-economic values. The HBc had created a

socio-economic system in which trade goods were exchanged

for the products of native labour, and the core of European

emigres with whom they peacefurry existed, facilitated
Kennicott's attempts to exploit the indigenous rabour poor.

The HBc employees became as adept at harnessing native
labour to the collecting process as they had been at
exploiting native labour in the fur trade. And while
northerners were not yet dependent on European goods, they

coveted them to the extent that they could be persuaded to
participate in the collecting process. The smithsonian
intrusion into the north offered another opportunity for Lhe

native population to exchange their rabours for European and

American goods.

through which

It offered, in essence, another avenue

to perpetuate an existing t rade

relationship. o's specimen exchange lras incorporated within

demonstrated
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4 e s Douglas Cole has the economic value of
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the partnership arready estabrished at the HBc posts, and

the indigenous popuration once again supplied the labour
needed to exploit northern resources.

Experience had taught scientists that natives were their
most usefur aIIies. They were very adept at capturing
natural history specimens, and vrere generally familiar with
the locations frequented for breeding and feeding. Àrfred
Newton vras certainly aware of the advantages of having a

large contingent of indigenous collectors working on his
behalf. rn a pamphlet attached to Brewer's "rntructions for
oologicar collecting r " Newton urged arl naturarists to
cultivate and reward native initiatives:

The best al1ies of the collector are theresidents in thg country, whether aboriginal orsettlers, and with them he should always õndeavorto cultivate a close intimacy, whiãh may beassisted by the offer of smal_1 rewards for thediscovery of nests or eggs. He should, however,
always insist upon any nests found being shown tóhim in situ, and the gratuities paid should beproportioned to his success in iãentifying thespecies to which they belong. soo

ethnological artifacts in his study of corl_ecting on theNorthwest coast, and he concludes: "The correctingprocess wa? a trading relationship affected by normaleconomic factors of suppry and dêmand, compãtition,accessibility, costs of transportation, by iars andtrade cycles, by ethnorogical fashion ãnd museum
budgets. " Captured Heritaqe, p.31 0.

s0o Arfred Newton, "suggestions for forming corrections ofBirds' Eggsr" Àppendix to "circular in Reference tocollecting Nests and Eggs of North American Birdsr"Smithsonian Miscel_Ianeous_ Collections , 13i,
vo1.2 r1862,ÞÞ.107
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collectors and stated in his "InsLructions:"
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nat i ve

The services of boys and other persons on farms,plantations, etc. , may be called to greai
advantage into requisition in collecting eggs.
Whenever they have found a nest, however, it
should not be disturbed before information is
communicated to, and the spot visited by some one
competent to determine the species, unless theparent can be taken with the nest.50r

Nineteenth century naturarists v¡ere more than witling to
exploit native knowledge and energy, but native
ident i f icat i ons , although admi ttedly important , v¡ere

supplementary to even the common English names used to
identify zoological specimens. Both Newton and Brewer lrere

particurarly carefur to point out that the "savages" or

"half civirized" had intellectual limitations, particurarly
in their ability to comprehend scientific matters. Eggs

collected by untrained naturalists must never, therefore,
masguerade as having been collected otherwise:

For eggs not taken by the collector himself, but
brought in by natives, or persons not having a
scientific knowledge of ornithology, the 1oða1
pame or the-name.app1ie9 þ¡¿ the finder should on1î
be used, unless indeed it requires interpretation,
when the scientific name may be added, but alwavswithin bracketsrso2

Both native and common nomencrature were viewed as inferior,
if not incidental, to the scientific system.

so 1 T.M. Brewer,
p.3.

5o2 rbid., p.13.

of

"Intructions for OologicaI CoIlecting r "
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within one year of Kennicott's arrival in the Mackenzie

River District he had díscovered the truth of Brewer and

Newton's advice regarding native assistance. His corlections
for 1859 had been pitifully small, and arthough their size
courd be accounted for somewhat by the rateness of his
arrival (august ) , he had obviously encountered some

difficulties in his attempts to arouse native support for
his project. He was exasperated with the restive
dispositions that he perceived as characterizing the rndians

who lived near Fort Resolution:

[rne Indians are] the most unobliging imaginable
and as big rascals as such idiots can be. I can
scarce get anything from them, and what few
specimens I do get I must pay large prices for. So
long as an Indian isnt hungry or in fact very
hungry - he is as independant lsicl as you plã-se
and quite scorns the idea of working for anylthing
less than very large pay, if he wiII work ataIl. s o 3

Although he eventually convinced as many as ereven percent

of the peopre directly employed by the HBc to collect on

behalf of the smithsonianrs04 this was an entirely

503

504

Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 13.

29 June 1860, SIA, RU

This percentage has been calculated on the basis of
total popuration at the HBC posts because both vromen and
children vrere arso employed in correcting activities.
There is some uncertainty in the calcurated percentage
invorvernent in scientific activities because the onÍypopuration estimates available are found in the census
done by James Hunter in 1858, but his accounting of the
number of persons directly employed by the HBC in 1B5B
seems to accurately reflect employment practices
throughout the 1 860s. Both summer and winter
appointments were recorded in the Minutes of council,
Northern Department, and they remãEffiairly stabG
throughout the period in question. See: Minutes of
councir, Northern Department, H.B.c.À. , pÀM, ñ2g37uß
and James Hunter, "Census of population of Mackenzie
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inadeguate contingent to procure a Iarge collection.

ReservaLions about native capabirities and initiative
were also expressed by the HBC traders. W.J. Mclean, the

clerk stationed at Fort aux Liards in 1867, stated:
I have on several occasions spoken to the Indians
of this place, to procure me any rare or valuable
specimen that they meet with, but they are so very
stupid, that when they do bring me âDyr they spoil
them in stuffing after they skin them, and the
birds look quite different to what they originally
were. s o 5

John rsbister complained that rndians .he had personarJ-y

taught to prepare specimens preferred to feign ignorance

rather than cooperate in his projects, and Dona1d Gunn, one

of the earr iest contr ibutors of naturar hi story and

ethnographic specimens to the smithsonian, also noted that
there s¡ere difficurties associated in dealing with the

natives as coLlectors.so6 He stated that rndians were not

only unreliabre but uncooperative since they preferred to
eat, rather than collect eggs. Moreover, Indians were

capabre of becoming very astute negotiators once avrare of

River District, "
Society, À.90.

1 June 1858, PÀM, Church Missionary

sos Letter from McLean to Baird, 17 Nov. 1867, SIA, HBC Corr
CoII, Fo]der 32. McLean's contempt for the Indians was
only surpassed by his indifference to collecting. He had
received instructions for collecting in the Spring of1864, and while stating his interest for natural
history, he never managed Èo exert himself beyond vocal
support for the Smithsonian's programs. See: Ietter from
Mclean to Kennicott, 17 Nov. 1864, SIÀ, HBC Corr CoII,
Fo1der 32.

so6 Information found in list of specimens sent by rsbister
to Donald Gunn, n.d., Donald Gunn Collection, SIA, RU
7215, Box 1 0.
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the value of an article.soT R.R. MacFarlane, who generally

acknowledged gratefully the efforts made by native
collectors, attributed errors made in packing his specimens

to the "stupidity of Indians.rr5o8 Ànd Laurence CIarke and

B.R. Ross criticized, somewhat circuituously, native
capabilities as useful "auxiliaries. " They stated that
superstitious beliefs prevented natives from collecting,
implying that the "primitive" beliefs of the Indian and

Inuit thwarted the Smithsonian's objectives. so s Overt

criticisms of native productivity, aptitude and cooperation
v¡ere, however, generally momentary and usually indicative of

the shortcomings of an individual HBC col,lector who, when

grouped with his fellow trader-co1lectors, formed a simply

somewhat more sophisticated source of indigenous labour to
the Àmerican naturalists.

Despite such castigatory remarks, Kennicott set about

converting both trader and trapper into collectors as soon

as he was established at Fort Simpson. His proselytizing
wps incessant. By the end of his first three months at Fort
Simpson, he had already begun to see the results of his
relentless efforts to convince others to collect specimens.

so7 Letter from Gunn to Baird, 4 June 1856, SIA, RU
Reel 6, and letter from Gunn to Baird, 24 Dec. 1

SIÀ, RU 305, ReeI 7.

so8 Letter from MacFarlane to Baird, 6 May 1863,
MacFarlane Collection, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 14.

sos Letter from Ross to Baird, 10 Nov. 1860, SIA, HBC
CoII, Folder 36 and letter from Clarke to Baird, 21
1861, SIÀ, HBC Corr Co1l, Folder 9.

30s,
8s8,

R. R.

Corr
June
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The first rndian and rnuit "parties" brought specimens to
him at Fort simpson, and while there, he taught them how to
skin their specimens. s 1 o Kennicott instructed women and

boysr âs well as the men to skin and preserve specimens. Ànd

he had great faith in the abilities of native correctors. He

viewed rnuit peopre as particularly interrigent and noted
that some r.¡ere abre to master the art of skinning after just
one lesson.5lr

Kennicott's first batch of specimens contained several
skins that had been prepared by rnuit correctors. over the
winter of 1859-60 Kennicott also taught a "smarr savage" the
techniques involved in skinning naturar history specimens.

This Indian boy learned the craft of skinning with some

success and during March, when Bernard Ross had gone on a

collecting binge, the boy was kept "hunting and skinning
all the time.'r512 Ross, like Kennicott, recognized that
significant numbers of specimens could only be processed

through the effort f many people, arthough he vlas

especially guilty of assuming credit for the efforts of

slo Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 17 Nov. 1859, srÀ, RU7215, Box 13.

51 1 This is a particularly revealing remark since Dr. s.G.sealy, Department of Zoology, university of Manitoba,states that proficiency in the techniquès associatedwith the preparation of study skins is acquired onlyafter severar years practice, and certainry the firsifew attempts can take as long as one day per skin.
Telephone conversation: 11 May 1988.

512 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 23 March 1860, srÀ, RU7215, Box 13.
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others. s 1 3

collecting, particularry oologicar corlecting, had begun

in earnest by June, and Ross made it his business to
supervise and coordinate the corlections made in the
vicinity of Forts simpson, Liard, Harkett and Big rsrand.sla
Ross vras prone to serf-aggrandizement, and certainly never

minimized his contributions to any corlecting activities
associated with the Mackenzie River District. But his
dependence on native assistance is arl too obvious. The

majority of Ross' corlections of 1860 had actually been

skinned by wilriam Flett, the mixed blood son of orkneyman

James Flett. Frett became quite proficient at specimen

preservation, and Ross proudry pointed out that he had

supervised the entire operation associated with getting the
specimens ready for export.sls Ross preferred to delegate
the meniar labour to his "deputy skinners.'!rsr6 He thereby

s 13 rn addition to assuming the credit f or coll-ections madeby rndian_ and Inuit, Ross was also accused of takingcredit for collections made by his fell-ow HBccollectors.._ John Reid, for exampre, noted that many ofhis contributions, sent Lhrough Ross, wentunacknowredged, and Lawrence clarke arso complainedabout Ross' cavalier attitude to his collecting eiforts.see, letter from Reid to Baird, I Dec. 1963, ãnd crarketo Kennicott, 1 Dec. 1864, 5 Àug. 1863 and 16 Jan.1865. SIÀ, HBC Corr ColI, Folders 35 and 9.
s14 Letter from Ross to Baird, 20 June 1860, srA, HBc corrColI, Folder 35.

5 1 s Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 21 Jan. 1862, srÀ, RU7215, Box 1 3.
s16 Ross admitÈed

hundred and
between March

to skinning only one hundred of the five
seven specimens that had been collected
and June, 1860. Ibid.
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avoided the labour associated with processing the specimens,

assuming responsibilty for what he viewed as the more

important tasks involved in measuring and identi fying
spec imens. Moreover, he absolved himself from any

responsibility for errors found in his collections.

The spring of 1860 was Kennicott's first season in the

Àrctic breeding grounds, and since oological corlections
vrere lirnited by the length of the breeding season, he spent

the majority of his time collecting birds and eggs. He had

a native person skinning specimens as he corlected them,

rationarizing this division of labour on the argument that
his skills as a naturalist were better utilized in the field
than in the workroom. But Kennicott, at any rate, avoided

skinning when possibre. The American naturalist ramented

his shortcomings in the art of skinning. He never took less
than harf an hour to skin even a smal-r specimen, and so he

entrusted all of the more common specimens to his native
skinners. I n 1 850 , most of Kennicott' s ornithological
specimens were skinned by an rndian woman whom he had

trained that season, although he did take time out from his
collecting to process the rarer ornithological specimens

that had been corrected for purposes of oorogical
identification.

Kennicott often discussed the people he had trained in
his retters to Baird. He wrote: "r have taught an rndian
$¡oman to skin birds pretty decently tho she makes no



really good skins and

do nearly all of the

When he taught skinning

I s1and, he again found

skins ...rts18 But then

242

have her skin those I havent time to
parents of eggs are her skins.rts l7

procedures to the Indians at Big

that one vroman "made very decent

KennicoLt often found native women

particurarly helpful to his corlecting activities. one

"rndian wife" courd unequivocably and correctly identify
some rare oological specimens after having sighted the
parents. s I s

Kennicott quickly adopted a northern attitude towards

Indian vromen, and following his first journey to Fort yukon

in the Àutumn of 1 860 he also recommended rndian vromen for
their strength and endurance. He hired six Indians, both
men and women, to haul his outfit across the mountains to La

Pierre's House, and he noted that: ". . . the peeil s River

"ga1s" æ "strong" v¡ithout mistake, for some smarl wives no

rarger than a southern girl of ten or twelve years old
carried loads of f i fty or sixty pounds across the
mountaf¡5.tt52o

517 Letter
7215,

rbid.
Letter
7215,

Let te r
7215,

from Kennicott to Baird,
Box 1 3.

29 June 1860. SIA, RU

518

519 from Kennicott
Box 1 3.

from Kennicott
Box 1 3.

to Bairdr 2l

to Baird, 18

Jan. 1862, SIA, RU

5 20 Dec . 1 850, SIA, RU
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with native assistance Kennicott arrived at Fort yukon in
December 1860, and once established at the Fort he became

preoccupied with trapping furs. He set about trapping his
ov¡n series of specimens, just as he had done previously at
Fort simpson. He r.¡as again unable to pay the HBc rate for
luxury furs, although he could apparently afford to pay for
small animal skins and he ". . . instructed the rndians to
bring in porcupines, ermines, mice, shrews, ermines Isic],
marmots etc etc. . . 't 5 21

while at Fort Yukon, Kennicott arso scouted about for the

native assistants needed for the spring corlecting season.

He was confident that come spring he would have at reast one

hundred rndian boys hunting nests, and he promised Baird
that their energies wourd be devoted to oorogy in the

breeding season. s 2 2 By the end of May, Kennicott, James

Lockhart and severar Indian assistants were spending

eighteen hours a day in the fierds collecting eggs.s23 Their
rel-entless pace was permitted by the twenty-four hours of
daylight which characterize northern summers, and by the

fortitude of the natives who manned the canoes and waded

through swamps, ferreting out vrater birds and uncovering

521

522

523

See lett
Dec. 186

Letter f.
7215, Bo

Journal
1862, í
Amer ica
83-84.

ers from Kennicott to Baird, 17 Nov. 1959 and 1B
0, srÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

rom Kennicott to Baird, 18 Dec. 1860, SIÀ, RUx 13.

of Robert Kennicott, May 19, 1859 February 11,
n IÞ First Scientific Exploration of Ruésian
and the Purchase of Alaska, ed. J.À- James, pp.
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NCSTS:

From the last of May til} now (June Z4th)
Lockhart and I have been at work generalJ.y about
eighteen hours out of every twenty-four. As it is
light alt night (indeed foi a week we see the sun
?! midnight, by refraction, I suppose), we pay
little attention to the time of day, but just wórf
as long as vre can keep awake. We start of f from
the fort with several Indians and canoes, and go
through a series of lakes, making portages between
these and the various smaIl rivers (both lakes andrivers are very numerous), thus making a turn offifty to one hundred miles in two or ihree days.
we always go with at least two canoes and a paity
of f our, and when \.¡e enter a lake one of thã
occupants of one canoe hunt in it through thegrass at the edge of the lake where the 1oons,grebes, and canvas-back ducks nest, while his
companion wades in the shallow water among thegrass, near shore, where s¡e get Fulix marila andF. affinis (scaup ducks) eggs, and sõmffies anest of Dafila acuta (pin-tail duck), that is near
the water, or a canvas-back duck in shoal vrater.
The nests are found by seeing the female rise from
them. For widgeon's eggs we hunt through the
bushes, and for pin-tai1 ducks, too, genèra1Iy.
When vre f ind spots that seem to promise goóa
breeding ground ashorer w€ leave the canoes-and
hunt through the woods and open, dry spots. We
camp'during the middle of the day at some good
point for collecting, nominally. to ãleep, but, infact, we sleep very little. I was at one time out
three days, in which time I slept only once, and
then scarce six hours, when I had already beenforty-eigh! hours v¡ithout sleep. I am making upfor Iast winter's hibernation.

- The hunting in the canoes is glorious sport,
but unfortunately we do not get the - besi
collections in them,
in both of which s
horrible beyond all
temperature of 50 or
relieved from them.
mosquitoe, that is
the north.s2a

but while wading, or on land,
ituations the mosquitoes are
conception. I often long for a
60 below zero that I might be
It is not the cold, but the

the hardest thing to endure in

524 rbid., p.83. This is one of the only extant accountsrelating to HBC-smithsonian correcting that actuarly
describes a process which even the experts such aéBaird, Brewer and Newton viewed as intuitive, rather
than demonstrative.
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reliance on native cooperation grew

proportionate to the length of time that he stayed in the

north, and he depended heavily on Lhe cooperation of "Red-

Leggins" or Ba-Kich-na-chah-teh, the Black River chief of

the Kutch-a-kutch-in. This chief not only brought Kennicott

"the best things r have obtained from lttre] rndians, but has

made his Chil-a-ques (young men) collect for me too.'rs2s

Kennicott increasingly exchanged trade goods and provisions
for specimens. rndividuar Indians brought specimens along

with their furs to the trading posts, and many more

specimens $¡ere obtained through contractual arrangements.

Kennicott soon found that the lalter arrangement assured the

best collecions. He wrote Baird that: "we get very littre of
varue from the rndians, in oology at leastr unless they are

thus regularly engaged -rr s 2 6

soon after his arrival at Fort yukon, Kennicott hired
Àntoine Hoole, a "half breed" interpreter, to corlect
specimens. HooLe's reriabirity and intelligence had been

recommended to Kennicott by chief Trader w.L. Hardisty, and

Kennicott immediately taught him how to colrect and preserve

natural history specimens. Kennicott, however, soon

recognized that as an interpreter, Hoole could facilitate
the recruitment of many rndian and rnuit correctors.

s 2 s Robert
19, 1

r bid.
5 2 6 Letter

7215,

_Sgnnicott, "The Journal of Robert Kennicott, May
859 February 11 , 1862 r" ed. , James A. James,
p. 84

from Kennicott
Box 1 3.

to Baird, 23 June 1861, srÀ, RU
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Kennicott therefore seconded Hoole's multiringual tarents,
and his influence in the native community, to organize and

coordinate a contingent of native collectors. Kennicott had

Hoore "tell every rndian who comes to the fort to bring
certain special desiderata, " and he arso used Hoole's
talents as a translator to train a "savage taxidermist" and

three "savage collectors. "

Hoole v¡as well aware of the importance of hi s
position, and began instructing others with relish:

The Indians too will then know what is wanted;
and I shall not let any of them leave the fortthis summer without receiving a long Lecture from
Antoine upon the immense importance to science ofLockhart's receiving 5000 eggs of wax wing,Picoides, swan, Hawk owl & the 1i¡".szz

Kennicott v¡as eguarly appreciative of Hoore's usefurness:

Àntoine Hoo1e the interpreter of the post is asI have said a very keen hunter and takes kindly tothe collecting, in which I have gotten -him
thoroughly interested; and he declares Èhere shaIIbe a very loud cry of bereavement among theparents of rare eggs every spring herèafter
throughout Lhis region. t considèr his work andinterest with the Indians a matter of prime
importance to arctic zoological operations. I have
bribed him with many very-acceptãble presents andshaII give some of the things sent fróm The Grove
-fot my own use That accordian you sent he has
been very anxious to getl-,ffie-will. r have
promised him that so long as he wilt collect forthe gentleman in charge here I'11 send himannually from the States after my return thingswhich he is highly delighted in the expecratiõn
o¡ . s 2I

new

5 27 I bid.
528 Ibid. Kennicott was also

Kutchin language based on
Kennicott planned to have

planning a study of the Kutcha
Hoole's interpretive talents.
the interpreter, who spoke
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Kennicott's attempts to enlist correctors for the

Smithsonian Institution were incessant. He attempted to
convince the "Youcon rndians" to correct for Lockhart in
January (1862), and while resting at La pierre's House as he

made his way south from the yukon, he had also tried to
convince James Frett, Postmaster of La pierre's House, to
collect for the smi thson ian . s 2 s I n February, Kenn icott
reached Fort Good Hope, where he stayed six weeks before
leaving for Fort simpson to catch the portage La Loche

Brigade. The Metis brigade would take him out of the

Mackenzie River District, beginning his journey southward to
the united statesrs30 but whire at Fort Good Hope Kennicott
talked to MacFarrane and Jurian onion on the importance of
collecting for the smithsonian. Before leaving, he al-so gave

elementary ressons in collect ing to some of the fort
Indians.

MacFarlane had previously had only a casuar interest in
collecting, but he became consumed with the "oological
fever" foLlowing Kennicott's stopover at Good Hope.s31 When

Kutcha Kutchin "better than apreparation of altrTological
HooIe's interpretative acti
important function, Kennicott
personally prepare the oologica

52e Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 1 3.

s3o Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 1 3.

natiVêr" assist in the
work, and even though

vities were his most
also expected Hoole to

1 specimens.

21 Jan. 1862, SIA, RU

29 Oct. 1862, SIA, RU

s 3 1 MacFarrane's collections were to become the singrelargest natural history and ethnographic contribution
leaving the north for the smithsonian, see Table s.1.
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he arrived at his summer posting at Fort Ànderson on 29 May,

he immediatery sent rocal rndians and "Esquimaux" in search

of eggs. 5 3 2 Three weeks later on 1 9 June, he left Fort
Anderson on a seventeen day overland egging expedition to
Franklin Bay. MacFarrane was accompanied by five rndians,
whose expertise in identification and habitat was crucial to
the success of his expedition. one of his native assistants
risked life and limb in a futire effort to obtain specimens,

and MacFarrane's correspondence to Baird contains a vivid
account of the perils encountered in collecting a clutch of
gorden or ring-tailed eagre (equila chrvsaetus) eggs.

These eggs were perched thirty feet from the summit of
the face of a sixty to seventy foot embankment. one of
MacFarlane's rndian assistants clirnbed up the cliff, removed

the eggs, brought them to MacFarlane for examination, and

then returned them to the nest in hopes that the mother

wourd reappear. MacFarlane and his crerl' waited three hours

before abandoning their watch, without once sighting the
mother. They also checked the nest on their return from the
Arctic coast, but the mother had vanished. They had

therefore spent several fruitless hours attempting to verify
their preliminary identification through corroboration with
an adult specimen.

MacFarlane's interest in collect
letter from Lockhart to Baird,
Corr Coll, Fo1der 26.

s32 Letter from MacFarlane to Baird,
7215, Box 14.

ing is referred to in a
7 Dec. 1862, SIA, HBC

28 July 1862, SIÀ, RU



This experience shows coll-ecting for what it
consuming, tedious, and even dangerous. MacFarlane's

anecdote alludes to the large amount of time invested in
specimen collection. rnexperience vras undoubtedly an

important factor in initialry proronging the coll-ecting
process, but collecting and preparing specimens was an

exacting and time consuming activity,
vrere spent obtaining each specimen,

invested by northern collectors was substantial. However,

MacFarrane nevertheless promised that "great" corrections
would be forthcoming. He was sure that once his Indians v¡ere

made aware of the smithsonian's needs, and once they had

become prof ic ient in the capture and preparat ion of
specimens, they would be prodigious corlectors. Expertise
could, MacFarlane assured Baird, be developed through

instruction and experience. s 3 3 Ànd once developed,

MacFarrane benefited immensely from the rabour, expertise
and cooperation of his rndian and Inuit corlectors while
forming the "Ànderson corrections.rt534 He dispatched rndians
and rnuit "at every opportunity," and some reference to the

s33 Letter from MacFarlane to Baird, 6 May 1863, SIA, RU7215, Box 14.
534 For example, MacFarlane took another party of rndians ona second overland expedition in search of eggs. He

doubred the number of native assistants takeñ-on hisjourney to the Àrctic ocean in the spring of 1864. seeIetters from MacFarlane to Baird, 10 May 1864, and 2g
{rly 1862 20 Jan. 1866, SIÀ, RU 7215-, Box 14 and aletter written during 1863, srÀ, HBc corr coll., Forder30. other correspondence between MacFarlane and Baird
arso mentions his reliance on native correctors, seeletters dated 3 sept. 1862 and 9 Feb. 1863. srÀ, RU 721s
Box 14.
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Ì¡¡aS t ime

and if several hours

the amount of time
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contributions made by his native assistants is even found in
the History of North Àmerican Birds.sss

George Barnston and Donard Gunn also relied on native
Iabour for their collections. Barnston, for example,

referred specifically to his "superintending" activities.
He supervised the skinning, disjointing, boiling and

scraping of bones by a "halfbreed" hunter, a young rndian,
and two v¡omen, and his trust in native opinion regarding

species differentiation was uneguivocal. s 3 6 He sent Baird a

specimen of the Bear Trout or "Macgua" and suggested that if
it was a distinct variety of trout r âs the rndians had said
it was, then its scientific name should be derived from the

rndian name. He therefore suggested ursina for the species

name of the. trout. s37

Donald Gunn

knowledge to ident

It is true, I
an Indian and
birds, but

also apprec iated the value of nat ive

i f icat ion :

could have gone to the Lakes r.¡ithout
secured plenty Eggs and some parent
many sets of these Eggs parentage I

535

536

537

See, vol.2., p.205 and 39a; vol.3., p.309 and 460.

Letter from Barnston to Baird, 15 March 1860, SIA, HBC
Corr CoIl , FoJ-der 2.

Barnston some two years later also related the rationale
behind the native differentiation between two varieties
of otter and between two varieties of fish, and Barnston
asked Baird to name what he fert was a separate species
of otter, after the Indian name for the animal -destructor. Moreover, Barnston also accepted the
rndians' craim that sarmo siseocuet and sarmo mucoua
were "distinct f ish. " ttflñãIans supporteãEãirEñ
by pointing out that the two fish had different spawning
seasons. See, letter from Barnston to Baird, 28 Jan.
1862, SIA, HBC Corr Col1, Fo1der 2.



He had been purchasing nests and eggs from indigenous

collectors for some time. Gunn first referred to purchasing

a bear skin from the Indians in 1856, and one year later he

sent Baird specimens that were not only corrected but

skinned and stuffed by the rndians. rn 1B5B Gunn promised

Baird that he would reguest the "rndians in my service" to
collect eggs in the region of Lake winnipeg, and he again

referred to buying nests and eggs, bribing the rndians to
collect for him and employing some rndian boys for the

breeding season in 1862 and 1g54.sss

Gunn also agreed with Kennicott that the best collections
were obtained by "engaging" native corlectors, and Gunn

estimated that the costs of a proposed "egging expedition"
to Lake winnipeg would be nominal. wages for assistants
would cost between f. 8-10, with each man engaged for the
trip earning approximately 4 shilrings and boys earning from

one to two shillings. sao

could not identify and would
little or no value - Whereas
an Egg knows at once what
parent. s 3 I

Letter from Gunn to Baird, 16 June 1866,
CoII, Fo1der 20.

See letters from Gunn to Baird, 4 June
395, Reel 6; 2 June 1857, SIA, RU 7215,
1 858, SIA, RU 305, ReeI 7 ; and May 1

1864, SIÀ, HBC Corr CoIl, Fo1der 20.

Letter from Gunn to Baird, 27 Dec. 1864
CoIl, Folder 20.
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on that account be of
an Indian on securing
kind of bird is its

538

539

srÀ,

1955,
Box 1 0;
862 and

, srA,

HBC Corr

srÀ, RU
24 Dec.

3 August

HBC Corr540



The HBC collectors v¡ere

uncommunicative about,

fully cognizant of,
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if generally

the indispensability of native
assistance in specimen collection. Official HBC collectors
indicated only superficially their dependence on native
expertise in the collection and preservation of their
specimens, although Kennicott gave Lockhart five pounds of

tea to trade for tobacco and f 5 with which to purchase the

trade goods needed in exchange for specimens collected by

the rndians.s4l Ross, for exampre, rarely admitted to having

native assistance. He did not, however, hesitate to emproy

rndians to brave the hordes of mosquitos that plagued the

spring breeding grounds .54 2 Charles Gaudet vJas also
assisted by native collectors, rerying heavily on two rndian

collectors in 1864,s43 strachan Jones also sent an rndian

into the Rocky Mountains to corlect on his beharf in
1865.544 James Lockhart engaged Francois Beaulieu to
correct eggs at salt River in 1864, and he recruited orivier
Laferte to collect specimens at Fort Rae in the spring of
1965. 5 4 s

s41 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 23 June 1861, SIA, RU
7215, Box 1 3.

542 Letter from Ross to Baird, 20 June 1860, SIÀ, HBC Corr
CoIl, Folder 36.

s43 Letter from Gaudet to Kennicott, 14 Sept. 1864, SIÀ, HBC
Corr ColI, Folder 18.

544 Letter from Jones to Bairdr 2T Nov. 1865, SIA, HBC Corr
CoII, Fo1der 24.

s4s Letter from Lockhart to Baird, 28 Nov. 1864, SIÀ, HBC
Corr CoIl, Folder 26. See a1so, letter from Lockhart toKennicott, 5 Dec. 1864, SIA, HBC Corr Coll, Folder 26.
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While most native participation undoubtedly went

unrecorded and unrecognized native correctors were

invaluable assistants. Kennicott had instructed several

rndians in generar collecting and preservation techniques,

making them more adept at collecting and preservation than

an "untrained" European. All northerners courd claim some

expertise at skinning and preparing the skins of fur-bearing
animars, but the majority of the specimens sent to the

smithsonian were ornithorogical and oological, and the

skinning and preservation of these specimens differed enough

from ordinary skinning procedures to necessitate specific
training. Both native and European had to be tauqht the

procedures for the preparation of scientific study skins.
Hoole and his assistants, for exampre, had received rigorous
instruction and were indispensabre to Kennicott's expedition
despite their alleged primitiveness.

Native collectors were infinitery more skirled than most

of the HBC traders. They could be far more proficient at
specimen preparation than strachan Jones, who recognized his
limitations as a skinner r oF R.R. MacFarlane, who

characterized many of his specimens as only "indifferently
prepared" due to insufficient supplies and due to the fact
that he had "not the least taste for the art of

taxidermy.'r546 James Lockhart, who became one of the most

prodigious contributors to the smithsonian collections, also

s46 Letter from Jones to Baird,
Coll, Folder 24, and
Kennicott, 7 Feb. 1865, SIÀ,

8 July 1867, SIA, HBC Corr
letter from MacFarlane to
RU 7215, Box 14.
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regretted his ineptitude at skinning:
when I arrived here autumn 1859, I beganskinning, or rather attempting to skin birdã &beasts - all that came in my wâyr but after adozen failures, I gave up in despair and

determined that I would do nothing until I couldlearn how to do it properlv: for I was then awarethat Mr. Kennicott would be wintering here withñê, and would put me through, what he calls, "acourse of sprouts." This he has very kindly done,
and has taken an immense deal of trõubIe tó driveinto my thick head and clumsy fingers, thethousand litt1e minutia of coliectinggenerally.5 47

Aptitude and incrination v¡ere perhaps a refrection of
individual predi spositions, but technical expertise could

spoiled before reaching washington, and some specimens did
not even make it from the outlying areas into Fort simpson

without spoiling. Nicol Tayror, for exampler pâckaged up a
large case of specimens at Fort Norman, but when they were

opened for repacking at Fort Simpson, they were found

only be developed through instrucLion.
discouragement accompanied every batch

Disappointment and

of specimens that

khart to Baird, 24 June 1861, SIÀ,
23.

to Baird,

to Baird, 21

8 July 1861, SIA, RU

spoiled due

skins made

spoiled due

to insufficient drying. s4 I À collection of bird
at PeeI's River by Charles Gaudet was also
to improper preservation.s4s Some Fort Simpson

specimens that had been skinned improperly, only narrowry

escaped spoiling. They v¡ere saved through being

5 47

548

549

Letter from James Loc
HBC Corr Coll, Folder

Letter from Kennicott
7215, Box 1 3.

Letter from Kennicott
7215, Box 1 3.

Jan. 1862, SIÀ, RU



inadvertently over-dryed.

massive spoilage of his
not removing the embryos.
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550 And R.R. MacFarlane reported

oological specimens as a result of
551

Technical proficiency was indispensable to the success of
the smithsonian natural history program. The recruitment of
regionally based collectors was also integral to any such

success, and Kennicott's evangelicar and pedagogicar tarents
played a key role in both building up and training a

northern contingent. His devoLion to sc ience and his
persuasiveness convinced many northerners of the importance

of the smithsonian's specimen needs, and his ressons

prepared the uninitiated for their nevr vocation as

taxidermists. continued exports to the smithsonian were,

however, only assured through sensitivity for the field
collectors' needs. Kennicott and Baird dispensed both

recognition and remuneration. Àrctic specimens became the

basis of an exchange system in which the efforts of
corlectors were rewarded with goods, sararies or prestige.

Men, women and children vrere all integrated within the
expanded trade network. Raisins and sugar were used to
convince youngsters to coll-ect easily accessibre specimens,

but most native corlectors received American goods in return

550

55r

Letter from Ross to Baird, 20 June
ColI, Folder 36.

Letter from MacFarlane to Baird,
MacParlane Collection SIA, RU 7215,

1 860 , SIÀ, HBC Corr

1 0 May 1864,
Box 14.

R. R.
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for their efforts.5 5 2 Handkerchiefs, silk ribbons and hat
cords, jewerry, cotton and carico textiles, calico shirts,
feathers, pipe heads, pocket knives, needles, thread and

tobacco formed the majority of the goods offered in exchange

for specimens.5s3 Ðouble barrerred guns were occasionarly
offered to the best colrectorsrss4 both native and European,

as well other eminently practical items. Baird sent

collecting apparatus, dissecting kits, microscopes, "spy"
grasses, and pocket compasses, as well as revolvers and felt
hats, mosquito nets and dog ber1s, pipes and opera grasses,

dog blankets and burning glasses.5ss

He arso sent gifts to the country-born wives and famiries
of some of the northern collectors. European and Indian or

European and Mixed Blood marriages were stilr common at the
Mackenzie River District among the servant crass, and both
sibbeston and Reid had "pure rndian" wives.ss6 Nicol Tayror

ss2 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 29 June 1860, srA, RU7215, Box 13.

ss3 rnformation on the goods traded for specimens comes froma rist of trade goods r personal provisions andscientific materials and ãpparatus requested byKennicott, April and June 1860r ês werl as from retterêwritten by Kennicott to Baird, zg June and 1 sept, 1960.See: Smithsonian Institution Exploration, lgSZ--76, HBCTgtfitory Expedition, 1859-62? Sta, RU 7002, CollectionDivision 13, 89* 66, and Kennicott correspondence, srÀ,
RU 7215, Box 13.

s54 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 1B Dec. 1g60, SIÀ, RU7215, Box 1 3.

sss srÀ, RU 7002, Box 66.

556 "List of Presents sent to Àrctic
HBC Corr Coll, Folder 41 .

Correspondents, " SIÀ,
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caused quite a sensation when he married an Àmerican

dressmaker who had been visiting the District during the

summer of 1864, but c.P. Gaudet, a canadian-born recruit,
had a mixed-blood wife and family, as did endrew Frett and

all the labourers.ssT Jane, the wife of James Dunrop, was of
mixed ancestry and James Frett had married a native
woman. s s I rhe Gaudet, Sibbeston, Reid, Mclean and Hardisty
famiIies received dyes, "crying dorl babiês," bert buckles,
glass necklaces, beads, scissors, silk thread, buttons, hair
pins, hair nets and handkerchiefs.5ss

Baird also shipped hundreds of books to his northern
correspondents. He sent them novels and poetry, the

smithsonian pubrications and other recentry publ-ished

scientific worksr âs well as scholarly and popular studies
in history, philosophy and theology.s6o Books formed the

single largest cat'egory of presents sent north from the

united states, but coll-ectors also received alcohor and

ss7 Letter from Lockhart to Kennicott, 21 Nov. 1864 SIA, HBC
Corr Coll, Folder 26, and letter from Kennicott toBaird, 21 Jan. 1862, SIA, RU 7215, Box 13.

5sB References regarding the fur traders' maritar relations
?re dispersed throughout Kennicott's correspondence and,in Folder 41 of the HBC Corr CoIl, there is a "List oi
Presents sent to Àrctic correspondents" which identifies
fur trade wives according to ancestry. Kennicott al-so
made special reference to Flett's "half-breed" sonwilliam as an exemplary bird skinner. Letter from
Kennicott to Baird, 2'1 Jan. 1862, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box 13.

s s s See "Distribution of presents to the wives of
correspondents of s.I. in the Mackenzies River District,
Spring of 1867r" SIA, RU 7002, Box 66.

s6o see Àppendix 6 for an exampre of the books sent by Baird
to Ross in 1850.



trinkets for their cooperation.
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Some items, however,

demanded a higher price. Ross paid several pounds for a

Kutchin chief's dress. s 6 r Moreover, Kennicott informed Baird
that even ordinary rndian crothing might cost approximately
f 1, while smarl moders wourd cost something less than a

pound apiece. s 6 2 rndian and rnuit craftsmen and women

constructed numerous models depicting native technologies.
They made moders of snovr shoes, canoes and kayaks, bows,

quivers and arrows, spears, sledges, lodges and even

clothing. Àt least forty-eight of these moders v¡ere actually
received by the smithsonian Institution between 1959 and

1971. s63

By 1860 the scientific community had recognized the
applicability of systematic data collecting techniques to
studies of human popurations, but such techniques vrere found

to be most fruitful when indigenous popurations cooperated
with colrectors. s6a Descriptive ethnographers were perhaps

s61 Letter from Ross to Baird, 10 Nov.
CoII, Folder 36.

1 860, sIÀ, HBC Corr

s62 Letter from Kennicott to Baird, 17 Nov. 1g59, SIÀ, RU7215, Box 1 3.

s 6 3 Registers, Àccession Records, Anthroporogy Department,
smithsonian rnstitution, vol.r rrr,rrr. srÀr-nu -essot, oí
computer printout, Ident: MNH4 122G113, MNH-ANN.

s64 This dependency has not been well documented, but is anacknowledged prerequisite by field anthropologists.There are some accounts of the relationshiþ betweenfieldworkers and communities under study, see äspeciallyElenore-S. Bowen ILaura Bohannan], Ráiurn to iauqhtei(Doubleday, 1964) , Napoleon Chagnon, ffr_e ye¡omamo.. TheFierce Peopre (Toronto: Holt, Rinet¡ã-rtiîffinstor;
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unav¡are of their dependency on native acquiescence to their
presence, but just as the best collections were made through

the assistance of native collectors, craftsmen and

craftswomen, or made when natives could be convinced to part
with their possessions, the best vocabularies could be

constructed, and the most comprehensive accounts of native
curture courd be recorded when natives activery assisted
anthropologists.

western definitions of science vrere extraneous to
nineteenth century native world views, but both rndian and

rnuit were nonetheless active participants in the scientific
process. Early anthroporogical studies, at the very Ieast,
depended on native tolerance and passivity. But in many

instances, native collectors, interpreters and artisans
activery aided nineteenth century ethnographers. They were

not only the focus of early anthropological research, they

were also the means through which a substantial amount of
native material culture came to rest at the smithsonian.

Native culture llas fast becoming one of the most eagerly
sought after northern commodities and natives could, and

did, demand reimbursement for their cooperation.

1968). For a more analytical approach see pertti J.PelLo, .Anthropglogical Research: The Structure ofInguirv (New.York, Evanston and London: fiarper e now
Pubs., 1970), and for a historical analysis of thererationship between anthropologists, material curture
and native populations see Douglas Cole, "Tricks of theTrade: Northwest Coast Àrtifact Collecting, 1875-1925r"
Canadian Historical Review, 63 ( 1 982) :439-60, and
Captured Heritaqe r pp.294-331 .



Chapter VII
THE SMITHSONIÀN, THE HBC AND ARCTIC ÀNTHROPOLOGY

The aboriginal peoples of North America, South Àmerica,

the south Pacific, Africa and rndia had been a source of

curiosity for some time before the smithsonian seconded

their assistance as artisans and collectors. Native peoples

had been described graphicalry in fur trade journals, tract
I iterature and in travelogues, and all three genres

contained information of enormous importance to rater
anthropologists. But the imperial, corporate and religious
imperatives assoc iated with these genres were quite
different from the rationare underrying the morphorogical,

phrenological, archaeological, antiquarian, philological and

ethnological anaryses of "primitive" societies produced in
the second harf of the nineteenth century.s6s The museum

s6s studies of the history of anthroporogy most useful in
the construction of a framework of the development of
nineteenth century anthroporogy were: curtis M. Hinsrey
JF., _ Savaqes and Scientists: The Smithsonian
Ins!itution aru| the pevel_opment 9l_ ---emer:!can
Anthropoloqv, 1846-1910 (washington : SmitEsdlan
rnstitution.Press, 1981 ); wirliam stanton, The Leopard's
9p9!si 9ciçntific Attitudes rowards 8..". ¿"-Ã*dl"u;l,qf ?. sg TcñG-so: r[re unl/erffi:i-r-EicãÇo--æ,
1960); Nancy ltepanr.The Idea of Ràce in Scienðe: creaú
Pli!gin, 1800-1960 (London: The ¡¿acrnTtlan press f iã;
1982); John V. Murra, êd., Àmerican Ànthropol_oqy: The
Earlv Years, .proceedings-or trre-TmæG-E6;ãtogica1
Society, 1974 (town: West pub. Co., 1976); nobeit F.
Berkhofer Jr., The White Man's Indian: Imaqes of the
Àmerican Indian f rom Columbus to fu pr.s";t--fu""-york:

250
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ethnologists and private collectors who clamoured to collect
native artifacts v¡ere as acquisitive as their pre-

ethnographic predecessors, but by 1850 native artifacts vrere

collected in the fear that the decrine and demise of native
society vras imminent, and a spirit of reform and reflection
h'as associated with the science of anthropology.suu The new

approach to native studies also differed from pre-

ethnographic publications because anthropologists v¡ere more

consc iously theoret ical . Mid-n ineteenth century
ethnographers attempted to rationarize the demise of
Amerindian peoples, while expraining the origins and

development of "civilized" society.

The customs and appearance of indigenous sub-arctic
peoples had been described by persons attached Lo virtually
every major exploratory party that had traverred in the

north. Expeditions led by Cook, John Ross, parry, Back and

Franklin each produced some literature on aboriginal peopres

Àlfred A. Knopf, 1978); John Urry, "A history of field
methodsr" in Ethnoqraphic Research: A Guide to General
Conduct, ed. R.F. E11en, Research t-leÈhodsJn Sociaf
Ànthropology, vol.1 (New york: Academic press , 1gg4) ,pp.35-61; Ðouglas Cole, CapturEd Heritaqe: The Scramble
for Noçthwegt coast Àrtifacrs (1985); cèõrge w. stoEklng
Jl.l Yictorian Ànthropoloqv (Wew york: The Free press, À
Division of Macmilran Inc., 1987); and two colrections
of essays edited by stocking, observers observed: Essavs
on_ EtÞnographic Tieldwork, History of anthiopology,
vo1.1 (Madipon, wisconsinl The university of wiãconãlá
Press, 1983) and ob'iects and others: gssãys on Museums
and Material Culture, History of anthropology, voI.3
{rn-e-unGiry of wTáconsin piess, 1 98-i :- 

- -- ¿¿'

s66 Hinsley, Savages and Scientists, p,8.
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that v¡as ref erred to as "morar hi story. " MoraÌ hi story v¡as

the term used to describe that part of earry exploration
literature which described the "customs, fashions, rerigious
beliefs, forms of worship, disposal of the dead, time
reckoning, social stratification, government, warfare, and

artif acts. rt567 and such descriptions s¡ere written by Lhe

explorers or scientists who accompanied exploratory
expeditions.

These travelrers were motivated to record their
observations out of a simple curiousity, as welr as in
response to a utilitarianism that had manifested itserf
formally in "observat ion guides" as early as 1 577 , s e a and

expeditions were instructed to seek out, make peace and

record their impressions of the native population. rt v¡as

fert that native peoples would be instrumentar in providing
food and shelter in foreign and unfamiriar rands, and that
they courd provide the geographical information needed to
expedite surveys of the northern coast. captain James cook,
for example, v¡as given specific instructions in regards to
contact with native populations riving arong the pacific
r im:

s 67 John Honigmann, The Þevelgpment of AnthroporoqicalI99?"r. The Dorsey Series in Anthropof@
I llinois; Arundel, . Sussex, and Georgetôwn, -Ontario: 

The
Dorsey Press , 1976) , p.60.

5 6I rnf o'rmation on 9grly guides f ound in Honigmann, Ibid,footnote 33, p.76. Honigmann specificarry cites HowardF. .crine, "The Reraciones Geograficas oI the spanishrndies 157.7-.l5qql"^Ej_gpanic Americag Hisroricar Rãview,
vol. 44 (1964) :3a1 -32-p-æT
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observe the genius, temperament, disposition
and number of the natives and inhabitants where
you find any and endeavour to cultivate a
friendship with themr ffiâking presents of trinkets

invite them to traffic; and shewing them
every kind of civility and regard taking care
not to be surprized by them also, with consent
of natives, take possession, in name of King of
Great Britain of such countries not already
discovered by some other European power.s6s

similar, if abbreviated, instructions were given to other
expeditions sent in search of the North West passage.

Fur trade journals, correspondence and private papers

provide another major source of pre-ethnographic information
on North Àmerican native peoples.s70 Fur trade documents are

filred with incidentar information on North American

natives, but traders such as James Isham, Matthew cocking,
Andrew Graham, samuel Hearne, Àl-exander Mackenzie, Daniel

Harmon, Gabriel Franchere, peter skene ogden and peter

Fidler consciously and purposefully recorded the detairs of
native 1ife.s71 Familiarity with native customs, habits and

56e "Secret Instructions for Captain James Cook," from p.H.
Stelhens, [British Àdmiralty], in Cook, A vovase to thePacific Ocean, vo1.1 , p.xxxiv.

57o The term pre-ethnographer is used by Richard srobodin inhis articre on Àthapaskan ethnography. "canadian sub-
arctic Àthapaskans in the Literature to 1865r" Can.
Review of Soc. and Anthro. 12(3):278-89.

s7 1 James I sham, Obsefvations on Hudson's Bav, 1743, and
NoLes and ObÞerv?tions on a Book Entitled :AVo:gæ. to
H_udsonÞ Bay in the Dobbs Galley, 1749, , èd., E.E.---Rîch,
The Hudson's Bay Record society (Toronto: The champlain
Society, 1949) ; Matthew Cocking, An Àdventuref from
Hudsgn BÊu , ,Journal of Matthew coð k i nq f rñ yoæacõF
to the Blackfeet Countrv, 1772-1773, êd., t.J. Burpe%
TrCn?actiglrs of the Roval Society of Canada, Series 3,
vo1. 2 , 1 908 ; Andrev¡ Graham, Andrer.¡ Graham' s observat ions
on Hudson' s Bay , 17 67 -1791, êd. , Clyndwi wi lliarns
iïonaon: rire ffison'-ay Record socíert;'igàg); samuel
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languages v¡as indispensabre to the success of any fur trade
venture, and although the importance of such knowledge was

overwhelningly apparent to traders who had been posted to
Rupert's Land, the Hudson's Bay Company only adopted a

policy reflecting that wisdom in 1814.

corporate priorities $¡ere refrected clearly in the

instructions sent out by the London committee to Governor

Thomas Thomas. Governor Thomas was directed to have his men

collect information on native traders and their fami1i.r.sz2
Reports were to be much more comprehensive than previous

requests for information on the appropriate trade goods.s73

They were to include data on the numbers and condition of
the rndians trading at each post, giving more specific

Hearne, å Journgv from Priîce of ware's Fort in Hudson's
Ee¿ þ_tÞ Ngl!Þg5n ocean in the Years 1169, fuÆand E -TÍrgT; ea.,- nl'ct'ãra- cio"ér-Trórñto:Macmillian, 1958); sir Àlexander Mackenzie, The Journars
aqd Letters of Sir À]exandçr Mackenzie, Tl_Zgg:lEEed., I^t. Kaye Lamb (Cambridge: carn¡ridge -uãffity
Press, the Hakruyt sociely, 1970); David Thompson, Daviã
Thgmpson'g Narrative , 1784-1812, €d. , Richãrd Glover,
2nd ed. (Toronto: The Chãmplain Society , 1962); peter
Fid1er, "Journal of a Journey with the- Chipewyans orNorthern Indians to the slave Lake and to thé eást and
West of the S1ave River, in 1791 and 1792r" in Journals
9j!_Tamugl _Egarnç and PhilIip Turnor Between tË v"*g
1774 ?në\ 1792r ed., J.B. Tyrretl (toronto-. The cr¡-amprain-societv, @i; Dánier rraimon, si*LuËn i..rs in-iñãi"n
Country: þ Journal of Dan iel wi 11iãms-Harmon ,,-- 

- 

-]-q=A-q:$-1-q, ed., w. t<-a1'e l,arnu (torolffi: ¡aac:ffin,ffi:, ''-' ' ,Gabriel Franchere, dournar of a vovaqe to the Northwest
9ge?t ot _ \gf lir Àmerica. Purinq tt" r. 18T1rc
1813. and 1814- bv Gabriel p¡¡¡¡¡,o¡p ê.1 w t{¡rza r.¡m}r
Ç9e?t ot ry?lth ômerica. Purinq the Years 1811, 1812,
]{13-, ?nd 1pl-1_,. þ¡. 9aÞriel riarrchelgrSil, w. t<aye r,amu!o lJ, a¡ra rp t¿] ¡ Dy_ uaorler !'rancnere, ed., W. Kaye Lamb(Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1969); and peter Skene
9g9gnl _ Peter_ _!Xg!" Osden' s Snake Countrv Journals1824-25 and 1825-26, ed. , E. e. RicIGãAon : --Eã
Hudson's Bay Record Society, 19S0).

57 2 These instructions were included in a letter from the
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information on the chiefs and hunters attached to the bands

in question. The company l¡as interested in the rocation and

extent of each band's hunting territory, and overseas

traders vrere supposed to comment on native views of private
property, particularly in reference to their hunting
grounds. Moreover, company officials requested information
on broader topics. Traders vrere asked to take notes on

"Thei r lttre Indians' ] general condition ¡ âs to the means of

subsistence or of comfort; & their habits as to industry,
attention to their families; & how far they are improved in
these respects or the reverse. rr s 7 4 These topics had

undeniably economic overtones.

Missionization also produced a literature, or "mora1

history" of North Àmerican natives. Roman Cathotic
missionaries had been working amongst New world peoples

since the beginning of the sixteenth century, especially in
Latin Àmerica. But the Jesuit Fathers sent to New France in
1625 undertook one of the "most ambitious missionary

projects of the French era, " and they recorded their
thoughts on the objects of their proselytization.sTs

Home Board to Overseas Governor Thomas Thomas, 9 April
1814, H.B.C.A., PÀM, A.6/18, pp.149-213.

See Elizabeth Manche on early directions regarding
overseas traders, Indians and trade goods. â Company of
Businessmen, p.84.

r bid.

John Webster Grant, Moon of Wintertime: Missionaries
and the I¡fdians of Canada in Encounter since 1 534(Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto press,
1984) , p.26.

57 3

57 4

57 5
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Missionaries sent to Christianize the Indians of New

France kept diaries in which their impressions of native

life v¡ere recorded. Le CIercq and Sagard, Recollet

missionaries, recorded some of their observations on North

Àmerican natives, but the Jesuit journals contain some of

the most comprehensive descriptions of native life written
during the seventeenth century. sT 5 These journals vrere

published as the Jesuit Relations, and their publication
predated other travel literature by almost one hundred and

fifty years. The Jesuit accounts were a testimony to both

the success and the sacrifice associated with the conversion

of "heathens"

poc ketbooks ,

missions.

a format intended to loosen French

and raise the money needed to support overseas

The Jesuit Relations contained a wealth of

anthropologicat information. sTT So did the published and

unpublished journals written by later Roman Catholic and

Protestant missionaries who lived amongst vrestern Indians.
Protestant missionaries were first sent to British North

Àmerica in 1749, but none went to the northwest until the

nineteenth century. sT a Anglican missionaries first arrived
in Red River in 1820, and Wesleyan Methodists made their way

576 rbid., p.31.
577 See Bruce Trigger on the use of

ethnographic source, especially
Children of Àataentsic: A Historv
to 1660, Two voIs. (Montreal: McGiI
Press, 1976).

57 8 rbid., p.71.

the Relations as a
"rntroductionr" The
of the Huron People

1-Queen's University
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v¡est in 1840. These Protestant missionaries, like the early
Jesuits and the other New worrd catholic missionaries; for
example, the Sulpicians, the RecoIlets, the Sisters of

charity or the Grey Nuns and the obrates, vrere unswerving in
their belief that the natives could be christiani=.6.szs

Roman Catholic missionaries vrere optimistic that natives
could be both christianized and civilized, and protestant

missionaries were confident that the "heathens" could be

delivered from themseLves through conversion. However, by

1850 critics of native-white rel-ations were convinced of
quite the opposite. rt was novr believed that the
introduction of European culture and religion had been the

beginning of the end for the native peoples of North

America. such convictions were fundamental to the emergence

of anthropology as a social science in the nineteenth
century. Both missionaries and earry anthropologists acted
out of a paternalistic desire to help "primitive" North
Americans, but the assumptions underlying that benevorent

impulse had changed. A belief that Indians were

disappearing determined the focus of nineteenth century
ethnology, and defined the parameters associated with the

collections and preservation of socio-cultural "remnants."

57s J.I^I. Grant, Moon of Wintertime,
Protestant Missionary and Fur
Contact in the Hudson's Bay
Ph.D., University of Manitoba
McCarthy, "The Missions of
fmmaculate to the Àthapaskans
Structure and Methodr" Ph.D.
1981.

p.75; V. Fast, "The
Trade Society: Initial
Territory, 1820-1850r"
, 1 983; and, Martha
the Oblates of Mary

, 1846- 1 870: Theory,
University of Manitoba,
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This orientation r.¡as signíficantly different from the

missionary ideals in which christianity and civility were to
be substituted for "heathenism. " Research and reform v¡ere

becoming increasingly secular, and nineteenth century
anthropologists were certainry at the forefront of a

movement which studied natives from a humanistic
perspective.

rnitially North Àmerican ethnologists and anthropologists
focused on biorogical rather than on sociar or .culturaI
issues, and the discovery of the origins of humanity
preoccupied antebellum American scientists. phrenologists

and physical anthropologists such as samuel George Morton,

George Robin Griddon, Louis Àgassiz and Josiah Nott of the

American school of anthropology a1r believed that the

severar "races" of mankind represented separate creations
and separate species. sso They also maintained that the

correration between race and species indicated a

hierarchical arrangement corresponding to cultural
attributes. The "coloured" or "primitive" races $¡ere at the

bottom, and the more "civilized" or "white" races Ì{ere at
the top. Polygenists measured and compared anatomicar,
morphologicar and archaeological evidence in a manner quite

s80 Even Louis-Agassiz, who had been a staunch monogenist
before coming into physicar contact with a Negro in theUnited States, leant his considerable prestlg., and
added the recapiturationist analogy and theory õf ptural
creations, to the struggle to substantiate the doðtrineof polygenesis that was advocated by the Àmerican schoolof Ànthropology during the first half of the nineteenth
century. William Stanton, The Leopard's Spots, p.103.
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foreign to the monogenists who adhered to the Mosaic

account, believed in the doctrine of psychic unity, and

contended that morphological differences were due to
environmental factors.

The resolution of the pre-Darwinian debate over the

origins of species v¡as probably more important to nineteenth
century America than it was to most European nations. The

American populace believed that the uniÈed states symbolized

the triumph of democracy over prutocracy and the demise of
social, poritical and economic elitism. sB 1 The Revorutionary

Fathers had procraimed eguarity as a constitutional right,
but the reality of North American life vras quite unrike the

utopian vision described by political rhetoric. Numerous

s81 until the mid-twentieth century most historical analysesagreed with nineteenth century assessments of their
sociar r êconomic and poritical rife. More recentryhistorians have questioned this assumption and some, foi
example, Edward Pessen and Lee Benson, have employedquantitative methods to demonstrate that the rr¡étoiic
did not always depict the realities of Ii fe innineteenth century America. See Edward pessen,
ggcksoniêg egrg5ica: Soc=ieÇv, Personality and politics,
(Homewood, IIlinois: The Dorsey press, i90S), tor agenerar overview of the discrepancies between the myth
and the reality of democracy in America, and see ltrefollowing for topical analyses of these discrepancies:
Lee- Benson, The Concep! of Jacksonian Democracv: New
York a? a Test Case (princeton UninéiEîty eress, 19617
Leon Litwack, North of Slaverv: The Nèoro in the Free
St?tgs ( un i ver sEãt-cr'Icago pressfl ffiD T"ñE N"=-hSmith, ^Virqin Land: eg West as Svmbol and Mvth (Hewyork: vintage Books, 1950); R. taka@ Raceand crJlture in Nineteenth centurv Àmerica, (198¡T
Bernard Sheehan, - Sgeds of Extinctionl JS_t-tS_rsoniu-E_Philanthrgphv, and the American rndian (Hew-Tõffi.w.
Norton , 1974); Richard Slotkin, Reqeneration Throuqh
viglencç: The Mvth of . the Americañ-FroñETer (wileyan
University Press, (1973); and, Máry E. youn% Redskins,
Ruf f leshirts and Rednecks, rndian Allormenti in-¡Iõ.uq
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inegualities existed. Elitism permeated financiar and

government circles, while illiteracy and the need to focus

energies on the task of earning a living precluded active
participation by common fork in federal, state or even rocal
politics. The masses were ostensibry the foundation upon

which democracy rested but popular participation r,¡as neither
encouraged nor desired, and North Àmerican rndians and Negro

bondsmen $¡ere deliberately and systematicarly excruded from

participating in the political life of the newly created

Republic. rndians and slaves v¡ere denied access to the

democratic process. They vrere segregated f rom Ànglo-Àrnerican

society by removal and through ensravement. The chasm that
separated rhetoric and reality v¡as responsible for the

"reflexive" or introspective impulse behind anthropology.5I2
Anthropological theories of culturar evolut ion vrere

surfacing to explain the discrepancies between indigenous

and imported cultures, simultaneousry sarving a national
conscience by rationalizing the "inevitable" extinction of
the "inferior races. "

and Mississippi, 1 830-1 860 , (1961).

s82 Curtis Hinsley Jr., Scientists and Savaqes, p.8. Seealso George Stocking JF. , Victorian ñ¡¡;"æ¿gg¡¿r oD
ethnology as the "science of savages' and the
comÞarative and evolutionary impurse behind ethnographic
studies, specifically as it was precipitated UV the
crystar Parace Exhibition, pp.xi-xvii. eiso see william
Stanton , The Leopard' s Spots, pp. 1 -3 espec ia11y, in
addition to Hinsrey and stocking on the reflexive nature
of American anthropology.
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mid-century ethnologists and anthropologists had

largery abandoned debates over the biologicar origins of

humanity in favour of studies of the relationship of

"primitive" societies Lo the origins and development of

"civirized" society. The effects of a rapid onsraught of a

technically advanced culture, bringing infectious diseases

as well as iron age h'eaponry, arcohol and the idears of
Manifest Destiny, v¡ere responsibre for the decimation of
post-contact native societies located within or near the

settled regions of the united states and British North

Àmer ica . Those who cared could agree that, except in
regions where interaction between natives and Europeans had

been minimal, Indians were doomed. Reformists therefore
advocated removal and segregation as the best hope for
ameriorating the plight of natives as they traverLed along

the inexorable path to extinction, and the scientific
community advocated the systematic collection and

preservation of the materiar curture of a society whose

future prospects vrere, they concurred, dismal.

Àmerican anthropologists such as George Gibbs and Lewis

Henry Morgan l-amented the decrine of the Indian nations, but

they were more interested in studying the very savagism and

barbarism which had supposedry rendered native societies
impotent. Nineteenth century evolutionists maintained that
native societies were representative of the cultural origins
of civil-ized society, and the temptation to anaryze cultural
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origins v¡as no less compelling than previous enguiries into
ancestral origins. Descriptive ethnography could conceivably
succeed where physicar anthropology had faired. Moreover,

anthropologicar collections wourd ensure, in the absence of
living Àmerindian societies, access to a heritage possibly
denied future schorars. corlecting therefore became a

priority of those peopre who were convinced that native
societies would at best be assimilated,
probably be annihilated.

but would more

"Antiquities" and ethnographic "curiosities" could be

found in European museums such as the Louvre, the
Rijksmuseum voor Vorkenkunde (leiden), the British MuseumsBg

and the Peter the Great Museum of Anthroporogy and

Ethnography in Leningrad. s I 4 But the specimens sent by

northern traders and trappers to the Smithsonian Institution
between 1859 and 1871 were amongst the first anthropological
artifacts received by a North American scientific
institution.sss The smithsonian had received a smalr number

s83 William Ryan Chapman, "Àrranging Ethnology, ÀPitt Rivers and the Typological iradition,n--in
and Others, ed. G.W. Stocking Jr., pp.23-24.

sI4 Erna V. Siebert, "Northern Athapaskan Collections
Fi rst Half of the Nineteènth Century, "Ànthropoloqv, 17-1 ( 1980) :49-60.

.H.L.F.
Obiects

of the
Àrctic

s I s Harvard university accepted an endo¡.¡ment to build a
museum dedicated to archaeological and ethnologicarcollections in 1866. The peabody Museum of ameiican
Àrchaeology and Ethnorogy emerged at the same time assmithsonian scientists were adding anthroporogical totheir roster of scientific activiÈies. sãe õurtis ¡t.Hinsley, "From shell-Heaps to stelae, Early Ànthropology
at the Peabody Museum, " in Ob-iects and Othãrs, ed. G.W.
Stocking Jr., pp.49-74.
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of anthropological specimens or Indian "curiosities" with

the Patent Office specimens in 1857, but since archaeology

and ethnology did not excite "widespread support in the

world of science and scholarship" even as late as the 1860s,

it is not surprising that the documentation regarding the

origins and use of these early specimens vras as inadequate

as v¡ere the collect ions minuscule. 5 I 0 The Smithsonian

Institution had received an "Indian PiIlow," a "Blanket made

of feathers by the natives of CaIifornia," some "Wooden

masks carved by the natives of the north west coast of

Àmerica," and a few poorly identified technol-ogical and

decorative items collected by expeditions sent west by the

government.

Arctic artifacts were numerically significant as well as

unprecedented. Anthropological specimens collected in the

north arrived at the Smithsonian in far greater numbers than

any previous donations. The Institution received hundreds of

anthropological "peculiarities" that had been either
collected, or constructed by northern traders and trappers.
The Inuit collections vrere particularly comprehensive, but

numerous specimens from the Chipewyan, Yellowknife, Kutchin,

Dogrib, Slave, Loucheux, Hare, Nehanny and Fort Liards

Indian tribes vrere also submitted. Everyt.hing from deerskin

lodges to the medicine bones of a medicine man were shipped

586 See Hins1ey, From Shell-Heaps to Stelaer" pp.49-74 and,
John C. Ewers, "A Century of American Indian Exhibits in
the Smithsonian Institution r " SIAR, 1 958 r pp.51 4-1 5.
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to washington.ssT The preference for articres of dress and

technology is overwhelmingly apparent, and specimens of

hunting apparatus were well represented in their
collections. They submitted guivers, bows and arrows,

snares, spears, darts and fishing line, tackle, hooks and

nets. Bowmaking and carving tools as well as knives, sav¡s,

axes, haLchets, earth chisels, ice picks and scoops,

needles, fire bags and fire drills were also sent. Baskets,

buckets and boxes made of birch bark, grass and woodr âs

well as many articles of rndian and Inuit clothing vrere

collected. Examples of summer and winter apparel worn by

northern men , v¡omen and chi rdren v¡ere sent to the

smithsonian. Their moccasins, shoes and groves, particularly
if made from exotic furs or skins such as porar bear, seal

or wolverine, accompanied the clothing. collectors also
sent the ceremonial headdress and crothing bestowed on a

chief, as well as many other adornments. They sent copper

bracerets and ornaments, purses and belts decorated with
ivory, embroidery, quill or bead work, ãs well as ivory
combs and wooden snov¡ goggles.

These northern specimens v¡ere certainly part of Baird's
dream to build the biggest, the best, and the first
colrection of a1l North American products. But increased

anthropological accessions were not unrelated to the

systematization of collecting procedures that had been

s87 Registers,
smítnson ián
and Computer

Àccession Records,
Institution, vols.
Printout , Ident.

Ànthropology Department,
, rrrr,rrr, sIA, RU 6990T,
MNH4 122c113, MNH-ÀNN.
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arready introduced by smithsonian scientists into the

zoological sciences as early as 1850. In 1BG1, while
Kennicott was still travelling through the north, the

smithsonian pubrished directions in aid of anthroporogical
corrections. The "Instructions for Archaeorogical

Investigations in the U. States" ( 1 961 ) and the

"rnstructions for Research Relative to the Ethnology and

Phirology of Àmerica" ( 1 863 ) were written by George

Gibbs. s88 His guides were comprehensive, touching on most

subjects deemed relevant by archaeologists and ethnologists.
Moreover, they specifically attempted to rectify the

deficiencies which had limited the specimens received from

the Patent Office to non-scientific purposes.

The artifacts that had been collected by government

expeditions had been careressly and inadequately identified.
They vrere usually submitted s¡ithout indicating either tribal
origins or their specific function. s I e Their utirity was

therefore reduced to researchers, and their applicability to
museology restricted. They v¡ere litt1e more than mere

"novelties, " and Gibbs,-rlnstructions" were aimed at
rectifying the deplorable situation found amongst the patent

office specimens by channelling colrecting activities
towards specific aoars. Gibbs suggested that "rn making

s I I Gibbs eventually became the
linguist, and he had developed
studies while'a surveyor in the
Hinsley, Savaqes and Scientists,

sIs John Ewers, "A Century of Àmeri
the Smithsonian Institution," pp.

Smithsonian's first
an interest in native

Washington Territories.
pp. 5 1 -56.

can Indian Exhibits in
514-15.
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these Ianthropological] collections care should be taken to
specify the tribes from whom they are obtained, and where

any doubt may exist, the particular use to which each is
applied. rrsso His "rnstructions" estabrished standards

analogous to those estabrished by the fierd guides that had

been written during the 1850s and 1860s by Baird, Brewer,

Leconte, cJ-emens and ostensacken, for zoorogical correcting,
conservation and documentation. They combined the relatively
new preoccupation with technological factors as indices of

societar development with a lingering fascination in raciar
distinctiveness and the desire to preserve any and all of

Àmerindian material cul-ture. ss 1

Gibbs just i f ied ethnology on both scientific and

humanitarian grounds. He lud a werl enunc iated morar

imperative and a reform impurse behind his studies on North

American Indians.ss2 Gibbs' instructions were therefore
unsurprisingly indicative of the "sarvage ethos"' that

sso sIAR, 1861, p.394.
ss1 Hinsrey states that Henry made a determined effort to

disassociate the smithsonian from physical anthropology(p.27-28) , and whire his efforts- dia not immediateÍy
reduce the demand for native crania, by the 1860s,
skulls vrere viewed as a physiologicar corollary of the
curturar differences associated with the historical
development of "primitive" man. By the 1860s, polygenist
endeavours to prove multiple creations through
comparative craniology had been largely replaced UV
attempts to correrate "primitive" curturar attributes
with physiological evidence.

s s 2 Hinsley, in fact , di scusses the salvage ethos aspersonified by Gibbs. Seer pp.21-22 and 51-52. See also
Gibbs I rrlnstructions f or Research Relative to the
Ethnology and Philology of America," (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1 863 ) , p.7 .
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permeated nineteenth century ethnology and which had been

stated emphatically by the American artist, George catlin,
as early as 1841. catlin's humanitarianism strongly shaped

his opinion that descriptions of native curture v¡ere more

important to future studies of Àmerindians than the
monogenist-polygenist debate over their origins:

...so abstruse {sicl a subject, Iorigins of North
Àmerican Indiansl and one so barren of positive
proof, would require in its discussion too much
circumstantial evidence for my allowed limits;which I am sure the world will agree will befilled up much more consistently witñ the avowed
spirit of this work, ll.etters and Notes in the
Manners, Customs a¡d Condition of the North
Àmeiican rnãians-l by-treaffig õñhat wtrlõ- uãîGof an abundance of proof their actual
exi stence, thei r customs -- and mi sfortunes ; andthe suggestions of modes for the amelioration oftheir condition.

For a professed philanthropist, I should deemit cruel and hypocritical to waste time and spacein the discussion of a subject, ever so
inLerest ing, ( though unimportant ) , rvhen thepresent condition and prospects of these people
are calling so Ioudly upon the world for justiêe,
and .for mercy; and when their evanescent
existence and customs are turning, as it v¡erer oDa wheel- before us, but soon to be lost; whilst the
mystery of their origin can as weII be fathomed ata future day as nov¡, and recorded with their
exit.ss3

catlin therefore anticipated Gibbs' argument in support of
the expeditious and comprehensive corlection of
archaeorogicar and ethnological specimens. But Gibbs

facilitated the collection of native artifacts in a manner

sss George catlin, Lqttgrs and Notes on the Manners, customs
g1. Condition of the. North Àmerican lñãlans, ffingjlg eiqht ve?rs' tf avèl amonqst rtre wffi'trlEEã-E
rndianq in North Àmerica. in1B32.¡¡.9+.35- 36.fl]:s "nã
I ndians0dians in North Àmelica, ID 1832,faJ+;S, fS,S1:A ana39, In two volumes (London: TosswilI & Myers, 1841),

FTL YF 387. ]pp.229-230. [H.g.c.A. , pÀM, RB FTL yF 397.
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quite impossibre for someone like catlin who worked alone.
Gibbs' "rnstructions" were distributed widely to the field
workers inducted within the smithsonian collecting network.
His "rnstructions" informed vorunteer collectors of
anthropologists' needs, and directed their activities
accordingly. His "Inst,ructions" therefore contributed
directly to the multiplication of data that $¡as accumulated

on North Àmerican natives after 18G0.

Aboriginar cultures were viewed as pristine and

unchanging, although primitive, and the "antiguities"
obtained through archaeologicar excavations were varued

additions to the smithsonian colrections. Gibbs' pamphret

refrected that appreciation, and a commitment to
archaeology. s s 4 Àrchaeology arlowed access to archaic
technologies and Gibbs described the contents of shell beds,

the human remains, the toors, Þreapons and imprements that
courd depict the development of extinct societies. He

accepted the division of ord worrd prehistory according to
periods of stone, bronze and iron technology, and he pointed
out that the relics and palaeontological specimens that were

corlected according to his "rnstructions" wourd farl
"naturaIIy" within these three chronological periods.ses

ss4 Hinsley states that these instructions yrere indicativeof the interest in collecting Indian "antiquities," that
was stimulated by Morlot's article, "Generar views on
Arclaeo1o9y r " SfAR, 1 860. See Hinsley , p.41 and
pp.51-54.

sss "Instructions for Archaeologicar rnvestigation in the u.Statesr" SIAR, 1861, p.394.
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But Gibbs also proposed a supplementary periodization for
North American prehistory. He integrated the westward

diffusion of European culture within these technological
divisions. Àrchaic society had already begun Lo disappear

before the arrival of Europeans but contact had, according
to Gibbs, compressed the last two stages of North American

prehistory within a mere four hundred year period. Living
aboriginal Americans therefore represented the final stage

of prehistoric development.

spec imens of contemporary nat ive cul-ture vrere not trury
archaic, but they were nevertheress desirable additions to
the smithsonian collections. contact had arlegedly
accelerated the "inevitabre" demise of stone and bronze age

societies, and had supposedly transformed existing
Amer indian soc iet ies i rrevocably. The value of native
artifacts was therefore enhanced by the belief that the

opportunity to co1Ìect these articles was short-rived. rt
was believed that native societies vrere disappearingr or at
the very least "exchanging their ov¡n manufactures for those

of the white racesr" and Gibbs particurarly suggested the

collection of:
dresses and ornaments, bowes and arrows,

lances r wâr-clubs, knives, and vreapons of allkinds, saddles with their furniture, models of
lodgesr parflesh packing covers and bags, cradles,mats, baskets of all sorts, gambling implements,
models of canoes (as nearly as possible - in Lheir
!1"9 proportions), paddles, fish-hooks and nets,fish-spears and gigs, pottery, pipes, the carvingsin wood and stone of the pacifiã coast lndianÃ,
and the v¡ax and clay models of those of Mexico,
tools used in dressing skins and in other
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&c.se6

The Smithsonian's
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metates or stone mortars, &c. ,

anthropol og i ca 1 "Instructions" and

"Directions" had combined scientific necessity r¡ith
curatorial acquisitiveness, but some artifacts were sent

south long before Gibbs' pamphlets made their way north.
specimens corlected before 1862 were sent in response to
casual rather than formal requests, or because northerners
had sent anthropological specimens to other institutions and

had simply assumed that the smithsonian would like simirar
specimens. George wilson of the Royal scottish Museum, for
example, had soricited the support of northern traders in
the formation of his anthropological collections, and HBC

traders had already sent him specimens of Indian
manufactures before Kennicott's arrival in 1 859. s s 7 And

although Kennicott was sent north in search of avian rather
than anthropologicar specimens, he immediatery recognized

that if others were interested in northern rndian and

"Esguiamaux pecuriarities," the smithsonian might arso want

to collect similar items: "Àre Indian dresses and imprements

wanted? That is, I mean, shall I get any large number

r suppose for some museums such thing Is] wourd be desirable
I'm getting a few things of the kind."5sB rhe smithsonian

ss6 "rnstructions for Àrchaeologicar rnvestigations in the
U. Statesr" p.394.

ss7 Letter from George ltilson to B.R. Ross, 30 May 1959,
SIÀ, Bernard Rogan Ross Notebook, RU 7221. Ross'
Notebook arso contains a list of the anthroporogical
specimens he sent to Wilson in 1859.
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v¡as not to be outdone. consequentry, it received its first
r nuit and Àthapaskan spec imens even before Gibbs'
"Instructions" had been sent north.

Baird soon claimed, perhaps prematurefy, that
northern anthropological collections were unegualled:

rt is believed that no such series is elsewhere tobe found of the dresses, v¡eapons, implements,utensils, instruments of war and of the chase,
&c. , &9: , of the aborigines of Northern
Àmerica.5ss

his

By the end of 1 863 the smithsonian had received 146

anthropological specimens from the north.6oo This was an

inpressive contribution, but it represented only thirteen
percent of the total coll-ection received from HBC employees

in over a decade of active correcting and the majority of
northern anthropological specimens v¡ere submitted following
the release of Gibbs' "Tnstructions."

By 1863 formarized directions were similarly applied to
descriptive studies of "primitive man. " Gibbs' second

pamphlet contained an obvious bias in favour of observation
or ethnography. It refrected his interest in historical
linguistics, origins, migration routes, geographical

distribution and cultural attributes. However the recording

5eB Letter from Kennicott to
7213, Box 13.

Baird , 17 Nov. 1 859, SIÀ, RU

ses srAR, 1863, p.53.
600 This figure is based on the accession records of theAnthropology Department at the smithsonian Institution.SIÀ, RU 6990T, and Computer printout, fdent. MNH4

122G113, MNH-ANN.
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of northern ethnographies was, rike anthropological
collecting generally, initiated somewhat earlier than might

be expected from the smithsonian pubrication schedure.

Gibbs had contacted Bernard Rogan Ross regarding the

preparation of a description of northern aborigines even

before his second pamphlet v¡as printed, and he had probably

discussed the importance of ethnographic studies when he

first met Ross while he v¡as working as a geologist, botanist
and naturalist on the North west Boundary survey commission

in 1857.6oi It vras expected that those who could provide

information would do so dutifutly.

Ross had already recorded some rndian vocaburaries and

had corrected anthropological artifacts for Àndrew Murray of
Edinburgh, when he made Kennicott's acquaintance in 18F9.

Ross had, after aII, abandoned ethnology in favour of
ornithology largely as a result of Baird's influence. He

considered himserf incrined towards ethnology and

meteorology in the spring of 1860, but a year later he v¡as

"... daiJ-y becoming more & more attached to the study in
particular of ornithology -rr6o2

601 Letter from Gibbs to J. Henry,
pp.89-91 . See also D. Lindsay
Company-Smithsonian Connection
IntellectuaI Lifer" p.595.

See letters from Ross to Baird, 25
Corr Coll, Folder 41 and 18 March
CoIl, Folder 36.

Nov. 1862, 9f-¡\B.,
"The Hudson's Bay

and Fur Trade

March 1860, SIA, HBC
1861, SIA, HBC Corr

18
,

602
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when asked, howevèr, Ross resumed his anthroporogicar
activities on behalf of the American institution. He

accepted his "obligation" willingly. He agreed

wholeheartedly with contemporary predictions of the imminent

demise of an anachronistic way of life:

Ethnology is but a modern gql_ence-, and the
f ormer habits, customs, and tradffi;s of many
tribes are completely lost to the world: while
even now the aboriginal_ races, brought into
contact in almost every region with whites,
Missionaries and pseudo or real civilization, have
imperceptiÞfV lost their ancient ideas, feelings
and traditions, and notwithstanding their Asiatlctenacity, insensibly acquired the manners of the
dorninant race.6o3

rntellectually, Ross understood the tragedy faced by

aboriginar Àmericans, but an essay that he wrote on the Dene

betrayed the fact that he fert little remorse over the
pending disappearance of native culture or society. His

essay vlas published in the Smithsonian Institution AnnuaL

Report (1866), along with two other northern ethnographies.

strachan Jones described various elements of Kutchin socio-
curtural organ ízation, and I^til1iam L. Hardisty wrote a

similar essay on the Loucheux.6oa À1r three accounts were

substantially subjective, but Hardisty and Jones were less
patronizing and accusatory than Ross. Neither Ross nor Jones

could resi st of fering thei r opin ions on the physical

603 This is an excerpt from a manuscr
published article on the Dene. This
the version which appears in the
Report. Bernard Rogan Ross Notebook,

6o4 sIÀR, 1866, PP.3O1-327.

ipt draft of Ross'
section was cut from
Smithsonian Ànnual
srÀ, RU 7221.



usually somewhat less critical than those made by Ross, and

his contempt for the native population less obvious. Ross'

attempts at objectivity were futile. He rorded his supposed

superiority over what were often depicted as subjects barery
deserving his consideration. And he never denied himself the
pleasure of a deprecatory comment.

scattered throughout Ross' account were statements which

often started out innocentJ-y enough but, with the stroke of
a pêDr concluded with condemnation.6os For exampre, in Ross'

assessment of the physical attributes and fitness of the
Dene people, he stated: "The prevailing complexion ßây, with
propriety, be said to be of a dirty yerrowish ochre tinge,
ranging from a smoky brown to a tint as fair as that of many

harf-caste Europeans." "The Tinneh are far from a hearthy
race. The causes of death proceed rather from weakness of
constitution and hereditary taint rather than from epidemic

diseases, though, when the latter do come, they make great
havoc.tt "Like all hunter tribes these people have the

senses of sight and hearing in perfection, while, owing to
the dirtiness of their habits, that of smerl is greatly
blunted." Ross aÌso had much to say on Dene morarity, most

of it negative. For example: "Few of the moral faculties are
possessed in any remarkabre degree by the eastern Tinneh.

They are tolerabry honest, not bloodthirsty or cruer; but

attractiveness of their subjects.

6os The following quotat
"The Eastern Tinneh,
307, 308 and 310.
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Jones' comments were

ions are, in order, from Ross' essay
" SIÀR,1868, pages 304, 305, 306,
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this is, r suppose, the extentr âs they are confirmed 1iars,
far from being chaste, " "As a whole the race under

consideration is unwarlike On examination of the

subject crosely, r am disposed to consider that this
peaceful disposition proceeds more from timidity than from

any actual disinclination to shed blood." "The instinct of
fove of offspring, common to the rower animals, exists
strongly among these peopre, but considerably modified by

the selfishness which is so conspicuous a feature in their
character. "

Jones was far less judgmentar than Ross. He slavishly
followed the format suggested by Gibbs, never demonstrating

any incrination for emberrishment nor exhibiting any

riterary aspirations. His reponses to Gibbs' queries were

unimaginative. Jones put little effort into the

construction of his narrative, focusing instead upon

relaying all pertinent data. He serdom deviated from the
format outlined in the smithsonian "rnstructions. " Jones

responded clearly, without hyperbole, to the topics
identified by Gibbs. The following extract, for example,

demonstrates the " facts" Gibbs viewed as necessary to
describe "primitive" governments:

Goyernment- Is the tribe commanded by the same
chief or chiefs in peace and in wai, or bydifferent ones? What is the extent of a chief'é
authority; and how does he acquire it, by birth orby the choice of the people? What are the insignia
of his office, and what his privileges? who are
entitled to speak in the councils of the tribe?
What laws have they; for instance, what are the
punishments for theft, for adultery, for murder;
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and by whom are punishments inflicted?6oG
and Jones responded with clarity and conciseness:

Çovernment.- They are governed by the same chiefsin peace and in v¡ar. The authority of a chief i svery limiled, for the Indians are very unruly, andnot at all disposed to submit to authority. Thechiefs are chosen either on account of- their
wisdom or courage, and not at all on account ofbirth. They have no insignia of office, and as forprivileges they have all that they can take, and
none that the others can withold [sic] from them.
The chiefs and old men are aII who are entitled tospeak in council, but any young man will nothesitate to get up and give his seniors thebenefit of his wisdom.

Law.- They have no law or, rather, the injuredpfrty takes the law into his own hand. For tñeft,
I i ttle or no puni shment i s infl icted; foíadultery, the woman only is punished, being beatenand sometimes thrown off by her husbanã, andinstances are not wanting of the woman being put
to death; for murder, the friends or relatioñs-of
the murdered man revenge his death; but if amedicine man is paid to kil1 him, and the man
happens to die, the medicine man is innocent, andthe one who paid him is the guilty one.607

Such an account would undoubtedly deter most recreational
readers, but it does illustrate the format that emerged when

the first generation of soc ial sc ient i sts deliberately
attempted to produce a more objective ethnography. The

ethnography written by Jones was admittedly less
entertaining than those written by Ross and Hardisty, but
the economy

account an

compelling

and restraint found in Jones' style gave his
air of objectivity which made his essay more

as a piece of scientific research.

6o6 "Instructions for Research Relative
Philology of America r " p.1 0.

to the Ethnology and

6o7 Strachan Jones, "The Kutchin Tribes," SIAR, 1g6G, p.325.
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However, even the essays written by Ross and Hardisty
tended to reflect the scientific recording procedures being

developed at mid-century rather than conform to the riterary
conventions found in pre-ethnographic accounts. By the

early twentieth century anthroporogists had agreed that
personal narratives, like those that had characterized the

ethnographies found in travelogues or literature, should be

excluded from scientific ethnographies.6o I objective
description rather than subjective narration had emerged as

the preferred idiom of scholarry ethnography. Moreover, the

authoritativeness or expertise of trained anthropologists
was established on the basis of Lhe comprehensiveness of
their descriptions of unfamiliar, foreign or exotic curtures

descriptions that were produced by a supposedly

disinterested observêr,6oe and the HBc ethnographies $rere

written in response to one of the earliest attempts to
objecti fy anthropology.

The differences in format found in the essays written by

Ross, Hardisty and. Jones were marginal rather than

fundamental, and all three men forrowed Gibbs'

"rnstructions" fairly crosery. There were, of course, minor

6 o 8 Mary Louise PraÈt, "Fieldwork in Common places, " inWritinq Cultqre: The poetics and politics of
Ethnographv, eds., James Ctif f ord and Gèorge n. t"tarcus,
Experiments in Contemporary Anthropology, À School oi
Àmerican Research Àdvanced Seminar (gerkeJ_ey; Los
Àngeles; London: University of California press, 1986),
pp. 27-50 .

6os Pratt, Ibid., and Vincent Crapanzano, "Hermes' Dilemma:
The Masking of subversion in Ethnographic Descriptionr"
in writinq Culture, p.53
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but interesting differences between their accounts. Ross

vras the most articurate, but he was also more opinionated
and anecdotal than either Jones or Hardisty. Jones wrote the
most "objective" description of native 1ife, whi le
Hardisty's essay was the most empathetic. Hardisty did not
dwell on native physicar characteristics or descriptions of
how they satisfied physiological needs, but rather focused

on their social and political relations, religious beriefs
and language. Hardisty described the Loucheux as a

"commerciar peopre," barbarous but sociabre, and having well
estabrished rules of conduct. He provided many English-
Loucheux translationsr particurarly when repeating Loucheux

legends. Derisive remarks surfaced occasionalry, but his
prose was remarkably free from value-laden terminology.

Ross, HardisLy and Jones vJere intimatery famiriar with
the observed cultures. Each trader had rived in a northern
outpost surrounded by natives for over a decade before
writing their account. Their rives were interwoven with
those of northern peoples. They were intimatery familiar
with native society and capable of re spond i ng

comprehensively to the smithsonian circulars. Their essays,
while biased, therefore provided invaruable information
about nineteenth century native culture. They recorded

information that was undoubtedry inaccessibre to the

occasional visitor. But .their essays are important for
another reason. They are indicative of the development of
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the development of an

the emerging soc ial

of

to

Northern ethnographers v¡ere given criteria with which to
judge societies, and the HBC corlectors documented their
observations on native societies in response to scientific
rather than imperialr êconomic or religious reasons. They

f ollowed Gibbs I I'Instructions, " and his "fnstructions"
presented ethnographic documentation as a form of cultural
preservation. Aboriginal life was to be examined, documented

and when possibre, conserved through collection, in order to
reconstruct a "moving panorama of Àmerica in the order
time.r'6ro Examinations of systems of trade, work habits,
physical prov¡ess and immorality were jo.ined by broader based

examinations of native economics, as werl as by studies of
social and political organization, raw, war, customs,

systems of measurement, the medical, industrial and

communicative arts, methods of transportation, housing,
sources of food, styles of clothing and general physiognomic

descriptions. Tribal names, territorial boundaries and

demographic estimates were also requested. Moreover, the
procedures outlined by Gibbs represented one of the first
deriberate steps taken by anthropologists to emanicipate

their discipline from a reriance on the second hand and

indiscriminate information thus far obtained from

61o "rnsLructions for Research Relative to the Ethnorogy andPhilology of Àmerica," p.7.
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travellers, missionaries, colonial administrators and fur
traders. For example, anthropologists such as Gibbs'

colleague, Lewis H. Morgan, benefited from efforts made by

northern coll-ectors to satisfy scientific dictates, and

although much of their information v¡as admittedry stirt
second hand, it vras corrected according to their criteria
and with anthropological projects in mind.

Morgan and his British counterpart, Edward B. Tyror, were

two of the most important anthroporogists of the period.
They were both evol-utionists, and they were both interested
in uncovering the origins of western "civirization. " since
they berieved that the origins of "civilized" society ray in
a primitiveness simirar to that found amongst the "col_oured"

peoples of the New worlds r 6 1 r information on indigenous
peoples v¡as indispensable to their work. And Morgan's

anarysis of kinship terminology, and ultimately his theory
of curtural evolution, as represented through a derineation
of stages or "ethnical periods" that nere identified by

family structure, technological comprexity and notions of
private property, actuarly benefited from the efforts of
northern colLectors.

MacFarl-ane received Morgan's "circular in Reference to
the degrees of Relationship among different nationsrrr6l2 and

6 1 I John Honigmann, _ IÞq Development of Anthropoloqical-
Ideqs, Chapter 5, "Anthropology neconres@
pp.1 11-19 1 and George Stocking Jr. , victorián
Ànthropoloqv, pp.76-77 .

612 srAR, Jan.1850 and again published in the smithsonian
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in 1863 he informed Baird that he had found evidence in
support of Morgan's distinction between consanguinal and

affinar relationships. He had alleged1y discovered that the

Indians living near Forts Liard and Good Hope possessed the

Ganowanian, or the same kinship system as the rroquoians

examined by Morgan, but "for want of a good rnterpreter" he

could not supply simirar linguistic data on the Loucheux and

"Esquimaux.rr6l3 However, w.L. Hardisty did manage to submit

information on the Loucheux rndians.6la Hardisty was much

less sure of his contribution to Morgan's studies, but

unrike MacFarlane he v¡as specifically credited for the data

that he suppried and that was used in the Àmerican

anthropologist's kinship analysis. 6 1 s

Sc ient i f ic imperatives h'ere not , of course, value free.
But the HBC ethnographies represent more that the

substitution of one form of subjectivity for another. By

613

614

Miscellaneous Collections, II, 1862.

Letter from MacFarlane to Baird, 6 May 1863, SIÀ, RU7215, Box 14. See also Svstems of Consanquinitv and
Àffinitv of the Human Familv, Smithsoniãñ-@i'ons
to Kçrowlçdqe, vol .17, -7871. (originalfV acceptea torpublication in 1868, see SIAR, 1868r p.4b0. or see,Ancient Çocietv: Researches in the Lines of Human
Broqress from savaoerv throuqh Barbarism to civilization
(New York : H. nof t c Co:;1677 ) .

Letter from Hardisty to Kennicott, 30 Nov. 1864, SIA,
HBC Corr Col1, Folder 22. Hardisty's contributions to
Morgan's lvork can be found in svstems of consanquinitv
and Affinitv of the Human Familv, 

=mithsõñlan-ConËributioqls to Knowledqe, ( 218), vot.1 7 ( 1 871 ) ,Ànthropological Publications (Oosterhout, N.B. , The
Netherlands, 1970), pp.291-382.

6ls L.H. Morgan,
p.289.

Svstems of Consanquinitv and Affinity,
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ethnographic studies were increasingly
undertaken for epistemologicar reasons. overt economic and

religious concerns had been subverted, as had the role of
simple curiosity about "primitive man," to supposedly more

important and justifiabre reasons. And assessments of native
societies had expanded to include many elements. The

contents of the essays written by Ross, Jones and Hardisty
consisted of information recorded in response to
anthropologicar needs, just as the style of their essays

reflected changing textual conventions.

Northern collectors had responded to demands for
empirical verification of the nomothetic, as werL as to the

expropriatory tendencies of museums.6l6 corlectors sent the

smithsonian examples of native technorogy because those were

the specimens needed to test the hypothesis that the

aboriginal inhabitants of North Àmerica represented an

analogous phase of an earrier stage of European

civilization. By 1860 North American scientists had accepted

the tripartite delineation that European scientists had

616 See James crifford, "objects and selves - Àn Afterword,"
in ^9Þiçq!" and Others, ed., George Stocking JF.,pp.236-246, for a discussion of the psychological basisof Lhe accumulative impulse underlying museum
assessioning. He contends that museum coIIeètiõns reveal
more about the curturar vaLues of the collectors, than
they reveal about the cultures subjected to study. The
values of the dominant culture are expressed through
their appropriation of another's culLure, and ãs
stocking points out, victorian society r.Ias f ascinated
with primitive technology because it irrustrated thesuperiority of nineteenth century western technorogy.
See Prologue, victorian Anthropoloqv (New york: The Free
Press, 1987).
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devised to explain the development of ord ï^rorÌd prehistory,
and exampres of stone, bronze and iron manufactures were

integral to the verification of a theory which associated
societal development with technological advance. 6 r7

These same specimens became part of one of the earliest
public anthropology collections. Northern artifacts were

important components of early smithsonian colrections but

because systematized, modern collection techniques preceded

systematized, modern museum exhibits the data and specimens

submitted by HBC collectors between 1959 and 1971 are ress

usefur as measures of the development of museum

anthropology, than they are as indices of the methodorogicar

and theoretical orientations of the nev¡ discipline.

The smithsonian did not encourage anthroporogical
collecting before the civil war, but by the end of 1962, a

year after the release of Gibbs' circurar, anthroporogical
accessions had tripled.6 1 I rhey continued to increase from

twenty-five to fifty percent over the next few years, and

the 1 870s decade h'as characterized by unprecedented

anthropologicar accessions.6 1 e The anthropological artifacts

617 HinsIey, Savqses and Scientists, p.41 and, G1yn DanieIs,
"One Hundred Years of OId wõrld prehistorlrr" in a4qHundred Years of ÀOlbfepg]-ggL, êd., J.O. B;ã
I camEãas--Harvara unffiËi.rs,- i öael, -ólse 

.

6 1 8 Hinsley, Savases and Scientists, p.G6.
61s Information on the anthropological accessions isin the.qI.èR, 1861, p.64 1862, p.S7; 1864, p.84;

p:45; 1868r p.54; 1870, p.46; 1872, p.SS; - 1974,
1876, p.106; 1878, p.82, and 1880, p.139. There
1 0,000 entries in 1870 and 45 r57 0 entries in

f ound
1 866,
p.49;

were
1 880.
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that had been disprayed at the centennial Exposition herd in
Philaderphia in 1876 were removed to washington and in 1979,

v¡hen the Bureau of Àmerican Ethnology vras established at the

smithsonian under Major John wesley powell, the rnstitution
had "one of the most extensive North Àmerican collections in
the world."62o

But confusion and disarray characterized the Smithsonian

anthropological collections even twenty years after the
first specimens were deposited with the rnstitution. The

anthropologicar collections were not even properly
catalogued before 1876 when Dr. charles Rau was hired to
catalogue and organize the anthropological corlections. The

collections generally remained crosed to the public until
werl after 1880 when George B. Goode and otis T. Mason,

employees of the newly created Department of Ethnology, yrere

given the task of arranging them.621 Mason was the Head of
the Ethnology Department, and the first curator of the

Division of Ethnorogy, which vras created af ter the re-
organization of the "ethnological division" in the earry
1880s. Goode v¡as made Head of the Department of Àrts and

rndustries, and an Àrts and rndustries Building was

Growth during this. decade was undoubtedry due to
westward expansion (uinsrey, p.68) uut thié is lesslikery to be the case during the 1B6os when military
personnel were occupied with the civil war rather thanwith collecting.

62o Ewers, "A century of American rndian Exhibits in the
Smithsonian Institution r " pp.5 16-17 .

621 Hinsley, Savases and Scientists, p.68 and pp.g1-93.
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constructed as a resurt of the increased accessions and

disciplinary specialization that occurred in the 1ggos.

Ànthropological specimens hrere thereafter stored in the new

bui ldi nq .

Expanded display facilities afforded Smithsonian

ethnologists the opportunity to exhibit large numbers of the
anthropological specimens that had been collected over the
previous twenty years, but anthropological museology was in
its infancy. Àrtifacts were grouped irrespective of curtural
or geographic origins.622 They were often arranged seriarly
to irlustrate increased technorogicar complexity, thereby
demonstrating the correration between technorogical and

cultural development that supposedly characterized the
evorut ion from "pr imi t ive" to "c ivi l ized" soc iety.
Àlternatively, artifacts h'ere arranged simply to depict the
many and varied forms of the same object.

Arctic technologies were no ress important or less useful
to the deveropment of a distinctive branch of museorogy than

the other anthropological specimens deposited at the
smithsonian in the years following the rerease of Gibbs'

"Instructions," but they v¡ere corrected armost twenty years

before a permanent pubric dispray of anthropological
artifacts was arranged. Display criteria vrere not therefore
fundamental determinants of the composition of the northern

622 Ewers, ttA

Smi thson ian
Sc ient i sts .

Century of ÀmerÍcan
Institutionr" p.518
pp.42-44, 74-7 5 and

Indian Exhibits in the
and Hinsley, Savaqes and
92-94.
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collections. But the artifacts collected in the sub-arctic
nevertheless provide evidence that a significant step in the

development of field work as a data correcting process had

occurred during the 1860s. Requirements for ne$¡ information
and ever greater accuracy led to the development of new

correction techniques, and Gibbs"'rnstructions" introduced
direction and control into the fierd almost fourteen years

before the British Àssociation for the Advancement of

science and the Anthropological rnstitute published Notes

and oueries, as a means of rationarizing data colIection.623

Gibbs' guidelines represent one of the earliest steps in
the development of a standardized field orientation in the

social sciences, and northern traders and trappers were no

less a part of that dynamic process than vrere Gibbs and the
other smithsonian scientists. Northerners formed one of the

earriest corps of collectors specifically i'nstructed to
collect curturar artifacts for scientific purposes. Their
moders, specimens and documentation were used in some of the

first scientific analyses of "primitive" culture, and

northern collectors conseguently served two important

functions in the development of

anthropology.
the discipline of

6 2 3 James Urry, "À hi story of f ield method.s, " in
Ethnoqrapþic Research, À Guide to General Conduct, êd.,R.F. EIlen, Research Methods in SociaI antfrropology, 1(Academic Press,1984), pp.35-61. Urry is an uãp..íåÍfygood source for information on the development oi
European fieldwork traditions. He devotes conêiderably
less space to Àmerican deveJ_opments, and he gives thè
smithsonian initiatives relatively less space Ihan they
deserve
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Northern collectors provided some of the first useabre

and scientificarly appropriate anthropological data, but

their participation in a systematic and directed field
program vras an equa1ly, if not more significant,
contribution to the development of the social sciences in
North America. colrections made by northern traders and

trappers provided one of the first opportunities for the

scientific community to assess the efficacy of field work as

a scientific tool, and the parameters outrined by the

smithsonian collecting program mark the first, tentative
steps made towards the development of a modern definition of
anthroporogy. u'o Fierd investigations wourd soon be

per formed by trained anthropologi sts , and such

investigations woul-d become, in fact, the measure of an

anthropologist's commitment and capabilities.6 2s By adhering

624 Erman service notes that the 1BG0s marked the emergenceof modern investigations in anthropological inquiry.The topics that interested anthroþorogists such ãsMorgan, McLennan and Tylor have continued to intrigueanthropologists. Questions about kinship, soclarorganization, pol-itical and economic rife, as werl asquestions about society and curture generalry haveremained the focus of anthroporogiða1 reãearch.Moreover, anthropologists took theoretical stances thathave persisted since the 1 860s, for example, they
adopted evol-utionary ideas and examined them within åhumanisitic framework. Erman R. service, À century of
Çgnlroyersv : Ethnoloqical I ssues f rom :_960--t"--l 96q--(Orlando i San Diego; New york; London; foronto;Montreal; Sydney; Tokyo: Àcademic press Inc. , 1 995) ,p.3.

62s Pertti J. Pelto, Ànlhropoloqicar Research: The structureo:l I nqui ry New york ; Evanston ; Lõndon : Harper & Ror.,
Pubs. , 1970. See also Robert S. Anderson, "TheNecessity of Field Methods in the Study of scientific
Research, " in Sciences and CuItures, eds. , Everett
Mendetsohn and GGEIkã;ã, soffiIã_gy of rhá sciences,
Yearbook 1981 (Dordrecht, Holland; nõËton; London: D.
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to Gibbs I 'rrnstructions, " northern traders and trappers
participated 1n early attempts to rationalize

Their efforts
fe11 midway between those of the pre-ethnographers who

corlecLed data onry sporadicarly for reasons often quite
irrerevant to anthropological studies, and those of the
professional or career anthroporogist. They were informed

rather than informing, directed rather than directive. But

their activities and their motives differed markedly from

their predecessors. The activities of HBC trader-collectors
such as Ross, MacFarlane, Jones, Lockhart and Hardisty
represented a liminal phase in the deveropment of the
disciprine of anthropology, and their participation in the
smithsonian programs was indispensable to that development.

For this reason, HBc colrectors vrere welcomed by the
scientific community that developed around the smithsonian
scientists.

anthropological data collecting processes.

Reidel Pub. Co. , 1 981
dif ferent application,
within the sciences.

), pp.213-44, for a slightly
but similar view of fieldwork



Chapter VIII

NEITHER HOBBYIST NOR SCIENTIST: STÀTUS, ROLE &
COLLECTORS

Northern collectors not only sent south one of the
largest natural history collections ever made in Rupert's
Land; their efforts also enabled a serect group of trader-
collectors to obtain membership within the larger North

Àmerican scientific community. The natural history and

anthropological specimens sent by HBC colrectors such as

Roderick Ross MacFarlane, Bernard Rogan Ross, Donald Gunn,

George Barnston, James Lockhart and strachan Jones were as

valuable as currency, and they were traded for prestige and

status. These northern collectors, therefore, merit
examination for their participation in a social relationship
that vras defined by scientific behaviour, as werr as for
their contributions to the theoretical, methodologicar and

empirical bases of North Àmerican science.626

626 Ànalysis of the relationships between HBC collectors andthe smithsonian scientists is based on rore theory asdeveloped by anthropo]-ogists and sociorogists. nárpnLinton pioneered work in role theory, and he defined thefunction of status and rores in social organization. see
The Study of Man (New york: D. Appleton-õentury, 1936);
Ànthroporogists, siegfried Nader, The Theorv ói sociaistructure (London: cohen & west, 1W ana v¡ara
Goodenough, "Rethinking 'Status' and ,Role': Towards aGenerar l'lode1 of the culturar organization of socialRerationshipsr"_in Thg Relevance of Moders for social
Ànthropoloqv, €d., Michael Banton, ÀssociaLion of Social
Ànthropologists Monographs 1 (1965) built upon Linton's

299
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of several factors. Ski
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northern collectors l¡as indicat ive

, motivation, the knowledge and use

of scientific concepts, the size and substance of their
collections as well as authorship, influenced the status
they achieved. MacFarrane, Ross, Barnston, Gunn, Lockhart

and Jones v¡ere the most knowledgeabre and sophisticated HBc

colLectors, and they were accorded status commensurate with
their role in the acquisition of scientific data. Their
scientific pursuits intermittently superseded vocational
activities. These men truly became naturarists, even though

their expertise and knowledge paled next to that possessed

by career naturarists such as Kennicott and Baird. They vlere

conversant with the debates and concepts of their period,
and they developed great skill in the techniques of

work. But role theory has also been adopted anddeveloped by sociologists, most notably, nóbert K.Merton. Merton's classic study of the sociology ofscience was first published in 1 938: "Sclence,
Technorogy, and society in seventeenth century Englandr'1
Qsiris: Studies _o{¡ the Historv and philosoõhv óf
Sçignce (Bruges, Belgium: St. Catherine'ã pressJg3BT
with _new preface, New york: Howard Fertig, 1970i , but
was followed by several other sociological studies. seeespeciarry, Merton, social- Theorv añd sociar structure(Hew York : Free press ,- 1 968Tr-Tearf ier puU: ]3¿il]EE
and "The Sociology of Science, Arì Episodic Memoir," in
The Socioloqv of Science in Europe, èds., R.K. Merton
and Jerry Gaston (carbondale & ndwardsvirre: southernrllinois university press; London & Àmsterdam: Feffer &
Simons Ltd. , 1977) ,- pp.3-141 ; Bernard Barber, Science
g.1,9 the Social Order (New York: Free press, 1ffi
1962 Second reprint, Westport, Conn.: Greenwood press,
1978); J. Ben-David, The Scientist's Role in Society(Englewood Clif f s, N.J. :-prffiET,Tlil;Tãrry
Barnes, €d., Sociolgqv of Science: Selected Readinqs(Harmondsworth: Þèiguln Books;-@)-; nîertt r'renããjsoEn,
"fntroductionr" Science and Cultures, eds., E.
Mendersohn and Yehuda Erkana, sociorogy of the sciences,
Yearbook 1981 (Dordrecht, Holland; nõston; London: D.
Reide1 Pub. Co., 1981)r pp.vii-xiii. For'more specific

by

I1
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natural

quantity of their
h'ere all publ i shed

ific nomenclature in

of mammalian and

collections were substantial. They

authors, and they generally used scient
their morphological descriptions
ornithological specimens.

The bulk of northern collectors did not, however, share

the aspirations of men like MacFarlane, Ross, Lockhart,

Jones, Gunn or Barnston.. Nor did they understand why their
efforts were important to science. There were two groups of

relatively uneducated and unsophisticated collectors who had

little appreciation of the importance of their specimens.

Collectors such as WilIiam Brass, John Dunlop, Andrew and

James FIett, Julian Onion, John Reid, Nicol Tay1or and

Andrew Mackenzie genuinely believed that their contribuLions
would in some way advance science, but they exhibited rittle
appreciation as to how these specimens accomplished that
feat. Nor did these employees have any vision of improving

Lheir social status through science. consequentry they

collected for the Smithsonian only briefly. They were

hobbyists. But since coll-ecting on a grand scale had

relatively little recreational varue, these men soon

discussions on status and role in the scientific
community see, W.O. Hagstromr. The Scientific Community
(New York: Basic Books, 19G5 ) ana-riltt-giving-lãE an
Organizing Principle in Science, " in Sociolõqv of
Science: Selected Readinqs, êd. , Barry Barnes
ttlarrnonasworñT-E-guiã gooË', 1972) ,' and Jeriy Gaston,
þ Reward Systçm in British and Àmerican Science(Toronto: John Willey & Sons, 1978).
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abandoned science.

The more reliable corps of uneducated participants
therefore consisted of indigenous native correctors. rnuit,
rndian and mixed-bloods formed the rabour force needed to
amass the collections submitted to the smithsonian.
specimens vrere purchased from the native community, and

indigenous corlectors were consulted regularry about the
geographical distribution and migratory patterns of northern
animal-s. They vrere of ten carled upon to identi f y and

correrate oological and ornithological specimens, and many

native collectors showed sufficient aptitude and interest
that they vrere instructed in the techniques of skinning,
stuffing and packing. They suppried most of the brawn, and

provided information on zoological specimens that was common

knowledge to locar inhabitants, but vras beyond the reach of
visiting naturarists as well as many fur traders. They

possessed or deveJ-oped, in essence, the skirls necessary for
the systematic correction of zoorogical specimens and

anthropological arti facts.

Natural history corrections were therefore made by a two-
step process, and colrectors at both 1eve1s were rewarded

for their efforts. The collection, preservation and packing

of specimens r.¡ere generally relegated to the ress educated,

but nevertheress abre collectors, who wourd trade their time
and skilrs for money or goods. However the documentation,

measurement and identification that was to accompany these
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specimens ferr under the purview of the more educated and

supposedly altruistic traders. These traders donated their
specimens and their time to scientists who would appreciate
the value of their efforts, and who wourd reward them

appropriately. Trinkets, Àmerican manufactures, scientific
apparatus, books, tobacco and alcohol vrere sent to northern
collectors, native, mixed-bloods and "whites, " but the

all-ocation of extra-economic rewards varied in relation to
the labour process. The smal1 group of educated correctors,
who participated at both levers of the rocal rabour

hierarchy, worked for more than the ruxuries offered them by

Baird. They wanted the recognition and prestige that was

their due as persons who had made varuabre contributions to
sc ience.

such desires rested ultimately with individual
perceptions of the role of collectors and scientists, and

with the adoption of the scientific ethos by the more

educated collectors. Science courd be incorporated most

easily within a cognitive framework based on western

European traditions and since MacFarrane, Ross, Jones,

Lockhart, Gunn and Barnston had a European curtural
orientation they could, and did, conform most readil-y to
scientific norms. They atl professed a disinterestedness in
self-aggrandizement, believing that their contributions vrere

advancing the "cause of science." They undoubtedly took up

science as a recreational pursuit, but this motivation was
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soon superseded by more serious considerations. social
status could be enhanced through recognition for scientific
activities, and they quickly eschewed the economic or

recreational imperatives that motivated many northern

collectors. Ross, MacFarlane, Jones and Lockhart were

status-poor within the fur trade community, and so they

wi11ing1y fitted themselves into a system wherein data v¡as

exchanged for prestige, peer recognition and sociar status.

And these trader-collectors v¡ere not disappointed in
their efforts to fit into a nev¡ sociar network. They

rec e i ved both institutionalized and interpersonal
recognition within the scientific community. e zz Their
contributions were recognized formally through publication,
through acknowledgements in scientific works such as Baird's
Historv of North Àmerican Birds, his water Birds of North

Àmerica, and Etriott coues' Kev to Norlh Àmerican Birds, as

well as through membership in learned societies. Moreover,

their efforts were repaid with many other qifts that had no

monetary equivalent. Baird's friendship and his wilringness
to sponsor HBc collectors for membership within scientific
societies, as well as his encouragement and praise were

often far more gratifying than trading specimens for specie.

W.O. Hagstrom describes
of social control used
nurture its members.
York: Basic Books, 1965)

the types of rewards and
by the scientific communi
The Scientific Communitv

r pp.12-43.

forms
ty to

(New

627
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The immediacy of tangible remuneration yras an undeniabry

important incentive for many colr-ectors. But Ross,

MacFarlane, Barnston, Gunn, Jones and Lockhart were

generarly motivated by non-economic factors. They revered in
their ner.I found rores. Baird and Kennicott treated them as

eguars. They were not reregated to the position of
infer ior i ty and submi ssiveness to which thei r nat i ve

"assistants" had been assigned, but were cast in new roles
as collectors. They were allowed access to a rvhole nerv

community, and given status within that community. Their
specimens were wercome additions to the smithsonian
collections, and Lhey were wercome guests in the homes of
the smithsonian scientists. They had integrated science
within their daily activities, and they were rewarded by

membership within a largely inaccessibre and exclusive
social structure. For Ross, MacFarlane, Barnston, Gunn,

Jones and Lockhart field work truly became a labour of rove,
because collecting allowed them access to a community that
transcended localr regionar and even continental boundaries.
rnternationalism was an integral component of the scientific
ethos, and scientists such as Joseph Henry maintained that
the fruits of their labours beronged to mankind, not the
nation.628 The same maxim applied, in principle, to the

contributions made by fieldworkers.

628 Henry articulated this view from
association with the Smithsonian.
Organ ízat ion, " I Ðec. 1 847 ,
Yiscellaneous Collections, êd. ,1879, p.944.

the beginning of his
See, his "Programme of

printed in Smithsonian
W.J. Rhees, voJ-.17,
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scienÈific activities propelled these HBC collectors into
an elevated but i11-defined social position. Their
activities meant that they v¡ere an atypical group within
North Àmerican society, but their membership in the
scientific community was limited by their function as

collectors.62s The rear scientists such as Joseph Henry knew

the intellectual and social rimits of fierd workers. They

were capable of collecting data, but unable to perform the
more theoreticar and synthetic tasks necessary to anaryze

raw data.63o collectors like Ross, MacFarlane, Lockhart,
Jones, Gunn and Barnston therefore achieved onry marginal
membership within the smithsonian scientific community.

science and the community of savants associated with
scientific activities vrere not entirely unknown to the HBC

traders who colrected on behalf of the smithsonian
rnstitution. Ross and Gunn had been contacted previousry by

sc ient i f ic soc ieties and museums , and they had even

submitted data and specimens on occasion. George Barnston

was, however, particurarry wel-1 versed in the sciences rong

before meeting Kennicott in 1859. He v¡as a member of the

6 2 s sa1Iy Gregory Kohlstedt's analysis of the Americanscientific community, as exemplified by the AmericanÀssociation for the Àdvancement of scienðe, shows thatonly 6% of. the.totar popuration participated actively inscientific activities at mid-cenlury. The Formatioñ ofghe .Amçricar_r Scienti{ic communitv, -_rtu.@unAssociation for the ea"án..r*nt o_t S"i"n.u, .@
Ïun or rrFnois Pr 76, ærr:

63o Hinsley, Savases and Scientists, p.38.
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l'lontrear Naturar History society, and had presented a paper

at the inauguraJ- meeting of the Botanical society of
Montreal. 6 3 r He also had several articresG s 2 published in
the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist.

Barnston $¡as, in fact, the only HBC trader-colrector who

had made a significant contribution to science in the

nineteenth century prior to his connections with the
smithsonian. Barnston's scientific activities began in the
1820s after he met the botanist David Douglas, and they

spanned half a century. He vras an avid botanist, adding

zoology and microscopy to his repertoire after 1859.633 His

reputation was confirmed rather than created by the
smithsonian connection. Barnston was too much the patriot to

ZelIer, Inventins Canada, p.221.

Barnston had four articles pubrished by 1859 and had anadditional five articles published betwãen 1860 and 1875in the canadian Naturalist and Geoloqist (or in theCa??dian ¡¡atur?:,ist anA Ouarterfv ¡ouñ-t as it v¡ascalled after 1 869 ) : "Remarks upon the GeographicalDistribution of the order Ranuncuraèeae, througiroüt theBritish possessions of Nõ;El;-Eilm;" voi,.2-, 1gs7 ,pp.12-20; "Remarks on the Geographical Distribution ofPrants in the ¡ritish possessions of North Americar"vol.3, 1 858 r pp .26-32; "Remarks on the GeographicalDistribution of the cruciferae, throughout thã eritistrpossessions in Hortñ-ãïffi]ú voI.4, - 1859, pp. 1 -12;"Geographical Distribution of the Genus aI1ium inBritish North Àmericar" voI.4, 1859, ffiø-lZl"Àbridged sketch of the 1ife of Mr. David- Douglas,Botanist, with a few details of his travels anddiscoveriesr" vo1.5, '1860, pp.120-132 and 267-Z7g;
"Recollections of the swans and Geese of Hudson's Bayr"vo1.6, 1861, pp.337-!4; "Remarks on the Genus Lutra, ánd
on the species inhabiting North Àmericar', vot.B, 1863,
and "on a collection of pl-ants from British corumbia
made by Mr. James Richardson,
vo1.8, 1875 r pp .90-94.

631

632

in the summer of 1874r"
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have ever established himself within the Republican

scientific community.0sa Eight of Barnston's articles were

published in the canadian Naturarist and Geoloqist and at
Least one article appeared in the British ornithological
Journar rbis, but not one word written by Barnston was ever

printed by the Smithsonian press.635 Barnston's
contributions arso di ffered from those of his northern
colleagues because they were made rargely through the forum

established by the philosophical and scientific societies.
He did donate an entomological collection to the gritish
Museumr636 but by and rarge his sympathies ray with the
British and canadian socities. rn this respect he differed
markedly from the more productive Mackenzie River
collectors.

6s3 Letter from Barnston to Baird, 26 Jan. 1860, HBc corrColl, Fo1der 2.

634 Evidence of Barnston's sympathies is found in hisletters to Baird in which he discusses his British,particularry scottish, and canadian symapathies. seeespecially a letter dated 26 Jan. 1860, sia, HBC corrcoI1, Forder 2 and another, an undated retter fragmentwritten in 1859-60, in which he stated his hopes thatthe ¡ritish government would find the money to piint thedata accumulated by captain palliser wnire- in thenorthwest. He hoped that the British government wouldview these as having "National rnterests," rather thanas simply the observations of a "hobbyist." Moreover,
Barnston felt obliged to support the Montreal NaturaiHistory society and McGilr college over the smithsonian,since the American institution had specimens to"superfuity." Isic] Letter from Barnston tó Baird, 20July 1861, SIA, HBC Corr Co1l, Folder 2.

63s see Brown and van Kirk for a synopsis of Barnston's moreimportant pubrications, particularly the reference tohis article in Ibis. "George Barnstõnr" DCB, vol.11,
p.53.

636 rbid.
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Ross and MacFarrane's reputations were made through the
Smi thson ian . Subsequent accomplishments, including
memberships in scientific and philosophicar societies,
complemented their stature as colrectors. Their relationship
with the Smithsonian initiated, rather than culminated,
careers as field naturalists and ethnographers. Their
activities were generally channelled through the
smithsonian, and the smithsonian had a welr articulated and

generally cohesive programr âD efficient administration, and

the personner and funds needed to process spec imens.

MacFarlane and Ross therefore functioned within a context
that differed significantry from that created by the roosely
organized philosophical and scientific societies with which

Barnston v¡as f ami l iar .

The capacity of the smithsonian system to cope with
specimens far exceeded that of the learned societies, and

the size and composition of 'the collections sent by Ross and

MacFarrane undoubtedly reflect the effects of the
institutionalization of science that occurred at mid-
century r âs much as they refrect their individual
predispositions. 637 Nevertheless, Ross' acquaintance with

637 Institutionalization was, according to George Daniers, anecessary step in the the process of profesèionarization
in the sciences. This step functioneã to regurarize therelationships between scientists, and betweeñ scientists
and the generar public. see Daniels, "The process ofProfessionalism in American science i The EmergentPeriod, 1820-60, " in gc j,gnce in America since 1B2o_, õa. ,Nathan Reingold, ( 1916, . nobert gruce ToriãuoraresDaniels thesis substantively by examining theinstituLionalization of scienêe aná technolog! thatoccurred between 1846 and 1876, when modern
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Kennicott initiated an extremery productive period in which

he submitted approximately twenty percent of the total
number of specimens sent south between 1859 and 1871. His

efforts received recognition annually in the smithsonian

Ànnuar Report, and he arso received special mention in
Baird's monographs on the Land and water Birds that were

pubrished in 1874 and 1884.638 Ross was also an undisputed

success in terms of pubtications.63s He had six articles
published in the canadian Naturarist and Geoloqist, one in
the Natural History Review (london), and one in the

smithsonian rnstitution Ànnuar Report. Ross published fewer

articles than his colleague Barnston, but the fact that more

than one publisher was interested in printing his data

increased his chances of recognition within the scientific

638

organizational patterns vrere established in America. See
The Launchinq of Modern Àmerican Science, (1987). Both
Daniels and Bruce perceive the Civil wãr as a watershed
in the inst itut ional iz ing process because the War
allowed sc ient i sts to aåseit themselves in pol icy
formulation. See especially Daniels, Science in A¡¡erican
Societv: À Social Historv,- (1971), ;)pm
See Appendix I for an accounting of the specimens and
notes submitted by HBC collectors, and used by Baird in
the compilation of these volumes.

Ross' publications include the following artictes in the
Canadian Naturalist and Geoloqist: "On the Indian
Tribes of McKenzie River District and the Àrctic Coastr"
vol.4, 1 859 r pp. 1 90-95; "À popular Treatise on the Fur-
bearing Animals of the Mackenzie River District," vol.6,
1861, pp.5-36; "Àn Account of, the Ànimals useful in an
economic point of view to the various Chipewyan Tribesr"
voI.6, pp.433-41; "List of Species of Mammals and Birds

coll-ected in McKenzie's River District during
1860-61," vo1.6, pp.441-44; "An account of the Botanical
and Mineral products, useful to the Chipewyan tribes of
Indians, inhabiting the Mackenzie River District, "vol.7, 1862, pp.1 33-37; "List of Mammals, Birds, and
Eggs, observed in the McKenzie's River District, with

639
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community. Diversity was at least as important a criterion
as quantity in acquiring status through publication and

Ross' publication record would have certainly facilitated
his acceptance within the scientific community. rt might
have even compensated for his failure to become a chief
Factor considering that:

the acceptance by scientific journals ofcontributed manuscripts establishes itre donor'sstatus as a scientist indeed, status as ascientist can be achieved onlv by such gift-giving
and it assures him of þrestige wittr:.ñ thescienti f ic community. e a o

Ross arso recognized the role prayed by formal membership

within the scientific community in the arlocation of
prestige, and he did not hesitate to ask Baird for his
assistance in meeting the requirements for such membership:

I am preparing an article on the Anatrace t?lfound in this District for the Academy ofSciencesr ês I do not wish to be a silent memËerI enclose it to you, and would feel verv muchobliqed if you would look over it first and thenforward it with the accompanying letter toPhiladelphia. 6 a r

640

Notices, " voÌ.7, pp. 1 37-1 55. Ross also had an articlepublished in the Natural Historv Review entitred "on the
Mammals, Birds, eÇãf the r'fackõ;Iã River District,"voI.2 (second series), pp.269-90 and one published ínthe smithsonian Institution Ànnuar Report entitled "TheEastern Tinneh or Chepewyan -l¡naians) r" 1966,
pp.304-311.

w.o- .Hagstror.nr "Gift-giving as an organizing principle
in Science," in soçioroqy of Science: Serecteã Readinqs,
ed. , Barry narnes--( eenguin-Boõks;l9 7zfiffiX_. 

-
Letter from Rggs to Baird, 1 June 18G2, srÀ, HBC corrCoIl, Folder 36.

641
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In totar Ross belonged to five scientific and philosophical
societies, including the Harr of the Àcademy of Natural
sciences of Phíladelphia. He also belonged to the Natural
History society of Montreal, the york Historical society,
the London RoyaI Geographical Society and the
Ànthropological Soc iety of London. 6 a 2

Ross had the misfortune, however, of being disliked by

armost everyone who knew him. He had an inordinate amount of
self-esteem and even Kennicott, who seldom expressed a

negative opinion about any of the coll-ectors that he had

recruited, could barely tolerate Ross' company. He wrote to
Baird descibing his efforts to soricit Ross' assistance, and

indicated that Ross' help was onry obtained at great
personal sacrifice. Kennicott often had to endure both
pomposity and oratory.6a3 Kennicott only remained civir to
Ross through great self-contro1, particularly after learning
that Ross had duped him into thinking that the HBc

collections were procured through his personar generosity:
r rearned from ILaurence] crarke that far from hisIetting me go free being a favour Mr Ross had noright to charge me anyway as no men were sent on
my account. Clarke opened my eyes to the fact of
my having been humbugged by Mr Ross in this andother respects mentioned I found too that he hadgiven me the meanest kind of a voyaging a1l_owance.
C1arke was expressively enraged ç would make a row

642 D. Lindsay, "The Hudson's Bay company smithsonian
Connectionr" p.609.

643 There are numerous references to Ross' character, and toKennicott'.s dearings with him, but see the forlowingletters from Kennicott to Baird especiarly. 29 .runã1860, I July 1861 and 21 Jan. 1962, Sle, Rú 7215, Box
13.



about iL if r'd let him So it seems that Gov
Simpson was not forgetting me at all or meaning
that I was to live on the gentlemans allowance at
whose post I stopped I am of course hurt that Mr
Ross should have treated me so meanly the more
so as he was always recurring [referring?] in my
presence to the fact r oF rather his statement,
that his allowance vras short I in my innocence
supposing he v¡as entitled to this large amount
which I knew he must have kept. -

You may suppose that after this I shall not
think as kindly of some of Mr Ross' disagreeable
doings but I11 just keep my opinion to my-eIf andplay the hypocrite a little I shall not get into
any row r,rith him under any circumstances and have
made Hardisty & Clarke agree to say nothing of his
treatment of me respecting allowances etc I wish
I hadnt begun writing about him but as I did begin
I've given you an idea of the thing Lest yo,
should think I had gotten into some row r.¡ith him
or would be foolish enough to do sor - He doesnt
Iike me more than moderately well but I shall
manage to keep him thinking I consider him grand
chose - The end sanctions the means the Catholicpriest here says. 6 a a
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of the most self-indulgent persons thatRoss vJas one

Kennicott was to

River District.
meet

Ross

in his brief stay in the Mackenzie

never hid his desire for fame and

glory as a scient indeed make a name for
opportunity to affix his

even robbing others of

ion.64s There were numerous complaints that Ross had

himself

name to

recogn i t

in sc ience

northern

ist, and he did

. He took every

collections,

specimens collected by others, and

recommended that Baird make a special

taken credit for
Kennicott quickly

644

645

Letter from Kennicott to Baird,
7215, Box 13.

See letter from Reid to Baird, I
1864, SIÄ, HBC Corr Col1, Folder
from Kennicott to Baird, 1 Sept.
21 Jan. 1862, SIA, RU 7215, Box 13

29 June 1860, SIÀ, RU

Dec. 1863 and 5 Dec.
35. See also letters

1860, 23 July 1861 and
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effort to encourage those who had been put off collecting by

Ross' greediness:

I dont know if I ever explained fully that as I
found Mr Ross very anxious to send aII he could in
his orrrn name I agreed that I would teach a1l I
could to Reed and some of the other postmasters
and clerks who were to hand over to him at1 the
specimens to be sent out in his or his & the
collectors names - As I of course wanted to see
all the specimens sent possible I thought this
lal better policy than Lo have them given to me.
The more so as Mr Ross rather insisted on it &
agreed to pay any expense. But I f ind alrnost all
the gentlemen opposed to this, â11 Ive seen sincepreferring to give the specimens directly. CIarke
says he'II see hirn d_d f irst & me too! Äs he says
l'1r R. "is too f ond óT getting others to work aña
he getting the credit" So f'm afraid we'lI not
make the thing work But I11 try to keep Mr Ross
satisfied and hope he will himself collect a good
deal I shall try to get all the gentlemen to
send specimens direct to the S.I. that is such
as will not send them thro' Mr Ross. Ànd I think
it would be highly advisable under the
circumstances for you to write directly to such as
send out specimens this spring Àny way to Mr
Hardisty Esq Ft Resolution Slave Lake, Mr Laurence
Clarke Ft Rae and Mr AIex McKenzie Ft Liard.6a6

Ross did have one redeeming feature. He got the job done.

Numerous specimens found their way to the smithsonian

because of Ross' insatiable desire for attention. But Ross'

contribution, despite his duplicity, thievishness, and

rapaciousness, Íras easily outdone by that made by Roderick

Ross MacFarlane. MacFarlane was a mere clerk with the HBC

but he sent the smithsonian more than double the number of

specimens sent by Ross, contributing almost fifty percent of

the specimens sent out by the HBC collectors.

646 Letter from
7215, Box 1 3

Kennicott to Baird, 29 June 1860, SIA, RU
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MacFarlane, Iike Ross, was a published author. He co-

authored a monograph entitled Throuqh the Mackenzie Basin

with Charles Mair r 6aT and wrote an account of his

explorations on the Anderson River that was published in The

Canadian Record of Science. He wrote a pamphlet on North

Àmerican mammals for the United States National Museum, and

an article on northern ornithology for the Historical and

Scientific Society of Manitoba.6aB His assistance v¡as

acknowl-edged more frequently in Baird's monographs on Land

and Water Birds, than that of any other North American

contributor.

Kennicott also expressed his gratitude for MacFarlane's

efforts. His praise became quite lavish at times, placing

more importance on scientific achievements than on !h.
contributions made by politicians and corporate managers:

647 À Narrative of the Àthabasca and Peace River Treaty
Expedition of 1899, Notes on the Mammals and Birds of
Northern Canada, by MacFarlane, ( 1 908 ) .

648 MacFarlane's articles on mammals and birds were both
reprinted. All references are given here. "On an
Expedition down the Begh-ula or Ànderson Riverr" The
Canadian Record of Science, vol.4, Jan. 1890, pp.28-53
"Land and Sea Birds nesting within the Àrctic Circle in
the Lower Mackenzie District, " The Historical and
Scientific Society of Manitoba, Transactionsr 3g, 1890;
"Notes on and List of Birds and Eggs collected in Àrctic
America, 1861-1866" lReprint of article published by the
Historical and Scientific Society of Manitobal,
Proceedinqs of the United States National Museum,
vol.14, 1891, pp.413-466; "Notes on Mammals collected
and observed in the northern Mackenzie River District,
North-West Territories of Canada, with Remarks on
Explorers and Explorations of the Far North, "
Proceedinqs of the United States National Museum,
voI.28, 1905r pp.673-764.
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Upon my honor McFarlane I would rather have had
the honor of contributing what you and Lockhart
have to the history of Àrctic zoology than to be a
Chief Factor in the H.B.Co or a member of
Parliament The latter would be jol1y during life
but in the former case my name would be immortal
among naturalists.6as

MacFarrane v¡as, however, reluctanL to accept such accolades:

Shou1d your ov¡n and Prof essor Baird's f uture
letters to me prove as flattering as those I have
been accustomed to receive of Iate, I really must
believe, what I have not hitherto done, that I am
doing something in the way of advancing -the
interests of Science however r âs I myself
experience much pleasure in collecting objects of
Natural- History, I shaIl continue the occupation,
equally regardless of praise as of censure. As for
writing anything for publication I'11 know more
of the subject than I do now, ere Ive persuaded to
attempt anything of the kind; as to the brief
notes accompanying the specimens I care not what
use may be made of themr âs they are, I think,
correct in the liEtle they say. But enough of this
for the present. 6 s o

Such disinterestedness does not, however, mean that the

recognition received by MacFarlane vras unappreciated or

unwanted. By offering his data, no.strings attached, he

established a series of obligations based on "gift-giving. "

MacFarrane offered specimens to the smithsonian in the same

spirit as internationally renowned scientists offered their
discoveries to their colleagues:

Itf¡e] expectation of return gifts (of
recognition) cannot be publicly acknowÌèdged as a
motive for making the gift. A gift is supposed to
be given, not in the expectation of a return, but
as an expression of the sentiment of the donor
towards the recipient. Iand] The public disavowal

64s Letter from
RU 7215, Box

6 so Letter from
RU 7215, Box

Kennicott to MacFarlane, 15 April 1864, SIÀ,
13.

MacFarl-ane to Kennicott, 9 Sept. 1864, SIÀ,
14.
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of the expectation of recognition
scientific contributions should not
mean that the expectation is absent.

in
be

651

return for
taken to

There is no doubt that publication and membership in

Iearned societies were important indices of success within
the scientific community. Jones, Lockhart and Gunn also

shared in the distinction of having articles pubtished by

the Smithsonian press, although Lockhart and Jones only

managed one article each, and Gunn had one very short piece

and a regular length article printed in the Ànnual Report of

the Smithsonian Institution.6s2 But it is quite conceivable

and even probable that, except for Ross who had an

extraordinarily high opinion of his capabilities, HBC

collectors derived at least as much satisfaction from their
personal relationships with Kennicott and Bairdr âs they did
from the more formal avenues of recognition.

The personal dimension given science through Kennicott's
presence played an enormous role in the initial recruitment

of collectors. Some seventeen "Europeans" collected for the

Smithsonian in 1860. This vras the first fulI year that
Kennicott spent travelling throughout the Mackenzie River

6 s 1 Hagstrom, "Gift-giving as an
Sc ience , " pp. 1 05 and 107 .

Organizing Principle in

6 s 2 Gunn , " Indian remains near Red River settlement,
Hudson's Bay Territoriesr" SIÀR, 1867: 399-400; "Àn
egging exploration to Shoa1 Laker" SIAR, 1867i 427-32.
S. Jones, "The Kutchin (rndian) Tribesr" SIAR, 1866:
320-27, and J. Lockhart, "Notes on the Habits of the
Moose in the Far North of British America in 1865r"
Proceedinqs of the United States National Museum,
vol.1 3, 1 890 r pp.305-308.
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District, and the majority of specimens corlected in the

sub-arctic were sent south during the four years that
Kennicott lived in the north and in the two years contiguous

to his visi¡.0ss Laurence crarke, easiry one of the most

peripatetic collectors of the group, attests to Kennicott's
influence in motivating him to collect:

À further acguaintance with Mr Kennicott, who,s
zeal in the pursuit of science cannot be too much
applauded, admiration for his many estimablequalities, regard for his amiable charãcter, and a
conseguent wish to aid him in furthering theobjects of his journey to the far North, mãde me
this year take a more 1iveIy interest in gathering
for your Institution, ...6s4

MacFarlane and Lockhart formed fast friendships with
Kennicott, but all of the most productive colrectors
developed more or ress friendly relationships with Kennicott
personarly, and with Baird through their correspondence.

Ross, Lockhart and Jones even visited him in washington.65s

They bunked in the spare rooms at the smithsonian where

Henry and his famiry lived, and met Kennicott's naturatist
friends the "illustrious" members of the Megatherium club
- william stimpson, carabus ulke, Baron ostensacken and

numerous others.6s6

See Table 5.1, p. 174.

Letter from CIarke to Baird,
CoII, Folder 9.

21 June 1861, SIÀ, HBC Corr

653

654

6ss see following correspondence for references to theirvisits: Letters from Kennicott to Baird; 26 March, 29
March,31 March 1863, SIA, RU 7002, Box 27: letters irom
Jones to Baird, 1 Dec. 1866 and 15 april 1867, SIA, HBCcorr co]I, Folder 24: letters from Lockhart to Baird, 17Dec. 1866, srÀ, HBc corr coIl, Folder 26; MacFarlane to
Baírð., 27 Nov. 1866, SIA, RU 7215, Box 14.
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The HBC-smithsonian rerationship found common ground in
the desire to reap the benefits accruing from comprehensive

Arctic collections, and this relationship was ultimatery
fundamental to the process of socializing the uninitiated:

While institutional-ized forms of recognition are
most important in maintaining conformity to higher
scientific norms, the elementary forms linfoimal
contacts and interpersonal relationshipsl mediate
between the larger scientific community and the
individual scientist. 6s7

The smithsonian rnstitution v¡as perpetuarly indebted to
these northern collectors, but in the capabre hands of Baird
and Kennicott this was a debt that could be used to
advantage. Payment for past efforts obliged coll-ectors to
press on. They vrere conseguently drawn, admittedly often
quite willing]y, into the web of reciprocity by which the

scientific community, and the poorry endowed smithsonian in
particular, functioned. 6sB

6s6 The Megatherium was the name of the extinct giant sroth
of South Àmerica and S. Cannon, in fact, exemplifies the
"poetic popularization" that occurred in science in thenineteenth century with this very term. Scienqe in
Çu1ture, p.5. Kennicott ref ers to the "reaI"Eã[I-erIãin one of his letters to Baird and incrudes amongst this
group a Mr. Uhler, Ulke, Ostensacken and the "she1l
men." This last group wourd have incruded naturalists
such as Stimpson, Ordway, VerriIl, C.p. Carpenter, Lea,
Binney, Bush and probably LeConte, Loew, Hãgen Edwards
and Morris. See letter from Kennicott to Baird, 29 June
1860, SIA, RU 7215, Box 13 and see SIAR, 1862, p.62 for
identification of naruralists -EiXing ãt the
Institution.

657 Hagstrom, The Scientific Communityr pp.35-36.
6s8 w.À. Deiss has described Baird's reward system in

"Spencer F. Baird and his collectors," J. Soc. Bibtphv
nat. Hist. (1980)9(a) : 63s-645.
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Baird never begrudged his colrectors any "favour" that
was within his povler to bestow, and he exchanged these

"favours" gladIy in recognition of past efforts, as werr as

in ant ic ipat ion of future endeavours. Baird purchased

books, newpapers, tobacco, harmonicas, rifres and ammunition

on behalf of his collectors. over the six year period of
most active collecting he also sent many garlons of whiskey,

or what $¡as euphemistical1y referred to as "medicine for
exiles," that "elevating substance" and the "erement of
conduction" to his collectors. ^A,1coho1 was irlegal in the
Mackenzie River District, but Baird was wi)-ring to
transgress the law on beharf of his colrectors and his
beloved rnstitution. He managed to send "good whiskey" north
by disguising it as denatured arcohor. whiskey v¡as shipped

in containers soaked in kreosote so as to deceive company

officiars into believing that it was for preserving
specimens. 6ss Moreover, Baird's transgressions were condoned

by Governor Mactavish, who turned a brind eye to the

supposedry clandestine liquor traffic. Mactavish only fert
compelled to sanction the importation of alcohol after Baird
had foorishry asked for official- permission to send it
inward:

it is contrary to rule to send spirits of anykind into McKenzie River except for medicinaipurposes, so that if as a medical man you consider
Hardistys ailments require something oi the kind I
m?y. tell you that packages for the Companysofficers are never subjected to examination ËV ùs

Letter from
7002, Box 3,

Baird to Kennicott, 13 ÀpriI 1861,
vol.5.

659 srA, RU
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such cooperation was, of course, appreciated and Baird,s
offer to reciprocate was taken up by Mactavish when he

requested a very unusual "favour." Mactavish asked Baird to
inquire into the purchase of a smarl press. The Governor

planned to use the press to combat the news printed by the

anti-HBC Nor'wester. 66 1

Baird also sent many items gratis. He sent both popurar

and scientific literature, as werl as copies of the

smithsonian publications r preserving suppries and

apparatus.662 Many colLectors received revolvers, fel-t hats,
compasses and burning grasses as welr as dog berrs and

brankets, spy glasses and opera glasses in recognition for
their contributions to the smithsonian colrections.6 63

Moreover, after returning home to rllinois, Kennicott arso

responded to northern reguests. He sent onion a set of
billiard ba11s, and Lockhart a ring.66a

660 Letter from W. Mactavish to Baird, 11 Feb. 1g67, SIA,
HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 33.

661 Letter from Mactavish to Baird, 23 May 1867, SIÀ, HBC
Corr ColI, Folder 33.

662 Lists of articles sent from Washington, 14 ÀpriI 1962,
srA' RU 7002, Box 66; rnvoice of boxes tranèmitted bythe smithsonian rnstitution, 1861, srA, RU 7002, Box 66-.

Distribution of presents to the wives of correspondents
of the Smithsonian Institution, 1867. SIA, Tãmporary
Location, HBC Corr Coll.
Letter from Onion to Kennicott, 28 Nov. 1864, SIÀ, HBCCorr Coll, Fo1der 34 and letter from Lockhart toKennicott, 26 June 1865, SIA, HBC Corr ColI, Fo1der 24.

663

664
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Baird not only sent his collectors gifts; he made a gift
of his services. simply responding to their many reguests

for goods from the "civilized" world represented a privilege
bestowed on very few peopre. How many courd craim that the

Àss i stant secretary of the smithsonian r nst i tut ion had

purchased goods on their behalf? Moreover, he corresponded

with each and every corlector. For exampre, he personarly

wrote 3r050 letters in 1860 a1one.665 Fina11y, through his
position as the pre-eminent Àmerican ornithologist, he was

able to recognize the contributions made by his most

productive collectors by naming new species in their honour.

MacFarlane was twice honoured once in sc ient i f ic
nomenclature, and once in common terminology. FaIco

qvrfalco var. sacer was referred to as MacFarlane's

gerfalcon, while an owl, Otus asio macfarlanei has since

been named in his honour.666 Ross' contributions v¡ere

similarly recognized. Ross' snow Goose (chen Rossi Ichen

rossiil ) was named in his honour.667

66s oglg", "spencer F. Baird and his collectorsr" J. Soc.
Biblphv nat. Hist. pp.638-639.

666 The common name is referred to in The Historv of North
Àmerican Birds, p.115, and the sEGntiffiã-rnJcan be
found in R.T. Peterson, A Field Guide to Western Birds,
second ed. (Boston: Houghton t'tiTtfin Co., l3Ell . Itis;
however, difficult to determine whether Baird, oE some
more recent ornithologist, bestowed this honour on
MacFarIane.

667 Baird, The Water Birds of North America, p.445.
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I t vras unan imously agreed that MacFarrane v¡as the most

prodigious of Baird's field collectors, and he was also the
most highly regarded of the northern "gentlemen. ,6 G I

MacFarrane not only contributed more to the smithsonian
programs than any other single individual, he made those

contributions with humility and with apparent disregard for
remuneraLion. He asked Baird for presents or "favours" much

ress often than his colJ-eague Ross. Nor did he openly state
his desire for recognition or status through science. He

belittled his contribution. He often chided himself for the
errors and oversights that riddled his lists, and for the

"indifferent manner" in which his specimens were

prepared.66s

one of the very few requests made of the Àssistant
secretary by MacFarrane pertained to the distribution of
dupricate specimens. He asked for Baird's assistance only
hesitantry, and stated repeatedly his dread of
inconveniencing or troubring him. He once offered to
withdraw his request entirery if it was "... against either
the custom or rures of the rnsitution to present objects of
Natural History to individuarsr'r67o although he was less

668 In 1868 Henry credited MacFarlane w
thousand specimens. This estimate
the large number of oological
submitted, but l¡ere not recorded
specimen lists. See, SIÀR,1BGB, p.

66e See R.R. MacFarlane Collection, SIÀ
67o Letter from MacFarlane to Baird, 1

7215, Box 14.

ith donating over ten
probably accounts for
spec imens that h'ere
in the HBC collectors
22.

, RU 7215, Box 14.

0 May 1864, SIA, RU
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reluctant to ask for assistance in the forlowing two years.

rn 1865 he asked that Baird send specimens to the Montreal

Natural History society and to oxford university. rn 1866 he

asked Baird to forward specimens to the Edinburgh Museum of
science and ¡¡¡.671 MacFarrane was more comfortabre asking

"favours" of Kennicott, although he only ventured to ask for
his assistance in procuring some alcohol after having

received a letter filled with praise. MacFarlane usually
confined his requests to materiars needed for the
preservation and packing of spec imens r or to the

instructions needed to facilitate the collecting process.

He even offered to purchase his own set of dissecting
instrument s.67 2

MacFarlane never demanded acknowledgement or recognition,
but that does not mean that it was not expected. He used

sciencer Do less than the avaricious Ross, to erevate his
social status. MacFarlane did, however, differ from Ross in
that while he was activery collecting specimens during the

1 860s, his attitude reflected the normative patterns
operational within the scientific community. ez s MacFarrane's

671 Letters from MacFarlane to Baird, I Feb.
1865 and 18 May, 1866, SIÀ, RU 7215, Box

672 See letters from MacFarlane to Kennicott,
and from MacFarlane to Baird, 10 May 1864
Box 14.

1 86s, 15 May
14.

9 Sept. 1 864,
, srA, RU 7215,

673 Robert Merton has delineated four behaviourar norms asforming the basis of the scientific ethos. sciencefunctions within the norms of universarism, organized
skepticism, communism and disinterestedness. - Jerry
Gaston furthermore states that while not arl of t.hese
norms are found at the same time, in one person, they
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commitment to science was ress calculated than was Ross'.

He vlas committed to working for science on a more abstract
Ieve1. Both col-lected specimens to advance scientific
knowledge, but Ross l¡as acutery aware of and overtly
desirous of the social status that could be acquired through
sc I ence . Ross tended to extoll the virtues of
disinterestedness rather forcefully while MacFarrane, ât
least during the 1860s, believed that he should give his
data to the smithsonian vrithout thought for fame or fortune.
MacFarlane admittedly felt differently after 1 900 when

advanced age and an inadequate pension prompted him to seek

financial compensation for his earlier contributions.6T a But

some forty years earrier, when Ross and MacFarrane vrere

actively collecting specimens, their behaviour and attitudes

constitute the informal rules through which scienceoperates. Robert K. Merton, "The Institutional
rmperatives of science, " in socioloqv of science:
Se lec ted æe9j¡gg, ed . , Ba r ry náinèE--Tpengu i ñ-Bõæ,
W.6'5:æ.ná,. see Jerry Gaston, The neñard system
in eritlgh and Àmerican_ science (roronto: -¡õEn wG s,sonffi-), pp--a-

67 4 Between 1907 and 1 91 8, MacFarlane tried to obtainfinancial compensation for his services as a corlector,in the form of a smithsonian or united states government
pension. _ Winlipeg lawyer, Hugh John Macdonald,
negotiated on his behalf, but they vrere unsuccessful intheir bid to obtain a pension from either source. Thernstitution rejected his request, falring back on thepolicy estabrished by Henry in the 1850s. Neither
specimens nor data were to be purchased outright. Norwas the rnstitution allowed to make coñtractual
agreements with corlectors. c.D. walcott, secretary ofthe smithsonian in 1918, stated in one of the final
exchanges between the smithsonian and MacFarlane's
attorneyi "... the only recognition that can be made of
hi s cooperat i on and interest is in the form ofreferences thereto in the publications of thelnstitution, and this has already been done many times."See correspondence between C.D. tlalcott and H. J.
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were significantry different. They, in fact, exemplified the

differences between inner and overt conformity, a difference
well recognized by their contemporaries.6T5 Ross' thirst for
fame and glory vras often derided by his correcting
companions, whire MacFarlane's industriousness, honesty and

humility were applauded:

Mr MacFarlane continues his collections most
indefaticably lsicl in order I think to acguire
similar honours as those conferred on Mr Ross
with the difference that the latter gained his
distinction by the labours of otñers while
Macfarlane's collections are all his own -676

They r.rere his own, of course, to the extent that they had

been bought and paid for, rather than stolen.

The traders and trappers who together formed the HBc

collecting community performed the most basic, and perhaps

the mosL mundane, activities contained within the scientific
process. But both trader and trapper, like their more

prestigious corleagues, worked with a purpose. rnuit and

rndian incorporated collecting within the barter system

Macdonald, 17 June 1 91 I : spêc i f icalIy and see
correspondence between MacFarlane and walcott and
between MacFarrane and Àssistant secretary R. Rathburngenerally. This correspondence is found in the unitedStates National Museum, 1877-1975, permanent
Ädministrative.Files, SIÀ, RU 192, Box 37, Fo1der 4,
File # 10800 1/2.

675 This is a dist.inction made by Hagstrom
difference between those scientists who
the values of the scientific community,
only appear to adopt the scientific ethos
as an Organizing Principler" p.117.

676 Letter from vt.L. Hardisty to Kennicott,
SIÀ, HBC Corr CoIl, Folder 22.

to describe the
sincerely adopt
from those who

. "Gi ft-giving

30 Nov. 1864
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already established at the HBc posts, whire traders such as

Ross, lr{acFarrane, Lockhart and Jones occupied the apex of a

hierarchy developed 1oca11y to procure naturar history
specimens. This division of labour vras incorporated within
another social hierarchy, the scientific community's

hierarchy, and v¡ithin this doubly stratified structure roles
and status were well defined. The role of the scientist
differed from that of the colrector, and the role fulfilred
by HBC collectors was quite distinct from that identified
r.¡i th the hobbyi st . Northern collectors vrere 'labourers rather
than dilettantes; technologists rather than amateurs. Each

role was accorded prestige appropriate to its function. The

status that was acquired reflected the contributions,
expertise, training and, most importantly, the desire of
participants to obtain recognition within the scientific
commun i ty . HBC collectors undoubtedly represented the
membership of the lowest l-evel of the scientific community's

hierarchy, but their activities nevertheless translated into
enhanced status. They obtained access to an elite sociar
group, and acquired status amongst a new and valued set of
peers. colrecting had provided an opportunity to acquire

status outside the traditional confines of their dairy
lives. The company could contror their fates but indirectry
in the rearm of science, and the recognition and prestige
that they achieved through their nev¡ rores as collectors
arlowed them to dismiss, or at least ignore momentariry,

their grievances over deferred status within the Hudson's

Bay Company.
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EPI LOGUE

rn 1 860 Joseph Henry wrote Governor George simpson

requesting permission to prolong Kennicott's Àrctic tenure,
and he also asked simpson to extend similar assistance to
another smithsonian explorer. The smithsonian wanted to send

constantin Drexrer, a taxidermist emproyed by the
smithsonian r 

6T 7 to the James Bay region on an oological
expedition. simpson agreed to both reguests and appointed
James Ànderson, HBc District manager, to assist Drexler in
the corlecting of eggs in the vicinity of Moose Factory.678

Drexler was, compared to Kennicott,
had acguired some field experience in 1

poorly educated. He

857 while assisting
surgeon assigned to
Pass under WiIliam

l-y employed by the

naturali5¡.64o His

Dr. James G

the "wagon

H. Magraw

Smithsonian as

Cooper the naturalist and

to California via South
s but he vras subsequent

a taxidermist not as a

road
rr67

,

bt I

67I

Numerous references to Drexler's position as ataxidermist are found in srA, HBC corr cóll, Forder 16,as well as in the rncoming correspondence of theÀssistant secretary, 1850-1977. see esþeciar1y, retters
from Drexler to Baird, 27 Àugust 1859, SIÀ, -RU 52 Box12, Fo1der 10,-vol.16, p.467, and 28 Jan. 1863, SIA, RU52, Box 19, Folder 21 , voI.25, p.480.

Although the London committee did not officiall-y
sanct ion Henry' s - request to extend Kennicott' s stayuntil May 1861, Simpson agreed to Henry's request in aletter of 11 Feb. 1860. srA, HBC corr óor1, Forder 38.
Reference to permission granted by the London committeeis found in a letter from HBC secrétary, E.M. Hopkins toJ. Henry, 22 l{ay 1861, SIA, HBC Corr CoII, Folder 23.

SIAR, 1857, p.47.679
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commuhication skills vrere rudimentary. His sperling was

phonetic and his penmanship was childlike. He arways fell
short of Baird's rigorous standards - in both his career and

personar life. where Kennicott met with success, Drexler
achieved mediocrity. Kennicott managed to conduct his
expedition with economy, and his life exemplified the

asceticism associated with singularity of purpose and

vision. Kennicott vras obsessively, perhaps abnormarly,
devoted to naturar history. on the other hand, Drexrer's
expedition to James Bay exceeded the alrocated funds, and by

1866 his personar life v¡as in a shambres.6Br Drexler
ultimately resumed his vocation as a taxidermist after he

returned home from a rather inglorious encounter with field
work. 6 I 2

constantin Drexler's journey to James Bay was quite
different from Kennicott's travers to the far northern
outposts of the company's territory, The journey between

washington and Moose Factory vras not only much shorter than

Kennicott's travers to Arctic Àmerica, the entire scope of
Drexler's expedition was less comprehensive than its more

northerly counterpart. He v¡as sent with express instructions

680 References to his employment staLus are found7002, HBC Corr ColI, Folder 16 and in RU 53
SIA, RU
Box 12,Folder 10, vol.16, p.467 .

6 I 1 Drexler' s wi fe , Franc i sca ,in an acrimonious divorce
from Drexler to Baird,
settLement. SIA, RU 7002,

682 Letter from Drexler to Bai
Box 19, Fo1der 21, p.480.

1n
,

solicited Baird' s assistance
and there are several letters
1866-67, regarding a divorce
Box 19, Folder 21 .

rd, 28 Jan. 1863, SIA, RU 52,
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to apply himserf to the field of oology, although he was not

discouraged from collecting other naturat hi story
specimens, 6 I 3 and he was instructed to complete his
collections and return to washington before the close of
navigation in Autumn. 684

Drexler left washington before the end of April 1960, and

having stopped at Phiradelphia, Montreal and ottawa en

route, he arrived at Moose Factory approximately a month

rater on 25 May.0es when he reached Moose Factory he was not
entirely late for the egging season, but his efforts were,

at any rate, misplaced. very f ew eggs vrere to be f ound, and

as he wrote to Professor Baird:
this is the.wors place for egging i have seen yet,
everything is said to breed further north, anã iiMr. McKenzie dooes not send me further i would hadbetter staid at home and colected at thesmithsonian i wirl not stay at this infernalpost if otherwise can be helpt, as it is shure
wher ther ar no birds, ther can be no Eggs, ...ut6

with the assistance of chief Factor John Mackenzie, he

managed to firr eight boxes with specimens during his summer

on James Bay. u tt Drexler's corrections vJere, despite

683 Memo from Henry to Drexrer, 24 Àpril 1860, srÀ, HBc corrCoIl, Folder 1 6.

684 Ibid.
6 I s Drexler's timetable has been derived from his

correspondence with Baird between 4 and 26 May 1960, andfrom a Memorandum to Drexrer from Joseph Henry, 24 Ãprír1860. SIÀ, HBC Corr Col1, Folder 16.
686 Letter f rom Drexler to Baird, 26 rÃay 1860, srÀ, HBc corr

Co11, FoIder 16.

6 87 "rnvoice of contents of I boxes adressed to the
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protestations to the contrary, significant considering the

brief period spent in the James Bay region. He sent two

hundred and fifty dried bird skins, thirty-three dried fish
and mammal skins, a few reptile, fish and embryonic

specimens in alcohol, a box (of undefined dimensions) of

fossils, three packages of dried plants, two boxes and three
packages of she11s, sixteen vials of insects and an

oological collection containing between six hundred and one

thousand specimens to the smithsonian as a result of his
summer excursion. 6 I I Drexler perhaps overemphasized the

extent of his failure, but the size of his collection was

smarl by comparison with that sent out from the Mackenzie

River District. But then his expedition rearly bore rittle
resembrance to Kennicott's, aside from their source of

origin and contemporaneity. His visit was brief. His

influence v¡as short-lived.

HBc employees stationed south of Methy portage also sent

specimens south. Governor Mactavish was keenly interested in
science and he contributed specimens to the smithsonian

Institution, as did William MacMurray (winnipeg River ) ,

Roderick Mackenzie (take Manitoba), Hector Mackenzie (Red

River settlement), w.J. christie (rort Edmonton), colin
Rankin (lake superior) Donard À. smith (Labrador), Henry

Smithsonian Institution,
Corr CoII, Fo1der 16.

688 The imprecision in the
rather vague manner in
specimens on the invoice.

tlashington, D.C.U.S.", SIÀ, HBC

specimen counts is due to the
which Drexler recorded the
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connolly (Labrador), James Anderson(a) (cutt st. Lawrence)

and John Mackenzie (Moose Factory).68s George Barnston was

undoubtedly the most noteworthy contributor to the
smithsonian collections, but he was already an accomprished

collector, and his interest in the smithsonian !¡as sparked

by Kennicott rather than Drexrer. The Smithsonian program

really took off in the north, where established traders and

their native "assistants" v¡ere willing to exchange their
labour, in the form of specimens and data, for the rewards

of science.

But both expeditions characterized trends that were to
emerge in Arctic exploration over the next forty years.
scientific motivations became increasingly important
determinants of northern expeditions after 1 860. 6 e o Arctic
exploration continued apace even after the Franklin searches

6 I s Numerous specimens were undoubtedly sent to thesmithsonian by these collectors, ãrthóugh the extent oftheir contribution is incalculable since the contents oftheir collections are not itemized on personal registersor packing invoices. Àside from the Registers ñept by
Donard Gunn, (srÀ, Donard Gunn collection, nu 721s, eoi
1 0 ) there are no extant records detairin! thecontributions made by the more southerly colrectõrs inthe HBc territories. unfortunatery, Gunnìs Registers areno sure indication of his contributions eithei. only 104items are listed in registers, which are geneiaJ-ly
undated and too superficial to possibly account for thétotal number of specimens colrected over a ten yearperiod. The most accurate estimates of the contributions
which were made by other HBc collectors stationed southof Methy Portage, are found in the Ànnual Report of theAssitant secretary, where a typical entry states:"Barnston, George Birds , fishès, &c. , from Lakesuperior-" srAR, 1862, g.57. see Appendix-B for a ristof HBC collectors stationed south of Methy portage.

6e0 rnformation on exploration comes from A. cooke and c.Ho1land, The Exploration of Northern canada, pp.2z0-309.
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ceased, but an obsessive desire to find the magnetic north
replaced searches for Frankrin and the North west passage.

Moreover, several scientific expeditions were dispatched
independent of the Polar Expeditions. rnstitutions such as

the American Museum of Natural History, the university of
rowa, the united states Department of Àgricurture and the
carnegie Museum sponsored biological and anthropological
expeditions to the sub-arctic. In total, the United States
sent thirty-four scientific expeditions to British North

America (tne North West Territories) between the Smithsonian

sponsored explorations (1859-60) and 1909, when peary fixed
the location of the magnetic pole.

cartography also provided some of the impetus behind
northern exploration, especially during the 1 880s.

Geological and surveying expeditions became increasingly
important forJ-owing the purchase of Alaska and the transfer
of British possessions in the far north to the Doninion of
canada. Boundary disputes focused canadian attention on the
north, and between 1887 and 1910 the Dominion government and

the Geologicar survey sponsored nineteen expeditions to
survey or patrol their newly acquired possessions.6e 1

Canadian initiatives in the north after 1887 therefore stand
out markedly in comparison with their earrier record.

6s1 See Morris Zaslow on the role of the canadian Georogicalsurvey in northern exploration, especially chapters 5-11in Beadi-nq tÞ9--Roçkg: .The srorv o:[- the eeãloqiäat survevof canada, 1842-1972 (Toronto: The t'tacmirran co. of can.Ltd., in assoc. with the Department of Energy Mines &
Resources and Information Can. , 1975).
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Nevertheress, the number of canadian sponsored expeditions
was significantly fewer than the number sponsored by the

united states. The combined totat of the scientific
expeditions fielded by the French (two), German (four),
Norwegian (three), sritish (six) and canadian (nineteen) did
not equal the number of expeditions that originated in the
United States. The Smithsonian expeditions marked the

beginning of a very productive period in the history of the

scientific exploration of the north, but more significantly,
they represented the beginning of an Àmerican dominated

exploratory impulse.
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Hudson's Bay company emproyees located in Rupert's Land

had sent specimens and scientific data to metroporitan
centres for almost two centuries before the smithsonian
sponsored Robert Kennicott's exproration of the sub-arctic,
but the specimens received by the Àmerican institution r.rere

distinguished from earrier cotrections on two counts. More

specimens and data vlere collected in the four years that
Kennicott travelted through the north than had ever returned
to European ports wit.h ships reaving the Bay, and the
Mackenz ie River colrecL ions were di st ingui shed

gualitatively, as wel-1 as quantitatively.

several hundred different zoorogical species were sent
from the sub-arctic. Àdmittedly, their physical condition
often suffered as result of a lengthy and precarious
journey or due to shortages of preservatives and packing

materials, but these specimens nevertheless illustrated the
tvÞes of fauna inhabiting northern ecosystems more

comprehensively than ever before. Additionally, the
documentation requisite to scientific studies of

as well as that
necessary for identifications based on morphological
criteria, accompanied the specimens sent to the smithsonian.
These fierd notes were an integral component of the
Mackenzie River collections, and they attested to the
aptitude that the HBc trader-collectors had for fieldwork.
They arso attested to their ability to follow scientific

geographical distribution and speciation,
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procedure. HBc colrectors carefully measured and recorded

several variables. The Mackenzie River collections lrere

consequently espec iarry usefur to the crassi f icatory
analysis performed by Baird at the Smithsonian.

The Mackenzie River collectors succeeded in sending the

appropriate data and the tvpes of specimens needed by

smithsonian scientists because smithsonian scientists
directed fieldwork to an unprecedented extent. They

influenced the composition of zoologicar and anthroporogical
collections through the "circulars, " "Directions" and

"rnstructions," that were printed and disseminated after
'1850. They also controlled collecting by sending trained
naturalists, such as Kennicott and Drexler, into the f ield.
The accessions made by the Smithsonian's Natural History
Department in the second harf of the nineteenth century
therefore attest to the success of Baird's efforts to
rationalize and systematize f iel-dwork. But his reforms to
the corlecting system wourd have been deferred, if not

futiIe, in the absence of the "volunteers" or "donors" who

wil1ingly participated in the smithsonian Exploration
Program. 6 s 2 There were but few career scientists at mid-

century and quasi-career field naturalists, like Kennicott
and Drexrer, vrere fewer sti11. The institutionalization of

science v¡as just beginning, and iL wourd be some time before

everyone invorved in scientific activities wourd be

6s2 The
to

ratio of HBC
the Smithsonian

donors to all other private donations
is represented in Àppendix 9.
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salaried

Baird's programs depended on the rabours of volunteers.
But the Mackenzie River collectors cooperated with the

smithsonian because scientific activities answered their
needs as well. Science provided a route through which

status-hungry traders could better their social position,
and it was a means by which the native population could
increase their purchasing power for Àmerican and European

goods. The smithsonian programs were integrated easiry
r+ithin a rarger cufturar complex because scientific
activities had social and economic functions that vrere, in
many ways, as important as their epistemol-ogical functions.
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congressionar Àppropriations for the care of Government

CoLlect ions

by the Smithsonian Institution

The following information has been derived from w.J. Rhees,

The smithsonian rnstitution: Documents Rerative to its
Oriqin and Historv, 1 835-1 899, Smi thson ian Mi scellaneous

Collections, voI. XLII, (Washington, 1900), and the pages on

which the statutes are referred to in his volume are listed
in the first column to the left.
Page

607

Statute

xI ,301

Date Àmount and Purpose

02 June 1858 4,000 care of collections
1,000 transfer of collec-

tions
1 859 4 ,000 care of collections
1 860 4 ,000 care of collections
1 861 4,000 care of collections

6,000 distribution of

647 xr

611 xr r

627 XI I

,427 03 Mar

,1 09 25 June

,217 02 Mar

636 XII,350 01 Mar

XII ,747 03 Mar

639 XIII,348 02 July

662 xIV,1 9 07 Àpr

XIVr31 6 28 July

1862 4r000 care

1 863 4,000 care

1864 4 ,000 care

1 866 4,000 care

1 866 4 ,000 care

- 338

spec imens

of collections
of collections
of collections
of collections
of collections



663 xrv,464

674 xv,1 1 5

678 xv,307

686 NVr ,294

687 xvr,500

693 xvrl,131

xvr r ,361

742 xrx,1 20

743 xrx,1 0g

02 Mar 1867 1 0 ,000

20 July 1 868 4,000

03 Mar '1869 4,000

15 July 1870 10,000

1 0 ,000

03 uar 1871 10,000

10 ,000

18 May 1872 5,000

1 0 June 1872 1 5,000

t0,000

03 Mar 1873 1 5,000

15,000

12,000

31 July 1876 4,500

31 July 1876 13,000

2 Senate ammendments
additional- 17,000.

03 Mar 1877 25,500

03 t'tar 1877 25,000

20 June 1878 25,500

339

care of collections
care of collections
care of collections
care of collections
building funds

care of coll-ections

building funds

renovations/distri-

but i on

care of collections
building funds

care of collections
building funds

heating system

694 xvr r , 5'1 g

729 XVIII,PaTt 3r216
23 June 1874 30r000 care/maintenance colIs729- XVIII, Part 3,

730 387 03 Mar 1875 201000 care of corlections
12 1500 maintenance of

743 xrx,350

museum

building repairs

care/ma i ntenance
of collections

to these acts gave an

care/ma intenance/
distribution of
collections
care of coIIs from
International Ex.

care/main/ai sL/ot

collections
care/main/di st/ of

782

xrx,370

xxr233

783 NX,397 03 Mar 1879 30,500
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collect i ons

Xx,417 03 Mar 1879 4,000 care of collections
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The following is a list of the scientific and explorationliterature pubrished before 1860, containing information onArctic zoology. This list is based primarly onbibliographical essays written by Edward A. - preblel "ÀBiological rnvestigation of the Èudson Bay RegioDr" North
A¡rleriçan F?una, no.22, Department of agriculture, Di,rGfon
o! _. Biorogig"l. survey (washington: Government printing
office, 1902) and "À Biological rnvestigation of the
Àthabaska-Mackenzie negioD, " North American Fauna, no.27 ,u.s. .Department of Àgriculture, Bureau of nioroþical survey(washington: Government pr int ing of f ice, j 908 i. some ofthese books have since been edited and reproduced by the
champrain and Hudsgn's Bay Record society, whire many of the
contemporary imprints are contained in the Raie Bookcollection, ât the Hudson's Bay company Àrchives in
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Hearne, samuel. A Joprnev from prince of ware's Fort in
Hudson's +Ð. to. the Northern Ocean. Undértaken bv Ordergf the H\¡dson's Bav Companv , f or th" @
Çgppur .UiDes, ! North West passase, S.ç_. I_8. l_h". yu"r=.
1762, 177,9, 1771 e 1772. oublin, 1796; repiTñt ea.,
London, 1 807.

Mackenzie, Àrexander. Vgvaqes from Montreal, 9L the River
S-!_. Laurencer -thropgþ the Continent of North Àmãrîca, to
!Þ-Fro?ef¡ and P?çif ic Oceans. rn the @1723. with a prelimi_narv account of the riselJToqress
and _presqBL state of the Fur Trade of thug Co.g-!_LçJ.
London, 1 801 .

Harmon, Danier williams. A Journar of voyaqes and Travers
!f;æ interioç øN..f.ttt
58th_deqreeF of ng!çh latitudé, extendinq ff"r" U."tr""fnearlv to the Pacific Ocean. Andover, 1820.- -

Fisher, Arexander. À Jour4a! of a vovage of Discoverv to
IÞ. Àrct ic neq,ioñslnlE ua iãsTE-sirlps-ì Heffina'Griper.' rn the vears 1819 g 1820. r,or¡aoñl-TB2T.

Parry, WiIIiam Edward. Journal of a voyase for the
disçgyerv of a N.E. passase riom ghe¡t']anLþto
Pacific. Performed in the vears lA19-20. In Iiis

the
Paq i f ic. Perf ormed in the vears I Él1g-20. I n tti s 

-rf-.:^-!--t^ õL:-- lrr--r-t --a r^,r h¡aaièstv' s-strips'Hecra' anaEiõil--_ lonaon, l gzl .
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Frankrin, John. Narrrativq of a Journey to the shores of
æ-Porar gea ,-U__-anðlfLoffion,
1823.

sabine, Edward, "À_supprement Lo the Àppendix of captainParry's IfirstJ voyage for the oisóõvery of a Nõrth-west
Passage in the years 1819-20." 1824.

Richardson, John. "Àppendix to captain parry's Journal of a
Second Voyage. " 1827 .

Parry, william Edward., and Ross, James clark. Journal of a
Third !þ:eg. fu¡ the piscoverv of a Northwesl-EGq;- -
flgl lbe Àtlantic tg the tracific. pertoimea in ttre years
19?-!-ZS. In His Ma'iestv's Ships 'HéCfa' ana-'rurv.--
1826.

Franklin, John., and Richardson, John. Narrative of a
sgcond Expegi ! i on 

_ to the Shores or ti,e@ Sã-. r n
the._vears _1925, 1826, and 1827, by J"h"-Fr..EIlr.
London , 1828.

Richardson, John. "short characters of a few quadrupeds
procured on Captain Franklin's late expedition.ì' TheZooloqical Journal 3:2 (Jan. to April 1B28):516-520.

Dougras, David. "observations on some species of the Genera
Tetrao and Ortvx, natives of North Àmerica. With
Descriptions of Four nev¡ species of the Former, and Twoof the Latter Genus." !¡:ansactions of the Linnaean
Society 16(1829):133,1 4- +

Ross, John. Narrative of g second vovage in search of a.' NorÇhwesL P?ssaqg, and of a Residence iã tit..-at"d.-
Reqions Ç'lIino rhe years I ezg, 1e3¡I¡_B3tl-1lQilt¡gg.
London,1835.

Ross, James crarke. "Appendix to the Narrative of a second
Voyage in Search of a North-West passage, and of a
residence in the Àrctic Regions during-the years 1829,
1 830, 1 831 , 1832, 1 833. " London, 1 g3S:

Backr_George. Narrative q!E_ the Arctic Land Expedition to
+.Fo"th@G"na@gE- t¡e- açç!i" ocean in the years 1833, 183Ã; ã"ã .1e35.London,1836.

King, Richard. "Temperature of euadrupeds, Birds, Fishes,
Plants, Trees, and Earth, as ascertained at different
times and places in Arctic America, during Captain
!qçL's _Expedition. " Edinburqh New philosõphióa1 Journal
21 (1836) :1 50,1 51 .
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King, Richard. Narrative g! e_ Journev on the shores of the
A ç c E i c o".r"æ, -1 I -3 4 E-l_q¡s. @ffi comrnanaof Capt. Back, R.N. London, 1836.

Richardson, John. "Report on North Àmerican Zoology." sixth
Meeting of the British Àssociation for the advãncement
of Science for 1836. Report 5(1837):121-224.

Dease, Peter Warren., and Simpson, Thomas. "Àn Account ofthe Recent Arctic Discoveries by Messrs. Dease and T.
Simpson. Communicated by J.H. pelly, Ese., Governor ofthe Hudson'g Bay Company. " Journal of the Roval
Geoqraphical societv B(iB3g¡ffi5. 

-
Richardson, John. "Geographical Distribution of some

Àmerican ¡if9":l' ènnIaIs] and Maqlazinel Natural
Historv 11(1843):484.

simpson, Thomas. .Narratiye of the Discoveries on the North
coast of Àmerica. Effected I the officeis of-the
Hlrdgon's Bav companv durinq ffe@ iãTdon,
1 843.

rsbister, À.K. "some Account of peel River, North America."
Journal a{_ t¡e. Royal Geoqraphical Societv 15:11
eiE¿s):3T-Æ.

Mclean, John. Notes of Twe¡!_v-F.-i_ve. years' service in the
Hudson' s f s. r,or¡aon r-Tõ'ãg.

Goodsir, Robert Anstruther. Àn Àrctic Vovaqe to Baffin's
Bal¿ and Lpgçaster lound, in Search of f.riends with Sir
John Franklin. London, 1850.

Richardson, John. erctlc- searchinq Expedition. À Journar ofg Boat-v-ovage rnro.uÈ RuÞert'Þ Land and the ercEic sea,
in search gf the Discovelv S¡f"r '

John Franklin. London, 1851.

Snow, W. Parker. Vgyaqe of the 'prince Albert'
Sir ,John Franklin. À Narrative ø_-e""rv-dr"Arctic Seas. London, 1851.

1n
L1

osborn, sherard. Stlav Leaves from an Ärctic Journar.
Eiqhteen Months in thE_rghteen l¡g?tÞ= in thç polar Reqions, in search of
John Franklin's Expedition. In the yç¡¡rð 1€Sõ-Sl.

search of
fe in the

Or,
5Lr

London, 1852.
Expedition. In the vears 1850-51.

Peterman, Augustus. "Notes on the Distribution of Ànimars
available as Food in the Arctic Regions." Jqurnal ofthe Roval Geoqraphical Societv 22(1852):11812T -

Rae, John. "Journey from Great Bear Lake to wolraston Land.
Journal ql the RovaI Geoqraphical Societvre).J3-s2.
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Rae, John. "Recent Explorations along the south and East
Coast of VicLoria Land." Jour. Rov. Geoq. Soc.
22(1852):82-96.

H..u. qîpE @ããd--s"ÞhGTundu'Eã: -
çommand 9l_ ME-. qi¿llam pgnny in searèh ef--t'he-UG=i!gcrews of H.E. ships 'Èrebus' an,¿@ãõã1, -ìã'sz.

Hooper, w.H. Ten Months anrerg the tents of the Tuski. with- Inçidents e!-ag Sir
Johrr Franklinl as Ig .r g¡e¡lac.genz:þ -nt-.tQ c"æBathurst. London, 1 853.

Sutherland, Peter C. Journal of a !errandr Peter c. Journal of a vovage in Baffin's Bav
and Barrow straitslE-Ee-veãrs î85õ-185i. perf otñÉyears 1850-1851. performed þ¡

rngrefield, E.A. À summer search for sir John Franklin.
r.1.:!1- - ñ---:-l-------ìñ. Ë-With a Peep intoillo the Pglar Basin. I^tith Short NoticEs, by

Belcher, Edward. The LastThe LasÈ of !hç Àrctic Vovaqes. Beinq a
L^ lir-n^,li+.i^- .:- tt ¡¡ d ta--:-----¡ -Nalrative of the _Expeditio! in H.U.g.@

Prof-essor Dickle, on Ehe Bgtany, "ra D.r-. sffiæ-Ág;
on the Meteorolooy and Geoloqv. f,ondonr-1853.

Kennedy, william. A short Narrative of the second vovaqe ofrhè 'prince aruãril-in-G?ffir stñon ¡.iin.
London; 1E53.

Franchere, Gabriel. Narrêtive of q yoyaqe to the Northwest
çgE?t of ÀFeriça in rhe years 181 1; @ ]ET3;anq-
19l_L. Or tlrg_E i rsr Amer ican Settl-ement on Epr;iTþ.New York, 1854.

Richardson, John. The Zoo'toqy of the Vovaqe of U.U.S.
' H e ç a 1 d,' u n a e r Eg l@qnãñ¿ lõr 

-c a effi-:u e n r v 
-n ãi ie t r .Durinq the years 1845-51. fondon, 1BS¿

\¡nder ghe cgmT?nd of CãEEãîg-Sit nawar@.,
il_p"ulçþ-of Sir Jghn rranxrtn. oüiinltrre lErá Tglz',
1853 , 1e59. rwo vols. rorñon,-1gEf

[enderson, James.] "Letter from chief Factor James Ànderson,to Sir George Simpson, F.R.G.S., Governor in Chief ofRupert Land. " Jour. Roval Geoq. soc. 26(1956) :19-25.

It't'Clintock, C.L. ] "Extracts f rom Captain M'CIintock's
Diary." The Dubtin university zoologicar Àssociation.
The Naturar Historv Review. proc. of the Dublin Nat.Irisr. 9."-, 3lTB56-f :M

osborn, sherard. the Discoveg¿ of the North-west passaqe þl¿
9:4:9. lr=lveslFãtoT- ET, t.@,8 -1852, 1853, 1854. London, 1856.

[Ànderson, James.] "Extracts from chief-Factor James
Anderson's Arctic Journal." Jour. RovaI Geoq. Soc.
27 (1857) :321-328.



Àrmstrong, ÀIexander. À personal Narrative
of the North-west passase. With Numerous Incidents of
Trave1 and Adventure durinq nearl-v f ivJ

--

conLinpous service in the Àrctic reqions
swearch of the Expedition under Sir JohnSir John
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of the Discoverv

while in
Frranklin.

London, 1857.

Walker, D. "Notes on
Expedition under
Proc. Rov. Soc.

IBi11ing, E. ] "Gleanings in the Natural- History of the
Hudson's Bay Company's Territories. " Canadian
Naturalist and Geoloqisr 2(July 1857) :lZO-leg.

M'Dougall, George T. Thg Eventfur Voyase of H.M. Discoveryshie 'ResgJure' !o tt".@ in ãeãrcñJ-r-F
q,gÞn Ffanklin_ and !E missinq crev¡s 9É- g.U;-Dlscol¡=ry
9Þiqr 'Erebus' and 'Terror,' 18S2, 1gS3; TgS4. to;do;,
1857.

M'Clintock, F.L. The Vgvaqe of the 'Fox' in the Àrctic
Seês. A Narfative of the Discoverv of iã. e.t" e! Sj!John Franklin and his Comõãnions. nosõã-,-Te6o. 

-
the Zoology of the Last Arctic
Captain Sir F.L. M'Clintock, R.N. "Dublin 3(1860):61-67.

ears t



Àppendix B

The folrowing lists have been extracted from specimen

invoices sent south by Bernard Rogan Ross, strachan Jones

and charres P. Gaudet. The extract taken from Gaudet's
specimen list is representative, rather then exhaustive,
because the only extant invoice attributed to Gaudet

contains over one hundred J-enghty entries. There is some

doubt that Gaudet himself composed this rist since the
penmanship and language skills are so superior to that found

in his correspondence with Baird (sre, HBc corr. coll.
Folder xx), but the lists written by Ross and Jones are
authentic, and they have been reproduced in their entirety.

These extracts are essentiarl-y verbatim reprints of the
originals, although some abbreviations have been expanded to
account for contemporary typographicar limitations. The

spellings are, however, unchanged from the original in order
to illustrate the different levers of sophistication
attained by the collectors. These lists also illustrate the
many different types of. specimens corlected by these
individuals, and allude to the quantity of specimens sent
south.
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À11 three invoices have been preserved in the Smithsonian

Institution Àrchives, Division of Birds, RU 7215, corlected
Notes, Lists and catalogs on Birds, 1839, 1949-51, 1955-65.

Ross' list is contained in Box 29, Folder: "Bernard Rogan

Ross." Jones' list is contained in Box 13, and Gaudet's tist
is contained in Box 9.

Index Continued
Nettion carolinensis Nos. 545 C.p. Gaudet

S44r S4g E.A. Ross and
C.P. Gaudet

Bucephala ÀIbeola 617
Histrionicus Torquatus 560
Pelionetta Perspicillata t?l
Mergus serrator l?J
Stercorarius Pomarinus t?]
Stercorarius Parasiticus 550
Stercorarius cepphus
Larus Glaucorcens

B.R. Ross
James Flett
Charles P. Gaudet

Charles P. Gaudet
Bernard R. Ross
Bernard R. Ross
James Flett
Bernard R. Ross

Bernard R. Ross

Di tto
Di tto
Di tto
Ðitto
Di tto
Di tto

561
s59

Larus Delanq---sis 627 Bernard R. Ross
Croicotophalas philadelphia an error name received
Pl-esa septentrienatis 528 Bernard R. Ross
Sterna Macrura 461 ,2 ,3 ,l?l Bernard R. Ross

6r7, t??]
Colvmbus Torsuatus 541 15421555, Bernard R. Ross

556,557
Podiceps Griseiqena 539 Charles p. Gaudet
Colvmbus Àrcticus 534r565r526, Bernard R. Ross and

537 ,538,539 Charles p. Gaudet

------SkuI1s (without skins) ----
five specimens itlegible
Vu1pes Fulvus Bernard R. Ross
Mustela Àmericana Ditto

EGGS

Turdus swainsoni i 505,507 ,51 5,
520 ,60 1

Turdus misratorius t?l
Dendroica ÀEstiva t?l
Setophaqa ruticilla 512 rL?lPasse¡e1Ia iliaca t?l
u:lfõpãrann-ffinan t oóuÁ e o o
Mareca Americana 549
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Bucephala Americana 578
Bucephala Àlbeola 576
Larus qlaucescens 577
Unidentified and Sundry 621 ,622

EMBREYOS
6 of Hesperemys Hyoiotes
4 of Tringoides Macularius
6 of Bucephala Americana
I of Sundry Birds
5 of Do Do in Eggs

FI SH

3 young carp

743
741
742
744

748

730

Di tto
Di tto
Di tto

,623 B. R. Ross and
R.R. MacFarlane

INSECTS

a vial from Peels River and youcon

a vial from Lapierres House 746
a vial from Fort Simpson and 747

Southward

GEOLOGI CÀL

Bernard R. Ross
di tto
di tto
di tto
di tto

Bernard R. Ross

745 C.P.Gaudet
and J. Lockhart

James Flett
Berrnard R. Ross

and Àndrew F1ett

B.R. Ross
do

James Lockhart

B.R. Ross
Russian Àmerica

Do
Do
Do

a can of mineral tar
fossils, rock crystal &c.
BIue ochre

605
624'
753

ETHNOLOGI CÀL

I. 1 DOG RIB TRIBE
a babiche work hunting bag 620

II. LOUCHEUX TRIBE (XOOTCHTH BRÀNCH)
2
3
4

Shirts or tunics 595,627
Mittens 596
Shell ornaments 633

rII. (ueN¡<ootcHlN BRANCH) Russian Àmerica
5 a chiefs dress complete, contain 636 Do

shi rL , trousers , mi ttens , feather ,neck, forehead and ear ornaments,
F1int and steel, Paint bag, euiver,
Bow, knife and sheath

IV. (PEELS RIVER BRÀNCH)
6 SHTRTS 625,626
7 Mittens 625 16268 Hoods 625 16269 Trousers 625 1626V. SLAVE TRIBE

10 Babiche sled line 590
VI. ESKIMOS NÀTION

11 Wooden fire producers 585r586
12 Ivory needle cases 590r593r604

DO
Do
Do
Do

Do

Do
Do
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13 Goose and wildfowl Lassoes 590 Do
14 Bow needles 591,591 Do'l 5 and arror.¡ pol i shers 591 Do
1 6 Lance head S9Z Do
17 String 592 Do'18 Fish hooks 592,593 Do
1 9 Kni fe 606 Do
20 Adies 607,608 Do
21 Picks 609,61 0 Do
22 Earth Chisel 611 Do
23 Spear or Dart 612 Do
24 Pipe 629 B.R. Ross
25 Womans gov¡n 634 Do
26 Quiver of arrows 751 1752 Do

SHELLS

a box of uni and bivalves 620 Bernard R. Ross

End of the Catalogue

Fort Simpson, McKenzies River
15 Àpril 1861

Bernard Rogan Ross. C.T.
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List of Specimens of Natural History CoÌlected by
Charles P. Gaudet at Fort Good Hope, MacKenzie's
River from Winter 1864, to Spring 1865 ví2, &:

------Number 102------
Pediocetes Phasianellus - female and 5 eggs, 7
June 1864. Nest v¡as found on ground and the parent bird
said to have been snared thereon by an Indian.
Composed of grass &c.

------Number 1 03------
PediocetFs Phasianellus - female and 7 eggs. 17
June '64. Nest on ground and at no great distance
from breeding. Female snared thereon.

------Number 1 1 3------
Falco Columbarius - male and 2 eggs. 17 June 1864.
Nest on a cl i f f , and the male parent hTas shot in its
immediate vic inity.

------Number 1 1 5------
Putorius skin captured at peel's River
in July 1862, and forgotten to be sent out with
the CoIlections, made at that post (101 specimens)

------Number 123------
Zonotrichia Gambellii - 4 eggs June '64
Neston ground & composed of fine hay &c. parent
seen & said to have been a sparro?r of this
spec ies.

------Number 124------
Zonotrichia G¡rmbellii female skin. 18 June
E. Eggs gofTñTã-Hest on ground and the f emale
vras snared thereon.

------Number 1 40------
Turdus Aliciae - female and 3 eggs (Z broke)
June '64. Nest on a tree, and female snared thereon,
it is said.

------Number 145------
Cotv1e Riparia - female and 1 egg (nest broke)
21 July '64. Found in another mudy lsicl sand bank
eggs evidently contained largely developed
embryos, & no wonder at such a late date.

------Number 152------
Vulpes Fulvus var. Decussatus - male skuII.
Killed winter '63-'4, tho' marked "22 JuIy '64"
this being the date of their cleansing!

------Number 1 63------
Mustella Àmericana female skulI of an animal
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cqgsht in a wood in trap near Good Hope winter
1 864-5.

------Number 177 ------
À Man's Smokinq Pipe - Anderson River Esquimaux

------Number 178------
À Woman's Ditto - Ànderson River Esquimaux

------Number 179------
À Lad's Ditto - Ànderson River Esguimaux

------Number 1 80------
Àn Esguimaux Knife - Ànderson River.
Large knives of this kind are generally used forcutting uo meat and blubber, also snow in squaresfor building houses in winter when the
Esquimaux travel.

------Number 181------
[ !^loman' s i(ni f e or Skin Scraper -
Àndeison River Esquimaux

------Number 182------
À Bone Cuttinq Saw - Anderson River
Esquimaux. Used also for sawing wood and ivory &c.

------Number 1 83------
À Woman's Ivorv Needle Case - Ànderson River
Esquimaux

------Number 184------
À Small Arrow Ðressinq t?l Knife
Ànderson River Esquimaux

------Number 187------
À Small Wooden Tool Board -
Ànderson River Esquimaux

------Number 1 88------
À Small Ditto Ditto - Anderson
River Esquimaux

------Number 189------
À Set of lvorv Bow Needles (3 p's)
Ànderson River Esquimaux

------Number 190------
À Drillinq Machine - (5 ps)
Ànderson River Esquimaux

------Number 1 91------
An Ïvory Fish hook - Ànderson River
Esquimaux
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------Number 192------
Two Seal Harpoon heads - Anderson
River Esquimaux

------Number 1 93------
Two Bone Arrow Points of Machine used for
Darting at wil-d f owl &c. in the water.
Anderson River Esquimaux

------Number 194------
I bole holder used while dressinq arrows -
Esguimaux

------Number 195------
A pair Men's larqe deers skin Mittens -
Anderson Esquimaux

------Number 196------
À pair Men's deerskin Boots -
Ànderson Esquimaux

------Number 197------
À pair Men's Walrus skin t'littens -
Ànderson Esquimaux

------Number 1 98------
À pair Men's Ylater proof Sealskin Boots -
Ànderson Esquimaux

------Number 199------
Model of an Esquimaux "Kavak" or Canoe.
Ànderson Esquimaux

------Number 200------
Model o:[ a Pair Loucheux Snow Shoes -
MacKenzie's River tribe

------Number 203------
À pair Children's Boots - Esquimaux

------Number 204------
A fire steel - Esquimaux.
MacKenzie or Ànderson River

------Number 212------
A larqe Box of Esguimaux Manufacture.

I and so on until Number 222]
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List of Specimens collected at Lesser Slave Lake
Spring 1858 by Strachan Jones

5 eggs of the whiskey jack with parent bird
17 eggs vrax wing
3 - Hawk ow]

150 Black bird three or four
1 50 Thrush different kinds
12 New Bunting
3 - - Bank i?l Swallow
2 - Crane
6 - Grebe
6 - Water Hen
4 - Woodpecker
5 - Snipe
4 - - Sandpiper

no parent bird

50 GulI di fferent kinds
20 plover different kinds
5 - - Canvas back Duck with parent
4 - Ring neck plover
R - lla'lV L..J

20 Duck no parent bird
Àbout a pint of small sparrow and yellow birds
eggs some with the parent Bird some not.
A quantity of eggs unidentified
40 shells of the fresh water mussels
a few shells of the snail and small bivalves



Appendix C

À List of private donations made to the smithsonian

Institution to
Finance Exploration in HBC Territories

The forlowing information is a verbatim transcription of
records kept by spencer F. Baird regarding the funds raised
for exploration in the Hudson's Bay company territories.
These records are part of the spencer F. Baird papers,

1833-1889, RU 7002, sIÀ, and are found in Box 66,
Smithsonian Institution Explorations, 1 952-76,
Territories Expeditions, 18s9-62, of that Record unit.

Subscriptions to Kennicott' s exploration
Territories

of the Hudsons bay

1 859 April Smithsonian Institution
(paid direct to Kennicott)

S F Baird Wash

HBC

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

25.00

50.00

s0.00

20.00

20.00

J.C. Brevoort

John Cassin

Geo. N. Laurence

Jas. C. McGuire

R. Ostensacken

E.T. Cresson

I saac Lea

Brooklyn

Phi ]a

NY

Wash

Wash

Phi Ia

Phi Ia
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J.D. Sergeant

Dr. Logan

John Lambert

A.J. TaIIe

Miss Connie E.

University of

Audubon CIub

Phi Ia

Phi Ia

Phila

Wash

( sent in draft )

Swi ft Chicago

Chicago per H.M. Walker

Ch i cago

355

25.00

25.00

25.00

so. o0

440.00

25.00

250.00

175.00

142.23

200.00
50.00

s0.00

50.00

25.00

25.00

50.00

s0.00

50.00

3s0.00

250.00

30.00

s0.00

s0.00

1 860 May

1 861

Smithsonian Institution Bill exp J.M.
Woodworth

Smithsonian Institution to HB House,
Mon t rea 1

W.H. Edwards New york

Dr. H. Bryant Boston

Chicago Àcad Science (paid.to Woodworth)

J.C. McGuire Wash

Geo. N. Laurence Ny

J.C. Brevoort Brooklyn

J.L. Leconte phila

John Cassin phila

Smithsonian Institution to HB House

Dr. Geo. Suckley

R. Ostensacken

A.L. Heermann

NY

Wash

Phi Ia



John Kuder

Dr. Leconte? (was

Geo. N. Laurence

Dr. Bryant

J.C. Brevoort

Phi la

it paid)

Bill of guns 14.13
bill 15.72
Boston

Brooklyn

3s6

25.40

155.40

25.00

29.85
100.00

2s.00

33s.25

50.00

2s0.00

200.00

50.00

s0.00

W.H. Edwards NY

1862 Smithsonian Institution to Montreal
released 243,13 to Kennicott's credit)
Dr. Bryant

R. Ostensacken

Prof. Àgassiz sent to Donald Gunn)

Subscription to other explora-

1860 C. Drexler Hudson Bay

Dr. Bryant

W.H. Edwards

E. Norton

J. Cassin

2s0.00

2s.00

25.00

25.00

325.00



Appendix D

Appointment, according to Post, within the Mackenzie River

District,
1 8s8/59-1 8s9/60.

The following information
Minutes of Council, Northern
Resolution 13; 1859, Res. 12
862, Res. 11 ; 1 863 , Res. 1 1

866, Res. 11 ; 1867, Res. 1 1

2. PAM, H.B.c.À. , 8.239/k/13.

Name Fort

Bernard R. Ross Simpson

obLa ined from the
858-69: 1 858,
861, Res. 121'
865, Res. 11;
nd; 1869, Res.

Position Yea r

Chief Trader 1858-
1859

Àpp.Post Master
Cler k
CIer k
Chief Trader
Clerk
I nterprete r
Àpp. Clerk
Post Master
CIer k
Post Master
Post Master
Chief Trader
App. Clerk

Chief Trader

Cler k
App. Clerk
Clerk
CIer k
Chief Trader
Àpp. Clerk
Post Master
I nterpreter
Cler k
Clerk
Cler k

1 859-
1 850

has been
Department

1860 , Res.
1864, Res.
1 868, Res.

12;
11:'
11,

Thomas Swanston
ÀIex. Mackenzie
James Pruden
W.L. Hardisty
James Lockhart
William Brass
R.R. MacFarlane
C. Gandes
Laurence Clarke
John Reid
Nicol Taylor
H. MaxweII
J.V. Dunlop

B.R. RoSS

J.S. Onion

aux Liards
HaI kett
Youcan
Peel's River
LaPierre's House
Good Hope
Resolut i on
Rae
Big Is1and
Norman
Di sposable

S impson

Thos. Swanston
Alex. Mackenzie aux Liards
J.V. Dunlop Halkett
W.L. Hardisty Youcon
Strachan Jones
C.P. Gaudet Peel's River
James Flett LaPierre's H.
R.R. MacFarlane Good Hope
James Lockhart Resolution
Laurence Clarke Rae
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B.R. RosS

J.S. Onion
Andrew Flett
John Reid
A. Mackenzie
J.V. Dunlop
Nicol Taylor
R.R. MacFarlane
C.P. Gaudet
James Flett
J. Lockhart
S. Jones
W. Brass
L. Clarke
W.L. Hardisty

B.R. Ross

J.E. Harriott
John Reid
w.L. Hardisty
Àndrew Fl-ett
Nicol layIor
J.S. Onion
R.R. MacFarlane
C. P. Gaudet
James Flett
J. Lockhart
S. Jones
W. Brass
L. Clarke
À. Mackenzie

W. L. Hardi sty

W. Thomson Smith
Nicol Taylor
W. Brass
A. Flett
J. Lockhart
S. Jones
J.S. Onion
C.P. Gaudet
J. Flett
R.R. MacFarlane
Ed. Harriott
John Reid
A. Mackenzie
L. Clarke

W.L. Hardisty

J.S. Onion
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Chief Trader 1860-
1 861

Clerk
Post Master
Post Master
Clerk
Cle rk
Post Master
CIer k
Post Master
I nterpreter
Cler k
App. Clerk
Post Master
Cler k
Chief Trader

Chief Trader 1861-
1862

Àpp.Post Master
Post Master
Chief Trader
Post Master
Post Master
CIer k
Cler k
Post Master
Post Master
Chief Trader
App. CIerk
Post Master
CIerk
Cl-erk

Chief Trader 1862-
1 863

App. Clerk
Post Master
Post Master
Post Master
Chief Trader
Àpp. Clerk
CIer k
Post Master
Post Master
Cler k
App. Clerk
Post Master
Cler k
Cler k

Chief Trader 1 863-
1 864

CIerk

S impson

Big I sÌand
aux Liards
Halkett
Norman
Good Hope
Peel's R.
LaPierre's
Youcon

Rae
Resolut i on

S impson

Big I sland
Liards
Halkett
Norman
Good Hope
Ànderson
Peel's R.
LaPierre's
Youcon

Rae
Resolution

S impson

Liards
Ha1 ket t
Norman
Youcon

Good Hope
Peel's R.
LaPierre's
Ànderson

Big I sland
Resolution
Rae

Simpson

H.

H.

H.



Thos. Hardisty
A. Mackenzie
W. Brass
Nicol Taylor
William Mclean
C.P. Gaudet
À. Flett
S. Jones
James MacDougall
w.T. Smith
John Reid
J. Lockhart
I^7.C. King
R.R. MacFarlane

W.L. Hardisty

J.S. Onion
W.J. McLean
W. Brass
NicoI Taylor
C.P. Gaudet
A. Flett
S. Jones
J. MacDougall
R.R. MacFarlane
J Onn Re 1cl
J. Lockhart
w. C. King
w.T. Smith

W. L. Hardi sty

J.S. Onion
W.J. McLean
W. Brass
Nicol Taylor
C.P. Gaudet
À. F1ett
J. Flett
S. Jones
R.R. MacFarlane
John Reid
J. Lockhart
W.C. King
Thos. Hardisty
J. MacDougall
A. Mackenzie

9¡.L. Hardisty

W.F. Gairdner
R.R. MacFarlane
W. Brass
J. MacDougall

Liards
Halkett
Norman

Good Hope
Peel's R.
Youcon

Ànderson
Big I sland
Resolut i on

Rae

S impson

Liards
Halkett
Norman
Good Hope
LaPierre's
Youcon

Ànderson
Big I sland
Resolut i on

Rae

S impson

Liards
Halkett
Norman
Good Hope
Peel!s R.
LaPierre's
Youcon
Ànderson
Big I sland
Resolut i on

Rae
Di sposable
Di sposable

S impson

App. Clerk
Cler k
Post Master
CIer k
App. Clerk
CIer k
Post Master
Cler k
App. CIerk
App. CIerk
Post Master
Chief Trader
Àpp. Clerk
Cler k

Chief Trader

Cler k
Clerk
Post Master
Cler k
Cler k
Post Master
Clerk
Àpp. CIerk
Cler k
Cler k
Chief Trader
App. CIerk
Cler k

Chief Trader

Cler k
Cler k
Post Master
Cler k
Cler k
Post Master
Post Master
Cler k
Cler k
Cler k
Chief Trader
App. Clerk
App. Clerk
App. Clerk
App. Clerk

Chief Trader

Cler k
CIer k
Post Master
Cler k
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1 864-
1865

1865-
1 866

1 866-
1 867

H.

H.

Youcon



R.G. Cowley
J.5. Unl0n
W. C. King
W.J. Mclean
James Hackland
Thos. Swanston
S. Jones
John Reid
N. Taylor
Thos. Hardisty
A. Mackenzie
A. Flett
J. Fl-ett

W. L. Hardi sty

W.F. Gairdner
James FIett
I^7. J. McLean
J.S. Onion
A. Mackenzie
John Reid
Thos. Swanston
F. Beaulieu
w.C. King
N. Taylor
T. Hardisty
W. Brass
A. Flett
John Wilson
J. MacDougall
R.C.S. CowIey
R.R. MacFarlane

W.L. Hardisty

W.M. McKay
R.R. MacFarlane
W.J. Gairdner
J. FIett
W.J. McLean
J.S. Onion
W. Brass
John Reid
King Beaulieu
W.C. King
N. Taylor
A. F1ett
John Wilson
J. MacDougaIl
Nicol Indair
Thos. Swanston

W.L. Hardisty

Th ic kney

L iard
Resolut i on

Rae
Big I sland
Norman
Good Hope
Ànderson
Peel's R.
LaPierre's

S impson

Liard
Ne 1 son
Halkett
Btg tsJ-and
Resolut ion
Salt River
Rae
Norman
Good Hope
Ande r son
Peel's R.
LaPierre's H.
Youcon

Di sposable

S impson

Liard
Ne 1 son
Halkett
Hay River
Fondulac
Rae
Norman
Peel's R.
LaPierre's H.
Youcon

Rapids

S impson

App. Clerk
Cler k
Àpp. CIerk
CIer k
Chief Trader
App. Clerk
CIer k
CIer k
Cler k
App. C1erk
Àpp. Clerk
Post Master
Post Master

Chief Trader

Cler k
Post Master
Cler k
Cl-er k
Clerk
CIer k
Post Master
Post Master
Clerk
CIer k
Cler k
Post Master
Post Master
CIer k
Cler k
App. Clerk
Cler k

Chief Trader

CIer k
Cler k
Cler k
Post Master
Cler k
Cler k
Post Master
Cler k
I nterpreter
CIer k
Cl-er k
Cler k
Cler k
Cler k
PosL Master
CIer k

Chief Trader

H.
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1867 -
1 868

1 868-
1 869

1 869-
187 0
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R.R. MacFarlane Chief Trader
N.M. McKay Clerk
W.J. Gairdner Clerk
J. Flett post Master
W.J. Mclean Liards Clerk
J.S. Onion Nelson Clerk
W. Brass Hay River post MasterT. Swanston Resolution C1erkF. Beaulieu Fond du lac Interpreter
N.P.[?] King Rae Clerk
J. Bird Providence ClerkL. Bouvier InterpreterN. Taylor Norman Clerk-(plus 6 new names, uninvolved in colrecting activities)



Àppendix E

The following is an extract from an invoice in Baird's
records, of the books sent to his northern collectors. These

records filt severar pages and Baird sent books to 14

different recipients, including Donard Gunn, wirriam
Mactavish, John Reid, James Lockhart, Robert campbell ,

charles Gaudet, Roderick MacFarrane, Lawrence crarke, James

Dunrop, william Hardisty, Nicol Taylor, Alexander Mackenzie

and the Norway House Library, however, Bernard Rogan Ross

received the largest number of books in 1861. The forrowing
is a verbatim extract, !vith bracketed information included
regarding the smithsonian publications, and is found in the
Spencer F. Baird papers, RU 7002, Box 66, SIÀ.

rnvoice of books etc. transmitted by the smithsonianInstitution to St. paul in March'1861 for B.R. Ross.

Smithsonian publications Nos,

113, Ioiscussion of the magnetic and meteororogicaJ-observations made at the Giiaud corlege observatory,Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1943, 1gqq, and 1g45.Part r. rnvestigation of the eleven year peiod in the
a1nnI itude of the solar-diurnal varial ion ãnd of thedisturbances of the magnetic decrination. By A. D. Bache,l8sel .

114, lobservations on terrestrial magnetism in Mexico.
conducted under the direction of Baron von Mu167zl1er, withnotes and illustrations of an examination of the volcanoPopocatapetl and its vicinity. By August sonntag, 19601

362
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119, [on fluctuations of revel in the North Ainerican rakes.By Charles whittlesey, 18601

100, len Account of the total eclipse of the sun on
near Olmos, Peru. BySeptember 7, 1858, as observed

Lieutenant J.M. GilIiss, 1 B59l

81, lon the recent securar period of the aurora borealis. ByProfessor Denison OImsted, 18561 84, [Àppendix. Record ofauroral phenomena observed in the higher ñórthern ratitudes.
Cornpi led by Peter Force , 1 856l -

19, l¡irections for meteorological observations, intendedfor the first class of observerÀ. By Arnold Guyot, resol
31, [a cotlection of meteororogicaJ- tabres, with othertables useful in practical meteórology. By Àrnold Guyot,
1 8s2l

103, [Meteorological observations made at providence, Rhodersrandr êxtending over a period of twenty-eight y..is and aha1f, from December, 1831, to May, 1960. ny piof.Ëso, AlexisCaswel1, 1 8601

13'1 , [Meteororogicar observations made near washington,Àrkansas, extending over a period of twenty years, from 1g40to 1859, inclusive. By Nathàn D. Smith, 1g-6Oj

1 5, . [eboriginal monuments of the state of New york.
comprising the results of gliginal surveys and explorations;with an illustrative appendix. By E.c. Siuier, lg'aOj

70, [rrre antiquities of wigconsin, as surveyed anddescribed. By I.À. Lapham, 18551

86, lobservations on Mexican history and archaeorogy, with aspeciar notice of zapotec remainsl as delineatãä'in Mr.J.G. sawkin's drawings of Mitla, Etc. By Brantz Mayer, 1gs6l

11s, [gxtracts.from thg proceedings of the Board of Regentsof the smithsonian Institution, iñ relation to the ereõtro-magnetic telegraph. 18611

44 [a flora and fauna within riving anima]-s. By JosephLeidy,18531

82, IInvestig?tions, chemicar and physiorogical, rerative tocertain Àmerican vertebrata. By Þrofesõor Joseph Jones,
18561

89, lNorth Àmerican Oology. part I .Fissirostres. By Thomas Mayo-Brewer , 1gS7J
Raptores and
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102, [catalogue of the described diptera of North Àmerica.
By R. Osten Sacken, 18591

1 1 I ' Icatalogue of the described lepidoptera of NorthAmerica. By John G. Morris, 18601

108, lCatalogue of North Àmerican birds, chiefly in the
museum of the smithsonian rnstitution. By s.F. Baird, 19591

128, [check-lists of the shells of North Àmerica. By rsaacLea, P.P. Carpenter, William Stimpson, W.G. Binãey and
Temp1e Prime, 18601

86, Isee above] 2, Ismithsonian contributions to Knowledge.vo1. r. 1848 containing squier and Davis, Àncient Monuments,Mississippi valleyJ

1 1 0, [Annual Report of the Board of Regents ofSmithsonian Institution, showing the operatexpenditures, and condition of Lhe rnstitution foi the
1 85el

34 r_ (20 copies each) [oirections f or corlecting, preserving,
alq_transporting specimens of natural history. 3;d editioñ,
1 8s9l

the
ions,
year

?1, lÀrchaeology of the United States r oF sketches,historical and bibliographical, of the progress ofinformation and opinion respecting vestiges of-anfiquity inthe United States. By Samuel F. Haven, 18561

Laurence, Lecture on physiology

Murry, Prairie Traveller
Reason vrhy in Natural History
Page, Handbook of geological Terrus

Baird, Cyclop. Natural Science

Lye11, Principles of Geology

Dana,[?] Household book of Poetry

Wood, Natural History of Mammals

Richardsons Polar Regions

Buchmann, Agtee Language

Krusenstem vocabulary Russian Àmerican Indians

HoImberg, Ethnographic col Sketches R. Àmerica
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Esquimaux vocabulary

Naturai. History of Chile

XI . vol- P. R. Survey

XII. voI. part f, p.R. Survey

suckley and cooper,.Nat. History of washington Ter. from
George Gibbs

Greenhown, oregon and california Ter. from George Gibbs

Rascors Knights of England

Giffords Daviad and Maevid

The Portraiture of a Christian Gentleman

Living for Improvement

Foxs book on Martyrs

The way to do good

l'lather on the types of the OId Testament

Giles first book in Latin
Parleys cyclopedia of Botany

Keith on the Globe

Hitchcocks De la Baches Geology

Scientific class book of physical Science

Scientific tracts
Parrys voyages to discover a North West passage

History of Switzerland

Juvenile Scrap Book

The Husband Hunter 2 vol.
Nicholas Nickelby

De Vere or the man of Independence

"Our rsland" 2 vol.
Camperdown or the ner.¡s f rom our neighbourhood
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Àlban

Burns Poetical works

Byrons Life and Letters
Spencers works and memorys

Sacred Poetry

Lives of HaIe Bedell and Rochester

Medical and Surgicat monographs

1 bundle misc novels from Wm À. Henry



Àppendix F

The forlowing list represents those entries in the
Historv of North Àmerican Birds and in The water Birds of
North America in which contributions made by the HBc

collectors were formally acknowledged. Each entry listed
here has, to some extent, been influenced by the fierd notes
or physicar specimens submitted by the HBC corlectors. The

authors of these vorumes (gaird, Brewer and Ridgway) are
exhaustive when crediting field collectors efforts, and

notes on the geographical distribution and habitat, the
measurement and colouration, or the breeding and nesting
habits of each species include memoranda regarding the
sources of the data or specimens used. The contributions of
Bernard Rogan Ross and Roderick MacFarlane are, for example,

individually mentioned not less than 2oo times in these

monographs (five vorumes in total) but the contributions of
the other HBC collectors, including Donald Gunn, George

barnston, strachan Jones, James Lockhart, John Reid, John

Mackenzie, James sibbeston, Laurence crarke, James Flett and

Charles Gaudet, are also mentioned many times.

The special contributions made by the HBC correctors to
these series r.¡ere given added recognition in 1991 , when an
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entire volume of the proceedin'qs of the united states
National Museum (xrv) v¡as devoted to the HBC ornithological
collect ions. Roderick Ross MacFarlane wrote a brief
introduction to "Notes on and List of birds and eggs

collected in Àrctic Àmerica, 1 961 -1 966, " which was an

abridged account of the "memoranda" and specimens used by

Baird, Brewer and Ridgway in their monographs on the land

and water birds of North America.

Twentieth century revisions of both common and scientific
nomencrature are incruded paranthetically to obviate an

anachronous presentation of the data. some of the species
incruded below have undergone several name changes during
the last one hundred years and, in fact, a "modernized"
nomenclature ï¡as used in the proceedinqs (xrv) devoted to
the HBc collections, but onry the currentry accepted

designation is indicated in the folrowing. Appendix.

classifications unaccompanied by parenthetic revisions are
identicar to the designations sanctioned by the Àmerican

ornithologist's union checklist ( 1 983 and 1 985 supprement ) .
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Historv of North Àherican Birds

OLIVE-EÀCKED THRUSH; SwÀINsoN's THRUSH

Turalua ayainaoni ICatharue uatu].âtua]

OREGON ROBIN; VÀRIED THRUSH

TurduB naGviug IIxorcug naoviue]

BRowN-cÀppED cHrCKÀDEE IBoREÀr cHrCKÀDEE]

Pàrua hualBonicuB

TENNESSEE IIÀRBLER

llclminthoÞhaqà ærcqrina [Vcraivora ærcorina]

ORÀNGE-CROWNED WÀRBLER

HGlninthophãoa c.latà vãr. colãÊà lvcrnivorô cctaËa]

YELLOW HÀRBLER

Irèndroica åèativâ [Dêndroicã æÈcchià]

BLÀCK ÀND yELLow HARBLER [MÀcNoLrÀ Í.¡ÀRBLER]

Dcndroicâ maculoaa lDandroica uqnoliâ]

YELLoH RED PoLL WÀRBLER IPÀLM HÀRBLER]

Drndroic! E].Erú

SMÀLL-EILLED WÀTER THRUSH

S€iuruE novcboraccngig

MOURNING WÀRBLER

ccothlepia phi1ldêIphiã [Omrornie philadÉIphiã]

ÀMERICÀN REDSTÀRT

SctoÞhaq! ruticillâ

RED_EYED GREENLET IRED-EYED vIREo]
Vircosylvio ol-ivacoug [Virco oliwaccuej

NORTHERN ¡IÀXWING; BOHEMIÀN CHÀTTERER

Àaæ1is oãrrulua [Bonlvcil1a c¡rrulug]

SOUTHERN 9JÀXWING

ÀnæIia ccdroru lboEbeci].là ccdroru]

GREÀT NORTHERN SHRIKE; BUTCHER BIRD

collurio boE6alis [f,aniua excubitor]

MEÀLY oT HOÀRY RED-POLL

Àcqiochua cancscrna [Carduélis hornounni]

SNOII-BUNTI NG

PlocÈrophanéa nivð1ia IplcctroÞhcnar nivâ].ial

spec i nen s

vol.1, 14

notes

vol. 1 , 29

specihehs and Dotes

vol.1, 107

spec imens

voL.1 , 205-206

notes

vol. 1 , 204

specinens and hotes
voL.1 , 223-224

noteS

vor-1, 232-234

noCes

voll, 273-273

notes

val. 1 , 294

notes

vol,1 , 302

specimens and notes
vol. 1 , 323

specimens and notes
voI.1 , 365-366

specinens ahd notes
vol.. 1 , 398-400

Dotes

vaI.1 , 401-402

specinens and notes
vol-.1, 416-418

specimens and notes
vol..1 , 499-501

sPecimens and notes
vol.1 , 513-515
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sÀvÀNNÀ SPARROR specimens and notes
ÞaasèrculuB aavànna vàr. ardudinua [paaaorcurue s6ndrichonaia] vol,r, 536-s39

LÀPLÀND LONGSPUR

PIèctroptrãnGa laoænicue ICa]-cariug lapoonicug]

S}IITH¡S BUNTING oT LONGSPUR; PÀINTED LoNGsPuR

PLGctrophànGa ÞictuB ICalcarius ÞicÈuB]

WESTERN IIHITE-CROI.¡NED SPÀRROH

Zonoerichia lèucophrws

À¡IERICAN TREE SPÀRROI{

spizGlla nonticolõ [spinzè11¡ arborca]

FIELD SPÀRROH

SpizclLà puai11à

CHIPPING SPÀRROW

spizÈtl-ã socialia [Spizc116 meaerino]

CLÀY-COLOURED SPÀRROl{

Spiz6lLa Þ11idã

FOX-COLOURED SPARROH

PaaaorGl]-à iliãcà

SWÀMP ALÀCKBIRD; REDWING BIJÀCKBIRD

Àqc]-ãiua Þhocnicaua

CÀNÀDÀ JÀY; WHISKEY-JÀCK; ÈIoosE-BIRD

PGriaorcu8 canàdongiÊ

LEÀST FLYCÀTCHER

Espidonãx Einipu8

BEDTED KINGF¡SHER

Ccrv]-ê alcyon

9¡HITE-BÀCKED or THREE-TOED WOODPECKER

Picoidca tridactvlus vär. aEeric6nua

specimens and notes
vol. 1 , 51 6-51 g

specimens and notes
vol.1, 519

notes

vo!.1, 572

specimens and notes
voI.2, 4-5

notes

voÌ,2, 5

specihens and notes
vol.2, I

specimens and notes
vol-2, 12-13

specimens and noteS

vol.2, 52-53

notes

vol.2,161

specimens and notes
vo1.2, 299-300

notes

voL,2,374

specinens and hotes
vol.2, 393-394

specinens and notes

RUSTY BLÀCKBIRD specimens ånd hotes
Scol.cophÈoua fcrruqinaua [Euohaque carolinug] vol.2, 205_206

ÀI'|ER¡CÀN RÀVEN ICOMMôN RÀVEN] specimens and notes
Corvua corâx vàr. carniworua lcorwug corax] vol.2, 235_242

EÀSTERN 9¡OOD PEHEE notes
ContoDuB vircna vol.2,35g

TRÀILL.S FLYCÀTCHER specimens and notes
Eopidonax pusillua var. Èrãil-ti [Empidonãx trãiuii] woL.2, 371
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g_icoido8 tridactvtuB Isubspecies any of three possibilities:
fasciãtus, doraà]-is or bacitugl wol.2, 534-535

GREÀT GREY ot{L specinens and hotes
serniu (scotiôpccx) cinorGu [SÈrix nGbuloaô] ,o1,3, 30-33

ÀHERICÀN SPÀRROW OHL; RICHÀRDSON'S OWL IBOREÀL OWL] SPECiNENS ANd NOtEs
Nvctalé ton@lEi var. richardgoni lÀcqolius f unorcus] vol..3 , 42

FLICKER; YELLOW-SHÀFTED !¡OODPECKER INORTHERN FLICKER]

ColãDtcg 6uratua

MÀRSH OWL; SHORT-EÀRED OwL

Otua (8rõchyotuB) brachvotus lleio fla@aue]

KENNICOTT'S OWL

ScoÞB aaio var. kcnnicoÈci [Oèus !aio kGnnicotCíi]

HORNED OWL

Bubo virqinianua vÈr. Ecificus [Bubo wirqinianue]

ÀMERICÀN SNOWY OWL

Nectoà acàndÍaca vàr. arcticã [Nvctcã ecandioca]

MÀCFÀRLÀNEI S GERFÀLCON IGRYPÀLCON]

Falco qvrf6lco w. sãcor lFalco ruBÈicolua]

ALÀCK GERFÀLCON IGRYFÀLCON]

FãIco qvrfalco var. 1àbr6doEA [Falco rustico].ual

MÀRSH HÀWK INORTHERN HÀRRIER]

circuB cylnèuB v6r. hudaoniua lcircua cvancug]

SHÀRP-SHINNED HÀWK

NiEua fuacua [ÀcciÞitêr atriatua]

notes

voÌ.2 , 576

notes

vol..3, 25

speçimeñs and notes
vo}.3, 55

specimens and notes
voI.3 , 65-67

specimens and notes
voI.3, 70-73

specimens and notes
wol.3, 1 1 5

specinens and notes
vol.3, 1 20

no!e5

voI.3,216-220

speçihens and notes
vor-3,226-229

ÀMERICÀN HÀwK OwL specinens and notes
surnià ululà vôr. hudaonià [Surnia ulula] voL.3, 7?-?g

wHrTE GERFALCON [cRyF.ÀLcoN] speqimens and hotes
gglç-q tUie¡gÉq+çs) qvrfâlco vEr. canadicÀns
Llèfllg ruaE¡colual vol.3, 112

ÀMERICÀN PEREGR¡NE FÀLcoN; DUCK HÀwK specinens and notes
Falco comuniB võr. anãtM [F¡]-co æreqrinug ãn¡CunJ vol.3, 132

BLÀCK PEREGRINE FÀICON specinens and ñotes
Falco avrfalco war. ralei [Fa]'co ærcqrinue æa].Gi] vol .3, .l 39_.141

RICHÀRDSON'S MERLIN specimens and notes
FôIco qvrfalco var. richard8oni [Fãtco corubEriuB richõrdaonii] voì..3, 150-r93

AMERICÀN OSPREY; FISH HÀwK speqihens and notes
Pandion hãliactua v6r. cürolincnaia lpandion haliactue] voL.3, 1g7
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ROUGH-LEGGED HÀWK specimens and notes
Àrchibutoo laqopus v6r. aãncti-ìohannia [Eutoo ]aqooual vot.3, 304-311

GOLDEN EÀGLE; R¡NG-TÀILED EÀGLE speciñens ànd notes
Àouilã chrvaaatua var. canadonaia lÀoui1ù chrvsàotua] vol..3, 3l9-320

BROÀD-WINGED HÀWK

Butdo tFnnBwlvãnicua IBut60 Dtåtvptcrua]

st¡ÀrNsoN.s HÀWK; BÀrRDrS HÀWK

But6o aÈaingoni v6r. Brainaoni lButco arainBoni]

BÀLD EÀGLE; ÀMENICÀN EÀGLE

HaIiaGÈuB ]'aucocaohalua IHa1i.èètug IGucocèpha]'ua]

PTÀRMI GÀN

Lasoous [?] (¿aqooug laqooue)

ROCK PTÀR¡{IGAN

Lôcopus Eutua vãr. ruæatria lLaqooue nutua]

spec rhen

vol.3 , 259

SPec imèn

voL.3, 264

specinens and notes
voI.3, 329-334

specinens and notes
voÌ.3, 459-461

specinens and notes
vol.3, 463

Th. ¡fàtêr EirdB of North Àmericô

specimens and notes
vol,1, 136-137

specimens and notes
vol.1 , 143

notes

vol.1, 199-192

specimens and hotes
vol,1, .1 99

specimens añd notes
vol,1 , 204

SPRUCE PÀRTRTDGE; cÀNÀDÀ cRousE specinens and notes
Canãcê cõnddonaiB vàr. canadcnBia [Dandraoaoug canadcnaig] voL.3, 416

SHÀRP-TÀILED GROUSE specimens and notes
Podioccêtrs Dhàai6nallua vãE. Dhaai¡nc1Iu6 [TmEnuchua Dhàsianctf.us] voI.3, 434-435

SEMIPÀLMÀTED RING PLOVER specihens and notes
ÀêoiãIitiÊ s6nipãLnaea [Ch6rãdriuB acniE]-nÀcue] vol.1, 155

BLÀCK-BELLIED PLOVER

Squatarola hGlvctica Isduatarolü aquatarola]

ÀMERIcÀN coLDEN pLovER [LEssER coLDEN pLovER]

chãràdriua doninicua lÞIuwiàlia doninica]

À},ÍERI CÀN OR WI LSON' S SNI PE ICO¡ô{ON SNI PE]

cãllindqo ri]-Boni lcallinaqo oa1]-inaqol

cRÀY SNIPE Ino cuErenÈ correlation found]
tbcrorhanphua qriacue [?)

ST¡LT SÀNDPIPER

t{icroEldEa }riEõnÈoÞuB [Ca].idria hinantoÞual

SEMIPÀLMÀTED SÀNDPIPER specimens and noLes
Er6un6tGB puai]-IuE occidrntaliB lErcunetce puaillua] vol.1, 209-21o
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SPOTTED SÀNDPIPER notes
Trinqoidra naculariua [Àct'itis macularia] wol..1, 303

BUFF-BREÀSTED SANDPIPER specimehs and notes
Trenoités rufcsccnB [Trvnqit€B subruficollia] vol.1,3og

HUDSONIÀN CURLEP I could be either the ESKIMO CURLEH or the specimens and eggs
I.IHI MBREL ]

Nuonius Ì¡udsonicus lNmcniue boroàIiB or vol.1 . 317_31gNucníua DhaÌopus hudaonicuBl

RED PHÀLÀRoPE specinens and notes
PhalàroouB fulicarius lphatarooue fulicarj.â] vo]' 1, 329_330

NORTHERN PHÀLÀRoPE [RED-NECKED PHÀLARoPE] specihens and notes
LobiEB lobatua vol..1 , 33S

BONÀPÀRTE'S SÀNDPIpER Ino discernabte correLation with
À,O.U, Check.l-isr, 19931

Àctodro@s f úBc icôI1i B

HUDSONIÀN GODWIT

Lipoaã hnGuBtica

YELLOH LEGS ILESSER YELLOÍ{ LEGS]

Totãnus fIãviæa [Trinq¡ flaviæe]

IIHOOP¡NG CRÀNE

Grua aErricanà

LITTLE BROT{N CRANE ISÀNDHILL CRÀNE]

Grua cãnãdcnÉiB

EUROPEÀN TìHITÊ-FRONTED GOOSE

Ànsor ãLbifrona

CÀNADÀ GOOSE

E6rniclà canadengie IErônta cànôdGnaia canadcneig]

specinen and notes
vol.l, 229

specimen and notes
voL.1 , 261-263

specimens and notes
vol,1, 275-277

specihens and ngtes
vo]-1, 40?

specihens añd notes
vol.1, 412-413

notes

vol. 1 , 452-453

notes

voL. 1 , 460-454

WHISTLTNG SHÀN ITUNDRÀ S9¡ÀN] specinens and notes
O]-or columbianua lcvqnua columbiãnus] voL,1, 426_430

TRUMPETER SwÀN specimens and notes
Olor buccinator [Cvqnug buccinator] voL.1, 433

SNOw GOosE specimens and notes
chGn heærboreua [ch6n heærborca] ,oL.1, 441_444

RoSS' SNOH GooSE [ROSS, cOOsE] specimens and notes
CÌ¡rn roaBi [ChGn roasii] vol.1, 445_446

CÀNÀDÀ GOOSE specimens ãnd notes
SGrnicI! hutchinsi [Brantsa canadcnEís huhchineii] voJ..1, 464_466

BLÀCK BRÀNT IBRÀNT] specinens and notes
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gGrniclà niori,c6na [Branta bÈrnicIã niqricane] voL,1,474

THE MÀLLÀRD notes
Ànaa boachâa [Ànaa platertrynchos] vol.1,498

THE GÀDRELL; GRÀY DUCK specimens and noLes
chãu]-rlãshus atr.æEus lÀnae eÈrcæra] vol-. 1 , 5 t O-S13

PINTÀIL; SPRIG-TÀIL DUCK INORTHERN PINTÀ¡L] NOTES

Dafila acuta [Ànas acuta] vol.l, 513-516

ScÀuP DUCK; BrG, BLÀCK-HEÀDED or BLUE BrLL IGREÀTER SCÀup DUCK] specimens and notes
FuLix mrilà [AvÈh¡ ruriIà] voL.2 , 21

LEss scÀuP DucK; LrrrLE BLÀCK-HEÀD or BLUE BrLL fLEssER scÀupl specimens and notes
Fulir ÀffiniB lÀvths¡ lffinis] wa:-z, 23-2s

ÀMERICAN WIDGEON; BÀLD-PÀTE

Xrroca arericûn! lÀn¡g anoricana]

SHOVELLER; SPOON BILL DUCK INORTHERN SHOVELLER]

SBCula cLvæaCã lÀnaa clvæatã]

BLUE-WINGED TEÀL

ou6rouodulâ diacorB lÀnaa diBcoura]

ÀMERICÀN GREEN-TIINGED TEÀL

Ncction cÀrolinGnaia fÀnag crocca caro]-incngig]

CÀNVÀS BÀCK DUCK

ÀGeheiô walliBncrià lÀ.chva valieincria]

BUFFLE=HEÀDED DUCK; BUTTER ÊÀLL

CJ.anqulô å1baolô lBueooh¡la albcola]

HÀRLEOUIN DUCK

Hialrionicus pinutua [HiaÈrionicus histrionicusl

LONG-TÀILED DUCK; OLD sQuÀw

Har!Idà hEonôIiB lclanqulã hmcnÀlia]

PÀcrFrc ErDER IcoÞr.{oN ErDER]

SoDaècria w-niqrun lsonatêriã nollisainà v-nicraJ

K¡NG EIDER

So@tcrià aæcËabilia

vELvET scorER [wHrrE-wrNGED scorER]

Xel.ãnGtt'ã véLvêtinã [XelanitËã fuBca]

DOteS

vo1.1 , 523-524

specinens and notes
vol. 1, 530

notes

voI.1 , 532

notes

vol.2,7

specinens and notes
vol.2 , 35

specinens and notes
wol .2, 50-51

specinens and notes
vol.2, 54

notes

voI.2, 60-62

specinens and notes
vol.2, 82-83

notes

vol.2, a6-97

specimens and notes
val,2,96-97

?
in 5201

SURF DUCK ISURF SCOTERJ specinens and notes
Pel,ionctt! BrapicilIôtà [HêJ.ônitÈr ærapicillata] vol.2, 102-103
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GLÀUCOUS GULL specimens and notes
Lãrus olaucua [f,arus ]¡værborcual ,oL.Z, 241-Z1S

HHITE-HINGED GULL specimens
LaruB 1€ucoDÈ€rua [possibly the same as above -

IJErua hvErborcuB] vol.2, Z19

SHORT-BILLED GULL specinens and notes
Lârus bracherl¡wnchus lno correlation uith À.O.U.

checkli sts, 1 956 or 1 993 foundl vo]..2, 249

HERRING GULL

LãruB arqGnÈãtus

CÀLIFORNIÀ GULL

LàEua cà].ifornicua

FRANKLIN'S ROSY GULL

f.ôrus fEãnklini [Larua oioixcan]

BONÀPÀRTEIS GULL

f,lrus DhiLadÉl-Éhiã

FORK-TAIf,ED GULL ISÀBINEIS GULL]

X.nô sabini

CÀSPIAN TERN

StGrna c6aDiã

FORSTER'S TERN

St.arnà forstèri

COMMON TERN

StGrnô hirundo

ÀRCTIC TERN

Stcrnà ErËdiaàcâ

POMÀRINE JÀEGÀR

SÈGrcorariuB ponàrinua

PÀRÀSITIC JÀEGÀR; RICHÀRDSON'S .JÀEGÀR

Stcrcorariua Dã16aiticua

ÀRCTIC .fÀEGAR¡ LONG-TÀILED .]ÀEGÀR

sÈcrcoràr iua lonoicauduÊ

T{ESTERN GREBE

ÀàchEophorua occ idGnÈà1i g

ÀMERICAN RED-NECKED GREBE

colmbua holboellii lpodiccpe qriacecna]

HORNED GREBE

notes

voL.2, 239-240

specimens

voL.2,244

specinens and notes
voL.2,260

specinens and notes
voL.2,263-264

speqinens and notes
vol,2, 272-2?3

spec inens

vol.2, 283

specinens and notes
vo\.2,294-295

specinens and notes
woL2, 297 -299

specinens and notes
vo1,2, 302-303

SPec inen s

vol.2, 333

specinens and notes
vo1.2,337-338

Speqiñens and nores

voI.2,341-343

noteS

voL.2,422

specimens and ngtes
voÌ,2, 430

specínens and notes
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DeeGa auriÈuB lpodiccpe ¡uritue]

GREÀT NORTHERN D] VEN [CO}..tr.áON LOON ]

Urinàtor imor [cavia imcr ]

ÀRCTIC LOON

Urinator àrcticug [cavia arcLica]

!¡HITE-BILLED LOON IYELLOW-BILLED LOON]

UrinaÈor ¡daogii [cavia adaneiíl

PÀCIFIC DIVER IPÀCIFIC LOON]

Urinãtor øcificue lcãvià lrcÈica mcifica]

RED-THROÀTED LOON

Urinrtor lumc [cawia stcÌIata]

vol.2, 433-434

notes

vol.2,447-45O

specihens and notes
vol.2, 453

specimens and notes
vol.z,452

specinens and notes
voI.2, 456-457

specimens ônd notes
vol.2, 458-460



Collectors in HBC

Yea r

1857
1858
18s9

Collec tor
Donald Gunn
Donald Gunn
Donald Gunn
George Barnston

1 860 Donald Gunn
W. Mactavish
George Mactavish
J. Mackenzie
J.G. Swan

1861 J. (a) Ànderson
Mr. Gladmon

1862 George Barnston
J.G. Swan

1 863 Donald Gunn
W. McMurray
W. Mactavish
R. Mackenzie
H. Mackenzie
H. Connolly
R. Hamilton
J.G. Swan

1864 H. Connolly
B. Smith
J. Mackenzie
Donald Gunn
W. Mactavish
J.G. Swan

1865 w.J. Christie
John McCauley
DonaId Gunn
f,¡. Mactavi sh
C. Rankin
J.G. Sv¡an

1866 H. Connolly
DonaId Gunn
D.À. Smirh

Appendix G

Territory south of Methy portage

Locat i on

Red River Settlement
Red River Settlement
Red River Settlement
Mi chi picoten

Red River Settlement
Red River Settlement
shores of Hudson Bay
Moose Factory
Ne-ah Bay, W.T.

Gulf St. Lawrence
Hudson's Bay

Mi ch i picoten
Straits of Fuca

Red River Settlement
Winnipeg River
Red River Settlement
Lake Manitoba
Red River Settlernent
Labrador
through Barnston
Puget Sound

Labrador
Moose Factory
Moose Factory
Red River Settlement
Red River Settlement
Puget Sound

Fort Edmonton
Fort Edmonton
Red River Settlement
Red River Settlement
Lake Superior
Puget Sound

Labrador
Red River SeLtlement
Labrador
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J.G. Swan

1867 J.c. Swan

1 868 Dona1d Gunn

Puget Sound

Puget Sound

Red River Settlement



Àppendix H

The information upon which this tabre has beenconstructed has come from the Àssistant secretary's Report

Percentage of HBC Donors in the Smithsonian Program

year total # of
private donors

Rupert Land
dono r s

o/
/o Rupert Land

donors

1 853
1 854

73
85

130
160
106

89
209
287
111

99
166

0
0
0
0
2
1

4
21
18

4
23

3
7

13
2
5
2
3
1

0

8ss
856
857 1.8

1

1.9
7

16
4

14
2.6
6.9
7.7
1.2
2.6

o

1.6
.5

1858
1 859
860
861
862
863

1 864
1 86s
1 866
1 867
1 868
1 869
1870
187 1

187 2

13
02
68

166
190
212
189
196
205

in the Smithsonian Ànnual Report.r,

* See, SIAR, 1853, pp.55-57
.1q?4, pp.42-49; lq!?, pp.sl_61¡ 18s6, pp.63-68 and p.48;
1 857, pp.50-54; 1 859, pp.7Z-78; 1860, pp ,77-gS; ieAli

379



pp.64-67; 1862, pp.57-59; 1863, pp.58-61;

380

1864, pp.86-88;
1865r pp.86-88; 1866, pp.46-50; 1867, pp.72-76; 1 868,
pÞ55-59; 1869, pp.53-58; 1870, pp.47-51; 1871 , pp.43-50, and1872, pp.56-61. There was no data on any donations which
might have been received prior to 1853.
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